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Abstract 

The foiiowing is a history of the establishment and management of the 
f3st four national parks in Atlantic Canada: Cape Breton Highlands (created in 
Nova Scotia in 1936); Prince Edward Island (P.E.I., 1936); Fuady, (New 
Brunswick,  1947); and Terra Nova (Newfouncilsnd, 1957). Because these were 
the only parks created in Canada between 1930 and 1968, this thesis also 
documents the changing idea of what the National Parks Branch (the 
precursor to Parks Canada) believed parks shodd be. 

Parks are meant to si- a culture's avility, a willingness to sacrifice 
resource use so that name can be appreciated, if on& within very fixed 
boundaries. Canada's first parks, located in the West, came to typify the 
national park ideal: they were huge, prisme, and mountainous. When forced 
by provincial and federai demiinds to make the park system nuly national in 
the 1930s, the Parks Branch feared the Atlantic region did not possess the 
requisite characteristics: it had long ken settled, had few large wiid animais, 
and iacked sublime scenery. Attempting «> make the new parks conform to the 
Western ideal and yet believing them necessarily poor imitations, staff 
developed Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island Nationai Parks to 
be traditional seaside resorts that wodd &O attract mass tourism, Both parks 
allowed for the spatial division of upper and middle dass tourists. 
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But the idea of how best to integrate nature and culhue was not statice 
Fundy Nationai Park, estabiished postwar, paid homage to the period's idea of 
recreational democracy, and the dream of society-wide afnuence. Fundy was 
hïghly developed, with a l l  amenïties located in one area so that the masses 
could vacation together. Tema Nova National Park, in contrast, was created in 
the early stages of a North Arnericaa badc to nature movement Seeing an 
oppoctunity to once again promote parks as places capable of defming one's 
cultural position, this time based on an abiüty to appredate parks for their 
nature, s t a n  designed Terra NOM to be a wüdemess-oriented park. 

The thesis condudes with two thematic chapters examinhg 
management issues common to aii four parks. The first such chapter focuses 
on issues of use, with reference to tourism, business concessions, and resource 
extraction. The second focuses on issues of preservation, with reference to 
wildüfe, fish, and vegetation. In the 1930s and during the war, the Parks 
B r a n c h  was relatively passive in both preservation and use. Greater funcihg 
and a more managerial ecological science led to a more intententionist 
approach in the late 1940s and 1950s. By 1960, with greater awareness of the 
damage k i n g  done to parks by intervention, the Parks Branch promiîed a 
more han&-& style for the future. However, with visitor use on the increase 
and the nature in parks more threatened than ever, it is not surprishg that a 
clash over the question of intervention resonated throughout the Canadian 
park system in the 1960s. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction: 

A Walk at Herring Cove 

On a cool September day in 1994, AM Keith and her husband Dan 

led me down to Herring Cove, just West  of Alma, New B r u n s w i c k  Ann is a 

fit, iïvely woman; it is dïffkuit to believe she spent two summers at 

cottages here siw years aga, hoping the Bay of Fundy air would cure her 

whooping cough. She showed me relics from those times. Coins ftom 

Norwegian sailors. A grainy image of the stevedores' bunkhouse perched 

at the water's edge. A 1934 letter asking her mother to send the cat We 

clambered on the treed banks like chiidrea or archaeologists, re-creating 

the community of cottages. Apple trees grav witiiin and obscured the 

foundation of Captain Rolfe's home, there. Thatfs the concrete base of 

Judge Jonah's cabin. The four-seater would have been right here This is 

the old road 

The cottages are gone and the trees have taken over because a 70- 

square-mile area around H-g Cove became Fundy National Park in 

1947. As a park, the iand was expected to be natufal, so the property 

rights of individuai owners were negated through expropriation, and the 

land was conferred to the people of Canada. The Canadian National 

Parks ~ranchl aUowed the area to retuni to nature. in the late 1960s, 

1 During the period covered in rhis thesis, the federal agency in charge of national parks 
in Canada was named the Dominion Parks Branch (1911-1921). the Cananian National 
Parks Branch (19214926). the National Parks Branch (1926-1936). the Lands, Parks and 
Forests Branch ( l936-1947), the Lands and Development Services Branch (1 947-1 950). 
the Development Services Branch (1950), the National Parks Branch (1953-1965). the 
National and Historic Resources Blranch (19654966). the Nationai and Historic Parks 
Branch (1966-19731, and Parks Canada (1973 on), From 1936 on, within the Branch itself 



Figure 1. The Rvad to Herring Cove. 1930 md 1304. 
Top photo from R N .  Cautiey's report on possible New Brunswick 
national park si tes. National .-kchiws of Cmada. P.\ 1 8; 873. 
Bottom photo from the author. 1994. 



the Parks Brandi began to take an interest 

in the lands they oversaw. Park historians 

in the cultural history present 

began to document the 

"human histories" of the parks.2 This awkward phrase hints at the 

problem inherent in these official publications: in each, the park's 

existence seems pre-determined AU human senlement prior to park 

establishment seems de facto park property. As in the parksr geological 

and biologicai sweys,  the human histones made artifacts of th& 

subjects but ignored the culturai forces that shaped the park at 

establishment and during the park's Me. 

National parks are about both nature (which we may define 

simply as ai i  that is non-human) and culture (all that is human); a 

history of national parks that does not address both is incomplete. To 

create a national park is to favour the natural over the cultural, even if 

only temporarily and within a fixed location. Human plans for the land 

are (theoreticaily) superseded so that the land can (theoretically) thrive 

unhindered Nature's efforts to retum and blodc out the signs of past 

settlement, as at Herring Cove, seem almost a vaüdation of the park: this 

is indeed a natural place. But aithough culture, like the cottagesf 

foundations, is diffcult to see, it i s  nonetheless present The markings 

there was an agency involved sole@ with nationaï park management Its name was, by 
turns, the Nationai Parks Bureau (1936-19471, the National and Historic Sites Division 
(195U1955), and the National Park Service (l947-l9SO and 1955 on). For the sake of 
simpiicity, 1 will refer to the National Parks Branch thtroughout This seems reasonable 
for three reasoas: 1) most importantiy, it was at the branch level that park policy was 
decided; 2 )  the park agency began its &teme at the branch levei, and in 1973 became 
Parks Canada at the branch levei; and 3) this name serves to differentiate the Canadian 
agency from the United States' National Park Semice. A list of federai ministries in 
charge of parks, plus senior staff, may be found in Appendix 1. 
* For the parks under discussion in chis thesis. the titles are Judith V. Campbell, "A 
Report on the Human History of Cape Breton Highlands Nationai Park," 2 vols., no date; 
Fred Horne, Human Histonc Pnnce Edward Island National Park (Charlottetown: Parks 
Canada, 1979); Gilbert Allardyce, "The Sait and the Fir Report on the History of the 
Fundy Park Area," unp~iished manusmpt, 1969; and Kevin Major, Terra Nova Nation& 
Park: Human Historv s&& (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1983). 



lefi by permanent settlers have only been replaced by those of more 

transient visitors: cottages are replaced by campgrounds, four-seaters 

modern public facllities. Ami more than this, the naturalness of the 

park is itself a product of cultural deùsions. People chose this land to be 

a national park for a variety of aesthetic, economic, and politicai 

reasons, and every subsequent decision also bore cultural weight We 

cannot see national parks as naturai without understanding that it is 

our culture that has made the& so and declares them so. 

Of course, national parks are fashioned by nature, too. In Fundy 

National Park, fields were aiiowed to grow back into forests, but the trees 

grew on their own. Perhaps the best way of showing that parks are 

naturai creations is by thinking counterfactually: asking how Fundy 

would be different if created on Ellesmere Island, or located one hundred 

yards east of Alma rather than West Historians are bound to lose their 

way once they begin to think this way; describing the nature in a 

nationai park and what this has meant to its history is a dificult task 

But it is a hike worth taking, if only because it is this nature that the 

Parks B r a n c h  wished to save (and change), and this nature that is the 

product of what they saved (and what they changeci). 

In nationai parks, the culturai and the naturai merge, as they do 

everywhere eise. But parks are partidarly interesting because they are 

places where humans believe they have made nature paramount. As 

such, parks can help us see how nature has been viewed by people. How 

was this land chosen as a potentiai park, and by whom? What vision 

did those who made this choice have for the new park? What human 

aaivities were permitted to interfere with nature in the park? And how 



did this balance between nature and culture change during the M e  of 

the park? 

What foilows is a study of how the Canadian National Parks Branch 

smck that balance in the establishment and management of Cape 

Breton Highlands National Park (created in 1936), Prince Edward Island 

National Park (1 936), Fundy National Park (1 947), and Terra NOM 

National Park (1957). These are noteworthy national parks in that they 

were the first created in Atlantic Canada, and the only ones created in 

Canada between 1930 and 1968. For both these rasons, their histories 

c m  help fulfii two major aims of this dissertation. First, they can show 

how aesthetic judgments about different kinds of nature can affect the 

treatment of that nature. Second, they can show how the treatment of 

nature changes over time, in part due to dianging aesthetic preferences. 

In responding to the provincial demands and federal exigenues for 

Eastern garks in the 1930s and onwards, the National Parks Branch was 

forced to adapt its existing aesthetic to entirely new circumstances. 

U n d  then, the national park ideai was the sublime scenery found at 

Westem parks such as Banff and Jasper, with canyons, waterfalls, and 

above ali, mountains. Atlantic Canada did not possess such scenic 

extremes, nor did it possess in qllantity or variety the large animais that 

visitors to the Westem parks enjoyed. Moreover, most parts of Atlantic 

Canada had k e n  settled for generations, and thus the region was 

believed not to possess a requisite sense of wiidness. Though the Parks 

Branch tried to apply a traditional mode1 to the Cape Breton Highiands 

and Prince Edward Island parks, staffs feelings about the region's naturai 

inadequacies ensured that the new parks would be, to their mincis, 

imperfect imitations. Thus these first two Atiantic Canadian parks were 



Figure 2. Map of Atlantic Canada National Parks, c. 1967. 
From David M. Baird, Nature's Heritae: Canada's National Parks 
(Scarborough: Prentice-Hall of Canada Ltd., 1967). 



designed as resorts with some pretension to gentility, but also as 

destinations for mass towism, At Prince Edward Island National 

particular, so far from the Branch's image of what a park should 
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Park in 

k 
tourism development was much more intrusive on the park Iandscape 

than would have been tolerated ehewhere. 

The distinction made between "high" mountain parks and "Low" 

coastal parks offers a fitting topographicai application to a central 

contention of this thesis: that many of the Parks Branch's decisions were 

made in an attempt to maintain the parks as symbols of high culture3 

Beginning at Banff in 1885, national parks had always k e n  resorts 

catering to weaithy tourists from Canada and elsewhere. Parks were sold 

as epitornizing fine attributes such as a taste for beauty, a love of nature, 

and national pride. In Pierre Bourdieu's Distinction: A Social Critiaue of 

the ludment of Taste, the author argues that such aesthetic 

consumption, whether of art or landscape, serves the same function as 

any other sort of consumption: it helps to legitïmate social ciifferences. 

People learn to enjoy those objects, entertainments, and views which 

they believe will reinforce their s o d a l  position4 In the case presented 

here, national parks promised to infuse th& visitors with culturai 

capital. By th& very attennilnce, tourists proved themselves we.ll- 

cultured. As the caretaker of the parks, the Parks Branch  was in the 

position to judge what natural and cultufai features did and did not 

3 A wonderfid essay on the aesthetic diffetences between curvaceous and flat land is Jose 
Knighton, "Eco-porn and the Manipulation of Desire," Wild Farth (Spring 1993). 

Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Crltiaue of the ludement of Tasa trans. Richard 
Nice (Cambridge, M a s :  Harvard University Press, 1 984). es peciaily chapter 1, "The 
Aristocracy of Culture," pp. 1 1-96. 



conform to the park aesthetic. Ln turn, it was in the position to be 

thought a high culture institution itself. 

However, as Lawrence Levine explains in -p_hbrow/Lowbrow The 

Emeraence of Cultural Hierarchv in America, the boundaries between 

cultural groups are always shifting, so that those who wish to remain of a 

certain standing must continually adapt to new situations and adopt 

new tastes and preferences.5 The Parks Branch couid not rely on a 

timeless, permanent, single mode1 as an ideal. To maintain its system's 

prestige - and its .own - the agency had to adapt constantly to dianging 

times. However, it was very difncult for the Parks Branch to accomplish 

such aesthetic shifts, because the park mandate dernanded that parks be 

maintained unchangecl. For this very reason, studying four parks at 

th& establishment is quite worthwhile: it was here, in the early days of 

the park, that many of the developmental decisions were made, defining 

each park as one of a certain era and setting îts future in Stone. Thus 

Fundy National Park, created in the hte 194Us, was not designed as a 

resort like the first two Maritime parks had ken  only a decade eariier, 

but more iike a suburb represenmg the promise of society-wide 

anluence. The headquarters area at Fundy with its many amenities was 

a response to the perîod's belief in recreational democracy. In the 

foliowing years, the Branch noted the germination of a back to nature 

movement in North America Staff again recognized the opportunity to 

equate parks with high culture ideals, this time by dividing visitors not 

directly in class terms but in more intellectual ones: by an abiliw or 

"p]ecause the primary categories of culture have been the p d u c t s  of ideologies which 
were always subject to modifications and transformations, the perimeters of our cultural 
divisions have ken permeable and sbifting rather than &ed and immutable." Lawrence 
Levine, Jliehbrow/Lowbrow= The Erne- of CuItural Hiemchv in Ameria (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 19881, p.8. 



inability to appreciate parks for th& natural rather than their cultural 

features. The Terra Nova National Park, created in 1957, was therefore 

fa. less deveIoped by the Parks Branch than Fundy had been, and was 

instead more of a wilderness-oriented national patk 

The seiection of these four parks as the dissertation's focus was 

determined by hopes of documenting the changing notion of what the 

Canadian National Parks Brandi thought a park should be from 1930 to 

1970. But focusing on Cape Breton Highlands, Prince Edward Island, 

Fundy, and Terra Nova parks serves other purposes as weil. First, it N l s  

in several historiographicai gaps. Most historicai work on Canadian 

parks focuses on their infancy, from the establishment of Banff in 1885 

to the 1930 passage of the National Parks Act. Studying the first four 

Atlantic parks permïts a view of the more recent past, and the expansion 

and maturity of the park system. In the same vein, the preponderance 

of historicai research has been on Western Canadian parks. An account 

of the expansion to the East helps explain how making the park system 

tnily national affected the system's policies and philosophy. Second, an 

examination of these parks can contribute to a better understanding of 

Canadian ecologicd science in t h i s  period Parks were constantly 

referred to as "laboratones" and used for "experiments" in the latest 

wildlife, fish, and vegetation management poliaes. Finally, these were 

the flrst Canadian national parks to involve the removaf of signficant 

numbers of landowners. Studying the rationales for expropriation made 

by park staff helps to answer the questions of what "preservation" was 

meant to preserve, and why some "use" was considered unacceptable. 

Practicai considerations defmed the limit of the project. 1 chose 

not to deal with al l  Atlantic Canadian national parks nor to carry 



discussion of the four parks under study through to the present, in both 

cases due to the unavaüabiiity of archivai records. The choice not to 

view ail Canadian parks nom 1930 to 1975 was more difncuit, as it 

prevents the projea fYom deaüng comprehensively with topics such as 

predator control and townsite planning, which were important on the 

national, but not the Atlantic, scene. But to have examined parks more 

broadly would have eliminated the possibility of studying a few more 

thoroughly at the local level. This seerned a greater loss; an integral part 

of poky  formuiation and implementation in Canada is the tension 

between the local, provincial, and federal levels. While predator control 

and townsite planning are largely absent from this account, the greater 

issues they address - the manipulation of nature and the relationship 

between parks. dtizens. and business - are present in other guises. 

The remainder of this introductory chapter outlines the three 

theoretical and geographical planes on which this study simultaneously 

travels. At the first level, this thesis deah with the interaction of culture 

and nature in 20th century North America A special concem here wilI  

be to find a language that can adequately describe nature and discuss its 

role in history as an independent entity entitied to consideration for its 

own sake. Specificaiiy, I wil i  examine the ability of environmental 

h i s t o ~ ~  as a discipline to do so. At the second level, this thesis is 

concerned with the institutional character of the Canadian National 

Parks Branch. The Parks B r a n c h  was forced to accommodate federai, 

provincial, and local interests while maintainjng its own conviction of 

what parks were to be. Its history in seeking a balance between park 

preservation and park use is a real-life rendition of the theoreticai 

struggle between nature and culture. At the third levei, this thesis will 



tell the stories of the Cape Breton Highlands, Prince Edward Island, 

Fundy, and Terra Nova National Parks themselves. This is perhaps the 

most important level to me, for it is here that the srna ironies of our 

simultaneous love and exploitation of nature shine through. We need to 

understand srnaLi places like Herring Cove - its name a smaU fish and a 

srnail bay - to understand how culture and nature interact. 

of nature and culture 

The most important of North American national park histories, 

ALned Runte's 1979 National Parks: The American Exoerience, is prefaced 

with the promise, "What follows, then, is an interpretive histosr; people, 

events, and legisiation are treated only as they pertain to the idea of 

national parks."6 Eleven years Iater, Runte followed up with Yosemite: 

The Embattled Wildemess, a book with a methud, style, and theme 

simiiar to those of his earlier work Yet here he announces, "What 

foIlows is an environmental history. People, buildings, and traditions are 

treated ody as they pertaïn to evolving philosophies of park 

management and use."' Of interest are not the passages' clear 

similarities but rather their prirxmy ciifference: why has an 

"interpretive" history become an "environmental" one? As Runte might 

Say, what follows? 

Environmental history was born out of the rise of 

environmentaüsm in North America in the 1960s and 1970s. and the 

6 ~lfred ~mte, patios Parks: The American Exwrience, 2nd ed. (Lincoln, Nebraska: 
University of Nebaska Press, 1987 [1979]), p* 

Runte, Yosemite: The Ernbattied Wilderness (Lincoln. Nebraska' University of Nebras ka 
Press, 1990). p.2. 



corresponding rise of scholarly interest in the questions raised by the 

movement. The few historians who began to study the relationship of 

humans to nature soon found themselves part of a longer historical 

tradition. Thus Roderidc Nash codd, in 1970, write a review essay 

entitied "The State of Environmental History," simultaneously naming a 

new discipline and suggesting its prior existence.8 Older works were 

incorporated into an environmental history canon: George Perkins 

Marsh's 1864 Man and Nature (on manmade changes to nature), Lucien 

Febvre's 1932 A Geomaohicd Introduction to Historv (on social 

geography), Samuel Hays' 1959 Conservation and the Goswl of Efficiencv 

(on environmental politics), and Clarence Glackenrs 1967 Traces on the 

Rhodian Shore (on thought about the environment) ali qWed. In this 

context, Alfred Runte's inclination toward environmental history is 

understandable. His work since the 1970s on the national park idea - 

what might be considered intelleaual or institutional history, and what 

he cails interpretive history - had become environmental history by 

1990. One might also condude that Runte had more incentive to be 

defrned as an environmental historian in 1990, because by then the field 

was established, even trendy. 

In A River Runs Throurrh It, Norman M a c L a n  writes that his book 

was rejeaed by one publisher with the comment, "These stories have 

trees in them."9 If environmental history is simply history with trees in 

it, one has to wonder what purpose it senres. We can best understand 

environmental history today as experiencing an adolescence much as the 

Roderick Nash, "The State of Environmental History," me State of American Historv, ed. 
Herbert J. Bass (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, IWO), pp.249-260. 

Norman MacLean? 4 River Runs Thmueh I t  and Other Sforiq (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1976), p.k. 



better-known women's history did a decade ago. Arising nom a political 

movernent of the 1960s and 1970s, women's history considered women 

as a worthy subject of enquj.. The new history's mandate was to retum 

its subject to its rîghtful place in history. However, in time the weakness 

of this position became apparent. The veIy foundation of womenfs 

history - that women's Lives have been socially and historically, rather 

than biologically, marginalized - suggested that women's history needed 

to be from that point forward forever parenthesized as "women's" 

history. As Joy Parr States, "'Ta me about woman' always to some 

degree meant 'Tell me about someone who will be recognizable to me as 

a wornan"'l0 The result was a move away from a mainly descriptive 

women's history to one that sought to know how gender identities were 

formed. Before studying what women (and men) "did", gender 

historians sought to know how they came to be, pushed and pulled by 

the forces of race, class, ethnicity, and sexualiw. 

Environmental history has foliowed much the same path, to a 

point. Many of its practitioners felt that highüghting nature's place in 

the history of human affairs was a reasonably straightforward enterprise. 

In aU of Runte's work, for example, the history of national parks seems to 

be an exercise in connecting the political and inteliertuai dots that led 

Americans fiom anthropocentrism to an awakening love of nature. Just 

as women's history envisioned f W g  the historical canvas by painting 

women in, environmental history hinted that an even more total history 

would be achieved once nature was part of history. The fmt Canadian 

environmental history reader, published in 1995, noted in the 

l0 Joy Parr, "Gender History and Hismrical Practice." _Canadian Historical Review. vo1.76 
no.3 (September 1995), p.362. 



introduction that "Because 

integrate processes such as 

approach has the limitiess 

environmentai history c a s  for analyses that 

dass, gender, ethnicity, and setting, this 

ambition of an aU-encompassing historical 

understanding." 11 To be sure, rnany environmental historians have 

attempted to give the field a more ikm grounding. The most influential 

of these, Donald Worster, described the "three dusters of issues" that 

environmental history addresses: 1) nature itself as it has existed over 

tune, 2) the socioeconomic realm in which nature and culture interact, 

and 3) the inteuectual realm in which humans supply nature with 

meaning.12 While Worster's model has met with disagreement, it has a 

simple and coherent structure familiar to other environmental 

historians. 13 

Chad GafEeld and Pam Gaffïeld, "introduction," ConsumingÇanada: Readinns in 
Environmental Historv, eds. Chad Gaf£ieid and Pam Gaffield (Toronto: Copp Clark Ltd,, 
1995), p.S. 
l2 See Donald Womer8s, "Appendùc Doing Environmentai Hismry," The Ends of the 

~e m 'v es o n Modem Environme-, ed. Donald Worster (New York 
Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp.289-307, and Transformations of the Earth: 
Toward an Agroecologicai Perspective in Kistory," in "A Round Table: Environmental 
History," Journa1 of American Historv, voL76 110.4 (March 1990), pp.1087-1106. 
l3 Richard White sees within Miorster's model an unconsdous homage to a modei of base 
(natural history), structure (modes of production), and superstmcture (culme and 
ideology). White beiïeves Worster fixates on the role capitalïsm plays In determhing 
environmental change, to the degree that his model ignores 0th- forms of environmentai 
analysis. Richard White, "Environmentai History, Ecology, and Meaning," in "A Round 
Table," pp.1111-Il1 S. Wllinm Cronon accepts the tripartite model - whicti he 
simpUfies as "Nature, politid economy, and beiief" - though he feels that environmental 
historians geaeraUy faii to include al1 three, and that most works are either materïaiist or 
id&t in cfiaracter, Cronon, "Modes of Prophecy and Production= Placing Natwe in 
History," in "A Round Table," pp. 1 123-1 13 1. Ehrbara Leibhardt's mode1 breaks 
environmentai history down into ecoiogy, hiiman economic relations, and cognition 
Leibhardt, "Interpretation and Causai Andysis: Themies in hvironmental Kistory," 
Environmenmi Historv Review, vo1.12 no.1 (1988), p.24. Carolyn Merchant suggest~ that 
Worster needs to add a fourth issue, that of reproduction (see Merchant, "Gender and 
Environmentai History," in "A Round Table," pp.1117- 1 122) but, interestingiy, in another 
context she mimics Worster's model with a list of the three questions environmentai 
history poses: "1) What concepts describe the world? 2)What is the process by which 
change occurs?" and "3) How does a society know the n a d  world?" (see Merchant, "The 
Theoretical Structure of Ecological Revotutions," Environmentai Review, VOL 1 L no.4 
(Winter 1987), pp.265-274.) 



Surveying the field of environmental history in a 1994 article, Dan 

Flores writes approvingly, "In its brie9 three decades, modern 

environmental history has made a name for itself primafily as a field 

that has offered up stimulating studies of environmentalism as a socio- 

politicai movement, of intellectual ideas about nature, and specific 

environmental events of historical importance.fr14 This is fainter praise 

than he intends. If environmentai history uses nature simply as a topic 

but seeks its explmations elsewhere, such as in politicai or intellectual 

histow, it wiU n e c e s d y  be subsumed by those larger studies.l5 I may, 

like Runte, change my business cards and become an environmentai 

historian, but this seems an incomplete conversion if 1 oniy beiïeve that 

nature is a place where histoq occurs and do not also believe that 

nature is somehow involved in how history occurs. Environmental 

historians have not been very successful in expressing nature's d e .  

Perhaps we have been slow to understand the implication of the 

discipline's foundation: that nature is historîcaily contingent. This 

should lead us to the reaiization that "Teil me about naturen always to 

some degree means "Tell me about something that will be recognizable 

to me as nature." Environmental historians m u t  follow the example of 

women's histoBans and stop taking th& subject for granted. They must 

ask what nature & and what nature does. 

"Nature is," says William Cronon, "the place where we are not"l6 

This defmition possesses the two necessary ingredients of a u s a  

l4 Dan Flores, "Place: An Argument for Bioregional History," Environmentai Histom 
Riiew. VOL 18 no.4 (Winter 1994), p. 14. 

l5 This is a point made by Richard White, in "American Environmental History: The 
Development of a New Historical Field," &riAc UtOfjFal-. 110.54 (August 1985), 
p.3 L i .  
l6 Cronon, Nature's Metromlis (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1991), p.18. On "namre", 



introduction to the idea of nature. First, it offers a simple, working 

notion of nature as ail that is nonhuman. Second, it refutes the 

simplicity of this notion, by ironically intimating that we arbitrariiy 

distance the human species nom the rest of the planet In reality, of 

course, the idea of nature is more complicated. We breathe in nature, 

stand on nature, depend on nature for our survival at every moment. 

And in return, we as a species change nature, in everything fkom 

providing sanctuary for bacteria to building dams that affect the earth's 

rotation. The idea of a culturehature dichotomy is an imperfect, 

anthropocentric one - which is not surprising since we are humans (as 

naturalist John Livingston notes, his dogs are guilty of 

canimorphizing).17 We need the tenn "nature" if we are to begin 

discussion of the relationship between humans and the non-human 

world without constantly resorting to quotation rnarks-lg 

But even having defineci nature in such a way, it is much more 

difkult to describe it What language is to be used? For instance, to 

describe H e r ~ g  Cove, should the words of park engineers, geologists, 
p p p - p - - p -  

see Raymond W i  "Ideas of Nature," ia Problems in Materialism and Cultum 
(London: Verso, 1980). pp.67-85; and Neil Evernden, The Social Creation of Nature 
(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1992). 
l7 John A Livingston, Rome Primate: An Exoloratioa of Human Domestication (Toronto: 
Key Paner Books, i994), p.82. 
l8 The two words that have ken popularly used in "nanirel"s stead in the iast thirty 
yean - ecology and environment - have done nothing to resohre confusion. "Ecology" can 
refer to a science, a movement, or a relationship between an organism and its 
surroundlags. "Environmenc" has sufkred much the same problem, senring as short form 
for a movemenS as well as both a way of describuig humans as part of th& surroundings 
and describing those surroundings themselves. For these reasons, I M l  avoid the use of 
"ecology" and "environment" throughout On ecology and environmen& see Robert P. 
Mclntosh, The Barkground of Ecol~gv: Conce~ts and Theorv (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985). especiaily pp.1-16: and Neil Evernden, The Nanid Alien; 
Hum-d and Environment (Toronto: Universisr of Toronto Press, 1985). D.W. Meinig's 
"Introduction" to 'The Intemremtion of Ordinarv Landscabes: Geomphical Es- (New 
York: Oxford University Prw, 1979), pp.3-11, offers a helpful distinction between 
" naturen, "scenery" , "1andscapen , and "environmen t " 



biologists, or Iimnologists be preferred over those of expropriated 

landowners and contemporary travel writers? Should the focus be on the 

visible Iandscape, on Iarger environmental indicator species, or on the 

microbiological and dimatological Ievels as weU? The answer certainly is 

that there wili be occasion to depend on each, selectively, and to depend 

on the different descriptions that result to tease out a general 

description of what Hefiing Cove is. Any description that results will be 

still be far  kom complete. As Cronon notes, "Whereas fields like women's 

history and African-American history have sought to recover the 'lost' 

voices of 'ordinary people' by letting their 'subjects speak for îhemselves,' 

we can never hope to discover quite so certain or autonomous a voice for 

the natural actors that participate in our own narratives."lg 

This might seem to stop the projea before it begins. But 

environmental history may at this point benefit from a recent offshoot 

of literay theory caiIed ecocriticism, which studies nature in 

literature.20 Ecocrïtics accept that an inability to translate nature 

accurately to Ianguage is a fundamental reality of writing about nature. 

However, this should not impose paralysis, but rather modess. and 

accommodation. Ecocfitic Lawrence Bu& writes, "one has to imagine. 

One has tu invent, to extrapolate, to fabricate. Not in order to create an 

alternative reaüty but to see what without the aid of the imagination 

l9 Cronon, "The Uses of Environmençal History," Environmentai Historv Review, vo1.17 
110.3 (Fa 1993), p.21 fa.12. 
2o Ecocriticism has blossomed from the pages of the I n t e r 1  
Literatwe and Environrnenb As the Following discussion wiU make clear, 1 have k e n  
influenced by Lawrence Bueii's The Environmentai I-nation: Thoreau. Nature Wntina 
and the Formation of Ameri- Culture (Cambridge, Mass.: The Wknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 1995), which may be called the first self-conscfously ecocridcai book, 
and by conversations on the Internet with members of the American Wety For fiterahire 
and the Environment, 



isntt likely to be seen at all."21 After all, the suggestion that descriptions 

of nature are social creations does not necessarily take away in the 

slightest from the suggestion that there is a nature with its own 

independent r e w .  The environmental historiants job is to observe the 

aesthetic prejudices and personal interests that tint each text, the better 

to understand the ways that humans represent nature; and it aiso, once 

this filter is recognized, entails seeking a doser approximation of nature. 

This does not mean that ail environmental historians must be primariiy 

discourse analysts, but it does mean that they show a concern for 

understanding how nature has been described by others and is to be 

described in th& own work Above ail, this means accepting that each 

description of nature is a mediation between language and reai nature. 

As Buell rather unartfully notes, "Shodd this or that literary expression 

of gratitude at one's return to nature be taken as responding to nature, 

or disguising a human interest ..., or simply as afnrming the tradition of 

nature affirmations? The answer to such questions is always 'both.' 

[sic] "22 

Finding a way to describe what nature is goes a long way toward 

finding a way to describe what nature does. It is a truism in 

environmental history that nature is more than just a stage on which 

21 Buell, p.102. 
22 Ibid" p.35. My enthusiasm for Bueli's work does not mean that 1 believe ecocriticism 
to be "better" or even as mature a discipline as environmental history. Neither does my 
reiïance on Bueii here mean to suggest that he was the first to recognize that a description 
of nature involves both nature and o b m e r .  Just two recent examples of writers' 
discussion of this are Philip ûearden in "Philosophy, Theory, and Method in Landscape 
Evaluation," me Canadian Geogrmhe~ voL29 ni2 (1985) and Barry Lope in &tic 
üreams: Imaginadon and ûesire in a Northern Landscane (New York: Ban- Books, 1986). 
Dearden describes beauty as "an interaction between iandscape and observer rather than 
specificaliy residing in one or the other." (p.264) Lopez writes, for instance, "What one 
thinks of any region, whiie traveling tbrough, is the result of at least three things: what 
one knows, what one imagines, and how one is disposed." (p.271) 



history takes place; it is a participant. But if so, how important a 

participant? Some historians look longingly, 1 think, to the 

environmentai determinist works of writers such as Frederick Jackson 

Turner and Walter Prescott Webb. To these writers, nature dominated 

culture: the immense presence and harsh environment of the American 

West stripped settlers clean of the vestiges of European culture, allowing 

them to grow into Americans, pursuing happiness, bearing arms, and so 

on.23 More recently, h i s t o a s  of landscape have stood this notion on 

its head and argued that throughout history culture has dominated 

nature. In this view, nature is - in every way we Look at and respond to 

it - a cultural construction. Moreover, it has not been a democratizing 

force, it has vaditionally k e n  an instrument that has served 

conservative, even fascist interests.24 To these w i t e r s  nature is so 

entwined with culture that nature as an entiv unto itself seems to 

disappear. For example, Simon Schama wrïtes in Landscaoe and 

Memory, "Landscapes are c u l N e  before they are nature 2 2 5 ;  the word 

"before" svikes me as pIacing far too much weight on the cultural part 

23 Frederick Jackson Tumer, "The Signifiicance of the Frontier in American History," 
on (Washingon, DL, 18941, 

pp.197-227, and Walter Prescott Webb, me G e -  (Bostoc Ginn, 193 1). A more 
recent, implidtly enWonmentai determinfst book is W i  Leart Heat-Moon's 

(a= Houghton Mifflin, 199 1). 
24 This field has grorni a rich ifterature in liWe more than a decade. See John Barreii.  

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980): A .  
dsca~e and fdeoloev: The Endish Rustic Tradition. 174Q- 1860 (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1986). Sharon Zukin. of Power: From Detroit to 
Disney World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991): W*J.T. Mitchell, ed.. 

w and Power (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994); Stephen Daniels. 
M d  and the United S m s  pf Vision: I 

(Cambridge- Polis. Press, 1993); and Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels. eds., 
Icononraphv of L a n d e :  Essavs on the Svmbolic Reoresentation. Desian, and Use of Parf 
EnvironrnenG (Cambridge: Cambridge Universi~ Press, 1988 1. 
25 Simon Schama. Lanww and Mernory (Toronto: Random House, 1995), p.61. 



of the equation. Writers iike Turner and Schama have given credit to 

nature as shaping history, but not in ways that environmentai historians 

should consider progress: they transform nature from a setting ro a prop, 

and a weapon at that. 

It is more helpN to see nature as an actor, but not necessarily the 

Lead actor - an actor relating to other actors in different ways, to 

different degrees, at diKerent times. For example, in saying that park 

staff shaped Fundy National Park in response to the natural features they 

found there, we reaily mean they acted in response to th& responses to 

those features. There is always a dynamic involved. We should, as 

Lawrence Buell writes, on the one hand "acknowledge that reported 

contacts with particular settings are intertextually, intersociaily 

constnicted" and on the other "acknowledge that the nonbuilt 

environment is one of the variables that influence culture, text, and 

personality."26 This should be a suff3dent degree of environmental 

determinism for environmental historians. After ail, if historians of class 

and gender can accept that neither is the sole creator of identity, surely 

we can say the same for humans' relationship to nature. 

Having said that, this dissertation is not so much a history of four 

parks and their naturai features as it is a history of the Canadian 

National Parks Branch's attitude to and treatment of those parks. In the 

past sixty years, a great number of geological, biological, and 

climatological studies have been written about these parks. I have 

chosen in large part not to tread the ground that Parks Canada has 

walked, and thus I make no attempt to consolidate these works. My 

- - - - .. - - 

26 Buell, p.13. 



contribution is towards a bener understanding of Parks Canada's own 

history, a topic the agency has been less successful in covering. 

What follows, then, is an environmental history. I t  is so in the 

Runtian sense in that it takes as its main subject the human relationship 

to nature. But it is also environmental history in that it sees nature as a 

constant force in the history of Cape Breton Highlands, Prince Edward 

Island, Fundy, and Tema Nova National Parks. Throughout, the 

dissertation will caU attention to how nature is described and how this 

refleas both nature's real and independent existence, and more centrally 

will examine the interests and aesthetics of those describing it. Nature 

wiii not be the foundationat chapter never to be seen again, as it is in 

too many history books, but neither will it be the sole dominating 

character. It wiii be, as in our own iïves, a constant presence, sornetimes 

speaking, at other times quiet. 

presenration and use 

The one-sentence mandate of Canada's 1930 National Parks Act is 

The parks are hereby dedicated to the people of Canada for 
their benefît, education and enjoyment, subjea to the 
provisions of this act and the regulations, and such parks 
SM be maintained and made use of so as to lave them 
unimpaïred for the enjoyment of future generations.27 

What begins with "benefit" is brought up short by "unimpaired". That 

is, the national parks are to be used by people as well as preserved from 

the h m  that people bring. The duaI nature of this mandate is entirely 

27 Canada, House of Commons, National Parks Act, 20-2 1 George V, Chapter 33, 1930. 



appropriate. National parks are areas of land considered wild, free from 

the hand of man - that is, they are natural. Yet they are also created by 

and for people - that is, they are cultural. It is only logical, then, that 

the tug of war between preservation (the maintenance of the natural 

cornponent) and use (the relinquishing of the natural to human 

demands) has been the constant, unresolved problem at the hem of 

park history. 

One might think that the contest between park use and 

presenration would be a naturai subject for Canadian academic history. 

It is easy to visuaiize it as a metaphoric battle between nature and 

culture, nature-loving woods walkers vs. earth-paving greedheads - or 

ecwfascists vs. multi-use advocates, depending on your political stripe. 

But this has not been the case. Robert Craig Brown's 1969 "The Doctrine 

of Usefulness" is stül the most influential snidy of Canadian national 

park history, and the only one with which most Canadian historians are 

probably familiar.28 Brown contends that at the biah of the national 

parks in 1885, there was no dispute between presemation and use, 

because "there is Little evidence to suggest that national parks poiicy 

originated in any conviction about preserving the 'wiidemess' on either 

aesthetic or other grounds.N29 Instead John A. Macdonald's 

government set Banff aside to make it a tourist resort, and to exploit the 

trees, rivers, and mines on this reserved land. Macdonald stated at one 

point that "the Goveniment thought it was of great importance that a i l  

*8 Robert Cmig Brown, "The Doctrine of Usefulness: Natural Resource and National Park 
Poiicy in Canada, 1887-19 14," The Canadian National Parks: Todav and Tornorrow. Vol. 1, 
eds. J.G. Nelson and RC. Scace (Calgary: National and Provùiciaf Park Association of 
Canada and the University of Calgary, 1969), pp.94-110. 
29 R.C. Brown, p.107. 



this section of country should be brought at once into usefulness."30 

Brown uses this quote to great effect, giving name to what he c a s  the 

doctrine of usefuhess: the belief that parks were set aside so that the 

fuilest use of their resources could be made by the federal govemment 

and private enterprise. Brown concludes that "the original parks policy 

of Canada was not a departure from but rather a continuation of the 

general resource policy that grew out 

Macdonald ~overnment."31 

Brown's thesis has met with no 

of the National Policy of the 

opposition in the past quarter 

century, perhaps especially since so much devefoprnent has gone on in 

the parks from th& beginning. Spray Lakes in Banff was dammed for 

hydroelectnc power, coal was mined in Jasper until after the first World 

War, zinc and silver were taken from Yoho untii after the second World 

War, and logging in Wood Buffalo was o d y  recently discontinued. It 

wouid appear that Brown's catchy titIe even inspired American historian 

Alfred Runte, whose "worthless landst1 thesis - that Congres only chose 

sites to be national parks when it was convinced the area had no narural 

resources of commercial value - seems a pessimistic spin on Brown's 

work.32 

W.F. Lothian's encyclopaedic four-volume A Historv of Canada's 

National Parks pubfished in the mid-1970s did not respond to Brown's 

doctrine of usefuiness, nor deal more generally with presewation and 

30 Canada. House of Commoos, Debates, 3 May 1887, p.233, in Brown. p.98. 
31 Brown, "Doclrine of Usefulness," p.97. See Brown, Qg&&&tNadonal Policv: A Studv in 
--Amerhm Relations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964). 

32 Runte. National Par@. See dm ''The National Park: A Forum on the 'WorthIess Lands' 
Thesis," Journal of Forest Hlstorv, vo1.27 (July 1983). pp.130-145. There is no evidence 
that Runte was aware of Brown's work Whether the mirror thesis is coincidental or no& 
Runters work perhaps tended to bolster Brown's own argument in the mincis of Canadian 
park historians. 



use.33 Lothian's work is that most cursed of scholarly works: the 

commissioned history. It is avowedly partial, yet. because of the 

author's haEcentury of semice with the Parks Branch, it is authoritative 

and comprehensive enough to steer other scholars away. As Lothian 

himself came to acknowledge, his masterwork is rather dry and 

institutional, providing iïttle insight into the people involved in the 

Parks Branch and the ideal which they were attempting to enf0rce.3~ 

Perhaps Brown's exphnation for the approach taken toward the 

parks in th& early days could only be fomuiated when the wisdom of 

that path was in question Preservationist impulses grew stronger within 

the park system and soueV at large in the 1960s. In 1964, park policy 

was established that made preservation the parks' "most fundamental 

and important obligation."3S A revised policy statement in 1979 

endorsed even stronger preservationist views, stating that retaining park 

land intact was the Parks Branch's prime directive. Recent historiai 

work on Canadian parks reflects such growing preservationism, holding 

to Robert Craig Brown's view of park history while being more critical of 

its implications. Leslie Belia begins her Park for Profit (the book's titie is 

its a b s m )  with the rather ahistorifal dechration, "National parks are 

supposed to be about preservationn36 She succeeds in proving that, in 

33 W.F. Lothian, A Historv of Canada's National Parks, 4 vols. (Ottawa= Park Canada, 
1976). See dso W.F. Lothian. A Brief Histoy of Canada's Nationai Par& (Ottawa: Park 
m d s _  1987). 
34 W.F. Lothian to Gwendolyn Smart, 9 March 1984, James Sxnart papers, MG30 E545, 
National Archives of Canada benceforth, NAC]. 
35 Quoted in Kevin McNamee, "Frorn Wid Places to Endangered Spaces A Hismry of 
Canada's National Parks," Park and Protected Places in Canada: Planning and 
i g e m e n 5  eds. PWip -den and Rick RoUins (Toronto: Odord University Press, 
1993), p.30. As wiii be shown in Chapter 8, 1 disagree with McNameets assessrnent 
36 Leslie Bella, Park for Profit (Montreal: Hanfes t  House, 1987), p.1. 



fact, this has never been the case. Parks. she Wtes, "have not been 

removed from economic development, but have been the focus of that 

development."37 One cannot help feel in reading Bella's book that 

parks, which she loves in theory, have been at best compromises with 

capitalism. Kevin McNameers recent overview history of the park system, 

"From Wid Places to Endangered Spaces," accepts that economic 

initiatives steered the parks for much of theh history, but suggests that 

1960s public concern for the environment fortunately helped set parks 

on a higher road.38 in such histories, the docnine of usefulness is iwlf  

useh1 in a narrative sense: it aliows the parks to begin as instruments of 

capitaiism until redeemed by the grassroots efforts of environmentalists. 

Brown's "doctrine of usefuhess" thesis has been accepted rather 

uncnticaliy as the perspective nom which to view Canadian park 

history. But it is an incomplete analysis in four ways: first, its use of 

"usefuhess" is misleading; second, it ignores preservationist impulses 

present at the establishment of the f ~ s t  park; third, it does not speak to 

the beliefs or policies of the park staff themselves; and fourth, it is valid 

as an oqanizing prindple for only a very brief t h e ,  if at ail. As a resuit, 

the constant smggie between presewation and use in the parks has gone 

largely unexplored. By exploring Brown's article in greater detail, it is 

possible to show that from the creation of Banff in 1885, there has never 

been only a single doctrine directhg the national park system. 

To begin, Brown refers to "usefulnessn continually, as if it were the 

Macdonald govemment's mantra, spoken time and again in debate to 

indicate the plan to N l y  exploit the Banff area. But there is only one 

37 Bella, p.2. 
38 McNamee. pp.28-30. 



reference to usefulness in the 25 pages of debate on the Banff  bi@ in 

the passage by Macdonald cited above. Moreover, Brown ends the quote 

Then it is of some importance - the Govemment thought it 
was of great importance - that all this section of the country 
should be brought at once into usefulness, that people 
should be encouraged to corne there, that hotels should be 
built. that bath-houses should be erected for sanitary 
purposes, and in order to prevent squatters going in, the 
reservation was made.40 

Usefulness here referred speûfically to making Banff a resort. AU other 

development was seconcky. I t  was accepted that mining and 

h m b e ~ g  wouid be alowed to continue in the region because Canadians 

of the day accepted that nature was less important than prosperity. But 

to Say that the Macdonald government condoned resource extraction in 

the park is different from saying they created the park for the sake of 

extraction, 

Indeed, the House debates suggest that members believed parks 

were to be about preservation, and endorsed this goal as a good thing. 

The resort, after alï, was to be government-run to prevent the capitaüst 

excesses that had mined the hot springs resort areas in Arkansas and 

Vuginia And wherûas Brown contends that there was no interest in 

"preserving the %vildemess' on either aesthetic or other grounds,"41 it 

39 Brown w "usefulnessn ambiguously throughout "Docnine of UsefuInessessn By keeping 
i t  in quotation marks, he is both admitting that this is a principle he is arbitrarily 
oaming, and benefidng from the reader's mistaken assumpdon that he is quomg its 19th 
cenniry use. Note, though, on p.103 he compares the frequency of "utilization" in 191 1 
debates to usefuiness, "the 1887 te=" A h ,  on p.107, in a description of economic 
motivations, he writes, This is what Macdonald and his coUeagues had in mind when they 
spo ke of 'usef~iness."~ 
* Canada House ofCommons, &bats, 3 May 1887, p.233. 
41 Brown, "Doctrine of Usehilness," p.107. 



was agreed that not just the hot springs, but the srnoundhg land 

within view as weIl, must be preserved. Macdonald noted in the 

sentence preceding his dedaration on usefidness that it was considered 

an urgent matter, once the idea of a park was established, "that a reserve 

should be made at once, and that as much attention as possible should 

be paid to the protection of the timber in the general line of the 

park."42 This is prese~ation for aesthetic reasons, but it is preservation 

nonetheless. Macdonald knew that resource exploitation reflected poorly 

on a national park and, if present, mut be hidden away. Opposition 

members understood the concept of preservation well enough to daim 

that national parks could not condone resource development, offering 

the United States' Yellowstone and Yosemite as their proof. One rnember 

vowed to side with govemment to keep a b e r  licenses out of the aream43 

Another bluntly stated, "If you intend to keep it as a park, you must 

shut out trade, uaffic, and mining."44 The idea of parks for 

preservation was not alien to the members of the House. 

If we are nonetheless to accept that the doctrine of usefulness was 

the domhant paradigm at the begiming of park histov, we may stU 

doubt the extent of its influence. In his artide, Brown jumps nom 1887 

to 191 1, and states that the doctrine had by then "taken on a somewhat 

greater degree of sophistication," meaning that it was by the Iater date 

recognized that resources shouid be efficiently conserved.45 He does not 

refer specfically to parks at all in this period, so his thesis vis-à-vis park 

history is unproven beyond 1887. Also, because park records were 

42 CaBada. House of Commons. Debates, 3 May 1887. p.233. 
43 p.227. 
44 Ibid-, 29 April 1887, p.196. 
45 Brown. "Doctrine of Usefulness," p. 103. 



mavailable to Brown in 1969, his model was formuiated entirely from 

the pages of Hansard. But since we know that even government 

members knew parks were to be about preservation, shouid we not 

wonder how the staff responsible for the parks after 1887 saw th& job? 

Did they follow a doctrine of usefuiness, though they were not 

responsible for resource extraction, or did their efforts to sustain the 

natumi areas of the parks indine them towards a doctrine of 

preservation? Did they feel, for example, that they had to defend the 

park areas from some mes? 

Uitimately, the national park system cannot be interpreted in 

terms of only a doctrine of usefulness or a aoctrine of preservation, 

because the Parks Branch has been expected to fulfill the mandates of 

both use and preservation simultaneously. As well, use and preservation 

do not necessariiy contradict one another: in the period covered here, 

presemation gained in importance even as park use rose dramatically. A 

more valuable indicator is the changing level of intervention that the 

Parks Branch permitted and itself caused in the name of both use and 

preservation. In the 1930s and during World War II, intervention in 

parks was limited, because the Branch had a shortage of fun& for 

development and showed little interest in managing preservation. From 

the mid-1940s to the late-1950~~ funding increased rapidly for both 

preservation and use, and the suence of ecology whidi guided park 

presemtion grew increasingly activist; as a result, the Parks Branch was 

much more interventionist in this period. Around 1960, the birth of a 

North American back to nature movement on the one hand created 

rapidly rising park anendance, and subsequent pressures on the park 

system; on the other hand, it led to c a s  for less direct human intrusion 



on the parks' nature. Responding to demands for more intervention for 

park use and less intervention for park preservation, the Parks Branch in 

the early 1960s would have to dari@ how it planned in the future to 

fuifii its troublesome duai mandate. 

There can be no "victory" for either preservation or use: a park 

system demands both. Unrestrained use wouId make the park no 

different than pIaces outside its borders, and the park as an idea wouId 

be meaningless. Likewise, unresnained preservation wouid demand the 

exdusion of persons, a policy not only politically untenable but 

ecologically contnved, in that it would arbitrarily leave out one species 

to preserve a nature that had already been shaped by that species. Park 

polis. demands greater latitude, so that "benefit" and "unimpaired" can 

continue to share space in the same sentence. 

of four parks 

Beyond an interest in humans' relationships to nature, and a 

desire to understand how national parks can and do function, a 

fundamental reason for writing this thesis has ken  to Ieam the stories of 

these four particulat parks. Studying the aeation of the Prince Edward 

Island National Park as part of a Master's thesis on tourism on P.E.I. drew 

me to the stories that began to emerge.46 Stories of cows Eespassing on 

the golf course in silent but messy protest over the expropriation of land. 

Stories of the Parks Branch painting the Anne of Green Gables house 

white with green gables to make this real house, which was said to be the 

mode1 for the fictional one, more closely resemble the fictional one. ln 

46 Nan MacEachem, "No Island 1s An bland: A History of Tourism on Prince Edward 
Island, 1870-1939," Master's thesis, Queen's University, 1991. 



other words, I was attracted to the ironies that were showing up. In fact, 

if a thesis has a defining trope, this one's is probably irony. Perhaps this 

is not surprising, because as Linda Hutcheon has suggested, Canadians 

feel cornfortable with irony. It offers them the chance of addressing 

speakers politely but with a touch of sly confrontation*47 And as 

William Cronon States, "me most modern historians," environmental 

historians "have a special fondness for stories that convey a sense of 

irony, because irony best expresses our sense of the multivaient 

complexity of the world."48 

Irony has been, 1 hope, visible in the previous two sections, in 

which culturehature and use/preservation have been named as 

important operatïng prinuples on which to work, and then shown to be 

false dichotomies. The conceptual separation of human culture from 

nature is perhaps understandable in that we are human, but it falseIy 

suggests that we are immune to biological processes. This, of course, is 

exactly the opposite of environmental history's inteot. Simüarly, 

polarizing preservation and use misses how they tend to draw on one 

another. Preservation has histoncally been an active task involving land 

reclamation and species re-introduction, and use for nationalistic or 

economic purpose has often k e n  the reason for nature preservation. 

Referring to the irony in such conceptuai matters seems harmless. But 

what of the ironies that are found in people's lives, that are present in 

the stories of the four park to be studied? 

47 See Linda Hutcheon, As Canadian as ... Possible ... Under the Circumstances! (Toronto: 
ECW Press and York University, 1990) and Ironv's Edgc The Theoxy and Politics of Irony 
(Lundon and New York Routledge, 1995). 
48 Cronon, "The Uses of Environmenoil History," p. 18. 



There are good reasons to have reservations about irony. If can be 

too easy - pointing out the peccadilloes of others with the clarity offered 

by hindsight. It can be too Light - minimizing the importance of events 

with humour. In effect, it can be condescending - impiicitly suggesting 

our own superiorw by playing on the mistakes and weaknesses of the 

past and its people. Such condescension has been particularly 

dangerous in discussions about our relationship to nature. Too much 

environmental thought of the past few decades has disclaimed the 

foolishness of humans' behaviour to nature, while reverentially 

rnouthing a preference for the Company of nature over that of humans. 

As a resuit, environmentaüsm has been perceived as elitist and 

disinterested in fmding solutions suitable for people as weU as nature. 

Much of the writing has been dogmatically anti-modem (see any number 

of books on escaping to the wild and building your dream cabin), anti- 

Western uvifization (such as Frederïdc T m e r r s  1983 Bevond Geoera~hv: 

The Western S~ir i t  Against the Wiidemess or Calvin Luther Martin's 1992 

In the S ~ i r i t  of the Ebrth), and even anti-human (especidy some of 

Edward Abbeyrs later writing, and Earth Fm!% manuals for 

ecosaboteurs). Enwonmental thought, in other words, has somehow 

become simultaneously escapist and apocalyptic. Not sqrisingly, 

against this extremism there has been an equally extreme baddash, with 

the publication of recent books that seek an "ecoreaüstict' alternative to 

environmentaiism, promising that we can have our Western civilization 

and eat it, too.49 

49 See especially Gregg Fa.sterbrookls A Moment on the Earth: The Cornin9 A P ~  of 
Environmentai O~timisrn (New York: V i g ,  1995) on ecorealism. 



And yet, irony persists; in the expropriation of farmland for a 

national park, the fields tumed into a golf course (and the farmer 

becoming a goifer). In preserving a place as representative of the best of 

Canadian nature because it resembles the Scottish highlands. In 

building a causeway to permit tourists to visit an offshore island, and in 

doing so changing the tidal behaviour and causing the island to erode 

away. To use irony fairly in the writing of history, one must temper it 

with honest affection. The ironies that will be described in the stories of 

Cape Breton Highlands, Prince Edward Island, Fundy, and Terra Nova 

National Parks wilI hopefulIy express my affection for the people whose 

stories these are. I am r e f e r ~ g  not only to what might be called an easy 

affection for those who lost land to the national parks, but also for park 

staff faced with the weighty task of balancing nature and culture, and 

preservation and use. 

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part 1, "In Search of Eastern 

Beauty," deals with the establishment of the first four Atlantic Canadian 

national parks. Chapter 2 introduces the Nationai Parks Branch under 

Commissioner James Harkin, from the agency's aeation in 191 1 through 

to the mid-1930s. Chapters 3 through 6 discuss the selection, 

establishment, expropriation, and development of the four national 

parks in question. Part 2, "A Pious Hope," shifts to thematic chapters 

involving a i i  four parks from 1935 to 1965, and the changing phüosophy 

of the Parks Branch duMg this time. Chapter 7 studies issues of use, 

including tourism (with special reference to dass and disuimination), 

business concessions, and park inviolability. Chapter 8 studies issues of 

preservation conceming wildiife, fish, and vegetation. Chapter 9 



condudes the thesis by examinhg the relationship between the national 

parks and their surrounding communities. 



Part 1 
In Search of Eastern Beauty 

We have advanced by leaps to the Pacifie, 
and left many a lesser Oregon and California 

unexplored behind us. 
- H.D. Thoreau, 

The Maine Woods 



Chapter 2 
The National Parks Branch 

In June of 191 1 the Minister of the Interior Frank Oliver calied his 

private secretary James Bernard ("Bunny") Harkin into his office and 

offered him a new job. The goverrunent was setting up a separate 

branch to oversee nationai parks, and Harkin was asked to be its 

commissioner. In his memoirs, Harkin would write, 

Overcome by surprise I couId oniy say that 1 doubted my 
ability since 1 knew nothing about the parks or what would 
be expected of me. 
"AU the better," he [Oliver] said, in his laconic way, "You 
won't be hampered by preconceived ideas and you c m  find 
o u t 9  

The park system was now in the care of a man with no experience in 

parks, no belief in what they should be about. Harkin would iater daim 

that his naiveté even heiped him to accept the post, "thinking that the 

care of a few beautifid places would be almost tao cosy and delightful a 

This begins the Canadian National Parks Bra f l ch  creation myth, the 

traditional story offered by park historlans.3 The young burûaucrat 

jounieyed W e s t  to visit the national parks under his conmol, and was 

transformed by what he saw there. He became a convert to 

James B. Harkin, The Histov and me an in^ of the National- ~ c B  from 
of the Late Tas. B. Har . F i t  Commissioner of theNationai Parks of Caadct 

compileci by Mabel B. Williams (Saskatoon: H.R ïarson Pubiishfng Co., 1987), p.5. 
Mabel Williams. Guardians of the Wild (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons. 1936). p3.  
Like the biblicai creatioa story, the Braachvr also e>dsts in a siightly different version, 

one in which Karktn was given the option either to head the national parks or to oversee 
federai water power policies. Ibid. 



consemationism and soon blossomed into Canada's most influentid 

nature lover, slowly steering the parks away from the doceine of 

usefulness and t o m &  a doctrine of preservation. He would oversee the 

Parks B r a n d i  for a quarter century, leading it as it grew fkom an Ottawa 

staff of seven to more than 80, and from six parks covering 4000 square 

d e s  to seventeen covering 13,000. His work was unfinished when he 

retired in 1936, and it wouid not be untü decades later that the 

preservationist doctrine he helped formulate would gain a sort of 

ascendancy in the parks. 

When histories of parks and conservation in Canada began to be 

written in the late 1960s, Harkiin was an obvious candidate for founding 

father. In Working for Wildlife, Janet Foster writes that Harkin 

"articdated the most complete philosophy of wildlands preservation." 

He was frfty years ahead of Americans in appreciating wilderness at a 

time when most Canadians were fifty years behind.4 W.F. Lothian saw 

Harkin as "an ardent conservationist", J.I. Nicol called him an "idealist", 

and Roderick Nash noted he %ad a dear conception of the aesthetic and 

spirituai value of wilderness."s These Wfjters forgive Harkin for also 

being a great booster for the economic advantages of park tourism, for 

m g  the parks with hotels, roads, and golf courses; this, after ail, is 

hterpreted as pragmatism. To furth- the park agenda Harkin had to 

Foster, Workin_lE of P r m o f o n  in Can& . * (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 19781, p.222. 

Lothian, A Historv , voL2, p.16; J.L Nicol, "The National Parks Movement in canada," 
The Canadian Nationai Park, p.39; Roderick Nash, "Widerness and Man in North 
America," ibid- p.77. Other u s a  in-depth SN& of tbis period of park bistory 
hcfude Sylvia Van Kirk, "The Deveiopment of Nadonai Park Policy in Canada's Moutain 
Nationai Parks, 1885-1930," Master's thesis, University of Alberta, 1969; and Rondd 
CiHord Arthur Johnson, The Effect of Contemgorary Thought Upon Park Po- and 
Landscape Change in Canada's National Parks, 1885- 19 1 1 ," Pb.D. thesis, University of 
Minnesota, 1972. 



make concessions to the philistines who thought purely in economic 

terms.6 Harkin's biographers have fed off one another to the point that 

Gavin Henderson in a 1994 article entitied The Father of Canadian 

National Parks" offers precisely no new information on the commissioner, 

yet goes furthest in naming him an environmentalist. Henderson writes 

that despite Harkin's concessions to tourism, "as we know now, he was 

committed to a broader perspective ...."7 

In faa, we know nothing of the sort. Historians' eagerness to see 

Harkin's drive for dollars as a strategy rather than a philosophy telis us 

more about them than about him. Underlining Foster's, Lothian's, 

McNamee's, and Henderson's work on James Harkin is the knowiedge 

that he was the first commissioner of the Parks Branch and he had a 

lengthy term at a tune when the parks were relatively fiee of political 

interference, when the future policies of the parks system were being 

conceiveci. In other words, he musz be important, and since the parks 

have done such an admirable job of preswing Canadian wildemess, he 

must have been a great preservationist Therefore, Harkin becomes a 

hem, if only by defauit. That he began with no knowledge of parks 

m=ikes his story a i l  the more remarkable: national parks m u t  W y  have 

the power to convert people to nature. 

Harkin's biographers have based their assessrnent of him on a very 

thin stack of sources. We know that he was born in Vankleek Hill, 

Ontario, and was educated there and at Marquette, Michigan. He 

See, for example, McNamee, p.24. 
Henderson, "James Bernard Harkin: The Father of Canadian National Parks:' Borealis 

(FaU 1994), p.29. Henderson, it is m e ,  is not the most neutrai of biographers. He  was 
the first executive director of the National and bvincïai Parks Association of Canada 
(later the Canadian Parks and Widernes Society) and a winner of the society's J.B. 
HarWn Conservation Award 



became a newspaperman at the Ottawa lournal in 1892, leaving in 1901 

to become secretary to succeeding Ministers of the Interior. He was 

appointed to the new Parks Branch in 19 1 1 and was its commissioner 

until 1936, when he retireci, He Ieed in 1955. W e  know little else about 

Harkin's career, and the sources on him that we would expect to be 

iuuminating are only fmtrating.8 His archival papers do nothing to 

cl* his role in the formation of national parks philosophy. Rather 

than containing a record of his adiievements in park creation and 

maintenance, wildlife preservation, highway construction, historic site 

cornmernoration, and so on, the papers consist almost entirely of his 

notes and correspondence on Vïihjalmur Stefansson's planned 192 1 

expedition to the Arctic. According to his longtirne s e c r e w ,  Harkin 

always considered his role as the federd govement's envoy to 

Stefansson "The greatest thing he did for ~an=,da"9 Does this mean that 

The best biographicai sketch is an unpublished one by W.F. Lothian to be found in 
Fergus lathian Reseaich Papers, Ml 13 Aca~1947,  folder 6, Whyte Museum of the 
Canadian R&es Archives, Banff, Atberca Thanks to Pearl Anne Reichwein for passing 
this on to me, 
9 Domthy Barbour to ~ a b e i  B. W i U u q  8 jime ?, Domthy m u r  pâpers, in m i o n  
of Robin Winks. Ehrbur worked in the Parks Braach M m  the begfnning, in 191 1. Tbanks 
to Robin W'ï for sharing this materid with me. There is some mystery as to why Harkin 
kept the Stefamson materiat As Barbour mte to Williams, "In speaklng of f t  he afways 
put us off saying wo more have to die Mbre the wworld Lnows - Stefkmmn [sic] and me" 
Harkin was concemed that the qlorer was blackmaillng the Cana- asking for 
expedidoa money to proclaim rnnadrsn sovereignty in the Far North, and obiiquely 
threatening to go to the Danes or the Americans if they refiised William R Hunt, in his 

A Biogra~hv of Y m m u r  Stefansson. madian Arctic bmbrer (Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, 19861, p.282 h2 1, thinks this interpretation 
ludicrous, writing, "the Byzantine devfces suggested by Harkin confound the mind." Yet 
in 1949 Stefànsson asked Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources Hugh Keenleyside that 
ail accounts of the proposed expedition be assembIed in the Nationai Archives and 
declared classified until the deaths of all ùivolved. Harkin took this as an insinuation 
that he was withholding ales, which he caüed "absurdn. I t  is possible, then, that Harkin's 
archival p a p a  consist of information that he withholding, or conversely that their 
existence proves he accommodateci Stefanssonls demand, For more on Arctic exploration 
in this period, and Stefansson and fiaricin's place in ic see Morris Zaslow, The Northward 

ansion of Canada. 1924-1967 (Toronto: McCIelland and Stewart, 1988). 



he did not see his park work as particularly simcant7 either because it 

failed to interest him or because he believed that the credit for its 

prosperity should go to othhers? There is no way of knowing. In my own 

researdi on Atlantic Canadian parks, which is only a small fraction of 

the total park mes, 1 came across references to Harkin being away from 

the office due to sickness in 1929 and 1931, and out for a slight 

operation in 1936.10 Was Harkin si& often enough to affect his 

leadership of the B r a n c h ?  Or conversely did recurring medical problems 

help him deveiop the philosophy, central to park literature of the day, 

that nature could be medicinal? We do not know enough about Harkin, 

and as a result cannot know enough about the Parks Branch .  

With so little biographical material available, writers have tumed 

to Harkïn's written work to fiesh him out. They quote heavily from a 

few articles, the posthumously published extracts kom a planned 

memoir, and his annual reports as commissioner. In doing so, his 

biographers have made several sizable assumptions. They have accepted 

uncritically that Harkin wrote ali that is credited to him; that his 

conservationist sentiments are sincere but bis economic justifications are 

strategic; and that what he writes is honest and unmotivated and thus 

corresponds ewctly with how he would behave. There are valid reasons 

for making these decisions: they simpiify the story, making Harkin more 

heroic, which in tum puts a face to the Brandi's work But such 

narrative choices have consequences. By making James Harkin the focus 

of aii the Parks Branch's successes, writers have made him a man ahead 

of his üme rather than a product of i t  The Parks Brandi becomes a 

See February 1927, RG84 vo1.2 16 1, file U346 vol.1, NAC; January 193 1, RG84 ~01.483, 
file F2 vo1.2, NAC; and 17 Septernber 1936, RG84 vo1.484, file F2 ~01.3, NAC. 



mere backdrop to Hxkïn's  work, and necessariiy an ineffectual 

organization. After a, Harkin's philosophy could ody be considered 

progressive in relation to what would have been had he not been 

around. 

It is easy to sympathize with historians who, in simpiiQhg and 

personaüzing the story, have focused on Harkin at the Parks Brandi's 

expense; I too face the difloculty of bringing together an unruly set of 

facts and opinions and making them cohere. This chapter must set the 

scene for the establishment of parks in Atlantic Canada that are the 

subject of the remainder of the thesis. To do so, it must touch on the 

Canadian National Parks Branch philosophy, the aesthetic conventions of 

national parks, the rise of m a s  tourism to parks in the 1920s and 1930s, 

and the early efforts to tnily nationaüze the park system. The question 

is, how to tell the story. 

This chapter begins with Harkin because I accept the premise that 

Harkin's tenure as parks commissioner mut have been important, if for 

no 0th- reason than it was the first and went on for a quarter centW. 

In this long, stable period, many of the Branch policies were designed, 

tested, and correcteci. But rather than search out a way to prove 

Harkin's personal importance, it seems more sensible to study him as 

representative of the Parks Branch as a whole. Arriving with no expertise 

about parks, he relied on his staff to help draft policy, and so served as a 

conduit for the philosophy germinating withïn the Branch. He can be 

seen as a personification of the organization's history - an epitome 

rather than an anomaly. True, this also is a storytelling form, but it is 

one that is not only more f a i m  to the information we have, but 

demands less of information that we do not have. For example, gaps in 



our knowledge of Harki. would not be fUed in with assumptions about 

his conservationism; rather they would be used to discuss the difficulty 

of uncovering Branch history. In discussuig Harkin's career and writings, 

it may be said that they parailel the parks' history in three ways. First, 

though his history is understood in broad strokes, there are important 

gaps that have not been filecl Second, like any good Canadian he was 

enamoured by whatever was going on in the United States. Fir~ally, his 

philosophy of parks has been oversimplified for the sake of more efficient 

stojryteU.Ïng. His writings suggest that the Parks Branch had a cornplex 

interest in both use and preservation, as well as a belief that these two 

were not necessarily contradictory. 

the commercial and the humanitarian 

Though Harkin came to the Parks B r a n c h  with an admitted lack of 

experience with parks, he immediately began to write know1edgeably on 

the financial benefts of parks and the values they promoted This has 

been interpreted as a rapid conversion to wildemess advocacy, but it is 

much more sensible to suppose that he was relying on his staf f  to hdp 

draft policy. A search through the Pa& Branch papers shows that often 

what is attributed to James Harkin was in fact hrst drafted by others, 

especially his assistant, FH.& Williamson, and his expert on wildlife 

policy, Hoyes ~ l o ~ d . 1 1  It is possible, of course, that Harkin was still v q  

much involved, either in t e h g  his staff what he wanted written or 

redrafting what was given him. But we. know that the cornmissioner's 

need for advice was especially acute. What are credited as Harkin's 



beiiefs are more iikeiy the beliefs of the Parks B m c h  as a whole than his 

biographers have suggestecL12 

Harkin - or, again, the Parks B r a n c h  as a whole - aiso relied a 

great deal on information obtained from the American National Park 

Service and Americaa sources in general. The Canadian park system had 

always been close to the American one: the wording of the Rocb 

Mountain Park Act that officially created Banff in 1887 even mimicked 

the wording on the act that had created Yellowstone in 1872. A close 

relationship between the two park systems is understandable, given that 

they shared cultural histories and even shared landforms. In matters to 

do with nature, Great Britain's example was of far less help to ~anada l3  

The Parks Branch in the 1910s watched as the American park system 

more quickly grew, attracted visitors, and drew appropriations.14 James 

l2 This remiads us of the diWculty in attributing anytaing to anyone in a large 
bureaucracy. in this dissertation, I have given authorial credit ta the person whose 
signature is at the bottom of a document, unless it is s p e d f i d y  mentioned that someone 
else has dmkd the document, For the sake of simplidty, in the coming pages I WW cite 
k k i a  as sole author of reports published under his name, rather than continually note 
that these may have been joint efforts, 
l3 One would be hard pressed a, find any mention of Great Britain in aay of Haridn's 
a ~ u a l  reports, or in any park correspondence for that matter. This would s e m  to 
refnforce the work of hismrian Richard Jarrell, who found B r i W  of Iittle interes to 
canadian scientists in the 19th century, See Richard A. Jarre& "British SdentIfic 
Institutions and Cana& The Rhetoric and the RÊaUty," of the Roval M e &  

Senes 4, vol20 (1982). pp.533-547. 

l4 The Canadian and Ameri- nadonal park werc not much différent in size in 
19 10, but the US. system began to pull away during that decade. In 191 1, the US. haci 
about 230,000 visiîors to 12 national parks in 11 =tes, whereas Canada had about 75,000 
visitots to six parks in two provinces. The Ametican park system was granted $244,000 
to operate; the Canadian system, $223,000. In 1917, the US. national parks had 487,000 
visitors and a $515,000 appropriation, whereas the Canadlan parks had about 68,000 
visitors and an appropriation of $345,000- Canada, Department of the interior, Annual 
m r t &  19 1 1- 19 1% United States, Department of the Interior, Annual Rem-, 19 1 1- 
1920. Comparative works on Cananian-American national park poiicy indude RD. Turner 
and W.E Rees. "A Comparative Study of Park Poiicy in Canada and the United States," 
W r e  Canada. voL2 no.1 (1973), pp.31-36; and Manlyn Dubasek, Yildemes~ 

of -e United S w  (New York: 
Cariand Publishing hc., 1990). See &O Mar& B. m e ,  Wond the I;uid ItselE Views of 
Nature in Canada and the United S m  (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 



Harkin was a fm believer that the Americans knew how things should 

be done, and that the Canadian park system should emuiate theirs. He 

corresponded regularly with the National Park Service, the National Park 

Association. and the American Civic Association on everything from 

predator policy to legal aesthetic rightd5 The Bmch's annual reports 

quoted American conservationists such as J. Horace MacFarland, Stephen 

Mather, Teddy Roosevelt, and Henry Thoreau with the understanding 

that the two countnes' situations were simüar. After uting MacFarIand 

in the 1914 report, Harkin added, "His remarks, of course, refemed to 

American parks but change the word 'American' to 'Canadian' and the 

conduding portion of his address crystallizes a thought of equal 

application to Canada-" 16 The commissioner's reports were especially 

fond of quotulg John Muir, Amerka's most prominent conservationist 

and founder of the Sierra Club, in speeches, artides, and reports. 

Henderson, Foster, and McNamee make much of this, as if restating 

another's phiiosophy is equivalent to stating one's own. But Harkin may 

have quoted Muir not oniy because he agreeci with his beliefs, but also 

because he knew his audience was familiar with the American, and 

1970); and R Peter Gillls and Thomas R Roadi ,  "The American Influence on Conservation 
In Canada 1899-1911," Journal of Fores~.wd Ce_nsewadon Hi- voL30 130.4 (ûctober 
1986), pp.160-174. 
l5 fiaricin did aiso send information to the United States when a s k d  However, this does 
~ o t  seem to have occurred as often, and there was at least some opposition in Washington 
to helping a Canadian park system that could draw tourism away h m  the US. See Foster, 
p.82. In a famous letter fiom US. S e c r e m  of the Interior Franklia IL ïane to National 
Parks Service director Stephen Mather that hdped shape the Aniericm park system, Lane 
writes, "In partidar you should mauitain close working relationship with the Dominion 
Parks Branch of the Canadian Deparmient of the interior, and assist in the solution of park 
problems of an internationai character." Lane, Wugh, was from Prince Edward lsland 
See Lane to Mather, 13 May 1918, in merira's National Park System: The Cridcal 
P o c U m ~ l  e d  Lay M. Diisaver (Maryland: Rowman and Littiefield Publishers, Inc., 
1993), p.51. 
l6 Canada, Department of the interior, mnuai R e w a  Report of the Commissioner of 
Nationaï Park, 1915, p.8. 



because to quote him was to become identifed with him (which Harkin's 

biographers make dear is the case). 

My point is not that Canadian national park philosophy was 

insincere, only that it was not unmotivated. The Parks Branch was 

trying to solidify its own meanhg as an organization, and to secure 

funding at the same time; a discussion of its stated beiiefs should 

recognize both realities. This is especidy important in understanding 

Harkin's defense of both use and presemtion in the parks. The usual 

interpretation is that the parks were f ~ s t  created as part of the doctrine 

of usefulness, a natural extension of Sir John A. Macdonald's National 

Policy. Under Harkinrs leadership, though, use itself became a use - a 

tactic to bring attention and money to the parks. Y e a m  later Harkin 

wrote in explanation, "How couid the hard-headed members of the 

House of Commons be persuaded to increase parks' appropriations? It is 

an axiom that no souety will pay for something it does not value."17 

The solution was to be found in tourism. Harkin wrote to American 

States and European countries for tourism revenue statistics and used 

these to convince the Canadian govemment that the parks were worth 

tens of miilions each y-. Often using economic multipliers multipiied 

by multipliers, he was able to offer exuberant statements on the 

economic value of scenery. Harkia calculated that wheat fields were 

worth only $4.91 per acre to Canada, but scenery (presumably not wheat 

fields) was worth $1 3.88.18 Park historîans have accepted without 

l7 Harkin, The Historv and Meaninn, p.7. 

l8 Harkin, Speech to Good Roads Association, Victoria B.C., 1922, cited in Bella, p.63. 
Defending a nationai parks grant increase of $100,000 in 1920, Arthur Meighen noted that 
"the returns per acre k i n g  figured by the officers of the department as being more for the 
rocks and waste Lands of our parks chao even for our wheat fieids." Canada, House of 
Commons, Debates. 8 june 1920, p.32 83. On Canadian national parks and tourism, see 



argument Harkin's defense, made decades after the fact, that "whïie we 

were forced in the beginning to stress the economic value of national 

parks we reaüzed that there were other values far more important which 

would be recognized in time,"lg These were resufts that he elsewhere 

c a s  "of a higher order - results that serve the individual as to the 

welfare of his body, the activity and efficiency of his min& and the 

 beau^, and ha.rmony of his soul."20 When Harkin speaks of such 

physical, spiritual, social, and national benefits of parks, he i s  taken at 

face vaiue?l 

But Harkin's writing suggests that the secular and the saaed 

justifications for park were both sincere in their time. A 1914 memo 

classified these as "Commercial" and "Humanitarian" reasons for parks, 

noting, "The commercial whife very important is nevertheless 

subordinate to the humaaitarian." He then goes on to discuss the 

cornmerciai for the next 13 pages.22 The commissioner's annual reports 

always begin with the economic value of parks, and always in the 

appropriate business terms. Tourists, Harkin wrote, were "eager to spend 

money on nips to see outstanding natural beauty. Therefore the 

Canadian National Parks may be said to be in the business of selhg 

Bella; Michad C. Haii and John Shdtis, "Railways, Tourism and Worthless Lao&: The 
Establishment of National Patks in Austraüa, Canada, New Zealand and the United Smtes," 
Australian-Canadian Studie~, vo1.8 110.2 ( 199 1) pp.57-74. 
l9 Harkin. -d Meaning, p.9. 
20 Harkin, "Our Need for National Park~ ,~  Çanadian Ainine lournal. vol.9 (1918), p.98. 
2i See Henderson, p.30, Nash. "Wiiderness and Man." p.77, McNamee. p.24, Foster, p.79. 
22 Harkin, "Mernorandun re: Dominion P a r k  20 'Maxch 1914," James Harkin papers, MG30 
El69 voL1, NAC. In the foliowing pages. my use of Harkin's discussion of the commeraal 
and the humanitarian is &O rneant to act as an introduction to thoughts about nature in 
Chadhm society of the &y. See also George Attmeyer, "Three Ideas of Nature in Canada, 
1893-1914," J J u ~01.1 t no.3 (August 1976). pp.21-26; and C. 
Gordon Hewitt, ,The Conservation of the Wildlife of Cana& (New York &ribnerts, 192 1 ). 



scenery."23 Elsewhere, it is noted that a great advantage of tourism was 

that "When we seli scenery, no matter how large our sales, our capital 

stock remains undiminished. We have the same scenery to seU over and 

over again."24 This idea of seiiing scenery not only gave economic 

justifcation for the parks' existence, but aiso validated Canadian 

scenery's international stature. 

ConsiderabIe space in m u a l  reports was devoted to discussion of 

the humanitarian advantages of parks, particularly in the first years of 

Harkin's tenure. Parks made people bener: physically and mentaily 

healthier, closes to Cod, and more aesthetically refined. These benefits 

were often intertwined, and none was given preference (the boosterism is 

such in the cornmissioner's reports that at different times each benefit 

was dedared the most important). But the space devoted to each did 

change. In the B s t  years, the commissioner espeMy stressed the value 

of parks for reueation. "D]he commercial side of National Parks is only 

an incident, though indeed a v q  important one. ... National parks are 

in reality national recreation grounds" Harkin wrote.25 Periodically, 

people needed to escape the stresses of th& modern lives and enjoy the 

benefits of the simple Me. Harkin theorized that aU great cultures 

throughout history had aliowed for the exerusing of the "play spirit", a 

rejuvenation through recreation. Though this was a physical 

23 Harkin, "Canadian National Park and Playgrounds." The Historic Landmark 
A s s o c i a t i o n _ o f r ~  192 1, p.37. 

24 Harkin. Speech to Good Roads, cited in Lucy Alderson and John Marsh, "J.B. Harkin, 
National Parks and Roads," Park News, voL1S no.2 (Summer 1979), p-10. Eisewhere, he 
pnxlaimed, "Each citizen of Canada is the owner of one share of stock in the National 
Parks. Our part is to see that the vaiue of their holdings is kept up." Harkin, Pistow and 
Meaninn. p.13. 
25 Canada, Deparmient of the interior, Annual Rem- Report of the Commissioner of 
National Parks, 1915, p.5. 



rejuvenation, the park visitor did not necessarily have to exercise: just 

breathe fresh air, take in the Sun, and regard nature. With World War 1, 

the physicai demands on Canadian bodies became more important, and 

so the sort of rejuvenation that the parks were offering changed. in 

1916, Harkin wrote, "National Parks exïst for the purpose of providing for 

ail the people of Canada facilities for acquiring that virile and efficient 

manhood so noticeable in Canadian miIitary training camps."26 By the 

following year, with Canadians trench-deep into an exhausting war, 

Harkin promised the parks wouid "materidy assist in rernedying 

whatever the war may do to Canada's human assets. 11 27 

Whereas before the war Harkin referred to rejuvenation away from 

the daily stresses of iife, in the postwar years these stresses now seemed 

intolerable. "To-&yn Harkin stated, "the strenuous Me of uvilization 

compels man to live under stress and tension; men by sheer will power 

and concentration hold themselves down for long hours to desks and 

machines."28 Urbanism deserved speual blame. Cities brought out the 

animal in man by removing him from his natural environment. Harkin 

daimed that "the data coliected by scientists within the last few yean 

has [sic] show- beyond question that life in our modem cities tends 

almost universaily to a detenoration in type and that vitaüty ... under 

modem city conditions is constantly being dissipated"29 F.H.H. 

26 1916. p.5. 

27 ibid, 1917, p.9. 

Ibid- i919, p.12. 
29 Harkin, "Our Neai," p.lO1. Harkin here was drawing upon a cauidron of societal 
concerns: the rise of cities. iack of physical fibness, immigration, gender confusion, and 
physical degeneration, See Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America. 182û- 
1920 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1978) and Daniel Pick, Bces of 
Deeeneration: A E u r o m  Disorder. c. 1848-c. 19 18 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1989). 



Wïamson, Harkin's assistant, warned that unless something was done 

slums would take over Canada as they had "New York, Chicago, 

Phiiadelphia, St Louis, Pittsburgh, Detroit, and the cities of the old 

world ...." He noted that "a pig in its natural state is a deanly animai 

but pen it up and it will wallow in the filth; a dog gets cross and vicious 

when shut up in a house."30 But what had been done could be undone 

by a return to nature.31 A visit to a national park, for instance, would 

be sure to leave one restored, fortified, and inspired. How did this work? 

No one was sure - "What the secret of her magic eMr is our scientists 

have not yet discoveredN32 - but Harkin knew that it was deep within 

our biology. As he reflected, on the subject of "man" in generaI, "The 

impulses which were stored in his physical cells through countless 

centuries of human existence re-awaken and he experiences a strange 

pleasure in reverting to the primitive." He also argued that "The older, 

the more basic, the more primitive the brain patterns used in our hours 

of relaxation, the more complete our rest and enjoyment."33 Harkin's 

favourite analogy was to a wild strawberry plant Plant it in your garden 

at home and it would lose "that wondemil tang whidi was its soul." But 

take it back to the wild and it would quickly recover its zest.34 

30 Williamson to Harkin, undateci, RG84 voL103, nle U36 p t l ,  NAC Harkin noted 
elsewhere that the results of modernity could be found "in the slums, the prisons, the 
asylums and hospitais of the land" Harkin, "Our Need," p.99. 

The cure for neurasthenia (nervous exhaustion) was generally beiieved to be a r e m  to 
nature, and the temporary renomcing of the modern Me that had made the patient ill. A 
usefui essay on th& is W. Douglas McCombs, "Therapeutic Rusticityr Antimodernism, 
Health and the Wiiderness Vacation, 1870-1915," New York History, ûctober 1995, 
pp.409-417. See also F.G. Gosling, 
Communitv. l87@ 19 10 (Urbanx University of [liinois Press, 1987 ). 
32 Harkin, "Our Need," p.101. 
33 Canac4 Departrnent of the Interior. Report of the Commissioner of 
Nationai Parks, 1919, p.12. 
34 Harkin. "Canadian National Par& and Playgrounds." p.37. 



AU this may seem like a radical critique of indusuial me: if 

modemis. was so toxic, should it not be deaned up? But par& aiiowed 

civilization to continue as is, with the worker escaping periodicaliy to 

nature to be recharge& The rejuvenated nature-goer was always meant 

to retuni and become a productive member of society. Having parks 

near cities, "where thousands of workers could spend the week-end 

camping and fishing would resuit in human dividends worth many 

times the capital investedOn35 Eisewhere, Harkin States, "the ideal on 

which National Parks are administered is the production of dividends for 

Canada - dividends in gold and dividends in human unitsOu36 "Human 

units" was a term often used, presumably to prove that the parks could 

be shown to have cornputable, statisticdy verifïable value. Here was a 

moment where humanitarian and commercial interests merged: in 

helping individuals, parks helped society. Harisin's biographers see him 

as using the commercial to justm the humanitarian; a cynic could 

suppose that he used the humanitarian to justify the commercial. In 

the absence of evidence that one outweighed the other, it is best to 

accept that the Parks Branch saw the bountiful parks as meeting both 

objectives naturaliy. 

Ln reading the commissioner's annual reports, every mention of 

human units seems counterbalanced by a declaration of the parks' 

mystical properties. Harkin knew better than to try to explain or define 

these; it was enough to know that in nature people were elevated People 

would fmd, it was said, "mystical agencies of healing and rejuvenescence 

3s Canada, Department of the Interior, Mnual R e w r ~  Report of the Commissioner of 
National Parks, 1922, p.16. 
36 Ibid, 1917. p.9. 



for body, mind, and soul, peculiar agencies that c m  be found nowhere 

else."37 "Ln these silent wildernesses there are 'holy places'."38 The way 

the reports referred to nature - or Nature - was, consuously or not, the 

same way others might write about God. When Harkin remarked, 

"Perhaps in broad terms the ultimate purpose senred by national parks 

is to draw people towards Nature, to give them a better understanding of 

Nature and fially to make them realize that it is nom Nature alone 

they can get things which they need ...."39 we can see how easily "God" 

could replace "Nature". Analogies of forests to cathedrals and 

mountains to temples helped reinforce the notion that God could be 

found in nature - and even hinted that God was nature. 

Harkin's writing glides so easily from one justification for national 

parks to another - r e f e r ~ g  to them as both holy places and common 

stock on a single page41 - because the use and preservation of parks 

were understood to be related Parks needed to be sold to Canadians, 

but precisely because of what they were and what they promised to be 

for generations. In one arode, Harkin teiis the story of meeting "a 

mical matter of fact businessman" who spoke w d y  of a trip to Banff 

a dozen years before to recover his health. He had Men in love with the 

place and spent much of his time there waadering alone. One morning 

37 Harkin. "Canadian Nationai Parks and Playgroumis," p.37. 
38 Harkin, Historv and Meaning, p.13. 

39 Harkin. "Our Need for National Park->." p.98. 
For a general introduction to the mpic of nature and religion. see Catharine Albanese's 

Hature Religion in Amerira: From the Aleonkian Indians to the New APP (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1990). Simon Schama's tandscape and Memorv examines 
forests (pp.214-242) and mountains (pp.411433) as holy places. In a different vein, 
John F. Sears' Sacred Places: American Tourist A a t i o n s  in the Nineteenth Cenntrv 
(Oidord: Odord University Press, 1989) examines the reügiosity of touristic Iandscape. 
41 Haricin. Historv and Meaninn.  p.13. 



he came upon "a weU-dressed, prosperous looking man", and they took 

to t a l h g .  On discussing the park's beauty, the other said, "Beautiful! 

Why, sir, 1 had to corne to Banff to l e m  that there was a ~od."4* Here 

is a little bit of everything that the parks were to be, aii in one anecdote: 

mysticai, attractive to the tourist, heaüng, beautiful, and invigorating for 

the hardworking businessman. 

the unjust distribution of beauty 

But what was characteristic of national parks that made them a 

tonic for the si&, a reprieve for the weary, a destination for the 

American? The commissioner's reports rarely bothered to Say, since what 

made the parks so distinctive was so obvious. The parks had meaning 

and value because they were beautifid, and they were beautiful because 

they were wiîd and natural, and they were wild and natural because 

they were mountainous. National parks had mountains, and the vdeys, 

crags, and waterfails that went with HarkUi's first annual report 

indudes 20 photos of the national parks. In 18, mountahs are shown, 

and in 15 of these they are the picture's focus. Harkin offered pages of 

testimonials on the beneEts of mountains in his second report, but gave 

very little of this sort of evidence in subsequent years. It was enough to 

Say that the parks constituted "the best scenery and the best recreationd 

areas" in the counw, and were of "a high standard of scenic beauw." 44 

42 Harkin, "Our Need for National Parks," pp.107-108. 
43 On mounrains, see Pufarjorie Hope Nicolson, Mounolin Gloorn and Mountain Glorr: The 
Devdmment of the Aesthetics of a e  Infinite (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1959); and 
Barry SadIer, "Mountains as Scenery," Canadian Ahine lournal, vol.57 (1974) pp.51-53. 
44 Harkin, "Canadian National Park and Playgrounds," p.37; and Harkin, in Canada7 
Department of the interior, Annuai Reps Canadian National Parks, Report of the 
Commissionet, 1926-1927, p.88. 



That the fxst national parks - Banff, Yoho, Glacier, Jasper, and Waterton 

- were ail in the mountains of Alberta and British Columbia could not 

help but suggest where "the best scenery" was located. 

To understand this love of mountains, it is necessary to 

understand Romanticism, the predominant nature aesthetic in the 

nineteenth (and twentieth) century. Romantics prïvileged feeling over 

reason, and believed that the purest expression of feelings couid be found 

through an intense observation of natural scenew. Through nature one 

couid come to a greater spirituai knowledge, be energized in body and 

mind, and re-establish a wholeness of humanity that had been 

dissipated in civilization (di, notably, things which Harkin believed 

parks accomplished). In their quest Romantics carried as beacons two 

11 45 important aesthetic categories, the "picturesque" and the "sublime . 

45 My discussion of Romanticism, the picturesque, and the subiime is necessarily short, 
and ignores the conaadictions of and debates about their meanings. For instance. 
Romanticism may be seen either as a sign of peuple ~ y i n g  to come doser to God in an 
increasingly secula. age (see Cronon, cited below, p.73) or seeking a replacement ta Cod in 
nature (as Weiskel, cited belw,  writes, "The Sublime revives as Cod with draws...." (p.3)). 
Likewise, i t  may be said that the formalizing of strict aestbetic conventions was a 
rationalist betrayal of the Romantic spirit (see Jasen, p.11). yet Burke's work which 
heiped aeate the Romantic pmject began as an attempt to Bnd a law of aestheda, a 
"tbeory of our passions" (dted below, p.1). On the picniresque, see Christopher Hussey, 
The Picturemue: Stndies in a Point of View (Londonr Pufnam, 1927). On the sublime, see 
Edmund Burke, A P h i i o s o ~ h i c ~ u i ~  into the ûnm of  Our . . Ideas of the Subiirne and 
Beautiful. e d  Adam Phiiiips (Odord: Oxford Universily Press, 1990 [1751), and 
Immanuaï Kant, Critiaue of &&etic lu- tram. J-C. Meredith (Mord: Mord 
Press, 1911). Other important work inchdes Nicohn, ~_auntainGIoomandMountain 
Glorv: and Thomas Weiskel, The Romantic Sublime: Studies in the Structure and 
Pmcholow of Transcendence (Baitimore: John Hopkins University Ress, 1976). My 
understanding of how these reiated to North Arnerica, national parks, and tourism has 
k e n  assisted by Stanford D e m ,  "Romantichm and American National Park," Journal of 
Cultural Geopraphv, vol.11 no.1 (FaWwinter 1990). pp.17-24: Fatrida Jasen, W 
Thing~: Nature. Culture. and Tourism in Ontario. 1790-19 14 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1995) esp. pp.7-13; Roderick Nash, W i f d m e s s  and the American Mind. 
3 rd ed. (New Haven: Yaie UniversiSr Press, 1982 11 9671); Alfred Runte, National Parks; 
and William Cronon, "The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature," 
Uncornmon Ground: Toward Reinventinn Nature. ed. William Cronon (New York W.W. 
Norton & Co., 1995), pp.69-90. 



The picturesque referred to distinct, irregdar Iandscapes ofkn bearing 

signs of human past, whether M s  of ciassical antiquity or peasant 

huts. North America lacked evidence of this sort of past occupation (1 

am ignoring, as did the Romantics, relics of past native occupation) so 

the picturesque never attained the inauence it enjoyed in Europe. 

Instead, Romantics here focused their nature appreciation on the 

sublime. Though commody used to describe a landscape, the sublime is 

more accurately a reaction to that landscape: a desired feeling, both 

pleasureable and t e m g ,  of being overcome by nature. Though the 

sublime as a nature aesthetic had traveiied far since its introduction by 

Edmund Burke in 1757, it retained its onginal sense of an appreciation 

of what would, in other circumstances, be dangerous. Burke wrote, 

"When danger or pain press too nearIy, they are incapable of giving any 

delight, and are simply temble; but at certain distances, and with 

certain modifications, they may be, and they are deligh tfu1...."~6 By 

approaching large, wild nature that bespoke no human presence, the 

viewer could hope to glimpse a spiritual infinity through a geological 

one. Although any number of natural formations, from oceans to forests 

to waterfalls, couId conceivably be sublune, it was prirnarily mountains 

that captured the Romantic imagination. 

Harkin's references to the "sublime grandeur" of the parks and to 

the mountain parks' "primeval solitudes and sublime heights" make it 

easy for us to detect his appreciation of sublimity.47 But the sublime 

was much more than just a handy term to use when desdbing parks. It 

46 Burke. p.36. 
47 Canada, Deparmient of die Interior, Annual Rewa Report of the Commissimer of 
National Parks, 1916, p.3; and Harkin, Historv and Meaning, p.12. 



was the principal aesthetic used in deciding what landscape could 

constitute a national park48 Nineteenth-century North Americans 

found sublime nature, at places such as Niagara Falls and the Grand 

Canyon, proof of their continent's greatness. When Niagara in particular 

fefl victim to crass commercialization, there were c a s  to presenre the 

subiime sites being continwily discovered in the ~ e s t . 4 9  As parks 

historian Stanford Demars writes in the American context, "From the 

beginnülg national parks in the United States were established more for 

th& sublime than for th& picturesque scenery. Indeed, for many years 

it was the monumental and the grotesque in nature that were perceived 

as being worthy of national park status."m Although the issue of 

cultural insecwlty as a source of nature appreciation has been studied 

oniy for the United States, it seems as applicable to Canada in the study 

of national parks. Banff was first notable because of its mountain 

sublimity, and it was set aside to preserve this sublimity from unwanted 

- that is, uncontroiied - commercialization.51 

The concept of sublimity lived on, though diangeci, in the early 

twentieth centwy. It had become increasingly difficult to work up to a 

bracing confrontation with nature, knowing that there were a hundred 

tourists around you doing the same thing, knowing that thousands had 

gone before you, and knowing above aU that the efforts you had made to 

reach this point cailed into question the authenticity of your exnotionai 

48 City parks. on the other hanci, were picturque, This is undentaadable: tom are 
more iikely to be buut on relatively arable land than on the side of a mounain. Sd l ,  
it .made for a nice "aesthetic division of labour." Thanks to Ian McKay for poincing this 
o u t  
49 Runte, Harional Park& pp.1147. 
5o Demars. p.19. 

On Banff s hdscape, see Rodger Todhunter, "Banff and the Canadian National Park 
Idea," Landscaw. vol.20 110.2 ( 198 l), pp.33-39. 



response. Tourism had domesticated sublimi~.  In the 19 los, Harkin's 

reports st i l l  speak of the mountain par& in the language of the 

Romantic sublime, but not a sublime of trembling self-belittiement in the 

face of Nature. It  is instead an indusive sublime that reDninds man of a 

world outside the industrial, yet connects man to nature rather than 

separating him from it. Searching once more for a way to explain what 

parks could do, Harkin once wrote, "national parks as they are may be 

likened to a great power house in remote mountaias which carry light, 

kat, and energy to fat-away cities."52 That this emblernatic park was 

in the mountains cornes as no surprise. 

But the iight from the mountains did not aiways reach the cities. 

Though taxpayers helped pay for the parks of Western Canada, over 

three thousand miles separated the parks from the majority of 

Canadians. Those who did visit were those who could afford the trains, 

the hotels, and the time that a trip to the mountains of Western Canada 

demanded. During the 19 10s this reality was either ignored or shrugged 

off, as when Harkin noted that Canadians needed to rnake going to 

nature a habit, even though "for geographical reasons aU the people of 

Canada cannot visit the national parks.n53 The Parks Branch argued 

that parks, even when unavailable to many, still served as examples to 

cities, encouraging them to establish smaU parks within their b i t s  and 

larger ones on their outskirts.s4 In 1914 Harkin himseif cded for parks 

"measured in square miles" to be established near uties, places "which 

52 Canada Department of interior, Annuai Rem% Report of the Commissioner of National 
Parks, 1917, p.9. 
53 Jbid- 1918, p.6. See also memo, 20 March 1914, MG30 E169. votl, NAC. 

54 See, for example. Caz~arla. Deparmient of interior, Annual Rewn Repon of the 
Commissioner of National Parks, 1914, p.10. 



may not provide as spectacular scenery as the Mountain Parks of the 

West" but which would offer a place for city dwellers to commune with 

nature.55 He  did not suggest, however, that these wouid be national 

parks, presumably since they would not be large enough - and could not 

be sublime enough - to qua.Lüy. 

The Parks Brandi increasingly became aware that the lack of 

Eastern parks betrayed the spirit of its publicized philosophy. How 

could people wearied by modem life be rejuvenated if those most 

desperate for help could not possibly reach it? F.H.H. Wiliiamson gave 

the most spirited discussion of this problem in a memo to Harkin. At 

present, he wrote, the parks were of benefic almost solely to "the 

moneyed man or the middle dasses". But it was the poor who most 

needed fkesh ai. and the outdoor life, because their present situation was 

the least tolerable. Williamson believed that 

The lowest type of people undoubtedly could not obtain the 
highest enjoyment from the mountains and the woods such 
as that derived by an artist or professor of botany, but their 
animal nature would demand exeruse and this in tuni 
would evolve to dearer perceptions and livelier faculties, 
resulting after a üme in love of Nature and its antithesis - 
abhorrence of slwndorn. 

The solution, of course, was that parks "should be dotted aU over the 

counay in the vicinity of cesmes of populatioa..."~ And yet even 

Williamson stopped short of saying they should be considered national 

parks. 

In the 1910s and 1920s, a few new national parks were established 

in places outside the rnountaîns of Alberta and British Columbia E3k 

55 Harkin memo, 20 March 19 14, MG30 E169. vol.1, NAC. 
56 Williamson to Harkin, undated, RG84 vo1.103, fie U36 prl. NAC. 



Island, just east of Edmonton, was established in 1913 in a forest reserve. 

Ontario's Point Pelee, established in 1918, was an important site for bird 

migrations. St. Lawrence Islands and Georgian Bay Islands National 

Parks were reserved in Ontario in 1914 and 1929 respectively, for the 

purpose of saving some land for the public in popuIar tourist areas. But 

none of these parks was created for the express purpose of nationalizing 

the parks system, or because its landscape offered uties the commercial 

and humanitarian benefits that national parks provided Elk Island was 

meant to preserve bufEaio and elk, and any human visitation there was 

secondary. The Ontario parks were very small pieces of land, made up 

almost exdusively of easily transferred government property. None of 

these was chosen because it embodied or broadened the national park 

ideal; they were aU exceptions rather than exceptional. This is not to 

suggest that these were not "real" parks, but only that they did not force 

the Parks Branch to re-evaluate what a national park was. The ideal was 

still typified in mountain parks such as Banff and Jasper. 

Instead of the Park B m c h  bringing parks to the cities, after World 

War 1 cars increasingly brought the aties to the park Attendance at 

Canadian national parks dunbed fkom 15 1,000 in 192 1, to 250,000 in 

1924, to 391,000 in 1926.57 More and more of these tourists were of 

moderate means, able to travel cheaply by car and to accommodate 

themselves by camping. "The automobile," Harkin tnimpeted, "has 

brought about a wider, and more democratic use of the parks."s8 Cars 

57 Canada, Department of Interior, Annual Report, Report of the Commissioner of National 
Parks, 1922, 1925, and 1927. 
58 Jbid- 1926, p.90. Harkin had commented on this the year eariier as well, ibid., 1925, 
p.90. On autocamping in the United States, see Warren James Befasco, Americans on the 
Poad: From A U ~ D  to Motel. 1910-1945 (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1979). 



also meant that a greater percentage of visitors were Canadians, there to 

see what the fus was about. Recognizing that the majoriw of park 

visitors were not Europeans or Arnericans but Canadians, the Parks 

Brandi redefined its goal, from s e ~ c i n g  "recreationists" or "workers" to 

servicing "Canadians". Harkin's annual reports began to refer to 

Canadians' right to the best of their countxy's nature, to the parks 

bearing "the nation's stamp of approval."s9 Parks were now seen to 

make better citizens. "Already the national parks are arousing a new 

love and pride of country. ... Lüce great works of art, they are enriching 

the emotions and stimulating the imaginations of many and so helping 

to build up that mer cultural background which is necessary if Canada 

is to be a great nation among the nations of the world."60 

With growing respect for its dientele's Canadianness and the 

benefits the parks could bring Canadians, the Parks Branch for the first 

time showed signs of wanting to make the national park system truiy 

national- In 1922, Harkin's report cded  for national parks withLn the 

reach of Canadian cities, and in 1923 the issue was given real 

prominence. "The great benefits acuuing nom the National Parks make 

it seem more and more desirabte that these shouid be established more 

generally throughout Canada," There were wiidemess areas in Ontario 

and Quebec that could be purchased. Harkin even noted, "It is ais0 very 

desirable that areas should be set aside in the Maritime Provinces at an 

early date including some part of the beautifid sea Coast 2nd the original 

forest if any area where this remains can be secured."61 And yet, the 

s9 Harkin. "Canadian National Parks and Playgro~nds.~ p.37; and Canada, Department of 
Interior, Annual Rewrt, Report of the Commisioner of National Parks, 1927. p.88. 

Mdv 1929, p.111. 
61 lbidv 1923, p.112. 



Parks Brandi did not follow up on this bold prescription for more than a 

decade. The next reference to Maritime parks in the commissioner's 

reports would be 1936, when the Cape Breton Highlands and Prince 

Edward Island National Parks were being established, having been 

proposed, sunreyed, and selected without mention. Though the Parks 

Branch expressed a willingness to expand the park system to the east, it 

did nothing in the 1920s to make this idea a reality. 

The seemingly insurmountable obstacle was the lack of land that 

was both available and suitable. The early park system had been 

fortunate in that even after the Western provinces joined Confederation, 

the federal govemment held daim to the region's natural resources, so 

parks could be set aside quite easily. In fact, the fvst Rocky Mountain 

parks were created in the fear that the lands would soon be used, and 

that the opportunïty of saving them for future generations would be lost. 

No such land was available in the East, other than the pockets of 

provincially-controiied Crown lands. The three srnail parks created in 

Ontario in the 1910s and 1920s came from native and admiralty lands 

that were transferred to Parks Brandi control. As early as 1915, a few 

politicians and businessmen in the Maritimes began to ask the federal 

govemment for national parks, but the response was always 

disheartening. Harkin replied to one petitioner, "it does not appear to 

be possible to fmd enough suitable land which still rernains the propew 

of the Provincial ~oveniment."62 "1 am affaid it is out of the question 

to even think of the purchase of private lands," he wrote another.63 On 

one occasion he responded, "The moment the creation of a park depends 

62 Harkin to Rev. C.R. Harris, 1 I April 1925, RG8-I vo1.983. file CBHZ vol.1 pr3, NAC. 

63 Harkin to W.B. McCoy, Secrerary of Deparment of Industries and Immigration, Nova 
Scotia 4 March 1925, RG84 vol.983, file CBH2 vol.1 pt3,  NAC. 



upon the purchase of large areas of land, that moment we get into very 

deep water because it would be exceedingly difficult to get any 

Govemment to propose an expenditure of large sums of money for sudi 

purpose.tr64 Creating nationai parks had always been ciifficuit enough 

in the sparsely-populated West; reclaiming land in settled Eastern 

Canada seemed politicaliy and financialIy untenable. 

The question of suitabüity was more tricky. Though Harkin 

professed to be in favour of a Maritime national park, he wrote, 

I have sorne doubts as to whether any of the eastem 
provinces have Crown lands that would be suitable. Prince 
Edward Island has not. 1 think it is almost e q i  tnie with 
respect to Nova Scotia. Even if New Bninswick may have 
some suitable areas, there is always the probability that the 
province would not be willing to cede such lands to the 
~ominion.65 

Harkin does not explain what he meant by "suitable," and the Park 

B m c h  never expressly pointed out which landscape was and was not 

worthy of beiag a national park. However, three requirements were 

always sought in choosing a national park site. It must first be 

sufficiently large. W k i n  guessed that 200 square miles was roughly the 

minimum requirement-66 Second, it should be "virgin wilderness,"67 

untouched since European contact (natives apparently did not defiower 

wiidemess). These two conditions should serve to remind us how fded 

64 Harkin u, A. McCall, General Manager of Nova Scotja Steel and Cod Co.. 19 October 
1922, RG84 voL983, file CBH2 pt3 ~01.1, NAC. 
65 Jbid* 
66 Harkin to James McKenna, Saint John T e l e m a D h l o u r n a l .  3 1 Octuber 1927, RG84 
vo1.483, fiie Fi vol.1, NAC. The size Harkin quoted was rather a r b i w  four months 
earlier, he had suggested 100 square miles was sufficient Harkin to Charles D. Richards, 
Minister of Mines and Lands, New Brunswick, 6 July 1927, RG84 ~01.483, file F2 vol. 1, 
NAC. 
67 H a r k h  to A. McCall, Ceneral Manager of Nova Scoda Steel and Cod Co., 19 October 
1922, RG84 voL983, file CBH2 pt3 vo1.1, NAC. 



with cultural meaning national parks are; how parks had to fulfill a 

Romantic ideal of big and unspoiled nature. Third, parks must of course 

be beautiful, but more than this, beautiful in the national park sense: 

with the sort of sublime mountain scenery not to be found east of the 

Rockies. It remained to be seen whether, if asked to evaluate a site for a 

park in the East, the Parks Branch would seek "suitable" Western-style 

scenery (a hopeless task, making the nationalization of the park system 

an impossibility) or the dosest "suitable" imitation, the most 

rnountainous and sublime land that the East had to offer. 

Not surprisingly, the Parks Branch saw no reason to dari@ its 

aesthetic philosophy. If questioned about a Nova Scotia park, it wouid 

have been bad form for Harkin to Say the province's beauw was wanting. 

Better to question the availability of a large, unspoiled parcd of land. 

The most compelling evidence that the Parks Branch felt Eastern scenery 

did not measure up is circumstantial: when its reports trumpeted the 

values of parks to people, when they regretted thac more Canadians 

could not make it to the parks, they did not take the logical next step of 

c a h g  for more parks - national parks - to be created doser to the 

majorïw of Canadians. 

If the Parks Branch tiptoed around the suitabiiiw of Maritime 

scenery for national parks, Marithers were more like1y to meet the 

matter head-on. The region's natural image was of hiUy lands, scrubby 

coniferous forests, and brooding seascapes. E-W. Robinson, a Nova Scotia 

Member of Parüament, told the Commons during discussion of a park, 

"In the first place, the scenery throughout the Maritime provinces aü 

belongs in the same category. There are not in this respect, three 

provinces; there is one province. We have not mighty rnountains; we 



have no great rivers. Everything is on a srnail scale."68 And much of 

the land was not only populated, but taken over for agriculture, making 

for even less sublime landscapes. In Prince Edward Island, provincial 

secretary Arthur Newbery wrote a park advocate there that the idea was 

impossible, 

the whole Province being r e d y  one immense cultivated 
garda rather than a Park, and no one spot seeming better 
than another. We Iack grand mountain scenery, bold cliffs, 
dense forests, extensive vaUeys, great water falls, cascades 
and rapids, etc., some or most of which are essentiai in the 
formation of a National P-69 

For both Robinson and Newbery, the very term "national park" cailed to 

mind a specific swle of landscape that the Maritime provinces did not 

possess. 

making the park system national 

Even the Maritimes park booster Casey Baldwin, who wouid be 

instrumental in pushing for the creation of Cape Breton Highlands 

Nationai Park, bore the Parks B r a n c h  no ilI will for ignoring the region for 

so long. "The reason, in the pst, for this apparent discrimination is 

perfedy fair," he said, "and we have nothing but praise and 

commendation for this policy." The West not only had available land, 

but it also had the appropriate scenery and wiidlife for national parks. 

The cornments from Baldwin came in 1934, and he felt the situation had 

changed in the last few years. The Depression had hit the country and 

68 LW. Robinson, M.P. for Kings, Nova Scoth, in canada, House of Commons. Debates. 20  
April 1925, p.2237. 
69 Arthur Newbery to Donald MacKinnon. 5 May 1923, RG84 vol. 1777, file P82 vol. 1 pt2. 
NAC. 



Figure 3. "Nova Scotia Should Have Its Fair Share" 
by Donald McRitchie. From Halifax Herald, 13 October 1934. 



made the nationalization of govemment programs essential. As weU, the 

more tourists. Parks, Baldwin said, were now as much about tourism as 

about landscape, so it was only fair that the Maritime provinces should 

be given national parks of their 0wn.~0 

IronicaUy, it was in the hopes of preventing the park system from 

becorning more about tourism than about landscape that, beginning in 

the late 1920s. the Parks Brandi adjusted its philosophy to promote the 

idea of the system being tnily nationaL Federal and provincial 

politicians had worked in concert to create Prince Albert National Park in 

Saskatchewan and Riding Mountain National Park in Manitoba in this 

period, to be the fou for recreation and tourism in their provinces. The 

Parks Branch had been left with iittle Say in whether either park wodd 

be established or what sites would be selected71 Having spent a decade 

preaching the economic and humanitarian benefits of parks near cities, 

the bureau was now fmding that its very success threatened its control of 

the park system. It needed to defme the standard for parks - a 

standard it would have the authority to deme and maintah - in a way 

k i l e  enough to deai with the growing c a s  for parks throughout the 

Dominion. It did so by making explicit its aesthetic criteria: the land it 

preserved was first and foremost the best of Canadian scenery, and not 

only that, it was representative of the different parts of Canada. This 

70 canada, Senate, Re~ohs and Ptoceedings of the Swcial Cornmittee on Tourist T r a c  
(19341, p.179. 
71 Prince Albert National Park was a gift from Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie 
King to the constituency of Prince Albert which he had parachuted into in 1926. As a 
resul~ Manitoban poiiticians pressed hard to get a park for their own province. See Bella 
pp.76-77; Lothian, A Brief Historv, pp.68-69 and 74-75; and Bill Waiser, Saska$chewan's 
m o u n d :  A History of Prince Alben Nationai Park (Saskatoon: Fifth House Publisks. 
1989). 



aiiowed the Parks B a n c h  grauously to concede the impracticality of 

having a Canadian park system with only Western parks, while 

maintaining its own right to decide what was deemed parkworthy.72 

Harkin could now contend that parks were "typical of the early 

conditions of a province rather than for the proteaion of some 

péuticular outstanding physical feature .... "73 More than this,  his letters 

claimed that Maritime parks had aiways been part of his vision: 

1 know that there is nothing more fascinating to the 
idander than the sea 1 have always felt that in years to 
corne when Canada has an immense population there wiii 
be thousands of people each year from the interior who wilI 
want to spend some time near the sea ... 1 have dreamed 
for many years that sooner or later we might be able to find 
areas in the Maritimes which would indude ample sea shore 
and which would be incorporated in the National ~arks.74 

Harkin even stated that "one of my ambitions, unreaiized as yet, has 

been the creation of one National Park in each of our ~rovinces."7S The 

fact is that if Harkin or anyone in the Parks B r a n c h  had wanted 

Maritime parks, or the system made national, they said nothing of it 

untü faced with the threat that such poliues might be thnist upon 

Lmporting id- from the United States helped bring the Maritime 

parks doser to reaîity. Maritime boosters looked to Maine's thriving 

tourist hdusny as something for the region to aspire to.76 The state 

72 CJ. Taylor, "Legislating Nature: The National Parks Act of 1930," To See OurseIves/Tb 
Save Ourselves: Erolow and Culture in Canada, eds. Rowland brimer, et al. Pmceedings of 
the Annual Conference of the Association for Canadian Studies, 3 1 May to 1 June 1990 
(Monmeak Association For Canadian Studies, 1991), pp.132-134. 
73 ~arkln m Richards, 6 July 1927, RG84 ~01.483, file M ~01.1, NAC. 
74 Harkin to Richards, 13 June 1927. ibidt 

75 Cited in Taylor, "Legisiating Nature," p.134. 
76 For -pleV in an article entitled The Tourist Industzy" in the enthusiastic Maritime 
magazine The B u e  East of Canada it is said of Maine, "In highways are no bener than 



was so popular a destination that James Harkin used it as a tourism 

success story in his first annual report, though noting that "Maine's 

Adirondacks cannot be compared to Canada's national parks."77 Then 

in 19 19 the U.S. National Park Service relieved the Eastern seaboard's 

feelings of topographical inadequacy by establishing Acadia National 

Park in Maine. This site, though perhaps without the grandeur of Rocky 

Efountain parks fike Yellowstone, was as rugged and dramatic as 

anything on the East Coast, and it had an ocean to boot To both the 

Parks Branch and Maritime park advocates, Maine served as an example 

that the East Coast did have parkworthy scene1y.78 

At the same time, the Canadian Pa& Branch borrowed h m  its 

U.S. counterpart the method by which Maritime park land could be 

obtauied. Until the iate 1920s, Harkin and his department responded to 

ours and oniy because it offers greater and better accommodation for the tourists does it 
obtain more than its usual share of tourist trave1." Vol 14  no.8 (March 1924), p.4. An 
editorial in the 21 March 1927 Saint John TeIeg~iiuh lournd illustrates how Maine stood 
out as a tourist destination in the eyes of Mariümers. The editor was speaking to an 
unnameci member of the Department of the Interior who said, "In my opinion, the greatest 
ata'actfon for a naturai park in the Maritimes would be a strip of seashore. That would 
appeal very strongly to people in the aties of Ontario. They dream of the sea It has an 
especial charm for idand dweiiers." 

"But," the editor repiied," they seem to prefer the Maine sea coast" 
"Not if you gWe them the accommodations," he said 

77 Canada, Department of interior, Annuai Re= Report of the Commissioner of Nationai 
Parks, 1913, p.5, Though one can take from this that Harkin did not lïnd the Ebst as 
scenic as the West, more interestïng is that Maine's popularity does not seem to have 
suggested to him that Canada's East Coast might also bave highfy profitable scenery. 
78 On Maine murism in this period, see Richard W. Judd, "Reshaping Maine's landscape: 
Rurai Culture Tounsm and Conservation, 1 890- 1929," Tourna1 of Forest and Conservation 
Historv, voL32 no.4, &ber 1988, pp.180-190; and Dona Brown, Inventinp New England: 
Reniond Tourism in the Nineteen th Century (Washington: Smithsonian, 2 995), 
particuiarly Chapter 6, The Parks Brancb was aware more generally that the idea of park 
standards was undergoing change in the United States. In notes . prepare the Minister of 
the Interior for discussion of the 1930 National Park Act, the Branch inchded an article 
in the American magazine Parks and Recreation entitled "National Park Standardsn, and 
highlighted the sentence "National Parks should differ as widely as possible h m  one 
another in their physicai aspects, and the Nationaf Park system should represent a wide 
range of typical land forms of supreme quaiity." See "National Parks Act 1930. 
Ekplanations for Minister re Parfiament," p.48, RG84 vol.1959, file UIA,  NAC. 



requests for new national parks around the country by saying they could 

not consider purchasing the necessary land. But in 1929, Harkin wrote 

Horace Albright, assistant to the director of the National Park Service, 

asking him how the land for parks such as Acadia had been obtained. 

Albright repfied that the Park Service did not buy the land Instead, it 

investigated proposed sites, and if the report was favourable it 

recommended the park's establishment, subject to the acquisition of the 

laad by either the state or, as at Acadia, private intere~ts.~g 

Coincidentalty, RW. Cautley, the Chief Surveyor in the Canadian 

Department of Interior, wrote Harkin severai months later, also o u m g  

the American p o w  and suggesting it be implemented in Canada. Not 

only would this new policy rid the department of the responsibiliw of 

funding l a .  purchases, but ako, "The above would seem to be an 

equitable arrangement which has this great advantage, namely, that it 

goes far to prevent any inter-State friction in regard to the expenditure of 

Federal money within a particular ~tate."80 Impressed by the sirnplicity 

and economy of the American poiicy, the Canadian Parks Branch 

decided to imitate it. From 1929 on, rather than turning requests for 

parks in Eastern Canada d o m  flac Hafkin explained that dthough it 

was the Park Branch which would evaluate whether a site was or was not 

suitable for a national park, it wouid ultimately be up to the province to 

make the land avaiiable. So from the example of an American national 

park, Maritbers began to appreciate the possibility of parks in the& own 

region; from the American park system, the Canadian Parks Branch 

learned how it could make such parks a reaIity. 

79 Aibright to Harkin, 25 Febniary 1929, RG84 voL483, file F2 vol.1. NAC. 
Cautley to Harkin, 7 June 1929, RG84 voL1964, file U2.12.1, NAC. 



In 1930, it became politically expedient for the Canadian 

government to announce that a park for every province was its offlual 

policy. It was seeking support for the passage of the 1930 National Parks 

Act, which was to replace the 19 11 Dominion Forest Reserves and Parks 

Act. The old law, though setting up the Parks Branch, had lumped parks 

in with reserves, suggesting that they were. in the words of historian C. J. 

Taylor, ''fundamentaily resource reserves, allowing for the controlled 

exploitation of a range of resources, such as minerais, timber and water 

as well as scenery."81 Aithough amenciments to the 1911 a a  had 

somewhat separated reserves from parks, the statu of resources on park 

land was stU unclear. Harkin's Brandi fought for the new law to 

ensfuine the principie of inviolability, whereby parks were dedared to be 

maintained intact foiever, free fkom development or encroachment.82 

To foster national acceptance of the new act, the Liberal government 

prodaimed time and again during the winter of 1930 its intent truly to 

"nationaüze" the park ~~stern.83 As Minister of the Interior Charles 

Stewart declared during debate on the Parks Act, "It is the policy of the 

government to develop a national park in each province provided the 

province makes avaiiable for this purpose, fkee of charge to the 

Dominion and free of encumbrance, a compact area of national parks 

Taylor, "Legislating Nature." p. 12 8. 
82 Ibids 1 wül discuss inviolabiüty further in Chapter 7. 
83 According tn the Toronto Mail and _Emoue. "A national park maincained by the federal 
govemment in every province of the dominion, is the aim of non. Charles Stewart, minister 
of the interior, he told a meeting of the Ottawa Women's Liberal association held here t e  
&y." IO january 1930. The Vancouver Dailv Province reported, "A chah of national 
parks From the Atlantic to the Pacifk - this is the ideal toward which t&e parks branch at 
Ottawa is working, and in its work it needs the crwiperation of the various provincial 
govenunents." 2 February 1930. See also 13 January 1930, Toronto Star, 
84 Charles Stewar t  in Canada, H o w  of Commons. Debates, 26 May 1930, p.3959. 



Within the space of only a few years, the idea of making the 

national park system national had moved from an implausibility to a 

probability. The tum-around had occurred incrementally, with political 

motivations, fairness, American ideas, and the desire to share in park 

benefits ail playing a part. Together, these were enough to convince 

politicians and at least some of the public that the East could 

conceivably have national parks, without damaguig the integrity of the 

park system. Never, though, was there a sense that the way of seeing 

Eastern Iandscape had changed, or that those who were considering 

Eastern parks were even looking at its landscape. The Maritime 

Iandscape of 1930 was viewed much in the  same way as it had been in 

1920. 

external pressures 

There wodd not be a national park in the Maritimes for another 

few years, as events delayed the nationaüzation of the park system once 

more. The arrivai of the Great Depression in 1929 meant that there was 

little chance of fhding funds for park creation. Harkin told the Premier 

of Nova Scotia in 1931 that "at the present time all proposais for new 

parks or to enlarge our exisîing parks are temporarily suspended as al1 

avafiable fun& are being utiüzed to meet more pressing demands" and 

offered the same answer when Harrington asked again in 1933.85 As 

Harkin's new Minister, Thomas Murphy, stated in Parfiament after k i n g  

besieged with requests for new parks, "The spirit is willing but the pocket 

85 Harkin to COL CS. Harrington, Premier of Nova Scotia, 12 November 193 1, RG84 
vo1.983, file CBH2 vol-l pt2, NAC; and Harkin to Harrington, 20 September 1933, RG84 
vo1.983, file CBH2 vol.1 pt3, NAC. 



book is weak"86 There was in fact more to it than that. The 

Conservative govemment of RB. Bennett whidi had been elected in 1930 

was intensely anti-parks, and particularly opposed to Harkin's 

leadership. This was in part because Harkin had been appointed twenty 

years before by Clifford Sifton, and was beLieved to be the Liberals' 

man.87 More significantly, RB. Bennett was the Member of Parüament 

for Calgary West, which induded the community of Banff. He had 

locked horns with Harkin a number of times in the past over what he 

saw as unconstitutionaI federal interference in the lives of Banff's 

citizens.88 This probably reinforced Bennett's political phüosophy that 

the state too often intnided in public life.89 During the Conservative 

administration, the Department of the Interior was guned and the Parks 

Brandi itsself lost 32 employeesPO Bennett himself regularly phoned 

Harkin and asked him to resig.1~91 Not surprisingly, nothing was 

accomplished during the B e ~ e t t  years towards extending the park 

system. 

For the provinces themselves, the Depression made national parks 

a l l  the more attractive. The Maritimes were increasingly dissatisfied 

with paying for a semice for which they received no material benefit, and 

86 Murphy, in Canada, House of Commons. Debate& 3 July 193 1, p.3376. 
87 Taylor, Neeotiatine the Pasb p.110. 
88 In discussion on the provisions of the National Parks Act in 1930. for iastaoce, Bennett 
complained about the Park Branchls involvement in Bann affain. "You cannot have a 
game of basebail unless Mr. Harkin says so, and he is in Ottawa three thousand tdes 
away. Do you want to go out and do a iittie fishing? Oh no." Canada, House of Commons, 
Debates 9 May 1930, p.1935. On Bennet& see James H. Gray, RB. ben net^ The Calgary 
Years (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199 1 ). 
89 See Larry k Glassfore, Reaction and Refom: The Politics of the Consmvative P m  
Under R.B. Benn- 1927-1938 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992). 

Lothian, AHisfoF/. voL2, p. 17. 
91 Taylor, W~datinp the Pasf. p.110, h.12. Taytor does not explain why Bennett did not 
simply fire Harkin. 



which the great majority of th& utizens could not enjoy. On top of 

this, the park system was given a sizable unemployment relief project in 

the early 1930s, which of course primarily benefited ~esterners.92 With 

littie understanding and less compassion, the PuIùiister of the Interior 

noted, "The east is beginnùig to get a Little jedous of the W e s t  with its 

great national parks." 93 During the early and mid- 1 WOs, ciamouring 

for national parks grew nationwideg4 and politiuans had little choice 

but to join in. For instance, J.L. nsley, a Nova Scotia M.P., told 

Parliament that he was personally opposed to a park, fearful that it 

would oniy attract picnickers who would set fire to the woods. Still, he 

could not refrain from adding, "Of course if there is going to be a 

national park 1 would suggest that my constituency is the rnost beautiful 

in the province...."95 Politicians used the call for a national park as an 

excuse to wax romantic on the wonders of their constituency. Even if 

their words were completely ignored in the House, at least their local 

92 Per capita, Maritimers received one-third of the national average in al1 federal relief 
programmes. See Ernest R Forbes, "Cutting the Pie Loto Smaller Pieces: Matching Grants 
and Relief in the Maritime Provinces During the 1930s," Acadiensis, vo1.17 no.1 (Autumn 
1987), pp. 34-55. 
93 Murphy, 18 November 1930. Calnarv Herald. 
94 Indeed, the 1930s saw national park systems e . d  in a number of countries. In the 
United States, Shenandoah and Great Smokies Nationai Park were formed, transplanting 
communities in ways very similar to smtegies Iater pursued in the Maritime national 
parks. See Runte, Nationai Parks, pp.106-137; Charles L Perdue, Jr. and Nancy J. Martin- 
Perdue, " T o  Buiid a Wall Around These Mountainsr: The Displaced People of Shenandoah," 
m a z i n c  of AlbermarIe. Vireinia Countv Historv, vo1.49 ( 199 1 ), pp.48-7 1; and Carolyn 
Reeder and Jack Reeder, Shenandoah Heritage: The Stow of the Peo~le &fore the Park 
(Washington: Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, 1978}. In Mexico, only two national parks 
had k e n  created before 1934; from 1935 to 1940,4û more were established. Lane 
Sirnonian, Defendinrr the Land of the T a r n  A Historv of Conservation in Mexico (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1995), p.94. In Cerman-occupied Poland, national forest 
reserves were created by emptying regions of people. Simon Schama, Landsca~e and 
hfemow (Toronto: Randorn House, 1993, p.70. 

95 iïsley, in Canada, House of Commons, Debat= 1 i kkch  1935, p. 16 1 1. 



paper might take note and cornplunent them for representing the region 

so weu.96 

Interest in tourism was awakening at the federal level in the early 

1930s. The Depression brought a sharp deciine in t ra f fk  from the United 

States, and with that decline came the reaiization that a laissez-faire 

tourism policy was inadequate. A new hands-on strategy for tourism was 

spearheaded, ironically enough, by a Bennett appointee to the Senate: 

W.H. Dennis. The publisher of the Halifax Heraid, Dennis had a wealth 

of expérience in promoting the Maritimes. In his inaugural speech as a 

senator in 1934, he cailed for a Speciai Committee on Tourist Traffic. 

The committee that resulted was a watershed in what could be calied 

tourist appreciation in Canada, in that it brought together experts on 

p ublicity, transportation, touris t accommodations, and national parks 

to study how to rationaze and make national the tourism in Canada. 

With Dennis as chair and Senams W.E. Foster of Saint John, New 

Brunswick, and Creelman MacArthur of Sumrnerside, P.E.I., actively 

involved, the Maritimes were not only represented, they received an 

inordinate amount of attention.97 

At the forefront of the committee's interest was extending the 

national park system. J.B. Harkin was the first witness to be heard, on 

the morning of the fxst day, and he outlined what needed to be done to 

96 Thus we have speeches such as those of NOM Scotian M.F. Wilüam Duff, who offered a 
tour of northern Cape Breton: "From there 1 would take him dong the celebrated Cabot 
nail over the tip of Cape North, up the side of a mountain the sue of which is such that it 
rnakes even the Aips and the Roc& rnountains dwindie, and on which cars go in Iow gear 
until they reach the top." Ibid,, p.1612, 
97 MacEachern, "No Island 1s an Island," pp.120.121. On the Tourist Committee, see 
William March, Red dine: The Chronicle-Heraid and the Mail-Star. 1875-1954 (Halifax: 
Chebucto Agencies Ltd., 1 986), pp.233-236. and Canada, Senate. Remxt and Proceedines of 

e Soecial Committee on Tourist Traffi~: (1934)- 



bring a national park to a province that did not have one. Nova Scotia 

businessmen Casey Baldwin and George E. Graham called for Maritime 

national parks, referring to Maine's success in amacting tourists. The 

Committee's fmd report noted that since the establishment of Banf f ,  

Canadians had poured over $22 m a o n  into national parks "almost 

exclusively in one part of the Dominion." Therefore, it was resolved that 

the national park system should "be extended, as a tmly national policy, 

to embrace aii the provinces."98 This was a Committee report that was 

not forgotten: its recommendation for the creation of a Canadian Travel 

Bureau was implemented within a month, and, as suggested, Leo Dolan 

became its first head. The foIIowing year, a federal-provincial conference 

seconded the Committee's recommendation For Eastern Canadian 

national parks. The worst years of the Depression had apparently made 

more Canadian politicians receptive to the economic benefh of national 

parks. 

The National Park Brandi was also entering a period of improved 

opportunity for park creation. FoUowing the viaory of Wïam Lyon 

Mackenzie King's Liberals in 1935, the Department of the Interior was 

merged with the Department of Mines, the Department of Immigration 

and Colonization, and the Department of Indian Affairs under one 

minister, and in the following year became a single Department of Mines 

and Resources. Though James Harkin would have held the same 

position as before, he wouid now have an additionai Ievel of ministry 

organization above him. Rather than accept what must have seemed a 

demotion, he chose to retire, with F.H.H. Williamson replacing him. The 

Park Brandi's profile, so smaii during the Bennett years, appeared to be 

g8 Ibid- p.x- 



shrinking again. But the new Minister of Mines and Resources, Thomas 

A. Crerar, soon demonstrated a willingness to buiid up the Park Branch 

budget, especidy for immediate work relief projects. As park historian 

C.J. Taylor has noted, "Unlike ministers of the Interior, Crerar regarded 

the whoIe of Canada, not just the West ,  as his domain, and under his 

administration the parks bureau began to pay attention to the east in a 

way that it had not done before."99 

By 1935, then, it would seem that aIi the stars were in alignment, 

and the Maritimes would have one or several national parks. Provincial 

govemments saw federai fuding, the federal governent saw an 

extension of national interests, tourism boosters saw a larger tourist 

trade, and the Parks Branch saw the fairness of granting to bfaritimers 

what it had granteci to Westerners - and the power that could be 

achieved by doing so. But this did not change the fact that parks were 

expected to meet certain aesthetic criteria Since 1885 the Canadian 

national park system had developed with a single idea of what was 

suitable national park land. Staff in the Parks Branch were 

indoccrinated with the beiief that a park's beauty demanded virgin 

territory, huge parcels of land, and most of ail mountains. It was oniy a 

dozen years since Harkin had mentioned in an annual report that "It is 

also very desirable that areas shouid be set asiden in the Maritimes - 
and his reports had not said another word about it. Did the aesthetic 

standard of what constituted a national park change just because it was 

decided that it should? R.W. Cautley, who had spent over 30 years 

sweying in parks in the West but who wouId be sent East to investigate 

99 Taylor, m t i a t i n ~  the Pas& p.111. 



sites in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, recognized this dilemma in a 

1930 report and suggested that it went beyond the Parks Branch: 

I t  may be said that it is unfair to compare the mountains 
and lakes of New Brunswick with scenic features of a simüar 
kind in other Provinces of Canada, but it must be 
remembered that the object of my report is to select a site 
for a National Park of Canada - not a Provincial Park - and 
that the two main objects of a National Park are:- (a) To set 
aparc an area whïch shall tnily represent the best of each 
distinctive type of Canadian scenery. (b) To attract tourists 
from other Provinces of Canada and from ail over the world. 
It must also be considered that if 1 refrained from making 
these cornparisons no power on earth could restrain the 
tourists from making them.100 

Cautley may very weii have been right; tourists in the 1930s might not 

have found what became Fundy National Park as subbe  as Banff ,  and 

they may not today. This is of interest, but not as much as Cautley's 

own feelings, since he went on to help select two of the Maritime parks 

ostensibly in spite of those feelings. In sdecting the parks, did he and 

the rest of the Parks Branch staff seek a Western-style beauty in the East 

and accept these new parks as pale imitations; did they seek out a new 

aesthetic, one that corresponded to the geology and the biology of the 

East; or did they see their task as basically hopeless, and treat aesthetics 

as seconckuy, perhaps to tourism? Any of these deusions would not oniy 

affect what the Maritime national parks would be lüce, but would 

rebound to affect the park system as a whole. 

1°0 Cautley report on New Brunswick park sites. 1930, RG84 vol. 1964. file U2.13 vol. 1, 
NAC. 



Cape Breton Highlands National Park is situated in the 
northern part of Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia. and 
contains an area of about 390 square miles. I t  lies between 
the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of St Lawrence and forms 
part of a great table-land that rises to a height of more than 
1,700 feet above sea-level. In places this table-land extends 
to the sea in bold headlands, which rise almost sheer frorn 
the water. At other points, streams ninning down to the sea 
have carved deep gorges that widen out at their lower ends 
to form broad valleys or 'intervales" , which are 
characteristic of the region. ... With the exception of the 
plateau, which consists mainly of bmen and muskeg areas, 
the park is covered with a typical Acadian forest. From the 
sea, the landscape is particularly beautiful and the 
combination of deep valleys, green slopes, and rounded 
summits broken here and there by roc& spires and 
outcroppings. is reminiscent of the Highlands of Scotiand. 

Figure 4. Snapshot of Cape Breton HigNands National Park 
Photo from National Archives of Canada. PA1 2 1449. 
Text from the brochure National Parks of Canada: Maritime Provinces 
(Ottawa: Northem Affairs and National Resources, 1957). 



Figure 5. Map of Cape Breton Highlands National Park 
This map was made prior to removal of land in the Southwest corner of 
the park in 1956 and around Cheticamp Lake in 1958. 
From the brochure National Parks of Canada: Maritime Provinces 
(Ottawa: Northern Affairs and National Resources, 1957). 



Chapter 3 
A Tartan Sublime: 

Establishing Cape Breton Highlands 
National Park, c.  193 6 

In the fall of 1934, Chief Surveyor for the National Parks Branch 

RW. Cautiey travelled to Nova Scotia to scout out locations for a 

potential national park site. RB. Bennett was still Prime Minister, and 

there were no immediate plans to create a Nova Scotia park, but the 

federal department bowed to the provincial govemmentrs request that a 

suitable future site be found. CautIey drove d o m  from Ottawa in his 

own car, one specidly suited to fit his 6'6" m e .  Commissioner James 

Harkin had given him a cheddist of qiralities that any park would be 

expected to possess: accessibility, potentid for development, opportunity 

for game preservation, and as Little extractable natwal resources and 

human settlement as possible. But Harkin wrote, "Primarily, and before 

aU other considerations, it is desired that the site shall be the best 

possible example of the beauty and character of Nova Scotia scenerynl 

Harkin did not daborate; he knew there was no need to. Cautley, a civil 

engineer, was lüre everyone else. He would know beautiful, srpical NOM 

Scotian scenery when he saw it. 

A site in Cape Breton had been talked of for years, but Cautley had 

repeatedly daimed sight unseen that it would not be suitable. "Now 1 

have never seen the country," Cautley wrote in 1929, "but from such 

evidence as cm be obtained from a study of the information, 

Harkin to Cautky, 4 Septernber 1934, RG84 vo1.983, file CBH2 vol. l pt2,  NAC. 



photographs and maps at our disposal, ... it does not possess those high 

qtralities of scenic attraction that are absolutely essential to the success 

of a National ~ark"2 Like Harkin with his instructions, Cautley was 

vague but insistent. From what he knew, northem Cape Breton was noc 

sublime enough to be home to a national park. But at the request of the 

Nova Scotia government, Cautley was now visiting three locations 

throughout the province, including one in Cape Breton's northern 

peninsula With two provincial representatives tagging dong he spent 

five days exploring the Cabot Trail, and then spent another week 

crisscrossing northem Cape Breton done. 

To his own surprise, CautIey was very impressed. in his officiai 

report to Harkin that December, he recommended a national park for 

northem Cape Breton and wrote that "the scenic values of the site are 

outstanding."3 In four and one-haif pages consisting of sections entitled 

"Advantages of Cape Breton Sitefe" and "Accessory Scenic Advantages", he 

tried to explain why the area was beauwui enough to be a park 

Reading these sections does not in itseif make it dear why he found it 

attractive. Again and again Cautley retumed to the stock tems: 

"beaut.ifuiN five times, " picturesque" five times, "scenicn and " scenery" 

fourteen times. 

Cautley never used the word "sublime", perhaps because he saw it 

associated with an effeminate aestheticism. But his appreciation for the 

Cape Breton s c e n q  can only be caiied the discovexy of a coastal 

Cautley to Harkin. ? june 1929, RG84 voi.1964. file U12.2.1, NAC. 
Cautley report m Harkin. December 1934, p.50, RG84 voL1964, me U2.12.2. NAC. 

Cautiey's "Report on Examination of Sites for A Nadonal Park in the Province of Nova 
Scotia." as it relates to the proposai Cape Breton site, may be found in RH, MacDonald, 
T r a n ~ w ~ o n  ui Nomhem Cam Breton, . . (Ottawa: 1979). Appendix AT pp.47-76. 
Fienceforth, page references to Cautley's report are from MacDonald's book 



sublime. Travelling dong the craggy coast, one Iooked down at the 

chuming water from an impressive height, and thus had the 

opportunity to experience the terror, the spectacle of Wity, the sense 

of insignifcance that were aU associated with the sublime. in this sense, 

though the Cape Breton site was not truly mountainous, it permitted a 

cornparison with the Western parks. It ais0 opened up the possibiiity 

that other Maritime landscapes, in their contrast between land and sea, 

offered a n/pe of worthwhile national park scenev Whereas local 

politician Casey ~a1dwi.n~ and head of the Cape Breton Tourism 

Association, Samuel Chaiioner, had envisioned a park in the northem 

interior, leaving the coastline for the small fishing settlements that 

surrounded it, Cautley insisted that the coastline was essential. The 

interior was in itself, he wrote, 

singularly devoid of scenic attraction. There are no large 
Iakes within it and very few smaU ones. There are no 
'mountain ranges' or 'peaks'. It is only as one approaches 
the coast that the original plateau has been so cut up by the 
erosion of many extraordùiary steep mountain torrents as to 
becorne a pimesque mountain terrain, with serrated sky 
line and distinctive peaks. The great scenic value of the site 
is the rugged coast itself wi th  its moutain background. The 
interior or plateau country is only valuable as a Park asset 
from a game presenration point of view.5 

The coastline had the special benefit of the Cabot Trail, the recently 

completed road that threaded dong the coast of the northern peninsula 

Cautley wrote, "The point that it is desired to make quite clear at the 

Throughout the iate 1920s and 1930s, Baldwin was the leading booster for a Cape Breton 
national p a k  Biographical information for Baldwin may be found in John Hamilton 
Parkin, Bell and Baldwin: Their Develo-nt of Aerodromes and Hvdrodromes at ~addeck, 
Nova S c o a  (Toronto: University of Toronto EVw, 1964. 

Ibid= Burke had noted that the ocean could produce sublime emotions in the viewer in a 
way that flat land couid not (p.53). 



outset is that the merits of the Cape Breton Park site rest on the Coast 

iine scenery and the Cabot Trail as a means of seeing it."6 As a man 

who built roads for a Living and as a tourist to Cape Breton himself, 

Cautley saw the park site from the perspective of an automobile dnver.7 

He had long worked on national park roads in the RocQ Mountains, and 

understood the aesthetic appeal that mouritainous landscape and 

t r a v a g  through it had for cirivers. Also, he himseif enjoyed the park 

site from behind the wheel of his car, and knew that his pleasure would 

not be unique. Cautley's report constantly reverts to the tone of a 

tourist brochure: "the tourist is faced by", "the tourist should visitfr, "no 

tourist should plan his tripR, and so on8 Ln his four and one-half page 

description of the park, he refers to "tourists" and "tourism" ten times. 

The Cabot Trail, mooping down to the sea and then rising to the 

highlands by grades of as much as 20 degrees, helped make the hiUs 

hülier and the sea more dramatic by permitting the tourist to enjoy 

both simultaneously. Cautiey understood that the Trail not oniy made 

the area more accessible, it made it more beautiful- For these reasons he 

wrote, "the Cape Breton site is almost entirely an automobile route and 

m u t  be judged accordingly."g 

Cautley's vision for what wodd becorne Cape Breton Highlands 

National Park dosely approximated the finished product 

creating the park in the mid- and late-1930s was in great 

The process of 

part about 

Cautley report on NOM Swtia site, 1934, p.50. 
Cautley's unpublished mernoirs are entitied "High Lights of Memoiy" and can be found 

at V C K 3  1, British Columbia Archives. CautIey rnakes only passing mention of Ieading 
the investigations of Rlding MounWn, Cape Breton Highlands, and Fundy National Parks, 
and no mention of his work at Prince Edward Island National Park 
8 Cautley report on NOM Scotia sites, 1934, pp.54 and 55. 
Ihié p.56. 



developing the Trail, and about expropriamg land fiom those peopIe 

who had land and homes around the T d .  The landscape or the land 

itself of most of the region's interior was of little significarice to the park 

because it was tucked away behind the highlands, cut of view for those 

dfiving on the Trail, the one way of seeing the park. 

Untii the opening of the Cabot Trail in 1932, the entire northern 

peninsula was very Little known to outsiders. Few travellers venhxed as 

far as Cheticamp, the western entrance of the park today, or hgo~sh, 

the eastem one. The roads were poor and difficuIt, and there was no 

significant settlement to travel to, so there was littie opportunity or 

reason to visit. The most renowned of nineteenth-century tourists to 

Cape Breton, Amencan essayist Charles Dudley Warner, bypassed the 

region in his 1874 Baddeck and That Sort of Thing. So did most other 

travel writers.10 The region was even passed by in Beckles Wilson's 1912 

Nova Scotia: The Province That Has Been Passed Bv. Those who refwed 

to the m a  spoke of it in terms of its inaccessibility. An 1883 guidebook, 

relying on the secondhand information of a "gentleman visiter," 

described the land above Ingonish as "wild and grand, romantic and 

picturesque, though long since associated with marine disasters." 

Crossing the peninsuia was an adventure, and the author bubbled that 

"To appreciate the grandeur of the scenery and enjoy its benefits it must 

be visited, with the companionship of one map and one or two 

l0 As Margaret Wamer  Morley wrote in 1900, "Iagonish is the end of the tourists' 
explorations as a mie. Few find their way there, si31 fwer go north of there..." Dcwn 

orth and UD Along (New York: Dodd, Mead, and Co., 1900), p.253. 
l i mk to Breton . Dommon of . . 

(London: Letts, Son and Co., 1883), pp.28 and 30. 



Only very scattered references. such as that of travel writer C.W. 

Vernon, give the reader any feel for what the land was me. "To the 
unduiating region of the seaboard," Vernon wrote, "is contrasted the wild 

and romantic scenery of the interior plateau, which is cut by the 

numerous streams on their way to the sea with innumerable deep and 

gloomy gorges and defiies with steep, precipitous sides. towering crags 

and crystal cascades."l2 And stiU, the description is vague. What is 

"wiid and romantic", how deep are the gorges, how tail are the crags? 

And what faith can we put in the description in any case, when travei 

writers make nature everywhere seem remarkable and unique? 

in 1925, the province began to open up the northem peninsula by 

constructing the Cabot Traii. As AS. MacMillan, Minister of Highways at 

the time, later remembered it, .the Trail was meant not only to serve 

those of the northem peniasula who were cut of€ by land for parts of the 

year, but also to bring tourism to the areal3 And indeed, when the 

Cabot Traü opened in 1932, northem Cape Breton became a destination 

for the adventurous tourist. The area's main appeal was not so much its 

dramatic scenery as the drama in seeing it The Trail was steep, narrow. 

and treacherous. Gordon Brinley's 1936 account Awav to Caw Breton is 

useful in demonstfating how these very factors were an attraction to 

12 C.W. Vernon, C m  Breton at the Bentnninn of the ... Twentieth Cennirv (Toronto: Nation 
Pubiïshing, 1903). p.3 15. 
l3 According m MadiilJan, the realization that the Trail would bring tourism came to him 
in a dream. after a &y spent, it would seem, walldng from Pleasant Bay to Cheticamp (27 
miles), Mving to Baddeck (50 des) and "retiring early." He wrote. "Some time near 
morning 1 feu asleep and dreamed about a wonderhtl deveiopment that I should see 
undeway, numemus houses, cottages and tourist homes in the main bay and Mets as weil 
as sail  Mats and al1 kinds of pleasure craft apparently everybody enjoying themselves." 
AS. MacMfllan, "A D m m  Corne True: Smry of the Development of Tourist Industry in 
Northern Inverness and Victoria Coundes," 1952, reprinted as "Cabot Trail: A Political 
Story," Çaw Breton's Magazine no.62 (1993). pp.2.6670. 



traveiiers. Before starring out dong the Traü, Brinley read the waniing 

in Nova Scotia's Relief Map Directory: "In our opinion, inexperienced or 

timid cirivers should not take this drive; and under no circumstances 

should the drive be taken unless your brakes are working perfectly, and 

your car working well in low gear."l4 Brinley tells of leaving Cheticamp 

at first light to begin the jouniey around "before there are many cars 

coming fiom the other direction."l5 He and his wife greatly enjoyed 

themselves, but after completing the circuit, they came upon a less 

fortunate driver. The Trail had broken him, and he stumbled up to 

Brinley's car iïke a religious messager: 

"It isn't worth it! The Cabot Trail isn't worth the stra in  that 
I've suffered. I'm disappointed-" Trying to cheer him, 1 said, 
"There certainly are terrible moments on the Trail, but think 
of the lovely hours at McKinley Mountain, Pleasant Bay, 
Sunrise and Big Intervale. And think of the 51 heavenly 
streams. Why, the Garden of Eden only had four!" 
But he shook his head, and as he turned away, we heard him 
repeating, "It isn't worth it" 16 

The two drivers disagreed whether the scenew that the Cabot Traü 

revealed made the Trail itself worthwhile- Both, though, had corne more 

for the experience of driving the Trail than for the scenev it offered 

RW. CautIey likewise understood that a national park consisting 

of just the Cabot Trail could disappoint He therefore recommended 

that a parce1 of land in the Bras d'Or area, forty miles to the south, be 

included. Traveilers had long found the region to be a diamond in the 

rough, and even the cmty Charles Dudley Warner was moved to call it 

"the most beauW Salt-water lake 1 have ever seen, and more beautiful 

l4 Gordon Briniey, Away to Caw Breton (Toronto: M c C l e f h d  and Stewart, 1936). p.86. 
1s Ibi& 
l6 W. p147. 



than we had imagined 

had recommended the 

a body of sa l t  water could be."17 

Bras d'Or as the most likely place 

Cautley himself 

for a Nova 

Scotia park in 1929 and 1934. And now, its genteel, more picturesque 

nature would nicely offset the wildness of the Cabot Trail. The dEculty 

was that Bras d'Or was aiready populated and popuiar, and thus land 

there wouid be expensive to buy. The Nova Scotia govemment had been 

so disinciined to take over the area that Cautley had not been asked to 

visit the region. Harkin had suggested it himself.18 The enthusiasrn 

shared by Harkin and Cautley for the Bras d'Or site is indicative of their 

determination to make the Nova Scotia park, wherever it was, the cenue 

for provincial tourism. 

After reading Cautley's report, Harkin had serious doubts that the 

Cape Breton site "measures up to National Parks standards of scenic 

predominance." He quoted Cautley's own words that the highland 

interior which would constitute most of the park was singularly "devoid 

of scenic attraction1', "a Parks liability rather than a Parks asset" 19 

However, Bras d'Or was another matter. In conversation, Cautiey "freely 

admits that any reasonably-shed area in the Bras d'Or counvy would, in 

his opinion, make a better National Park than the Cape Breton site ...."20 

The area constitutes "the most beautifui and internationally rernarkable 

feanues of Nova Scotian scen ery...." Most importantly, according to 

Harkin the Bras d'Or possessed "extraordinary facilities for reueational 

l7 Warner. p.108. 
l8 Harkin to Cautley, 1 September 1934, RG84 voL983. nle CBH2 vo1.l pt2, NAC. 
19 Ibia 

20 Harkin ro Gibson, 14 December 1934, RG84 vo1.983, file CBH2 voi.1 p t l .  NAC. 
21 



whether Harkin was referMg to e x i s t h g  manmade faûlities like docks 

and tennis courts, or to natural feahxes like beaches and picnic spots, 

but in either case his emphasis was on making the area a centre of 

tourist development, the fairground to the Cabot Traü's roliercoaster. 

What is missing from the Parks Branch's correspondence is even a 

pretense of interest in a Nova Scotia park site for the presewation of its 

flora and fauna, or even the presmtion of its scenw. There was no 

ta& of redaiming the interior's naturai form, or even taking over the 

Bras d'Or to ensure a mass tourism attuned with nature, though by 

stretching the point we can suppose the Parks Branch may have 

contemplated it. It is clear that Harkin and the Parks Branch were 

focused not on preserving Nova Scotia's past but in developing Nova 

Scotians' Euture. The main concem was how to do so Mectivdy, and 

that involved not just scenery tourism but satisfjhg aU pans of the 

tourist's experiences. Harkin wrote, 

1 have grave fears that if we name the northem portion of 
Cape Breton Island a National Park and then find ourselves 
wi th  nothing more to seli than a highway, even though a 
considerable portion of it has real scenic value, we rnay do 
more harm than good from a tourist standpoint. We cannot 
a o r d  to have any visitors go away feeling that what we 
cded a National Park was not of a qWty which they had 
reason to expect23 

Despite his own misgivings, Harkin knew that the park was to be created, 

and that if it was a failtue it wodd suily the names of national parks 

nationwide. 

22 Harkin referred to "the only serious defidency of the norrhem area. nameiy, - its lack 
of recreationai faciiities.2 Harkin to Gibson, 6 February 1935, RGW voL983, file CBH2 
voLl p t l ,  NAC. 
23 Harkin to Gibson, 14 December 1934, KG84 vo1.983, file CBHZ voLl p t l .  NAC. 



In 1935 the park plans temporarily stalle4 as events beyond the 

control of the Parks Branch affected its ability to am. The federal 

dection of W.LM. King's Liberai govemment and its decision to merge 

the Department of the Interior with three other departments under one 

minisw slowed any park progress for a time.Z4 Only Thomas Crerar's 

enthusiasm for nationalizing what had previously been the Westem- 

centred ministry gave hope for the Parks Bmch's future. But Harkin 

soon found that the Minister's enthusiasm had its drawbacks. In the 

s p ~ g  of 1936, with the new federal Liberal government ready to move 

forward with a NOM Scotia park, Crerar and his deputy minister James 

Wardle met with Nova Scotia politiuans to discuss the site, with neither 

Harkin nor any of his staff present. Though the provincial 

representatives agreed to ensure that a piece of Bras d'Or Lake wouid be 

turned over to national park use, Crerar on his own chose to make no 

mention of the Bras d'Or in his official letter to Premier Angus L 

Macdonald announcing that the park couid go fornard25 To Harkin, 

this unilateral deusion was a slap in the face of the Parks Brandi's own 

planners, as weil as a thoughtless and unnecessary concession. The Bras 

d'Or, he wrote his depusr minister, was "absolutely indispensable if the 

Department expects this B m c h  to make a success of the Nova Scotia 

National Park from a tourist standpoint-" It  was "a first-class central 

point for holding the touring public and gradiially distributhg them 

the various attractive points in the islaacl" Harkin was especially 

24 Harkin to J.M. Wardle? Deputy Minister of the Interior, 19 ûecember 1935, RG84 
voL985, file CBHZ-Cap Rouge voL2 pt3, NAC. 
25 See the originai draft le&, Thomas Crerar to Angus L Macdonald, 18 Mardi 1936, 
RG84 vot985, ale CBW-Cap Rouge voL2 pt2, NAC; and the final draft, 25 March 1936, 
ibid_ Wardle told Harkin, "It was the Minister's wish, howwer, that for the present no 
mention of the Bxas  d'Or Mes area be maden 27 Mar& 1936, ibid. 



concerned that what to his mind was an incomplete park wouid not 

only be of limited use to the province, but would also weaken the 

national park name. "It must be kept in mindn, he wrote, "that while 

the name 'National Park' has a very great selling value, especially in the 

United States, even a National Park rnust deliver the goods. I feel that we 

cannot afford to have the name 'National Park' used in any area where 

the result may be to seriousiy damage the prestige of aii our National 

~arks."26 Harkin's arguments went unheeded, and in April 1936, Crerar 

sent Macdonald an agreement creating a park in the northern section of 

Cape Breton aione. By mid-June, Parfiament: was ready to pass a biii 

estabiishing Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island national parks. 

James Harkin, who was 61, chose not to continue the fight for 

national parks. He had survived the Tory years of the early 1930~~ oniy 

to be given a smailer role within the new Liberal government. Harkin 

chose early retirement in November of 1936, and was replaced by his 

longtime aide F.H.H. WiUiamson. But neither Wrlliamson nor any future 

head of the parks agency would have the prestige and power that Harkin 

had enjoyed, not because of a la& of will or personality but because 

decisions were increasingly made over th& heads, by the Brandi director 

or by the Minister himself. 

26 Harkin to Wardle, 6 April 1936, RG84 voi.985, file CBHZ-Cap Rouge vol.2 p t  2,  NAC. 



communities 

When Samuel Chalioner had proposed a national park for Cape 

Breton in the 1920s, he had pointedly suggested that it be "exclusive of 

the farms and viltages along the c0asts."2~ The park was to be 

beneficial, not detrimentat, to the people of the northem peninsula 

James Harkin had instructed Cautley before his survey that "the 

proportion of alienated land- ... will have an important bearing on the 

practicability of any site sefected1'28 though his main concem was with 

the cost of expropriation. Having surveyed the site, Cautiey felt that 

excluding ail settlement, espedally on the W e s t  coast of the proposed 

park, would be impossible. His vision of the park was dominated by the 

Cabot Traü, and for this, land dong the populated coast was essential. 

Yet Cautley's choices of which settlernents must be submerged - choices 

that would disrupt commdties and shape the park forever - indicate 

his interpretation of what life in rural Nova Scotia should be me. 
Beginniag in the southeast at Indian Brook, 12 d e s  below 

Ingonish, Cautley suggested a number of communities should be left 

outside the park Aromd Indian Brook, "some of the present ow11e.n 

have fairly w&-devdoped f;umsn29 so they should not be displaced, and 

at Ingonish, "There is a considerable population scattered 

throughout ...."30 Neils Harbour and White Point were likewise 

discounted, plus all of Counw north of the Aspy River 

(induding Bay St Lawrence, Cape North, and Dingwell) because of its 

27 Cited in Caudey repon on NOM Sc0ti.a sites, 1934, p.49. 
28 Harkin to Caudey, 4 September 1934. RG84 voL983. nle CBH2 vo1.l pt2. NAC. 
29 Cautley report on NOM Scotia sites, 1934, p.6 1. 
30 Ibid.. p.61. 



"considerabIe population,w31 But at Pleasant Bay and Cap Rouge on the 

W e s t  Coast, Cautley's thinking shifted considerably. Aïter citing Pleasant 

Bay's Scottish past and desaibing its present settlement of alrnost 300 

people, he suggested it be incorporated into the park as is. "It is out of 

the question," he wrote, "to expatriate aU the inhabitants of such an old 

estabiished senlement? The farms of Pleasant Bay would be "reaily an 

asset to the scenic grandeur of the region, since they provide a relief for 

the sombre character of the s c e n e ~ y . " ~ ~  It would be easier to controi the 

community as a park townsite than as an independent settlement just 

outside the park boundary. Pleasant Bay should stay. This was an 

unwuaï suggestion for Cautley to make, since the Parks Branch 

uaderstood from its experience with Westem parks that townsites could 

be sources of constant aggravation. Also, these Westem townsites were 

ody tolerated because they supplied necessary seMces to park visitors, 

whkh a communïty like Pleasant Bay probabIy could not. Nonetheless, 

Cautley lobbied hard for the little cornmunisr to be ailowed to survive. 

Cautley's proposal for Pleasant Bay stands in stark contrast to his 

stand on Cap Rouge, a smail French-speabg settiement dong the traiï 

fkom Pleasant Bay to Cheticamp. Cautley made no mention of a 

community there at ail, oniy saying that there was at most a dozen poor 

fishermen's "cottagesn dong the whole road north of Cheticamp. H e  

refmed to such homes elsewhere as "isolated fishing stations", places 

where fishmen eked out a scant living from the sea and h-om the few 

crops and animals they raised This assessment, as pertaining to Cap 

Rouge, can only be seen as willful biindness. In reaiity, Cap Rouge had 



some 30 families and was not much less substantiai than Pleasant Bay 

(there were, for m p l e ,  77 Cap Rouge voters in the 1937 deaion, and 

138 in Pleasant ~ a ~ ) . 3 3  And although, in contrast to fullthe farmers, 

these fishermen did not have large houses and barns, Cap Rouge ha& in 

the words of travel writer Gordon Brinley, "good crops and weU painted 

houses."34 Cautley could not have missed Cap Rouge. 

Cautley's reason for misrepresenting Cap Rouge was part 

practicaüty, part prejudice. First of all, he felt that regardless of how 

many houses there were, they would have to be moved. At t h i s  part of 

the Traïi, the coast rose quickly into the uplands, and there was no room 

for the highway to pass around the shore settlements. Still, Cautley 

couId have suggested the houses stay, as he had for PIeasant Bay, as a 

sort of spectade for park visitors. The difference is that he neither 

understood nor approved of Cap Rouge's lifeslyle. Unlike Pleasant Bay 

which showed its civilization in its big farms, Cap Rouge as a fishing 

community showed Iess material signs of permanence. It had one foot 

in the sea Cautley deüded that moving the shore fishermen would be 

to the3 own advantage. He wrote. 

It is dinicult to understand why shore fishermen have 
settled in some of the places where they are found .... [I]n 
this case, the impropriev of moving people away from the 
locus of their occupation does not exist, as in the case of 
Pleasant Bay for instance, because the thriving settiement of 
Cheticamp and the only good harbour for boats on the 
entire W e s t  coast is within a few miles and affords much 
better opportunities for either Eshing or farming than where 
they now are.35 

33 mifax He- 30 June 1937. Cap Rouge's sue is also given in Williamson to Wardle, 
4 November 1936, RG83 vo1.984, file CBH2 vo1.3 pt2, NAC. 
34 Brinley, p.94. 
35 Cautley report on Nova Scotia sites. 1934, pp. 59 and 68. 



Without any 0th- member of the National Parks Branch or the 

federal or provincial govemmentî visiting Cape Breton, ail of Cautleyls 

recommendations for the northern peninsula became part of the federal- 

provincial agreement to create the park in 1936. Most notably, residents 

of Pleasant Bay - and Pleasant Bay alone - would be permitted to 

remain and lease badc their land fkom the federal owners. Only when 

other park staff began to arrive did the vagaries of Cautley's 

recommendations become apparent. The most important new architect 

of the park would be James Smart? who amved as Acting Superintendent 

in tbe summer of 1936. Smart was an ex-forester from Manitoba who 

had shaped Riding Mount=iin National Park since its inception in 1930.36 

After he had inspected the Branch's new temtory, one of Smart's h t  

letters to Harkin was a list of nine reasons why the pf=inned leasehold 

arrangement for Pleasant Bay was wrongheaded and troublesome. 

Instead, "we should insist on the removal of the settlers and demolish 

their buildings."37 Residents, Smart feared, would demand schoois, 

hospitais, telephones, and ail other possible amenities to be provided by 

the park. It would be necessary but aimost Unpossibie to have residents' 

houes conform to the park's high standards. Fxpatriate relatives wouid 

try to r e m  and, most bothersome, "A great rnajority of the settlers, 

especially the younger genention, wil i  a3ways look to the Park for 

empbyment, ..." They wouid even "demancl they be given the right to 

engage in businesses 0th- than-their supposed occupations, such as 

36 On S e s  career, see RG32 vol.237. ôle 1888.02.29, NAC. 
37 S m a r t  to Harkin, 14 August 1936, RG84 voi.984, file CBH2 voU pt2, NAC- 



fishermen or small farmers ...." Park residents, Smart conduded, would 

be a "ninning sore" to the ~e~artment.38 

At Harkinrs request, James Smart also investigated Ingonish as a 

substitute for the Bras d'Or as a centre of tourist development He was 

especidiy impressed with a jutting piece of land caIied Middehead 

owned at that time by JuLia Corson, widow of an American monaire.  

He wrote, "This is an area of outstanding beauty and indudes one of the 

finest ocean beaches in Nova Scotiaw39 The Corson house was in rather 

bad repair, but it was somewhat majestic and might usefuliy be turned 

into a park hotd, on the order of the hotels at western parks like Banff 

and Waterton M e s .  Nearby was opportunity for the main development, 

a golf course, and "ali other features usually included"4 

F.H.H. Williamson, Assistant Director and soon to be Harkin's 

replacement, visited the new park and agreed with Smart's assessments. 

James Smart had arrived in June, and by November, &er discussion 

with provinciai representatives and with very littie fuss, he had reshaped 

the park It was dedded that PIeasant Bay wouid not be bought up and 

tom dom, but neither would it be induded in the park The park 

bomdary would skate around the linle coxnmunity; Cap Rouge wouId 

not be so lu* The 70-squaremile tip of the park which had run dl 

the way to the north Coast on the lnvemess side of the Victoria and 

Inverness Counties bouodary was removed because it was deemed 

redundant, and because at the moment the park was larger than had 

been pennitted in Nova Scotia's 1935 enabliag legislation-41 In r e m  



for saving a considerable amount of money by these deletions,42 the 

province agreed to pay for the purchase of an additional 38 square miles 

around Ingonish, induding Middehead. The new national park had a 

headquarters. 

in 1936, an Act of Canada had defïned a national park in Nova 

Scotia, and in 1937 an amendment to that act significantly altered its 

boudaries. What was and what was not park was still subject to 

change. This suggests, 1 fhink to what degree the new national park was 

not about the preservation of nature. Land was first and fooremost the 

medium of park aeation, and whatever land - by a combination of 

aesthetic, political, econornic, and environmental factors - was finaliy 

made park land was what the Parks Branch wodd in the future give 

meaning to. Once one starts thinking about land in this abstract 

fashion, it is easier to understand why to the park staff the people living 

on the land were also abstractions, and why even as the park's shape 

changed in 1936 the people most diredy involved were not informed. 

Only once the land was expropriated and the people rernoved could the 

Parks Branch begin to think of the Cape Breton site as a national park, its 

nature worthy of expropriatio~ 

putting them out 

Angus Leblanc of Cheticamp, formeriy of Cap Rouge, told me that 

when mention was made of a national park for the area, no one was 

quite dear what it was to be: they had nothing to compare it to. 

NOM Scotia, 1935, stated rhat the park could be no more than 256.000 acres. 
42 Williamson later remembered diis agreement as basically a land swap. Williamson to 
Gibson. 30 Juue 1938, RG84 vo1.984, file CBH2 vo1.4 pt3. NAC. 



"Cheticamp was as far as rnany had gone, you see ... some had been to 

Sydney to workn He paused. "-knew there would be a road through. 

That's don 1 was about to ask him another question, when he added, 

"-figured there would be a fence around. EIephants, giraffes maybe for 

people to seeOn43 He chuckled at himself. 

Considering the new park was about to re-shape land ownership 

and land use in Cape Breton's northern peninsula, it is remarkable how 

littie was known about it by those most directiy affecteci. This, however, 

was a cornmonplace experience of Canadian expropriation of the period. 

Because it was provincial and federal govemments that needed 

expropriations camied out, they fashioned laws which best served th& 

needs while ignoring the needs and rïghts of landowners. in many cases, 

govemments faiied to infom landowners adequately, set compensation 

as they saw fit, and even set up their own boards to arbimte dissent. 

Though Great Britain implemented a more progressive expropriation 

system in 1919, it took Canada another haif'entuy to do the same.44 

Northern Cape Bretoners knew of the park Iargely through the 

lobbying efforts of Casey Baldwin, his speeches to Boards of Trade, his 

letters to editors, and the 1935 essay contest on "The Advantages of a 

National Park in Cape Bretonn that he had sponsored. But these 

provided only hopeN descriptions for the park When the official 

creation of the park did corne about, the press knew little or nothing of 

it The local Victoria-Inverness Bulletin did not announce (and almost 

certably did not know) when in the spring of 1936 the Nova Scotian 

43 Interview with Angus Leblanc, Chedcamp. 2 AugW 1994. 
44 See Eric CE. Todd. The La - .  . . w of F m ~ n a ~  Comwnsation in C m  (Toronto: The 
CareweU Co. Ltd.. 1976). pp.l-6. Todd calk expropriation law "the neglected Cindereila 
of Canadian pubüc Law." ( p l  ) 



govemment authorized the expropriation of land in what was to be 

the park and deeded this land to Canada The Svdnev Post-Record 

wrongly dedared that the park was to "comprise the entire north end of 

Cape ~retoa"45 A Canadian Press story mistakenly desuibed the park 

as a disappointingly smdi project of 25 square miles (about 400 square 

miles short) and noted that those with improved property would be 

ai!iowed to remain there (another mer: this was to be true only for 

Pieasant Bay residents). Even the vigilantiy anti-Liberal Halifax Heraid 

ran this last piece without question or criticism. Considering the public 

interest generated when Cautley inspected potential sites, this la& of 

interest is surprising. The provincial government may not have wanted 

to draw attention to the upcoming expropriation, but one wouid think it 

would have wanted credit for making the park a rclaIity. And while 

newspapers may have taken the offiaal creation of the park as an 

unexciting paper transfer, one would think they would have seen its 

significance both to the province and to those losing land. 

Landowners knew next to nothing about the new park, and the 

Park B m c h  was wary about changing this. in an eariier memo, Cautiey 

had warned that in creating a national park in an older, long-popdated 

province, "there is always a danger of ueating hostility and feelings of 

injustice if old-established rights of residence are disturkdm46 When he 

wrote his 1934 report, he again suggested that involving small Cape 

Breton communities was bound to be troublesome: "If the land was being 

purchased for a park, on the understanding that the pwchase involved 

45 Sydnev Post-Rerora 25 April 1936. 
Caurley to Harkin, 16 June 1933, RG84 voi.1964, file U2.12.1, NAC. 



expatriation, it would probably prove to be a more difficuit matter to get 

them to sell willingly at al~"4~ Though expropriation was a provincial 

concern, the Parks B r a n c h  knew it must walk gingerly, that it would have 

forever to deal with any bad feelings created by the expropriation 

process. For this reason the Branch, which had originally p h e d  to 

move ahead quickiy with development in 1936, shifted its fun& toward 

work that wouid not interfere with the original owners.48 The 

Engineering Division began rebuilding the Cabot Trail to national park 

standards. This was a politicalIy expedient as welI as necessa,xy job in 

that it demanded about 100 men to be hired from the area, and did not 

involve development on fmers' or fishermen's land. However, the 

parks staff on site were assured by th& superiors that when needed they 

had every right to make use of all park land. To residents who beiieved 

they st i i l  owned the land, this was puzzling. In a letter to the Victoria- 

Inverness Bulletin, landorner Hector Moore, while seessing he was not 

against "the fômous National Park," complained, "The Engineers and 

Smveyors, in fa- any ernployee of the Park, appear to be ailowed to 

trespass on aay private propem, and take a parce1 of land of said 

properly, without even consuithg the orner- n 4 9  

To the Nova Scotia governmeat, keeping the iandowners 

uninformeci was nothing more than procrastination. They had aiready 

deeded the land to Canada, and were resigned to settling with o w n a  

sooner or later. However, it is also dear that the government feit that by 

47 Cautley report on Nova Scotia sites. 1934, p.60. 
48 Williamson to Gibson. 21 Sep- 1937, R G M  voL139, a e  CB28. NAC. 
49 Hector Moore, letter to the edimr, Victoria-Inverness Bull- 27 November 1936. M. 
MacLean, M.F. for Sydney Mines, wtote Crerar that he was receiving numemus cornplaints 
of parks staff trespassing on private property. 30 August 1938. RG84 voL984, file CBH2, 
vo1.4 pt2, NAC. 



planning to resolve settiements with landhoiders slowly and piecemeal, 

they were doing the f e d d  govemment a favour. The province's Deputy 

Attorney General, Fred Mathers, said as much to the Parks Branch's Chief 

Engineer. He explained that under the Nova Scotia Expropriation Act, 

the province could take possession of a property (or threaten to do so) if 

the landowner refused to settle. T h d o r e ,  Mathers noted, "The 

Dominion authotities wouid be far better off without the transfer being 

formaily completedn and the diffidt responsibw of eviction moved to 

the Parks ~ r a n d ~ 5 0  I t  was to the two govemmeats' mutuai advantage 

that the Parks Branch  move forward with visible development on land 

that had been deeded to it, while womed, uninformed past landowaers 

iooked on and became increasingiy motivated to settle with the 

province. Ir was not und 1937 that residents learned that the new park 

would mean the expropriation of settled land, not just the reservation of 

the highland plateau as Casey Baidwin had hoped. Nor would anyone 

leam that the park's geography had shifted to indude Ingonish and 

omit Pleasant Bay and the northern tip of Inverness County until August 

of 1938, almost two years after the province and the Pa& Branch had 

agreed to this.51 

With the tnie state of the park so undear in people's rninds, it is 

not surprising that the first negotiators s e n t  out by NOM Scotia in 1937 

had no success reaching settlements.52 Mer their fdure, the 

Fred Mathers to F.H.H. WirLiamson, 19 August 1934, RG84 voL984 file CBHP voi.4 pt2. 
NAC. 

Notice of the boundary changes was pubüshed in the Victoria-lnverness B u I I e ~ o n  5 
and 12 August 1938. 
52 The nem negotiator, Wilfred Creighmn. heard that his predecessors had Wed because 
they were drunk all the tirne, and even trled to U a cut h m  setdemeas. This might be 
tme, but rumours about the govemment negotiamrs' dupkity were legion. I was told, off 
the record, that Creighton himeIf eamed a "commissionm for saikulg Iow Settlements 



Department of Highways handed the responsibiliw for expropriation 

Creighton was called in to reach settiements. I t  was, he later wrote, a 

ciifficuit task for a young maa. "The work was interesting, sornetimes 

f-y, often frustrating and more often distastefuln53 Creighton found 

that he wouId have to deal with about 300 properties in all, i n d u h g  

about 70 homes mostly at Cap Rouge or around Lngonisà He aiso soon 

learned that northern Cape Bretoners expeaed a price of about $6 per 

acre for woodland, with f d a n d  running fkom $20 to $100 per acre.54 

Creighton would travd around makuig offers to everyone and hoping for 

a few settlements, then would leave the park area for a few weeks, go 

badc and do it aü over a g a h  

Today, Creighton believes that the great rnajorw of property 

owners got above the market nom. He tells the story of a woodland 

property at Pleasant Bay of 110 acres. Its owner, a young Gaelic-speaking 

man, accepted $700 for it, but Creighton discovered that the deed had 

ken  signed a week after the official park expropriation. Creighton felt 

they should se& out the previous owner to sign a release. When they 

did so, the previous owner felt he should receive haif the settlement. 

Creighton writes, 

with landowners. 
53 Dr. WWed Creighton, Forestkwine: A Histow of the & m e n t  of Lands and 
Fores in NOM Scotia. 192f5-1969 (Halifax, 1988), p.58- 

54 W i e d  Creightoa with Kenneth Donovan. ed, " W i  Creighmn and the 
E.cprûpriations: Clearing Land for the National Park. 1936," Case Breton's M m e ,  
no.69, p.13. This price seems reasoaable. Cautley had deciad in 1934, "1 was inforrned 
that the Pansfer of land between themseives is usually made at a rare of h m  three to four 
dollars an acren iandowners probably Bcpected more h m  the government than they 
would have ûnother buyer. A Iisdng of expropriation setdementr may be found in NOM 
Scotia, Public: Accounts, 19364945- 



The young man took a dim view of this suggestion. 
Eventually. the old gentleman did sign, but with 
considerable rductance. As we drove away, the young man 
kept muttering to himself in GaeLic. Finally 1 said, "That old 
man was measonable expecting to get half the money. You 
don? owe him anything, do you? You paid him for the 
property?" 
A soft Highland voice replied, "Ath, yes, every cent, $150."55 

The mord of Creighton's story is not only that Scots are wily, but that he 

had given the young man a very good price, far above the market price. 

Those who had o d y  woodland did indeed profit by the expropriation. 

But to those who lived within the park, expropriation was another 

matter. For these people, it meant moving out of th& homes, usually to 

settle at commUILities just outside the park border. Creighton himself 

remembers, "1 minded seeing people put out of their homes. ... Oh, I 

hated ... - 1 was in favour of the park, the park was good But I thought 

it was cruel to put them out."56 

For those who moved, the mernories are vivid. Wiif Aucoin was 

five when his f d y l s  land in Cap Rouge was expropriated He 

remembers QheV barn cut into pieces and haded on oil drums d o m  the 

Coast to Cheticarnp, and his house tom apart and salvaged His family 

saw the expropriation as a blessing. They no longer had to waik ten 

d e s  to church. and they had greater opportunity for jobs. Aucoin's 

father Christopher became one of the first employees in the park, and 

stayed there for 33 years. Some people, Aucoin knows, were upset about 

moving, about losing their favourite hunting places, but "these are srnail 

things when you look at the whole thing. 57 

s5 Creighton. Forestkee~ing, p-60. 
s6 Creighton and Donovan, p-9. 
s7 interview with Wilf Aucoin, Cheticamp Island 1 August 1994. 



Others fdt differently- Maurice and Emma Donovan of Ingonish 

- that is, on the nhth  hole of the parkts golf course today. They moved 

th& house there in 1937, not knowing that the province had aiready 

decided to add the Ingonish section to the national park. The sou was 

beautifùl, the Clyburn ran through their land, and with pamidge, deer, 

rabbits, strawberries, fish, and th& own farm goods they fdt protected 

and self-suffiCient As Maurice Donovan tas it, the f h t  word of the 

park came when a Sydney lawyer, Smith Mdvor, was overseeing the 

settlements. He came up to them and announced, "As of today, the 

park owns your property." Donovan said, "1 haven't sold it yet." Mdvor 

replied, "You don? seU it, it is expropriated for public use." The 

Donovans asked for $50,000 for their 30 aaes deared and 34 acres of 

woodland - an impossibly high @ce - and were offered $1500. When 

negoüations staIIed, Maurice Donovan got a job hdping buiId the golf 

course, even as it wound around his houe. in the end, the couple 

accepted the govemment offer. Lnterestingiy. they realize that their 

story has cenain tragic overtones to it, and recali it romanticdy. 

Donovan States, 

1 wish 1 had a camera the &y we left there. Every child who 
was old enough to lead an animal had an animal on a rope, 
when we deared off me and rny wife and the babies, 
weryone was m g ,  leading the anirnals over the 
mountains. 1 said that evening, 1 wonder what the Acadians 
thought of their l e m g  the day they were expelled from 
Nova scotia.58 

s8 Maureen Scobie interview, "Smries from the Clybuni Valley." -% 
no.49 (1988). pp.1-20. Also, material h m  an interview with Maurice and Emma Donovan. 
Ingonish Beach, S August 1994. 



Some Cap Rougians made the same comection. Angus Leblanc 

was ffieen when his family heard about the expropriation. His family - 
had seventeen members. They had a red f m  going, with 400 acres, a 

big barn, five or six acres deared, eight cows, two horses, 45 sheep, and a 

few pigs. H e  remembers catching rides to school on the back grille or 

spare tire of tourists' cars. When word fkst came of expropriation, there 

were meetings at the Cap Rouge schooihouse about resistîng, but nothing 

came of it- a few of the older people, fearhil of facing the goveniment, 

settied quickly and resistance rapidly dissolved. Leblanc's famüy ended 

up selling for $2700. His family never voted Liberal again, never forgave 

the govemment. Leblanc especially resented that the jobs they were told 

would corne with the park never materialized.59 

Gordon Doucette of Ingonish remembers retuming fYom the war in 

1945 to find his mother surrounded by the park His father was in a 

hospital in Antigonish with tuberculosis, and his mother had not wanted 

to move. "The method that they used," he States, "when I came back 

nom overseas, the park had put a fence around the propefty, and had a 

gate on it, and the gate was locked, and m y  mother was locked into 

it."60 Park staff were using a Doucette field to keep stray livestock, and 

the barn to store park vehides. For years, the Doucettes stayed where 

they were. They did not move out until1950, when they were "worn 

down" and realized that their old home would need renovating if they 

were to stay there. 

The most recalcitrant of owners was Julia Corson, who lived at the 

jutting end of Middlehead in Ingonish. Whereas the parlcs staff felt fkee 

S9 InterYiew with Angus Leblanc. Cheticamp, 2 August 1994. 
60 Interview with Gordon Doucette. Ingonish Beach. 5 August 1994. 



to work on other owners' land , in Conon's case the project's engineer did 

not fed quite up to the task61 Corson sought $125,000 for her property 

and when the province balked she took her case to Crerar and Prime 

Minister Eng.62 She inundated them with letters, even sending King a 

poem written by her niece: 

You who say you have purchased for tourists 
This bay and the mountains around 

Though a i l  manner of emhent juists- 
Make it yours to the moles underground 

Yet we keep more than ail you are ciniming 
You will never find what we found 

For the pulse of the places you're naming 
Has beat in our blood for so long 

That thek rhythm can never be bound 
TQ  se^ to your throng.63 

Like most others, though, Julia Corson tired of the fight, and in time 

settled for a price far below her original one. 

Common to the stories of expropriation at Cape Breton Highlands 

National Park is a feeling of inevitabiiity. Eva Deveau told me that her 

father fought the park at first, "but the government is seonger than 

anybody."64 A number of people told me that people back then had a 

greater respect for authoriS., a feeling that what the govemment says 

goes. Notwithstanding, in Cheticamp there is a generally held bekf  that 

PIeasant Bay was taken out of the park because of the strength of 

resistance there. As Eva Deveau summarïzes it, "1 think the Engihh 

people from Pleasant Bay, they didnft want to move and they're stül 

there, so 1 thuik if the French people had done the same thing they 

61 See T.C. Fenton m TS. Mills, 16 September 1938, RG84 ~01.984. file CBH2 voL4 ptl, 
NAC. 
62 See letcers in RG84 voL986. file CBH16.1 vol1 p t 2  and 3, NAC. 
63 Phoebe Folger Jordan poem, in RG84 voi.986, Ble CBH16.1 vol.1 pr3, NAC. 
64 htemiew with Eva Deveau- Cheticamp. 2 August 1994. 



wodd have stayed"65 For the Acadians of the area the story has 

become a lesson in their own la& of solidarity and will. In reaiiv, 

Pleasaat Bay was omitted from the park before knowledge of the 

boundaries was weU known, so it is unjikeiy that any alleged resistance 

was ever a factor. Pleasant Bay was omitted because Cautley's plan to 

make it a park townsite was unwieldy from the beginning, and the Park 

B r a n c h ,  on the advice of James Smart. realized that it wouid be simpler 

just to move the park boundary to just outside the village. No lesson 

can be learned korn this about how to deai with government. 

The single biggest wiriner in the expropriation process was the 

biggest landhoIder, the Odord Paper Company, who did not even own 

the property it was losing. In 1920, this Maine-based company had 

bought "the Big Lease", a property of over one half million acres in . 
rkthem Cape Breton originaUy leased fiom the Nova Scotia government 

for 99 years for $6000 per y ~ 6 6  Throughout the 1920s the company 

worked the pruperty until it had cut all wood that could be retrieved 

economicaily and untiï the Depression made exporting any pdpwood to 

Maine economidy unfeasible. The company held on to the Big Lease 

as a reserve, with the hope that in time it could cut from it again. To 

the NOM Scotia goveniment, this inactivity promised op port uni^^ they 

believed the Mord-held propercy wodd be a fine centre to the park In 

his report, Cautley wrote, 
- - - -  

65 J b i 6  

66 See L Anders Sandberg, "Forest Poücy in Nova Scoria- The Big Lesse, Cape B m n  
Island, 1899-1960,' Tipubie in the Waods: Forest Poli-d QxktlConfJifl in Nova Scotiq 

d New Brunswick ed, L Anders Sandberg (Fredericton= Acadiensis Press, 1992), pp.66- 
89. On Americâ11 pulp and paper companies in the Maritimes, see Bill  Parenteau and L 
Anders Sandberg, "Conservation and the Gospel of Economic Nationalism: The Canadian 
Puipwûod Question in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick," &wiron-o~v Review, 
vol. 19 110.2 (Sumner 1995). pp.57-83. 



The greater portion of the area under discussion is induded 
within the Mord Paper Company's Lease, but since the 
Premier of Nova Scotia is M y  aware of the terms under 
which a National Park may be established, there can be no 
doubt that he is prepared to dissolve the said Lease in as far 
as the lands which may be required for a Park are 
concerned67 

When in 1936 the Member of Parliament from Colchester-Hants, Gordon 

Purdy, tipped off the Victoria-Inverness Bulletin that the park was going 

through, it was noted that the proposed site would take in "what is 

commoniy called The Big Lease'. The acquiring of this property would 

not cost a great deal as most of it is Crown lands."68 Ln a& this part of 

the Big Lease being considered for the park consisted of over 175,000 

acres. Though Cautley had said that the highland interior was "ody 

valuable as a Park asset nom a game preservation point of view"69 it did 

give the park size and niggedness. which were considered essential. 

To the government's surprise, the company had no intention of 

gMng up its lease for a pittance. Oxford Paper made a total daim on 

the land for about $2.3 W o n .  uting its value as a pulpwood resewe 

and even mentionhg that it had value for other pwposes - including as 

a park In a 1940 arbitration hearing, the company defendeci the Land's 

worth while governent wimesses insisteci that the na t iod  park land 

was ugly, impassable, and useless for foresay. The interior was too wet 

and hülocky, its trees exposed, wind-stunted, and branchy. Dominion 

Forester W i e d  Creighton, having become an expert on evaluating Cape 

Breton Iand, testified that one of the Oxford Paper Company's own men, 

67 Cautiey report on Nova Scotia sites, 1934, p.61. 
68 -ria-Inverness Buil- 18 April 1936. 
69 Cautley teport on Nova Scotia si- 1934. pJO. 



Lee Armstrong, had told him, "Mister, 1 have cnùsed a lot of country; 

some of it was good and some of it was bad, but of aJ.I the counûy that 1 

ever saw, this is the worst"70 Creighton a g r e d  "Aue  for acre, it is the 

worst piece of land that 1 know, not only in Nova Scotia but anywhere in 

eastern ~anada"71 Though both men were speaking of the area in 

terms of its value as forest, it is doubdul that they  COU^^ find what was 

so economicaiiy ugiy to be aestheticdy beautifid. After a six-week court 

case, Oxford Paper won a settlement that with costs, interest, and 

reimbursement totalled just over $520,000. Both sides voiced 

satisfaction with the j ~ d ~ r n e n t , ~ ~  but the Oxford Paper Company must 

have been e s p ~ ~ y  content. I t  had made over one haif mülion dollars 

on land it could not afford to use, land that may not even have been 

useable, land it was leasing at the time for ody $6000 per year.73 The 

Nova Scotia govemment paid almost twice as much for redaiming this 

one lease as it did for purchasiog the 300 0 t h . .  propercies throughout 

the park 

70 Evidence of Wiifred Creigbfon, W r d  Paper Co. arbitration case, RGlO Series BT 
Voi.204 file 11, ~ 2 3 8 4 ,  Public Archives of NOM Scotia [hendorth, PANS]. 
71 rmd, p.2398. 
72 One of the men Nova Scotia himi to evaluate the land, F.T. Jenkins, wrote T.D. 
McDooald, Depucy Amrney Cenerai, NOM Scofk "In my opinton the Mord Paper Co. has 
received generous compensation, but 1 believe that, QMng e v m g  into consideration. 
the Nova Scotia governent has not done mo badly." 8 Jan- 1941. Mord hper Co. 
arbitration case, RG10 Series B. voL202 fle 4, PANS. 
73 AS. MacMillan stated that "in lieu of taxes" Ocbrd w& paying $6000 per year roward 
the maintenance of ma& in Inverness and Victork~ Counties. CouId MacMillan mistakenly 
have ken referring a> the lease payment, which was S6000 per year? If so, (Mord Paper 
was not only paying a very low lease rate, it was in effect given the chance to ensure that 
iD money woufd be spent by government in a way M y  of use to the company. 
MacMillan, "A Dream Corne Truc" 



in his 1934 insmctions on examining potential Nova Scotia park 

sites, James Harkin remhded kW. Cautley that he was to fmd a spot 

that would be good for wiIdlife= "The presemation of all game is a 

cardinal prinüple of National Parks administration." However, in the 

next sentence, the Parks Director noted that this alone was not enough, 

that "there is a great deal of country whidi would make a fast dass 

game presenre but which wouid not have any value as a National 

~ark."74 This was the thinking that rded the creation of the Cape 

Breton Highlands National Park after the land was turned over to Canada 

in 1936. I t  was understood that the business of making a park was a 

two-part affair. First, the land must become a reseme, with aii its 

wildlife and other na- resources fYee from haxm. Second, the reserve 

must become a park, not ody by offering nature a chance to thrive but 

by offering visitors the facilities needed to enjoy it. A park was not a 

park until it offered mt-cfass roads, accommodations, and recreational 

possibiiities. From 1937 to 1939, the National Parks %ranch worked at 

this two-part process in northern Cape Breton, transforming the land 

into a reserve and the reserve into a park 

Ln Chapter 8, I wiïi examine in detail the Parks Branchls policies for 

the management and presemtion of wildlife, fish, and vegetation. I t  is 

suffisent to say here tbat the Branchls initial concem was to leam about 

the naturai features that it had acquired, and then to ensure that local 

citizens understood part iand and resource uses no longer applied and 

wodd not be tolerated. In his 1934 report, Cautiey noted that there the 

74 Harkin m Cautiey, 4 September 1934, RG84 voL983. file CBH2 vo1-l pt2, NAC. 



area was home to white- d e s ,  and couid be restodced with caribou 

and moose.75 No other animais were mentioned Cautley was 

enthusiastic about the park's fishiing potential, particularly @out fishing 

on the Cheticamp ~iver.76 In regard to both fish and wildlife, the Parks 

Bmch was concmed that locais wodd vidate the reserve. L o d s ,  it 

was said, were responsible for overfishhg the Cheticamp ~iver.77 

Cautiey believed that they were also responsibie for küling off most of 

the area's wildlife and that "It is probable that the sons of the men who 

exterminated game in the northern end of Cape Breton are just as keen 

sportsmen as their fathers were and that the protection of imported 

game wouid be both difficult and expensive."78 It is doubtfhl that local 

landowners, m g  enough for th& own use, were indeed responsible for 

making species extiDct, espeùally when so much of the highlands was 

difncult and unpopulated terrain. However, it is quite m e  that Cape 

Bretoners felt it right to take deer, partridge, and rabbit for  the^ familyrs 

use, even out of season When the park was formed, three of the six-rnan 

staff were game wardens, responsible as much for publicri;ring the park's 

existence as for a-y enfordng reguiatiom. The fïrst wardens were all 

locals and they seem to have accepted some poaching by those who had 

lost land or a favourite hunting spot? Around Cheticamp, warden 

John Roche is remembered for taking a patroi every day at the sarne 

75 Cautley report on Nova Scotia sites, 1934. p58. As prwf  of the caribou's past 
n u m b ,  and to show rhat northern Cape Breton was once home to many animals. Cautley 
cites a letter from the 1780s. 
76 jbi& 

77 Harban to Gibson, 14 December 1934, RGW voL983. nle CBH2 voLl no.1, NAC. 
78 Cautley to Harkin, 7 June 1929, RG84 voL1964, file U2.12.1. NAC. 
79 This point was made ro me by nvo interview subjects 



time. Mer he had walked through, hunters knew it was safe to return to 

the parkso 

In the protection of fish and wildüfe, the new park sought to 

reguiate and change the customs of the Iongtime residents of the region. 

The park staff were to preserve the nature they had been granted, 

regardless of how this nature had been used in the past Nevertheless, for 

the good of the park, it was understood that the park staff themselves 

must shape the nature of the park. Whereas the Parks Branch demanded 

vigilance against traditional resource uses, it was accepted that to 

deveiop the park falllities long-term gain demanded some short-term 

pain. The difference was that the park's enforced changes would be one 

time only and would be to the ultimate benefit of park visitors. 

The most important development in the new park was the 

improvement of the Cabot T m .  From Cautley's report, the Branch had 

learned that though it was to be the Park's signature attraction, it was at 

present just too ciangemus. What was needed was to keep the present 

road as much as possible but shave off the steepest grades on the worst 

sections, especially on the western coast of the park Cautley accepted 

that this would be temficaiiy expensive but, he wrote, "my 

recommendation of the Cape Breton site for a National Park must 

depend entirely on whether the Dominion Government is willing to 

construct a good road from Cheticamp to Pleasant I3ay."81 The 

provincial government was thrilied, because the park meant they were 

fkee of completing and maintsiining a very expensive highway. Nova 

Scotia was aiready in the process of a massive hard surfacing program, 

The interview subject who mentioned this asked not to be named. 1 wiil discuss 
poaching further in Chapter 9. 

Cautley report on Nova Scocia sites, 1934, p.72. 



with about 1000 miles paved between 1934 and 1939. No one coufd 

possibly be more happy about the new park than the Hon. AS .  

MacMillan, Minister of Highways, chair of the provincial Tourist 

Commission, architect of the Cabot Trail, not to mention head of the 

Fundy Construction Company, hired by the federal govemment to do 

the roadwork on the uai1.82 Symptomatic of the dose ties between 

govemment and business in 1930s Nova Scotia, MacMillan's potential 

When the parkland was deeded to Canada in the summer of 1936, 

the Traü became the focus of developmental work The Traii was the 

main conduit for tourïst travel, and it was understood that tourists 

could not anive in great numbers untü the road was in good shape. 

NSO, the Traü W i e d  the promise of giving jobs to locals. When work 

on it was at its peak in the surnmers of 1937 and 1938, there were over 

100 men hired, the vast majority from communities surrounding the 

park, and many of these were people who had had land expr0~1lated.84 

Road construction provided other employment, as a writer to a local 

newspaper claimed: 

National park is the taik of the day. Our young men are 
anxious to get some work which wiii be a great help to their 
fathers .... Farmers should get together and get the 

82 On MacMillan, see George Neil Joudrey, "The Public LLfe of AS. MacMiUan," Master's 
thesis, Dalhousie University, 1 966, 
83 On the last &y of the legislative sitting in 1939, opposition member G.Y. Thomas did 
cornplain, "1 still say that they rnight as weU hand over the whole government to you and 
let you run the whole thing. A Company of yours gets contracts from the Federal 
government - wiil you deny that?" MacMillan replied, "The Company that 1 have an 
interest in." Kali fax ChronicIe, 17 A p d  1939. MacMillan suggests he was aot cfosely 
involveci with Fundy Construction, but in fact wrote the Park Brancà on behaif of Fundy 
Construction during roadbuiiding, as "Han. AS. MacMillan, Fundy Construction, Company, 
Halifaxn RG84 voLSZO, fiie CBH2ûû p t  1, NAC. 
84 W.H. Stuart, Acting Superintendenc to M. MacLean. M.P., 3 September 1938, RG84 
vo1.72, file CBH3 L 3, NAC. 



supplyuig of eggs, produce and meat for the different camps 
and it wouid help the situation, fishermen the fish trade 
and Ai in aU wouid be quite an item. [sic185 

In 1937, over 6.5 miles of the Trail were built or reconstructed, and in 

1938 another 10.5 miles were completed or near completion. In both 

years and in 1939, bridges, culverts, and guarci rails were ais0 worked 

on, 86 

But whiie roadbuilding was a centrai reason for the province to 

want a park in the first place, it was not on its own considered 

justification for the park Upon learning that the Parks Branch had little 

planned for the park in 1937 0th- than roadbuilding, Cape Breton 

Member of Parliament DA. Cameron complained to Crerar that the park 

seemed to be nothing but a road, and "if the deveIopment of this park is 

to be dong those lines - speaking for myself, and 1 am sure 1 am 

speaking for the residents of Nova Scotia generally - 1 would much rather 

that the park had never been undertakenn87 What was needed was a 

much Iarger outIay of fun& for the construction of accommodation and 

reueation facilities. The provincial authorities made much the same 

compiaints. Calling the 1938 federal grant b o t  much of a showing", 

Highways Minister AS. MacMillan threatened that although he was 

expected to move forward with expropriation, "1 do not feel justified in 

making this expenditure in 

Govemment has expended, 

view of the small amount that your 

and are proposing to expend this year."g8 

85 Grand Eoing happenings, Victoria-Inverness Bulletin. 2 April 1937. 
86 Canadg Department of Mines and Resources, Annual Rewrt, 193 8, p.88; 1939, p.98; 
and 1940, p.86. 
87 D A  Cameron to Cr-, 2 April 1937, RG84 voi.984, fiie CBH2 voiA pt3 ,  NAC. 

AS. MacMillan m. J.L Usley, Minister of National Revenue, 24 Feb- 1938, RG84 
vo1.990, file CBH 16.1 L 2 p t  1, NAC. 



The National Paxks Branch was undiaracteristicaily silent in the 

face of these complaints, probably because it agreed that the federal 

govemment should move development fornard Harkui hirnself had 

told Cautley early on, "It was also very important to consider what 

natural attractions exist or what future developments can be made with 

a view to attracting visitors and tourists, such as fishing, boating, 

swimming, motoring, golf and trail riding."89 Cautiey saw places for ail 

of these in his dreamed-of park, and even envisioned a bathhouse, 

similar to that of Banff hot springs, "with a warmed salt-water plunge" 

which would be "an attraction to a specid dass of tourists sufferhg from 

arthritis and aüments benefited by salt-water bathing."90 Originally, 

Bras d'Or was to be home to such development, but when Ingonish was 

made the centre of the park, ali planned development rnoved there. 

When the Parks B r a n d i  was finally deeded control of this area in July of 

193 8, development plans began immediately.gl 

The Parks B t a n c h  had no central and considered plan for the 

development of Ingonish; the work was done piecemeal. First, a location 

for the golf course had to be selected. Golf courses were seen as 

absolutely essentiai to national parks ever since James Harkin, himself 

an ardent golfer,92 had commissioned Canadian golf architect Stanley 

Thompson to build courses at Jasper and Banff in the Iate 1920s. Banff's 

was a huge engineering projea involving the removal of huge quantities 

89 Harkin to Cautley, 4 Sepamber 1934, RG84 voL983, file CBHZ vol.1 pt2,  NAC. 
Cautiey report on NOM Scotia sites, 1934, p.75. 

9i S r n a .  m TS. M a s ,  Chief Engineer. Surveys and Engineering Branch, 6 July 1938, RG84 
voL984, file CBHZ vo1.4 pt2, NAC, AIso, see Williamson to Wardle, 30 July 1938, RG84 
vo1.139, file CBH28, NAC- 
92 Lothian. "James Bernard Harkin." See also 8ob Hwdey, "Golf Courses in National 
Parks," Park News, vo1.17 no.1 (Spring 1981), p.14. 



of rock and, at a cost of $500,000, was at the time thought to be the 

most expensive course ever built.93 The Parks Branch trusted 

Thompson's knowledge of golf so much that it aowed him to decide 

where the Cape Breton Highland course shouid be. He chose the land 

around Clyburn Brook and on the Middlehead promontory, saying, "This 

area provides craggy cliff land, sandy shore and wooded valley land 

traversed by a river. 1 know of no place on the whole Atlantic Sea Board 

where such a variety of terrain c m  be found in so limited an area"94 

When the Middlehead area was tumed over to the Dominion in the 

summer of 1938, Thompson began work on the first nine holes with a 

crew of 50  local men,95 drainhg the land, grading and topsoiling it, 

preparing the seed bed, and planting and fertilizing the new grass. Work 

progressed so steadily that in an October meeting with the executive of 

Mines and Resources, Thompson suggested they push fornard with the 

next nine holes. Rather than continuhg the course dong the s a  as had 

been proposed, Thompson recommended development up the Clybuni. 

"The Clybum Valley," he insisted, "traversed by the river with towering 

bills on each side, affords gorgeous scenery and character, and wodd 

add a great deal of variety to the play. as w d  as shelter nom the raw 

Ocean breeze. Its ruggedness is in keeping with the whole Park 

development This route happas to be on land already deeded to the 

park."96 AU present agreed, and work progressed on the course. A year 

later ail eighteen holes were complete. 

93 James k Barciay, Golf in Canada- A Historv (Toronm McCleiiand and S t e w m  1992). 
p.370. On Stanley Thompson's career, see ibid., pp.365-372. 
94 Thompson to Gibson, 4 June 1938, RG84 vo1.72, file CBH313, NAC. 
95 Thompson repon 1 November 1939, M. 
96 Thornpsan, as stared by Gibson to WilUamson. 18 October 1938, RG84 ~01.72, file 
CBH3 13.7, NAC. 



in his meeting with the Department of Mines and Resources 

executive, Stanley Thompson had noted that one reason the course 

should move forward so quickiy was that "it would be good business to 

spend this amount on the second nine holes and retain in employment 

many of these people whose properües have been taken over for the Park 

and who have not been settled with by the Provincial ~ovemment."97 

This may have been genuinefy diaritable, though it made for the 

awkward situation that men like Gordon Doucette and Maurice Donovan 

took jobs on land that they still considered their own, while awaiting a 

fair settlement from the province. However, it was also "good business" 

because it appeased people in need of appeasing. The energy with which 

the golf course was completed, as with the work on the Cabot Trail, 

encourageci local landowners to believe that the park truiy would bring 

jobs and prosperity. But this same energy meant that aii major 

development opportunities were used up between 1937 and 1939. Once 

park development was finished, the park sta f fs  primary job was to keep 

the park unchangeci - a mandate that demanded far less employment. 

But by then settlement with landowners would be complete. Not 

surprisingly, the most common cornplaint about the park I heard from 

i n t e ~ e w  subjects and read witfiin the archival records was that jobs 

promised to locals never appeared.98 

97 Md. 
98 The finai verse of a song by Lubie Chiasson of Cheticamp. written while woriüng on the 
Cabot Trail, gws  "At the end of the sang/ You WU be well able to understand/ That we 
work for the government/ At the end of two weeks/ Or at the end of the month J We wilI 
draw a small chequeJ And we wiU go home./ The money wii I  al1 go/ To the srnail 
merchants." Chiasson's song hints at local wariness about whom the new park would most 
benefit, Translateci by jean Doris LeBlanc, in Father Anselme Chiasson, Cheticam~; 
t n  (Breakwater Press, 1986). 



Once the Traii and golf course were b u t ,  the Parks Branch felt that 

its responsibiliv in park development was largely complete. The only 

remaining job was attracting investors for accommodations. Though 

this will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7, it is saCient here to say 

that the Branch hoped that investors would corne f o ~ d  to set up a 

grand hotel at Middlehead in the national park tradition. Parks Branch 

Director R.A. Gibson had accepted that the golf course should move 

forward swïftiy in part because it was the best possible inducement for 

"attracting to the Park people with sufficient capital who are willing to 

develop the type of tourist accommodation that we are trying to secure 

to satisw high class tourist business ...."99 Though the Parks Branch used 

its own network to seek out potential investors, especiaily the Canadian 

National Railway (which already ran a number of park hotels) and local 

hotel companies, it was unsuccessful. There was Iittie interest, especially 

when the outbreak of war in 1939 promised t o d s m  would be sluggish 

for the indeterminate future. In the winter of 1940, the Nova Scotia 

govemment, fearfd that another summer wouid see tourists cruising 

around the Traü without stopping, offered to set up a hotel on the old 

Corson property at Middlehead. They asked for the land to be deeded 

back to the province, and were surprised when the Park B r a n c h  instead 

offered them a license to run the hotel, as if they were any other lessee. 

In 1941 the provincial authorities set up a bungalow camp and had 

spniced up the Corson house, caiiïng it Keltic ~odge.100 Though tourists 

iiked it and it was a hit among Nova Scotians, the new hotel was a drain 

99 Gibson to Williamson, 18 October 1938, RG84 vo1.72, file CBH3 13.7, NAC. 
In regard to operating the Lodge at a loss, see Harold Comoily, Minister of Indusuy 

and Publicity for Nova Scotia, to R.J.C. Stead, 17 April 1942, RG84 vol.139, file 
CBHl13.200, NAC. 



on the province's finances and the government continuaDy encouraged 

the Parks Branch to assume control over it. By the later years of the war, 

the province refused the unasked for and unwanted responsibility of 

keeping Keltic Lodge open. 

noo 

Making the Cape Breton park was a process of some steps. RW. 

Cautley discovered a highly scenic road that could be a showpiece to 

some of the best landscape that Nova Scotia had to offer. The park he 

envisioned had only approximately defmed borders, so the federal and 

provincial govemrnents worked to finalize the site's escact dimensions. 

The past owners of lands and property within the boundaries were 

bought out. The Parks Branch enforced new restrictive land uses for the 

area, while developing some sections of it to an unprecedented degree. 

In all, the new park consisted of a collection of commuities and a stiU 

uaknown interior region that together had never been thought of as a 

unit. The last stage in tuniing this land into a park was to incorporate 

it with a single meaning, to make the park establishment and the park 

itself seem naturaL This was done by promoting the park, embfematic 

of the best Canadian and Nova Scotian scenery, as an intrinsically 

Scottish place. 

In his article "Tartanism Trïurnphant", Ian ~ c f f i ~ l o l  describes 

how Nova Scotia came to see its essence as tied to Scottishness, 

particularly under the premiership of Angus L. Macdonald beginning in 

1933. At a time when the province was coming to see tourism as a key 

lol Ian Mc-, "Tarranism Triumphanc îhe  Consmiction of Scotrishness in Nova Scotia, 
193 3- 1954," Acadiensi& voI.2 1 110.2 (Spring 1992 1, pp.547. 



to its economic future, Macdonald gave tourism promotion a focus by 

spotlighting NOM Scotia's Scottish heritage and its present-day 

independent, Gaelic-speaking highiand stock.102 Through Macdonald's 

support, Nova Scotia got a Gaelic Coilege, the Gathering of the Clans, a 

piper to welcorne tourists at the border, and many other trappings of 

Scottishness. Such effort signalled that there was a Scottish presence to 

be presemed in Nova Scotia as well as created its own physical evidence 

of Scottishness: in time, it could be expected that people would forget 

these were evidences of Scottishness once-removed. 

I t  would not be surprising, then, to leam that Cape Breton 

Highland National Park was an extension of this thinking, that 

Macdonald pushed for the park to show that Nova Scotia was Scottish 

right down to the ground. But there is no evidence that Macdonald 

supported this proposed park site over others, or that he had paramount 

influence in associating it with Scodand. Instead, the park became 

Scottish because many NOM Scotians - and foremost among these was 

Angus L - considered this its obvious theme, and because the National 

Parks Branch worked actively to make it s a  

Northern Cape Breton's roc& iandscape had long been considered 

reminiscent of Scotland (and surely the Gaelic one heard there helped 

foster this association). In 1868, for instance, J.G. Bourinot wrote that 

"Those who have traveiled Scotland cannot fail to notice the striking 

resemblance that the scenery of this part of Cape Breton bars to the 

~ighlands."l03 But this in itself does not tell us much. The land could 

IO2 On Macdonald, see jbid. and John Hawkins, The Life and Times of Anaus L. (Windsor: 
Lancelot Press, 1969). 

J.G. Bourinot, "Notes of a Ramble Through Cape Breton," New Dominion MontNv 
(Monmai 1868), p.91. 



be interpreted in other ways. A 1935 magazine article on the proposed 

coming of the park described the region's landscape as "not unlike that 

of Sweden" and cited an American visitor who said that one view was 

"not excelied by the famed San Joachim Valley, California" A later 

writer noted that Ingonish "runs the gamut fmm the gloom of a 

Nonvegian fjord to the windswept sunshine of Bemudd"'~  That 

Northern Nova Scotia was generally assouated with Scotland in the 1930s 

does not mean this was the only way its landscape could be understood. 

But even before Cautley's first visit to northern Cape Breton, at 

least some residents felt that the area's intrinsic Scottishness was so 

patently obvious that it had to be the theme of the park. Not 

coincidentally, they aiso felt that this would be both patrioticaiiy and 

economically profitable. At a 1934 meeting of the Baddeck Board of 

Trade, a woman suggested that if "the guides in the park could speak 

Gaelic it would be an attraction to the Tourists. The president uohn M. 

Campbell] then assured her thzt when the Park was established the 

guides would be dressed in kilt and speak gaelic, while the caribou wouid 

be trained to play the bag-pipes if that would a m c t  more tourists to 

Cape ~retoa"1OS The summer of 1934 also saw the late Dalhousie 

professor Donald MacIntosh donate 100 aaes in Pleasant Bay to the 

Crown to constnta "a smail park" centred on a lone shiPJing, a 

mountain hut like one found on the Isle of skye.106 These instances are 

r 

lo4 N. Milton Brome, "A Great Sarictuary in Nova S c o a t *  Forest and Outdoors, 1935. 
pp.112-116; and Arthur Walworth, &TX Breton: Isle of Romance (Toronto: Longmans, 
Green and Co., 1948), p.37. 
los Victoria-lnverness Bulletin, 16 June 1934. 

lo6 McKay, pp.33-34. McKay overestimates the importance of this grant when he writs, 
"Once the Province of NOM Scotia accepted the gift, the campaign to establish a nadonal 
park in Cape Breton was snengthened immeasurably." (p.34) Considering the size of the 
gram and its isoiated location, neither the National Park Branch nor the Nwa Scotia 



not evidence that the park was chosen because of its Scottishness, but 

suggest that once it was chosen, its Scottishness was sure to be 

pronounced. 

When the park became a realiw, the National Parks Branch worked 

to associate it with Scotland. The 1936 departmental report compared 

the area's landscape to that of Scotland. The Branch certainly knew that 

the Nova Scotia goveniment wished this theme to be pressed. Describing 

a meeting with Angus L in the summer of 1936, Smart noted that the 

Premier "was very anxious that the Scottish suggestion shouid be carried 

out, both in the name of the Park and the general theme or style in our 

development ...." 107 Smart persody  disapproved of this, stating "in 

my opinion, the characteristics of these people are not today typical of 

the Highland Scotch" and thus the Parks B r a n c h  should "go slowly in 

giving the impression that the Cape Breton Scots are representative of 

the historic Highlanders."l08 His concern for authenticity was not 

shared. RA. Gibson wrote Williamson in 193 8 that their minister, 

Thomas Crerar, mentioned "the desirability of making Cape Breton 

Highlands National Park a highland park, putting our park officers in 

kilts."lm Some employees would be Gaeiic-speaking, and in time 

heather and wooily highland cattle would be introduced to Ingonish, 

hdping tourists imagine themselves across the Atl=intic. The new 

provinciaily-run hotel was christened Keltic Lodge and the park golf 

course - its very existence a seeming homage to Scotland - wouid aüow 

govemment considered its inclusion or exdusion very relevant to the national parkts 
existence, 

S m  to Williamson. 27 November 1936. RG84 vo1.984, file CBHZ "01.3 pf 1, NAC. 
lo8 S m a r t  to Gibson, 30 Juiy 1938, RG84 voL22. file PEIlO9, NAC. 
log Gïbson to Williamson, 18 July 1938. RG84 ~01.139, file CBH28, NAC. 



players to travel a map of Scottish associations, on holes dubbed "Tarn 

OIShanter", "Muckle Mouth Meg", "Hame Noo", and so forth.ll0 And in 

1947, the lone shieling was unveiied, fulfilling Professor Mdntosh's 

bequest. The Parks B r a n d i ,  the sole manager of the 400 square miles 

that made up the Cape Breton Highlands park, provided tourists with a 

single, simple way of understanding the park 

Only James Smart, in charge of the park's eariy development, 

attempted to ensure that the French culture of the park region was 

represented in the park theme. Angus L Macdonald sent Ottawa a List of 

suggestions for the park's name, most Scottish in nature. Interestingly, 

though, his first choice was "Isle Royale", "the old French name for the 

Island" which he felt gave it "the charm of antiquiw" and "conveys the 

idea of the sea, whidi is, to my mind, one idea that we should keep 

before the mincis of people in conneetion with advertising the p a k "  

Macdonald liked "The Highlands" as a name but thought "Highlands 

National Park" maybe "a little cumbersome" and that "Cape Breton 

Parkn was unsuitable because it had "no partïcuhr historicd or 

geograpnical meaning."lll It was S m  who defended "Cape Breton 

Highlands National Park" expressly because it served as a rclminder of 

both the Scottish and French pasts: "the idea king to associate the 

Course designer Stanley 'Inompson and Loudon H d t o n ,  "a Scotchman, widely 
travded and a student of Scotch Iore," spent a winter evening coming up with the names. 
Stanley Thornpson to James S m  27 October 1943, RG84 vol.141, file CBH3 13 pL2, NAC. 
They came up with were a pastiche of Scortish, Gaelic, and Scottish-sounding names. As 
early as 1943, the names were Iosing what Little original meanhg they had What 
Thompson remembered, for example, as "Canny Slapn because it cailed for "a aicky s h o ~  
one had to be canny", was now known as "Candy Siapn in refmce to "a s d  opening or 
slap in a hedge or fencc" See Dennis Sutherland m Superintendent J.P. MacMiilan, 
October 1943, ibid. 
l1 Macdonaid a, Crerar, 5 June 1936. RG84 voL985, file CBH2 (Cap Rouge) voL2 p t l ,  

NAC. Isle Royale was rejected immediately by the Parks Branch, because the American 
Park Service had estabfished kle Royale National Park in Michigan in 1931. 



French background in the use of 'Cape Breton' and, of course, 'Highlands' 

would give the Scottish suggestion" I l 2  Smart pointed out that though 

much of the region was now Scottish, the French s u  congregated around 

Cheticamp and that Ingonish had once been French. Choosing the name 

Cape Breton Highlands National Park wodd diow the Parks Branch to 

focus primarily on the Scots, "without any offense to the French 

~anadians."ll3 In the same vein, James Smart tried to make the park 

design show signs of the park's French heritage. While buildings at the 

Ingonish end were to be "the Crofter style of Scottish building with rough 

masonry walls and thatched roofr, Smart asked that those of a proposed 

Cheticamp-end bungalow camp "take on the ss le  of habitant buüduigs 

similar to those in Old Quebec and, in fact, a few of the older buiidings 

which are seen in the Acadian settlements in Cape Breton and the Gaspe 

c0unuy.~ll4 

Smart desenres credit for attempting to be inclusive, but his efforts 

demonstrate how strange the whole preservation of ethnic associations 

really was. The Park Branch could tolerate the associations with people 

but not the people themselves. It did not wish to preserve the cultural 

remnants of the people being expropriated, but sought to introduce 

idealized versions of their culture for the amusement of tourists. 

Symbolic memory was to replace a c t d  memory. And if the Parks 

Branch was not commemorating the people losing land but rather the 

people of the park region, why did they not give the French assoaations 

preference, since Cheticamp had 2.5 rimes the population of Ingonish? 

l2 S m  to Wiiamson, 27 November 1936. RG84 voL984. file CBH2 voL3 p t  1, NAC. 
I l 3  Ibid. 

S m  to TS. MUS, Chief Engineer, 3 January 1942, RG84 voi.990. file C B H l d l l Z  
p t  1, NAC. 



And why was the Ingonish end considered Scottish anyway, when the 

population of both Ingonish and Neils Harbour - the two communities of 

significance in the eastern end of the park - was overwhelmingly (aimost 

95%) not Scottish, not French, but English?llS The tide of tartanism 

swept such questions away, and even Smart's efforts to retain vestiges of 

Frenchness in the park were forgotten. By the official opening of Cape 

Breton Highlands National Park in 1941 (complete with küts and 

bagpipes), the National Parks Brandi had transfomed a srnattering of 

French-, Scottish-, and English-Canadian communities encircling a 

largely-unknown interior into a single unit with a single owner and a 

single theme. Its success in denning this piece of the most spectacular, 

the rnost mical of Nova Scotia landscapes seemed complete. 

But either humans are not ever entire1y satisfied with another's 

attempt to make sense of nature for them or, more Iikely, it is beyond 

human capability to give nature a single meaning. In 1948, the 

American poet Elizabeth Bishop visited the northem peninsula, and in 

her poem "Cape Breton" describes a quiet Sunday walk dong the Cabot 

Trail (a part near albeit not actually within the patk's final boundaries): 

The road appears to have been abandoned. 
Whatever the landscape had of meaning appears to have 
been 

abandoned, 
unless the road is holding it back, in the interior, 
where we cannot see, 
where lakes are reputed to be 
and disused trails and mountains of rock 
and miles of bumt forests standing in gray scratches 
like the admirable scrïptures made on stones by stones - 
and those regions now have little to say for themselves 

Canada, Dominion Bureau of Stacistics. Çensus of Canada 193 1, vo1.2 p.3 36. 



evcept in thousands of light song-sparrow songs floating 
upward 116 

Should we take this passage as pleased or elegiac? To Bishop, the traii 

has de-naniraüzed the nature near it: that which is within sight of the 

road, a view made available by engineers, she no longer thinks of as 

nature. Yet the road acts as a fence, keeping nature in. There is s u  a 

nature in the interior that humans have accidentaliy left largely 

untouched. The Parks B r a n c h  had worked diligently to shape how 

visitors wouid understand Cape Breton Highlands National Park, but it 

necessanly did so in a way that seemed appropriate to the time. The 

best example of this was that it built the park around the idea of a 

scenic drive - an idea that demanded not ody  a society that possessed 

cars but one that saw driving as an entertainment in itself. In coming 

decades, other cuitural ideas about nature and recreation would gain 

ascendancy; thus the idea of what this national park was, and what ail 

national parks should be, wodd diange. 

Elizabeth Bishop, "Cape Breton," A Cold S~ring,  reprinted in Elizabeth Bishoo The 
Com~Iete Pwms 19274979 (New York The Noonday Press of Farrar, Straus, and Gùowc, 
1979), pp.67-68. On Bishop in Nova Scotia, see Sandra Barry, "The Art of Remembering: 
The Influence of Great Village, Nova Scotia, on the Me and Works of F%zabeth Bishop," 
Nova Scotia Historical Review, vol. l 1 no.1 Uune 199 1 ), pp.2-37. 



Prince Edward Island National Park was established in 1937 
and contains an area of approximately 7 square miles. It  
extends along the north shore of the Island Province for a 
distance of nearly 25 miles. Among its outstanding features 
are its rnagnificent beaches, beaten broad and smooth by the 
constant action of the surf nom the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 
Adjacent to these beaches, sand dunes and sandstone cliffs 
rïse to considerable heights, and, aaoss the mouths of 
several bays, srnail islands and shoals give protection to the 
inner waters. The delights of salt-water bathing and 
relaxation on the sandy beaches are enhanced by the 

- 
healthful dimate. The temperature is ideal, the air 
invigorating, and the water is warmer than at many points 
hundreds of d e s  to the south along the Atlantic Coast. 

Figure 6. Snapshot of P ~ c e  Edward Island National Park. 
Photo from National Archives of Canada, PA187872. 
Text from the brochure National Parks of Canada: Maritime Provinces 
(Ottawa: Northem Affairs and National Resources, 1957). 





Chapter 4 
The Greening of Green Gables: 

Establishing Prince Edward Island 
National Park, c.  193 6 

Green Gables did not have green gables. When the National Parks 

Brandi took over the l&d for what would become Prince Edward Island 

National Park in 1936, and with it the farmhouse that had inspired Lucy 

Maud Montgomery to write the children's dassic Anne of Green Gables, 

there was no paint on the house, just whitewash, and no trim of any 

colour. Inspecting the recent acquisition, parks sweyor RW. Cautiey 

wrote his superiors that "While the exterior dws not actually need 

painting, the present colour scheme is not altogether suitable, and it 

wouid accordingly be desirable to repaint the buüding at an early date 

in order to emphasize the gables of the house, which should, of course, be 

green," 1 of course. 

This story, with its easy-to-remember irony, can serve as a healthy 

reminder that parks are cultural constructions. But this is a sort of 

irony that can satisw too easily, bfinding one to ironies below the surface 

of the paint For one thing, to preserve Green Gables the Parks Branch 

had to improve it s t r u c t m y ,  spending as much on its renovation as 

RW. Cautley to R A  Gibson, 30 November 1936, RG84 ~01.1777, Rle PEI2 voL2, NAC. 
Other evidence of this is found in a report by Smart to Mills, 30 June 1938, RC84 
VOL 1778, fiie PEI2 vohll, NAC: "The roof should be painted and the outside wdis 
redecorated with white paint or white-washed again. The trim of the building and around 
the gables should be painted green and all the windows shouId have green shutters - the 
roof painted green." See aiso Anim Webb, interview with Fred Home, Prince Edward 
Island National Park headquarters files [henceforth, PEINP files]. This chapter is based 
on materiai from Chapter 4 of my M A  thesis, "No Island Is an Islandn, pp.122-176. 



had been spent to buy it, and more than what it had cost to buüd.2 

The principle of park inviolability meant that the house needed to be in 

prime condition, and the principle of national standards meant that it 

had to be very attractive; in other words, it received a treatment an 

orduiary Prince Edward Island home ( N e  itself) would not be given. 

More than this, Green Gables' preservation was itself grossly 

unrepresentative. Throughout the rest of the park, the Parks Branch tore 

down the houses and barns of families who had worked and lived there 

for generations, sparing Green Gables only because of its association with 

a fictional story. 

And the ironies nin deeper SU, into the land itself. After the land 

became a park, devdopments within it were shaped more by the 

memory of its human past than by any sense of its natural history. 

With an effort one cm notice that Green Gables was a late nineteenth 

century farmhouse, in this exact location because of the advantage of a 

smail stream's prolamity in front. Today the Stream seems insignifcant 

even as scenm. Look closely and the golf course is a rough map of 

fiarmersr fields, duffers the most profitable of crops. The previous land 

use is often visible, if not immediately noticeable, but beneath that are 

even earlier landscapes no longer retrievable. The white birch, fir, and 

spruce that have taken over fields in the park are not the trees that were 

chopped down to dear the land for agriculture. Those sugar maples, 

* in 1938 alone, renovations included "replacement of sills and noor joists, excavation for 
replacement of cernent foundation under kitch- and repairs to Stone foundation under 
main building, shingling kitchen walls and roof of main building, staixling roofs, 
construction of one double dormer window and replacement of frames and sashes, 
construction and hanging of shutters, painting, erection of one partition, laying of fimrs, 
aad excavation for septic tank" Canada, Depamnent of Mines and Resources, Annual 

National Parks Branch, 1938-9, p-107. 



yeiiow birch, tamarack, cedar, and other species that grew here before 

European settlement are no longer here to supply seed.3 By letting the 

fields grow back, the Parks Branch is not restoring the park to an 

"original" condition. Look at Prince Edward Island National Park too 

long and the sense is that a i i  nature is nothing but history, time 

masquerading as space. 

That is not the sort of impression one is supposed to get from a 

national park. Certainly Prince Edward Island National Park is well 

trampled by humans both past and present It is just a thin strip of 

Prince Edward Island's north shore, most of it farmers' fields expropriated 

in the 1930s. As one drives dong the highway that runs through the 

centre of the strip, the park's boundaries - the Gulf of St Lawrence on 

one side and fields and cottage development on the other - are always 

visible. At less than ten square miles it is one of Canada's smallest 

national parks yet it is also one of the most heavily attended Its 

beaches, dune systems, and views are beautifid and not difficuit for the 

Parks Branch to seU; more difficult is selling it as pristine and 

ecologicaiiy significant As a Parks Canada staff member said after 

Iearning that Prince Edward Island National Park was one of the parks I 

was researchïng, "Well, itts not redv a national park, is it?" 

This chapter is born ffom that attitude. National parks are not 

found remnants of untouched, self-contained nature. They are 

unnaturally bordered plots of land seiected by people for a Mliety of 

reasons, one being the perceived quaiity of their nature. Prince Edward 

Island National Park really k a national park, whatever that rnight 

Canada, Park; Canada, &source lnvenrorv and Analysi S. Prince Edward Island- 
Park (1977)- 



mean. Rather than denigrating its status. it is much more productive to 

understand how it came to be a park when in terms of size. wildness, 

and sublimity it was so unlike the national park ideal. This chapter will 

explore what properties made the park area amactive to the Parks 

Branch in the 1930s, and what kind of park it was expected to be. Most 

importantiy, it wdi show that the park's smaU size, Iack of subiimity, 

and long European settiement and use affected the Parks Brandi's 

judgment of it, whidi in turn affected how it was developed. U W e  

Cape Breton Highlands National Park, which with its high coastal vistas 

was accepted as something of a traditional Western park in miniature, 

Prince Edward Island National Park was always seen as something of an 

anachronism, not reaüy a national park at all. Such thinking was self- 

fulfilling. 

political plans and public aspirations 

There were very few c a s  for a national park in Prince Edward 

Island before the nid 1930s. A provincial M.P., Donald MacKinnon, did 

write to James Harkin in 1923, concluding, "The larger fkeaks of nature 

are in the public eye tcxhy, but 1 think you can help the Province into 

the limelight."4 In testimony to the notion that Eastern Canada had 

more history than nature, MacKinnon was instead promised a new 

historic site by the federal ministry.5 This was both appropriate, in that 

the Parks Branch oversaw these parks and in that Harkin had introduced 

them specifically for areas of the country not lücely to have national 

Donald MacKinnon to Harkin, 2 April 1923, RG84 voL1777, file PEl2 voi.1, NAC. 
Stewart to RA. Gibson, 27 June 1923. ibid* 



park scenery6 Seven years later, another park request from an M.P. and 

the President of the P.E.I. Publicity Association received a much more 

positive response. Minister of the Interior Charles Stewart wrote, 

In regly 1 may Say that it is our hope that eventually there 
will be a National Park in each province of the Dominion 
and as fa t  as I c m  see there is no reason why Prince Edward 
Island should not be so favoured, provided the local 
authorities are prepared to transfer to the Dominion 
unencumbered land suitable for that purpose.7 

However, the Depression cancelled any chance of establishing a park 

right away, and the impetus was lost When in 1933 James Harkin iisted 

for his superiors which provinces were looking for new parks, he noted 

that no overture on the subject had been made by Prince Edward 

1sland.8 

This would corne, though, as the Depression made national parks 

much more attractive. The Island's economy was disastrously hit in the 

early 1930s. The province's gros value of production was halved 

between 1929 and 1932, and its two major industries, farming and 

fishing, especiaily suffered. The provincial Liberais, in opposition since a 

Conservative upset viaory in 1931, were able to maintain that the 

Island's economy was being mishandied With thousands of Isianders 

dependent on federal public work programs, the ability to deaî 

effectively with the federal govemment was considered the greatest test 

of a provincial administration, and a test the Tories were said to be 

failing. The Liberais blamed the Conservative govemment for not 

keeping a promise that the province wouid not have to pay anything for 

See Taylor, -nr the P a  pp.28-3 1. 
Stewan to MarlPan. 17 May 1930. ibid. 

8 Haricin u> Rowatt, 19 April 1933, RG84 vo1.483, file F2 vo1.2. NAC. 



its segment of the Trans-Canada Highway. Most damning of ail for the 

provincial Consenrative government was its association with the 

Conservative Prime Minister RB. Bennett, whose programs were proving 

totally unable to return Canada to prosperity. In the summer election 

of 1935, the Prince Edward Island Liberal party swept to power, carrying 

all 30 seats in the legislature. Without any formal opposition, and asked 

to lead a province in economic chaos, the new government had the 

strongest possible mandate for change. 

Considering this opportunity, it might seem surprising that the 

new premier, Thane campbell,9 chose to make the cai l  for a national 

park one of his fnst acts in office. There had been no mention of a park 

in the election campaign, and no reason to thuik that Campbell had 

wanted one. But at his f ~ s t  federal-provincial conference months after 

being elected, he had been surprised to learn that a park was within the 

province's reach. "At the present the,"  he told the legislature when he 

returned, "the national park idea at Ottawa seerns to be directed, to a 

large extent, to the promotion of the tourism industry.lVl0 On 17 March 

1936, his govemment passed an Order in Council asking the Canadian 

government to establish a national park This was a public dedaration 

of intent that the Nova Scotia govemment had not yet made, though the 

Cape Breton site had been inspected and basically selected two years 

previously. The Parks Branch had known of Campbell's interest in a 

The 1935 election had been won with Walter Lea officially as leader. Lea was a 
sentimental choice but was il1 throughout the campaign and died l e s  tban five months 
after assuming office. It was understood during the campaign that a vote for Leafs 
Ieadership was a vote for Campbell's. 
l0 Carnpbeil, 31 March 1936, from the Charlottetown Pauiof, speeches of the legislature. 
RG 10 vol. 102, Public Archives of Prince Edward Island benceforth, PAPEIJ. Please note 
that the date cited here, as in future citations to this source, refers to the day the quote 
was made, not the date that it appeared in the newspaper. 



park, but his announcement tipped its hand. A day after the Island 

request, James Harkin wrote Nova Scotia Premier Angus L. Macdonald 

that the federal government had deûded to move ahead with Maritime 

national parks. 1 

That P.E.I. could be granted a national park does not explain why 

the provincial government might want one. Certainly it was hoped that 

a park would help the tourist industry as similar parks had in Western 

Canada Prince Edward Island had slowly been developing tourism since 

the late 19th century, but lacked a focus which could be said to be its 

top attraction. Thane Campbell was no Angus L. Macdonald: he did not 

see tourism in visionary terms as an industry of the future, did not think 

that the province needed to selI itself in a single way. Campbell more 

traditionaily believed that a good provincial government was one that 

provided good infiastructure - and a great one got the federal 

government to pay for it. So it is not surprising that the fxst federal 

contact Campbell made about a park was with the Minister of 

Transportation, C.D. Howe. They had taiked about a park at the federal- 

provincial conference, and now Campbell wrote, 

We also anticipate that any site which WU be chosen WU in 
dl probability be some distance fkom the hard-surfaced 
highways in the province, and we therefore anticipate 
requesting that in co~ec t ion  with the national park the 
Dominion Governent  should make provision for a hard- 
surfaced, dust fiee highway leading from our present 
pavement to the site of the park.12 

l1 Harich to MacDonald, 18 March 1936, RG84 ~01.985, file CBH-Cap Rouge vo1.2 pt3. 
l2 Campbell to Howe, 8 Febniary 1936, RG84 voLl777, fiie PEI2 vol.1. The provincial 
Order of Council that recomniended a park was carefui to add the proviso "including the 
construction of a dust €tee highway or highways Ieading to the said National Park..." 
Prince Edward Island, Executive Council, Minutes, 17 March 1936, RG7 series 3, Box 12 
no.2640, PAPEI. 



At such an early stage Campbell could not possibly know that the park 

would be a distance from the main highways uniess he planned to make 

sure that it was. Ottawa saw through Campbell's machinations but 

tolerated them, if in return for some roadway it would get credit for a 

new national park. Executive Council President B.W. LePage toId the 

Island legislature that "we were simply told by the authorities at Ottawa, 

that we would get nothing for our highways in Lieu of the National Park. 

If we wanted a Park we could have it; if we did not, it would not be 

forced upon u s 9 3  This park's beginning was more about paving than 

preservation. 

This is not in itself entirely unusual. Though the Nova Scotia 

govemment wished for a national park for a number of reasons, it was 

no doubt content in the knowledge that the federal govemment wouid 

maintain much of the Cabot Trail in perpetuity. British Columbia's 

Kootenay National Park was created in 1920 as a federal condition for 

helping build a highway through the province.14 But Cape Breton 

Highlands and Kootenay stiU had the scenery and wildlife necessary to 

maintain the national park ideal. There were no preconceptions that 

Prince Edward Isbndfs national park would be in any way simiIiar to 

existing ones. Premier Campbell assured his legislature that the cost of a 

new park wodd be aifluig, and that only 300 to 500 acres would need to 

be involved.ls Crerar said much the sarne in Parliament as a reason 

l3 B.W. Mage, 14 April 1937, cited in Charlottetown patriot speeches of the legislature. 
KG10 voLIO2. PAPEI. Leslie Bella, describlng how difflculc it was for the federal srate to 
convince the provinces to tum land over for parks, remarks, "The only way to persuade a 
p r o v i n a  government to arcept a national park was the promise of road construction - 
roads that could be used boa for tourists, and as part of the hfiastructure....u Bella, 
p.72. 
l4 Bel4 pp.74-75: Lothian, A Brief Bistom, pp.59-63. 
l5 Campbell, 16 A p d  1936. cited in Charlottetown Guardian. speeches of the legislature. 



why Prince Edward Island was suddenly getting a park and New 

Brunswick, which had k e n  seeking one since 1930, was not: "the 

expenditure for a park in Prince Edward Island will not be extensive, in 

the very nature of things."l6 Both govemments seemed confident that a 

suitable location, agreeable to aii sides, would be found. 

The Campbell govemment already had a site it liked. Dalvay-by- 

the-Sea, or Daivay House, seemed a splendid, sentimental choice for the 

national park Nestled in an inlet on the Island's North Shore, this 

opulent Victorian summer home had been built in 1896 by Alewnder 

MacDonald, a director of Standard Oil from Cincinnati. For M e e n  years 

the MacDonaids occupied the house and entertained in grand swle, 

employing many people from the nearby community of Grand Tracadie 

as servants. Daivay was a fitting reminder of an era in which travei was 

solely for the rich. And though it could hardiy be considered sublime, it 

was impressive enough in scale, perhaps, to meet national park 

standards. What codd be more fitting than to preserve a millionaire's 

cottage as the centrepiece of a pubk playground, a symbol of the 

democratization of twentieth-century tourism? Realisticaily, the 

province couid purchase the property, since bving  changed hands 

severai times it was now owned by Lieutenant-Governor George DeBlois, 

who was willing to seil. 

The govenunent couid not commit itseif to Dalvay, however. It 

had dedared its interest in a park so early that there was public debate 

on where the park should be. Uniike Nova Scotia, where there had been 

little public knowledge that a seiection process was &der way, in Prince 

RGlO voLl02, PAPEI. 
l6 Canada, House of Commoas, mbates, 20 June 1936. p.3994. 



Edward Island it became something of an issue. Thane Campbell asked 

that the Parks Branch be brought in to inspect a number of sites, giving 

the sdection process an air of suentifxc objectivity and relieving his 

govemment of blame for choosing one site over another. Crerar assured 

him that he wouid have inspectors travel throughout the province, but 

noted in confidence that it would probably be a forrnaüty, that though 

neither he nor anyone in the Parks Branch had seen it, "this Daivay by 

the Sea premises will probably be the most acceptable." Crerar suggested 

that P.E.I. should begin work on buying Dalvay; when the park was 

established the province could nirn it over in return for $25,000.17 

Prince Edward Islanders did not know this, and debated the 

relative beauty of their districts in the two Charlottetown papers, the 

Guardian and Patriot. Through the summer of 1936, letters to the editor 

argued whose gras was greenest, whose air was freshest, whose streams 

were d e a r e d g  Quite cornmon were denunaations of the North Shore, 

which was already nirnoured to be the favourite. Writers cornp1ained 

that the winds off the Gulf of St. Lawrence made the north side of the 

Island bteak, cool, and Meiess, and that the strong tides made for 

dangerous swimming, especiaily for children. It  was said at a public 

meeting to generate interest in a park in Bonshaw, an area on the 

Island's south side, that the North shore had "pests such as snakes, sand 

Beas as large as chickens, and other annoyances." A letter in the 

newspaper two days later responded that to say such a thing was foolish, 

and besides, everyone knew Bonshaw was haunted.19 

I7 Crerar to Campbell, 3 1 Mach 1936. RG84 vo1.1777, file PEI2 voll ,  NAC. 
l8 For the pubüc reaction to the park as seen in the local press. see Horne, pp. 136- 158. 
l9 Maicolrn MacNeiU, Chariottetown Guardia 7 July 1936, and "Observer", ibid., 9 July 
1936. 



Periodically, this style of debate wodd be punctuated with a more 

basic question: what should a Prince Edward Island national park be 

like? A rUIlber of vniters favoured locations around Charlottetown, 

beiieving that the Island's poor in particuiar would be better able to 

make use of i t  The editor of the Guardian disagreed "What is the 

National Park for but to draw toourists to a province?w20 He felt this was 

reason enough to have a park, while others felt this was reason not to 

have it. "Pro Bono Publicon could not believe the govemment would 

spend money "to provide a pIayground, or perhaps sornething less 

innocent for tourists." Rather than encouraging "careiess, speed mad 

motorists", better to spend on schoolyard fences to protea children from 

them.21 Confusion over the reason for the park's existence even led to 

jokes about conspiracy, as indicated in a letter fkom "Inquirer", stating, 

1s it a place where the area enclosed shall revert again to a 
state of nature...? Or is it for the benefit of the tourist and 
the sightseer or the seeker after health or pleasure, or for the 
convenience of those who would make wassail on the 
contents of the kegs borne shoreward by the waters of the 
~ u l f ? 2 2  

Some still asked whether Prince Edward Island even deserved a 

national park One strand of letter writers believed the province had the 

wrong type of beauW. "Citizen" told the Patriot. "We have no wild 

mountainous country that would keep tourists more than an hour to 

fbd out what it's ail about. There are no places where tourists can take 

their packs and get lost or tramp for days."23 Another wrîter added 

20 IbidU 15 Juiy 1936. 
21 Ibid., 8 June 1936. 
22 Chariottetowu Parrio& 18 ûctober 1937. 
23 JbidV 7 Juiy 1936. 



that though the Island was beautiful, "We however have nothing more 

than scenic beauty and not much variety in that."24 Others took the 

opposite ta&, stating that since al1 of Prince Edward Island was beautiful 

it should ai l  be made a park, or at least scattered districts throughout 

the province shouid benefit, rather than one site. The annual 

convention of the Wornen's Institute recommended that all the Island be 

considered park land, though what this would mean in practical terms 

was not clear.25 But it was the kind of argument that appealed to 

unelected politiuans. Consemative leader W. J.P. MacMillan proudly 

proclaimed, "During our time we didntt fiddle with the national park, 

which was not necessary because the whole Island is a national park"26 

At first reading, the broad range of ideas to be found in mince 

Edward Island newspapers about the proposed park suggests a confusion 

over the meaning of national parks. But most letters writers understood 

the basics: parks m u t  have the most beautiful scenev, they would be 

nature reserves, they would encourage tourism and recreation. Though 

most Islanders had likely not visited a national park, they probably 

knew of Banff at least. And it seems rasonable that they followed the 

concurrent devdopment of the Cape Breton park (though this does not 

show up in the Charlottetown newspapers). What confused Islanders was 

how this vagueiy known thing cailed a national park would be 

24 WS. Stewart. ibiQg 26 ûctober 1937. 

25 Chariottetown G d i a n ,  23 Ocmber 1937. 

26 Charlottetown Patriot 13 October 1937. T'h.is was a common compliment a, pay to an 
are& and also heiped m end discussion. Thomas Crerar, for example, explaineci in 
Parliament that he would not be creating a park on Vancouver Island because "the idand 
inelf is one big parkW Canada, House of Cornmous. Debates. 20 May 193 8, p.3 1 17. James 
Ovemn in pfakinp a World of merence: Essavs on Tourism. Culture. wd Develooment 11% 
J%dbundland (St John's Imtitute of Sodal and Econornic Research, Mernorial University 
of Newfoundland, 1996). p.2, notes persistent references made to Newfoundlaad as 
potentially one giant national park 



translated to their province. That some shouid see their home as "park" 

- scenic, pastoral, and preserved from industrialization - and others see 

it as "not park" - lacking the size, wildlife, and subIimity of the Rocky 

Mountaui parks - shows a local understanding that Prince Edward IsIand 

wouId necessarily have a new sort of park, depending on which 

characteristics the Parks B m c h  would choose to emphasize. 

typicai seaside resort 

Within the Parks Branch there was as yet no plan for the Prince 

Edward Island park. Despite Harkints musings about Maritime parks 

over a decade earlier, the promises of a park for every province in 1930, 

and the Senate Cornmittee and federal-provincial conference 

recommendations in 1934 and 1935, there is no evidence of enthusiasm 

from within the Branch itseif about nationalizing the system. The 

f e d d  and provincial govemments had agreed to a park for P.E.I. 

without involvement from the Branch, and even the selection of Dalvay 

seemed a fait accompli. in correspondence during the establishment 

and development of Prince Edward Island National Park, park staff often 

referred to the advaotages the province would enjoy Born the new park 

but never to any benefits that would accrue to the Parks Branch or the 

park system. 

The first major attempt to define the proposed new park was 

made only days after it was announced that the Maritime parks would 

go ahead. F.H.H. Williamson, deputy commissioner of parks and 

assistant to James Harkin since the early 1910s, wrote a memo for the 

M i x l i s ~  of the Interior evaluating the park's prospects, even though it 



would be month  before he would travel to the Island and see it for the 

k t  time. Williamson not only would soon be responsible for overseeing 

the creation of the P.E.I. park, he wodd upon Harkinrs retirement, in less 

than a year, become head of the parks agency. Thus his sight-unseen 

analysis of the Island park reflects not only the old school Branch 

opinion of Maritime nature, but also the direction that would be taken 

with the fïrst Maritime parks in th- first years. Williamson wrote, 

I t  will be impossible to apply the same National Park 
standards to the proposed park in P H  since its 
characteristics are almost totally Werent from any of the 
National Parks so far established in C a n a d a  In cornparison 
with any of the established parks it is diminutive in size; its 
scenic features are incomparable with the grandeur of the 
Rocky Mountain Park or the extensive lakes, Stream and 
forests of Prince Albert and Riding Mountain Parks; it is not a 
wildemess sanctuary for animni life; its attractions cannot 
include long motor drives or trail rides.27 

AU this was beyond dispute (though in later years the Park Branch 

would advertise the P.E.1. park in terms of its scenery, its rare wildlife, its 

"motor driven). Williamson believed the park should rely on its 

NaturaUy its development should centre around its 
principal feature - its extensive kaches with warm s a  
bathing. It is rny opinion that we should not plan its 
development in t m  of attracting only hundreds of tourists 
but many thousands a year. 1 see no reason why we cannot 
expea a quarter of a million visitors a year in a few years, 
iike Point Pelee at present. ... I suppose for every person who 
wants wildemess loneluiess there are a dozen who prefer to 
be in a crowd during th& holidays.28 

It may seem jarring that Williamson foilows his frank assessrnent of the 

park's deficiencies with a daim that it could be a r d  crowd pleaser. 

27 F.H.H. Williamson merno, 23 Mach 1936, RG84 voL1777, File Pi32 voL1, NAC. 
28 



But he believed that the park could maintain its high cultural standards 

whüe also appealing to a more mass audience. But for that to occur, the 

park wouid have to be carefidly devdoped. He wrote, "Under proper 

control 1 feel we can supply such desiderata, which are a healthy and 

altogether benefkial qiinlity, and attract to the P.E.I. park far more 

visitors than by simply more or less allowïng people to use what Nature 

has provided in the way of beach and sea and letting it go at that."29 

Elsewhere, Wüliamson told Harki., "It seems to me the best contribution 

the park can make in the interests of Prince Edward Island and the 

country generally is to deveiop it as a typical seaside resort, sans the 

obnoxious amusements."30 Here is where ideas wim the Parks Branch 

of what constituted beauty had real consequences. Williamson believed 

that the beausr of the new national park's nature was insufficient to 

carry itself. The Branch's job, then, was to forego uying to preserve it as 

a traditional park and instead develop it in its most attractive 

incarnation, a resoh This was not a normative decision; it was an 

aesthetic judgment made through the filter of a quarter-century spent 

working within a park system which saw mountain landscapes as its 

. ideai. Before even being established, the Prince Edward Island National 

Park was being treated differentiy because its nature did not conform to 

this ideal. 

30 Williamson co Harkin, undated [1936], i bi& For the purposeful creation of an earlier 
Maritime seaside resort, see Andrew Sackett, "Inhahg the Salubrious Air: Heaith and 
Development in St Andrew, N.B., 18804910," Acadiensis, vol.25 no.1 (Autumn 1995), 
pp.54-81. Sackett notes tint the seaside mort was an antimodem escape from mas ,  - urban, modem existence; ironicdly, the P.E.I. national park was an attempt to incorporate 
the masses into this ideai. 



It  was decided that Williamson wodd travef to Prince Edward 

Island with W.D. Cromarty, chief of the National Parks Architectural and 

Landscaping Service, in June of 1936 to examine potential park 

locations31 A diary by Harry T. HoIm=in, a weil-known Island 

businessman from Summerside, t a s  of the local proponents' 

anticipation of the federal inspection. Holman hoped for a park at 

nearby Dunk River but knew he was in'a horse race. In Febniary he had 

jotted down, "DeBlois [the Lieutenant Governor and Daivay's owner] 

trying to interest them in Dalvay. Province has to buy the land. 

Dominion stocks it and look &ter it." In March he was writing to Crerar 

of the "utter foolishness" of a park at Dalvay, and felt by the end of the 

month that he had combatted that proposal. But Holrnan was bothered 

by the rumours that the North Shore site had aiready k e n  chosen, 

despite the constant personal assurances of Premier Campbell that this 

was not so. Hoiman gave up on his Dunk River dream. standing instead 

with those who recommended Hoiman's Island, which had been home to 

a late 19th cenniry resort and was also dose to Summerside. He tried to 

stir up local support, and planned to "Blaze sume paths" through the 

site itself in preparatioa But he fdt at times that his efforts were for 

nothing, as the m o u r  persisted that DaIvay had been selected. The 

day before he was finally to meet the two park inspectors, Holman wrote, 

"WU be veiy glad when it is over as it has entailed a lot of work and 

wony."32 With Premier Campbell as their guide. Williamson and 

Cromarty ewmined sites scattered throughout the province, There were 

31 C r o m  was an architea. and p h e r  aained in England, who had joined the Park 
Btanch in 1921. See Taylor, Wtiatirlp! the Pas& p.1 Il. 
32 See Harry Holman diary, especiaily 28 Febniary. 21 March. 24 March. 2 Apriï, 10 
Apnl, 9 May , 2 June, 17 June 1936. Harry T. Hohan papers, Acc.4420 vo1.7, PAPEI. 



twenty two in aif, evidence of the public interest in the proposed park. 

Tagging dong at many of the sites were local boosten. induding eleven 

members of the legislatue, Summerside mayor Brewer Robinson, and 

Lieutenant Governor DeBlois. 

The report that Williamson and C r o m w  off'ed Commissioner 

Harkin the foiiowing month had both expected and surprishg features. 

The inspectors agreed with the provincial government's recommendation 

of Daivay and suggested that it be made a hotel in the tradition of the 

great park hoteis at Banff.  Yoho, and Waterton. But they also beiieved 

that the province should be urged to acquire a saip of coastüne for the 

twenty five miles West of Dalvay, through Stanhope, Brackiey, Rustico, 

and Cavendish beaches all the way to New London. They proposed the 

inclusion of shoreline, a strip of several hundred yards deep to buüd a 

park road and lay out developments. plus a buffer zone to discourage 

private tourist operators from setting up businesses too dose to the park 

The inspectors were especidy impressed with Cavendish, stating "the 

area offers the greatest opportunity for Park deveiopment, since it not 

oniy possesses a beautiful and extensive beach of fhn. white sand but it 

has the added attraction of piauresque red rocks, worn into w u a i  

formations by the sea" Cavendish contained "an unusually wide appeal 

both to those who appreciate beauty and to the younger element who 

desire variety in their hoiiciay environment-"33 

Of particular interest to the inspectors was Cavendish's association 

with Anne of Green Gables. They wrote, 

33 WUüamson and C r o m  report on P.E.I. sites, 28 Juiy 1936, RG84 voL1777, file Pa2 
voL1, NAC. 



According to a large signboard erected in this district by the 
Prince Edward Island Travel Bureau, one of these lakes is the 
"Lake of Shining Waters" portrayed in the Novel "Anne of 
Green Gables" by Lucy Maud Montgomery and the house 
(Green Gables) stands in the area proposed to be induded in 
the Park ... These feattires have been preserved in th& 
naturai state and outside of the g e n d  interest of the house 
it is thought that the adjoining woodland and smali trout 
Stream merit indusion in the Park area34 

Wiamson and Cromam read the sign. but did not read into it; this 

was land very much in use. Cavendish was aiready on its way to being a 

destination for iitemy-minded tourists. Lucy Maud Montgomery told of 

seeing souvenir-mad visitors overrun Green Gables in the late 1920s.35 

The present owners of the house. Mme and Ernest Webb, were giving 

tours and taking in guests. More g e n d y ,  beginning in the 1920s local 

farming families were openhg  the^ doors to travellers, building cottages, 

and fmding more of their energies duected toward tourism.36 

Of course, even before tourism, the land at Cavendish and dong 

the strip badc to Dalvay had been in use by farmers for generations. By 

extending the proposed park far beyond Dalvay, with its single owner, 

the inspeaors were settiag the park up for confrontation with the 100 or 

so private owners who currentiy owned the land Here was some of the 

best (and worst) farmland on P ~ c e  Edward Island. Fxcept for Rustico, 

which had had a pair of seaside hotels in the iate 19th century. the 

North Shore had never been a tourist destination, but thanks to Green 

Gables and recent cottage development the area was on its way to being 

34 Ibid* 

35 LM. Montgomery, 23 Sepbember 1928, in The Selected lournals of LM. Monupnerv. 
Volume 3. eds. Mary Rubio and Elizabeth Waterston (Toronto: Mord University Press, 
1987), p.378. 
36 See Horne, especjaiiy pp.129-130. H e  aedib Montgomery's books with singlehandedly 
taking Cavendish "out of the tourism doldrums." (p.129) 



the focus of the Island's tourkt industry. Williamson and Cromarty, 

though, made no mention of present land use in their report. I t  was not 

th& concern, since it was the provincial government that would 

appropriate the land and hand it to the Parks Branch. But before 

making their recommendation, they must surely have had assurances 

from Premier Campbell, travelling with them, that the land couid be 

made available. 

As in Cautley's report of Cape Breton, Cromarty and Williamson's 

description of scenery does not expiain to complete satisfaction th& 

appreciation of the proposed area. The term they feil back on time and 

again to describe the scenery was "picturesqw". The beaches (page 3), 

red rocks (4), sandbars (3, red d i f f s  (6) ,  s c e n q  ( 6 ) ,  woods (9),  Winter 

River (IO), a drive by the d i f f s  ( 13) - all were picturesque. But whereas 

this tenn usually connotes a pastoral settuig with signs of past or 

traditional occupation, the report's authors make no references to 

human land use at ail. Th& description reads as if they stood on land 

and looked out to the beach and diff scenery with the Guif in the 

background. They were too dose to the land that they were standing on 

to see it as attractive or unattractive, too dose to judge it by aesthetic 

standards. U m e  Cautley's appreuation of Cape Breton Highlands for 

the contrast offered by land and sea, C r o m  and Williamson's 

evaluation of the Prince Edward Island site merely conveys a sense of 

satisfaction that the site possessed both land and sea If  anything, their 

references to the picturesque are to just a watered-down sublime. 

In proposing a park with both Cavendish and Dalvay as centres of 

development, Williamson and Cromarty were hoping to accommodate 

two diffarent sorts of tourists. in an eariier memo, Wiiüamson had 



suggested, "The Dalvay house WU undoubtedy be the concentration 

point for the more or less wealthy visitors and 1 think we should develop 

this property principally for elderly people."37 Ddvay had been built 

by weaithy tourists: its size, design and historic atmosphere (though it 

was but forty years old) wouid appeai to the tastefki and historicaily- 

aware rich. Dalvay, it was said, "Would attract best m e s  of people and 

when they get to go there, wii l  attract others."38 

Others were certainiy expected to corne. The western, Cavendish 

arm of the park with its beaches and Green Gables wouid attract middle- 

class families. Unlike tourists at Dalvay who would fmd relaxation and 

quiet, those who came to Cavendish wodd be entercained and be part of 

a large crowd. Aiter retumïng to Ottawa, Williamson wrote Harkui a list 

of some of the developments he believed would be needed to popularize 

the area. 

(Cavendish end particularly for children with "Green 
Gables" Stream resenred for young children's fishing and the 
woods for children's village. picnicing etc; toy yachting on 
"Lake of Shining Waters", children's canoeing, paddle boating 
etc.) "Green Gables" might be a childrenrs rest house wi th  
museum, aquarium etc. ... meed for] bowling greens and 
buildings for same; dancing, rouer skating and carnival 
arena, etc. Concessions may be rented for bungalow camps, 
hot&, boarding houses, restaurants, soft drinks and ice 
cream, boats, canoes, wheeled b a t h g  houes; beach donkies 
and ponies; beach nigger minsbrels; bands; moving picme 
theatres and other shows ....39 

The important thing, of course, was that this a l i  be tastefully and 

artfully done, maintaining the dignity of Canada's national parks. 

37 Wiamson memo. 23 March 1936. RG84 ~01.1777, file PEI2 voLl pt2, NAC 
38 "Notes re PEI park" - unsigned [Harkin? to Wardle?], RG84 ~01.1777, file PEI2 vol.1 
pt2, NAC, 
39 Williamson m Harkin. undated (19361. R G M  vo1.1777, file PEI2 vol.1, NAC. 



it couid be an example to ail Prince Edward Island in how to facilitate 

tourist business, "sans the obnoxious amusements." The Parks Branch's 

plan for Dalvay and Cavendish is a wonderfui example of what Lawrence 

Levine cails a spatiai bifurcation of culture.4 Though visitors at the 

two kaches wouid be enjoying almost identical landscapes, they would 

be given different means of experiencing it, depending on their class's 

perceived interests. Though the Parks Brandi claimed to be responding 

to societal wishes, it was most certainly helping to reinforce these social 

differences- 

The inspectors' report was made public in September. It must 

have been a surprise to the Prince Edward Island government The 

province knew it did not have the kind of scenery that the park system 

was used to, and sponsoring Dalvay had been based on the assumption 

that it was the most majestic and sublime place the Island could 

provide. Cromarty and Williamson's report convinced the government 

that it had sorely misjudged national park standards. I t  wouid seem 

that the Parks Branch appreciated the seaside scenery of the North Shore 

generally, and was willing to deveiop it heavily, much more than had 

been assumed. A week after the report was made public, Thane 

Campbeil's government approved its recommendations "insofar as the 

same recommends" a new park from New London to ~rackle~.41 The 

eastern end of the park, inducihg Dalvay, was to be omitted. 

The Park Branch's reaction ilIustrates the tightrope it was wal.king. 

Ottawa, caught wholly unprepared by the Charlottetown decision, 

responded with a f l q  of telegrams. Not hiding his a l k ,  F.H.H. 

4û &vine, p.68. 
41 Prince Edward Island. Executive Council. Minutes. 21 September 1936. RG7 series 3. 
Box 12 110.2640, PAPEI. 



Williamson impressed upon the Deputy Minis ter  of Mines and Resources 

just how critical Dalvay and its environs were. He spoke of Dalvay's 

wooded acres as wildemess vwit srna: "a sanctuary for wild life, the 

vegetation is unspoiled, the Stream a potential paradise for fishermen 

and for canoeists, the woods ideal for hiking ...."42 But these were clearly 

secondary considerations. More important, in a national park consisting 

solely of Cavendish, he warned, 

Its constricted size wiii not permit of accommodating a large 
number of visitors which is the only justification for the 
establishment of a National park on the north shore of the 
Island. When thousands of visitors congregate in the area ... 
there will be congestion and all the eMls of overcrowding. 
Such conditions wiU lower its status as a National park and 
react against the other National Parks which so fa. possess a 
high standard of quaiiw which the pubIic at present 
recognize and appreciate.43 

The tfueat of losing wildemess did not scare Williamson since wildemess 

was not the parkrs justification. Rather, he feared that the new Prince 

Edward Island national park would become so successfui - and therefore, 

it would seem, so vulgar - that it would change how people thought of 

national parks in general. Dalvay was a necessary m-off, a place where 

tourists with finer sensibilities couid ding to the illusion that the parks 

philosophy was unchanged. So could the Parks Branch. Cromarty was 

rushed to Prince Edward Island with an ultimatum for its govemxnent: 

no Dalvay, no park. Not surprisingly, Daivay was reinstated 

immediately. 

42 Williamson a> Wardle, 5 October 1936, RG84 voL1777, file PEI2 vo1.2. NAC. 
43 1bid. 



a one-sided proposition 

The expropriation of land for the new Prince Edward Island 

national park was bound to have a different dynÂmic than that of Cape 

Breton Highlands National Park In Nova Scotia, entire properties, entire 

communities were taken On P.E.I.., though, the govemment was lopping 

off a strip generally a few hundred yards wide dong the shore auoss a 

number of niral communities. This made expropriation both easier and 

more difficult for landowners, for the provincial govemment, and for the 

Parks Brandi. On the one hand, many landowners did not have to 

move, so they were better able to abide the& loss. On the other band, 

many landowners did not have to move, so they would be constant 

presences in the Euture of the park 

The National Parks Branch was stU new to relying on provincial 

governments for the purchase of planned park land. In Nova Scotia, 

though the expropriation process was not without problems, it at least 

was under the supervision of a govezament interested in baving a park 

Thane Campbell's goverment, in contrast, demonsmted no desire for 

any partidar sort of park; any would do. Nowhere is this more evident 

than in its naming. Campbell suggested that an essay cornpetition for 

Island students be organized to select a name, but when Finance Minister 

Dunning refuseci to pay for prizes, the province went no furtiier.44 By 

the spring of 1937, with the offiaal announcement of the park's creation 

approaching, naming it was of some importance. Crerar wrote to ask 

what name Campbell preferred, but received no response. The minister's 

* Campbell to Cromarty. 30 October 1936. and Crerar to Williamson, 22 December 1936, 
ibid, 



secretary then sent a list of suggestions, from the plain "Prince Edward 

Island National Park" to the imaginative "Siiversands National ~ark".45 

Again, Campbeil failed to answer. After some deliberation withîn the 

Ministry of the Interior, it was decided that the best possible name was 

the easiest to remember: "Prince Edward Island National Park". There 

having been no input from the province on the matter, it was also the 

easiest to choose.46 

The Campbeil governmentrs policies in regard to expropriation 

would be a mixture of compulsion and neglect. With no opposition in 

the legislatue, in June 1936 the Liberals passed An Act Respecting the 

Establishment of a National Park. whidi provided the machinery for 

expropriation. The new law aiiowed the govemment to make an offer for 

a property, at which time the owner could accept or appeaI; if he or she 

appealed, the govemrnent might raise its offer or stand firm, but in 

either case this was the end of the transaction and the land was turned 

over to the province. The landorner had no recouse to the courts. 

When this legislation was passed there was stU no park, so it drew no 

public notice. 

Once it was clear in the late summer of 1936 what the rough 

boundaries of the new park were to be, the provincial govemment took 

its fust step towards buying the land In testament, though, to what it 

considered signincant, it only moved to buy Dalvay and Green Gables. 

45 Crerar U, Campbell, 19 April 1937, and W J.F. Pratt to Campbell, 20 May 1937, "C- 
1937" file, Thane Campbell papers, RG25/32, PAPEL 
46 An iiiegible signature on a memo of 7 August 1937 prevents us h m  knowing who 
officiaily christeneci the park I t  was not the Branch's new head, F.H.H. W i n .  On 
13 August 1937, Publidty Director Robert Stead defendeci the park's name, saying "Men 
a manufhcturer is pladng a new prociuct on the market great importance is attached to tbe 
name" and that it m u t  be easy to speli, pronounce, and remaber. Wiliiamson wrote 
beside tfiis, "1 think you might add: 4. Not tw long. 'PEI Natl. Pkl and 'CBH M. Pkl are 
rather moutbful~.~ RG84 voI. 1777, fiIe PET2 vol.3, NAC. 



The Dalvay transaction was made speedily, the Lieutenant Governor 

handing it over for $15,000. The f eded  Parks Brana the provincial 

government, and the Island Travel Bureau a l l  agreed that making it a 

C.N. Hotel would be the best use of it and give the park instant 

credibiiity. AU agreed, in fact, except C.N. itself. The raijway's president, 

S.J. Hungerford, felt that with only 26 bedrooms and five bathrooms, 

Dalvay was too small to be profitable.47 The Parks B m c h  was so 

obviously unhappy with this response that Hungerford had his general 

manager visit Dalvay to corne up with other ideas. After studying the 

site. he proposed a simple solution: demolish Dalvay and build a 

"wooden stnicture" with 75 rooms in its place.48 The Parks Branch 

thought not, but had no idea what it would now do with the house. One 

person not surprised about Dalvay was Harry Holman, who had tried so 

hard to have the park located elsewhere. Hearing that Daivay had been 

tumed down as a hotel, he told his diary, "we aiways contended it was 

not suitable."49 

Since Green Gables was to be a centrepiece of the park, its transfer 

had to be made smoothly, so the Campbell government brought in the 

Senator for Qyeen's County. John Sinclair, and the Member of 

Parliament, Finance Muiister Charles Dunning, to help deal with its 

owners, the Webbs. They would be given a fair price, they were assured, 

and Ernest Webb couid stay on as park caretakei. The Webbs resigned 

themselves to their fate, beiieving (rightly) tbat they had little choice in 

the matter. They were just unclear what their new life wodd be me. 

47 Hmgerford to C.D. Howc 18 Januaxy 1937, RG84 voL1777, Ble PH2 voL2, W. 
48 joseph Van Wyck to Howe, 15 March 1937, RG84 voL1777. file PEU VOLS. NAC 
49 Hol- diary, 8 Aptü 1937, Harry T. H o l m  papers, Acc.4420 ~01.7. PAPEI.. 



Elme Webb wrote an apologetic letter to WïU.ïamson, asking, "cm o u  

imagine the shodc the famiiy received when the word came out in the 

press the Cavendish Area had been your choice and the Green Gables 

property was to be included. ... Could you give us just a Little idea of 

what we can expect in the way of changes ...."50 A price of $6500 was 

agreed upon for the house and barn, a price that Premier Campbell 

considered somewhat steep but acceptable considering the "historie and 

sentimental associations" of the property.51 Green Gables - never 

possessing that name unüi the book was a best seller, never Lucy Maud 

Montgomery's home, and never reaüy the home of the fictional Anne - 

was always more valuable for its associations than for what it was. 

No other property owners received the attention that the owners of 

Dalvay and Green Gables did. On 24 April 1937, the park land as 

surveyed by RW. Cautley was offcially taken over by the province and 

transferred to federal ownership. The current Iandowners had not yet 

been offered a price for their property, did not even knew that their land 

was wanted. It was Cautley who recognized the potentially incendiary 

nature of the land expropriation. Establishing the park boundaries in 

the f a  of 1936 and the spring of 1937, he knew that the citizens were 

o d y  vaguely aware of where the park was to be and what this would 

mean to their holdings. When asked by his superiors in the Parks Branch 

to set up permanent markers on the new park boundaries, he refused "1 

am quite wilLing to step outside my orduiary line of duty... to serve you 

and my Department, but am most certallily not willing to get mixed 

s0 Webb to Williamson, I I  March 1937, RG84 ~01.1777, file Pi32 vo1.3, NAC. 
Campbell to Crerar, 12 Novernber 1936, RG84 vo1.1777. file Pi32 vol.2, NAC. 



up with the Province's Expropriation proceedings."52 By the summer of 

1937, Cautley warned Williamson that the province was bungling the 

land transfer. He recounted an incident typical of the problems he was 

On the 8th Instant 1 caiied upon Mrs. Dr. BonneIl at her 
request, she being at present in residence in th& cottage on 
the McCoubrey farm next to Green Gables. 1 found that she 
wanted to see me in connection with the grazing of their one 
cow, and that she was genuinely surprized when I explained 
as courteousiy as 1 could that we now owned their c0tta~e.53 

The indifferent manner in which landowners were iaformed made such 

situations inevitable. The first public notice of the land transfer came 

forty days after the land had becorne Canadian property. Even then, the 

message was not directed at spe&c owners, instead giving a detailed, 

legaiistic description of the land to be expropnated and conduding that 

"former owners of these properties are entitled to daim compensation," 

the claims to be sent to the Deputy Provincial ~reasurer.54 

Upon pleas fkom the federal government, which hoped to begin 

development in the park that summer, the Campbell administration 

moved forward with setuing daims. It estaidished a commission made 

up of "two farmers and a businessmanN55 - ET. Higgs, Daniel 

MacDonald, and Robert Mad(inley - to put valuations on the 

expropriated properties. The Higgs Commission spent June and Juiy 

travelling across the North Shore and taiking to the landowners 

52 Cautley to Williamson. 3 1 October 1936, RG84 vo1.1777, file PEI2 voi.3, NAC. 
s3 Cautley to Wiüamx>n, 11 June 1937, ibid* 
s4 Public notice. 31 May 1937, ibidt 
55 Minfster of Public Works James Mcintyre referred to them as such. to dernonstrate that 
though they represented the government, they were average peopIe. 12 Aprill938, from 
the Charlottetown Patriot, speeches of the IegisIature, RGlO vo1.102, PAPEI. 



concerned, and returned to Charlottetown with its fmdings. Using a 

scale from $65/acre for extra good land, down to $6/acre for sand dunes, 

they set prices for 84 properties.56 The Executive Council was happy to 

have the evaiuations made. but apparently felt that the commission had 

been freespending. Arbitrariiy, it cut many of the recommended offers 

by exactly 1096, re-assessing, for example, RB. Graham's land from $2300 

to $2070 , and Alof Stevenson's from $446.50 to $401.85. Other 

assessments were dropped by as much as 32%. In ali, only 17 of 84 

recommendations were left undianged.57 Letters were sent out to the 

landowners involved, with this final, non-negotiable offer endosed. 

It was only then, four months after the land had been tunied over 

to Canada, that there amse a groundswell of opposition to the 

expropriation process. It was born in the pages of the CharIottetown 

Guardian, the daily newspaper sympathetic to the Conservative party. 

In a letter to the editor, "One of the Dispossessed" explained point by 

point how the landowners were given unfair prices for their land, were 

unabIe to appeai the matter in court, and were unable even to convince 

the government to buy aU their property if that was their wish. The 

writer conduded, 

As 1 write this letter 1 can see from my kitchen window a 
boutifid field of waving grain on my farm, a field which 
next year and aü the succeedlng years will be barren because 
of the determination of the Campbell Government to 
establish what is now becoming known throughout the 
Province as "Expropriation ~arY.58 

56 The full range was extra good land, $65/acre; good land, $40-$50; fair land, $25-35; 
Eght land, $2630; sand dunes $6. See Provincial Setretary fonds, Prince Edward Island 
National Park fites, RG7 Series 14, Box 30 subserfes 2, file 753, PAPEI. 
57 Jbid. 

Charlottetown Çuardian. 23 August 1937. 



To an agricultural province, this was powerful imagery. For the fali of 

1937, the expropriation issue was a constant topic in the editorials and 

letters of the Guardian and the Liberal organ, the Patriot The Patriotrs 

calm defenses of the govemmentrs wisdom and hgality oniy fed the 

Guardianrs rage; the latter daimed that to deny the landowners the right 

to appeal was a violation of the Magna Carta, and it entitled editorials 

"What Price Democracy?" and "Our Dictators in ~ction".Sg 

Opposition in the press generated political action, in the 

formation of a Cornmittee of Dispossessed Landowners. The group 

arrived in Charlottetown 40-strong to speak with Premier Campbell, with 

a petition of more than 50 names protesthg "against the denial of our 

rights as British Subjects of access to the Courts of Law."60 

Unfortunately, the Premier was out (the committee having failed to 

make an appointment) and by the time he retumed he faced a much- 

dwindled deiegation Campbell rebuffed them, promising the Executive 

Council would add an appeal amendment if and only if the current 

expropriation process ground to a halt To maintain uniw within th& 

ranks and to broaden awareness outside their communities, the 

dispossessed landowners held public meetings in York, Kensington, and 

C o r n  Ban. This was a chance to reiterate their dispute with the 

provinaal govemment, but it resuited in little change in political 

59 In those heady days of intemational politics it was MW that landorniers wouid 
refer to the Island's Liberais as fascists. Jeremiah Simpson, the most cantankerous and 
unyielding of dispossessed landowners, wrote to "TA Caraf to cornplain. Having stated 
his case, he asked the Minister to handle the matter personally, suggesting, "You need not 
send this to the Campbeii's or m i d e n t  of the Executive Council Bradford] Lepage in 
Charlottetown as they have been trying to imitate Musolini [sic] and Hitler." Crerar 
repiied that this was a provincial mattert and that he had passed Simpson's letter over to 
Premier CampbelL 24 February 1938, RG84 voL1777, file P E i î  vo1.5, NAC. 
60 Provincial Secretary fonds, Prince Edward Island National Park fiies, RG7 series 14. 
Box 30 file 748, PAPEI. 



strategy, except to amend a resolution being sent to Ottawa by omitting 

the phrase "arbitray, capricious, Qmnnïcal and oppressive."61 

Widespread public opposition never blossomed, and as f a  turned to 

winter, the national park issue lost its immediacy and disappeared from 

the daily newspapers. 

Strangely enough, however, the Campbell government quietly did 

raise the settlements of 27 dSerent iandowners.62 It  is not dear why it 

chose to do SO. and even less dear is why it did not take credit for doing 

so. After ail, this could have been seen as unexpected generosity, without 

being an admission that the expropriation process was wrong. It is 

reasonabIe to consider the daim of cantankerous landowner Jeremiah 

Simpson, who wouid later state. "It is understood that many of the 

Liberals received more than the government offered at first."63 At the 

time, the Guardian editor defiantly stated, "The result has been a 

setdement, in some cases at least, not on the merits but on the basis of 

partisan pull.tla Unfominately, it îs nearly impossible to assess this 

contention today, given the CtifficuIty of knowing the landowners' 

politics and of evaluating the worth of the land parcels.65 Certainly 

61 CharIottem Pa- 30 Sepûmber 1937. 
G2 This occurred piecemeal through late 1937 and aU of 1938. A Ust of finai settiements 
can be found in RG7 Series 3, Box 12 N e  205, PAPEI. &O Prince Edward Island, 
Exetutive Cound, bninutes RG7 Series 3, Box 12 no.2640, PAPEI. 
63 Jeremiah Simpson a> J. Walter Jones, 17 January 1944, J. Walter Jones papers. 
RG25/33 Box 2, PAPEI. 
64 Charlottetown Guardian. 18 February 1938. 

A cornparison of the Cornmittee of Dispossessed Landowners' petition with the final 
compensation sheet is helpful in at least caiculabing the value of complaining. in ail, 
there were 86 names in the final compensation Ut, and 41 of tfiese were also on the 
petition against the expropriation me- Of these 41, ten (24.4%) had their settlement 
raised, Of the 45 persons compensated who had not signed the petition, seventeen (37.8%) 
had th& settlement raiseci. That is, landowners were more likely to get a higher b a l  
price for their property if they had not signed the petition, if they had not opposed 
expropriation. If we assume, as s e n s  reasonable, that the petitioners were more iikely to 
oppose the government in general te- (ie., be Consewatives) than the landowners as a 



there were political considerations in buiiding the park ln 193 8 Premier 

Campbell wrote Crerar that Liberals Erom outside the park area were 

complaining that only locals were being hired and, worse, a known 

Conservative had been taken on. He recommended that Crerar get a list 

of acceptable candidates from the four Prince Edward Island Members of 

Parliament, ali LiberaL66 

In the spring of 1938, the Consexvative leader RB. Bennett tried to 

re-open the expropriation matter in ~arfiament, summarizing the case 

and stating, "1 hope we are not to undertake the management of a 

national park which has been brought into being by depriving citizens of 

Crerar parried this thnist by telling Bennett that the process for 

obtaining park land was entirely a provincial matter, and the federal 

govemment had neither the power nor the nght to step in and tell the 

province how this should be done. Though unsatisfied with the answer, 

Bennett let the matter drop. 

By the time the ail-Liberal legislature met in March of 1937, the 

govenunent was ready with a remarkably unified defense of the new 

park J. Walter Jones prophesied, "Twenty years from now we would not 

think of parting from the advantage which this National Park will afford. 

It  may be our chi& source of revenue."68 These were magnanimous 

words, coming from a Minister of Agriculture. Jones' words must have 

group were, then a partisan puii seems feasible The final settlement list can be found at 
RG7 Series 3. Box 12 file 205, PAPEI, and the petition at RG7 Series 14, Box 30 fîie 748, 
PAPEI. 
66 Campbell a0 Crerar, 2 August 1938, Thane Campbell pape- RG25 voL32. file "C- 
1938". PAPEI. 
67 Canada, House of Gommons, Debates, 15 Febniary 1938. p.487. 
68 Jones, 3 1 March 1938. h m  the Chariottetowa Paeiot, speeches of the legislature, RGlO 
vol. 102, PAPEI, 



smck a note, because two weeks later Edward Foley spoke almost the 

identical words in his reply to the speech from the throne.69 As for the 

expropriation process, the Liberals fomed a common front in its 

suppoh Explaining why the landowners were given no chance to appeal 

to the courts, Dougald Mad(innon said that the three smart men who 

made up the Higgs Commission would surely know more about f m  

values than would a judge? J.P. Machtyre said much the same: "1 

know if I had land to dispose of for highway purposes, 1 wouid far sooner 

see two farmers and a business man coming than to take it before judges 

of the court."71 Of course, most of the Higgs Commission's 

recommended settlements were changed, but this too could be justifed. 

As Donald MdCay stated, ''1 dont see why seven or eight men at the head 

of this Govenunent are not just as fair and as honest as any judge would 

be in settling matters."7* The last word here should probably go to 

Premier Thane Campbell who, in defending the machinery by which 

expropriation was behg handled, noted that there were no cornplaints at 

ail untii a full meen months after the iaw had been passed. This was a 

speaous point: the law had not been appiied undl thea In any case, 

CampW was happy to report that at this point 69 of 83 daims had 

been settled, %y complete accord and satisfaction and agreementn73 

Organized opposition to the national park expropriation process 

withered completely away, with oniy a few landowners fighting private 

battles with the park in the comlng years. But for a short time at least 

69 Foley, 12 Aprii 1938, ibidc 
70 MacKi~on, 8 A p f l  1938, jbidt 
71 Machme, 23 March 1938, jbidl 
72 McKay, 12 Aprii 1938, jbidt 
73 Campbell, 30 March 1938, ibid. 



in 1937, there had been a unity among disgruntled owners that there 

was not at Cape Breton Highlands, and that there would not be at Fundy 

and Terra NOM. This is worth examining. First of all, the Guardian 

played an important role in coalescing opposition to the park through 

its editorials, and giving ordinary citizens the chance to vent their anger. 

In the case of the other parks studied here, there was no paper with a 

readership broad enough to reach all affected and yet local enough to 

treat this issue with weight. Second of all, the very harshness of the 

expropriation method meant that landowners could respond to it in 

terms of universai rights, not just personal grievance, and seek support 

in those terms. Expropriations in the other three parks may have been 

severe, but they did not forbid appeal. Findly, Iandovvner opposition 

was galvanized by the protests of a few particuiarly vocal tourist 

operators, particularly Katherine Wyand and Jeremiah Simpson. 

Perhaps because landowners saw governent in this instance as a 

competitor for tourism dollars rather than a regulatory body, they were 

less willing to accept it as an immoveable force than were landowners at 

the other parks s t u d i e d  

But in the end, the forces that p d e d  owners toward expropriation 

were stronger than those that stood in its way. To be sure, many 

Islanders looked forward to the national park, and some property owners 

on the North Shore no doubt welcomed the opportunity to sell some 

land and hoped that their remaining land would inaease in value. 

Those who opposed expropriation watched more and more of th& 

neighbours receiving settlements, and felt greater pressure to s&, 

probably fearing that the govemment wouid offer them Iess the longer 



they waited74 

corne; as it was, 

One owner Iater noted that he 

tourists were coming out &om 

felt the park might as weU 

Charlottetown and 

pulling down his fences to get to the shore75 And more tourists were 

arriving in the new park as early as 1937 and proclaiming their own 

brand of squatters' rights. Residents complained of tourists wandering 

over their property and steaüng the berries they traditionaiiy harvested- 

There were also logistical problems in organizing opposition. The 

distance between communities meant that many landowners did not 

have the opporzuility to speak to each other or attend meetings? More 

genedy, resistance had to try to string together commuizities that had 

never had reason before to think of themselves as a unit. As Fred Home 

writes, "This very iikely marked the f h t  time the whole area had a 

cornmon, unique experience. 11 77 

Most impoftantly, landowners never got the majority of Islanders 

on their side. As a -ter to the Patriot suggested, "the general public 

will give aediE to Premier Campbell for looking after the 90,000 of our 

province against a score or less who wodd lüce to fleece the taxpayers by 

seCuring an exorbitant price for their holdings 2 7 8  Many Islanders 

agreed, not wanting to believe that th& elected offiaah would grab land 

unfaitly or (worse) pay too much for it. No doubt they were happy to 

hear from contented owners like Oliver LePage, brother of Executive 

Council President B.W. LePage, who was quoted as saying, "the 

74 Iandowner Sydney Ranicar accused the government of oelling owners in Cavendish tbat 
those in Brackley and Tracadie had already sold, and vice versa Charlottetown Giiacdian. 
21 Septanber 1937. 
75 WendeU Kdy interview with Fred Home. 8 June 1978. P W P  mes. 
76 Earl Skeffingtoa interview with Fred Home. PEMP files. 
77 Home, p.148. 
78 Charlottetown Famioc 25 August 1937. 



government had been very fair, and in some cases paid too rnuch."79 In 

his own case, this may very well have been me. The money that the 

park was bringing to the province helped win Islanders over to it as well. 

Under the Canadian Unemployment and Agricuitural Assistance Act of 

1938, the province was granted $40,000 in that year alone for a "Tourist 

Roads Programme" fulfilling Campbeil's wish that the roads leading 

towards the park wodd be paved. This fund, in addition to the regular 

park constmction budget and a special work relief grant in aid of park 

development, meant that in 1938 the Prince Edward Island National Park 

was worth over $145,000 to the province. After crowing over this to the 

legislature, Campbell was careful to point out the Island was Iosing 

nothing in r e m  Cavendish would be prettier than eveq 

AU those natural beauties and ameniities preserved, poüshed 
up a Iittle, and the traditional associations of that tocality 
which have been made so famous through the books of our 
beloved Island authoress Lucy Maud Montgomery will be 
brought into greater prominence by the beauties and 
arnenities of the new golf course which is being established 
around that focal point8* 

The Conservatives tried halfheartedly to d e  the expropriation process 

an issue in the 1939 election, promising as part of th& platform 

"Restoration to the atizens of their right of resort to the Courts of 

~ustice ...."81 But the messiness of the national park's aeation had little 

effea at the polis. The Campbell govemment recapnired twenty six 

seats and retaiaed a healthy majority. Even in poUing districts affected 

by the park, the returns were practically unchanged fkom the 1935 

79 Ibid., 3 September 1937. 
80 Campbell, 21 March 1939. from the Chariotietomi Patriot, speeches of the legislature, 
RGlO ~01.102, PAPET. 

Charlottetown Çuardian, 13 May 1939. 



election. For every landowner angry that his or her land was 

expropriated, there were undoubtedly more residents looking forward to 

the financial benefits of increased tourism. 

The land expropriation process on Prince Edward Island's North 

Shore in 1936 and 1937 was bullying, Ïnept, maybe even inequitable. 

But it was finished. The provincial government had sunrived its own 

handling of the issue, and landowners had received settlements for their 

property, whether they liked it or not. However, the expropriation wouid 

always play a part in the life of Prince Edward Island National P a r k  

When in Parliament Crerar had rebuffed Be~ett's  suggestion that the 

Canadian goveniment involve itself in the expropriation, a Tory member 

fkom Ontario, H A  Stewart, broke in that the Liberals acted "as though 

this whole matter began and ended as between the government of Prince 

Edward Island on the one hand and the owners on the other. It is not 

quite that; it is rather a three-sided proposition, a proposition in which 

the govenunent of the dominion ais0 come in ...."8* Though Stewart was 

referring to prinaples of justice, he might as easily have been speaking to 

the more practical matter of managing the park. The Parks Branch was 

not only taking possession of the land, it was taking possession of the 

difficulties that had corne of transferring i t  By the manoeuvre of having 

the province buy the park land and transfer it to Canada, the federal 

government avoided the responsibilities, but also the nghts, of 

expropriation. This land shuffle tended to work faster on paper, so that 

when the Parks Branch was ready to develop the new park it found that 

many of the previous owners were süi i  living on it. Branch staff said 

quite accurately that the land had k e n  given to Canada; landowners 

82 Canada, House of Commons, D e b w  15 Febniary 1938, p.490. 



said quite tnithfuliy that they had not yet negotiated the sale of their 

land. More troublesome for the fume of the park, expropriatees and 

local residents did not distinguish who was treating them poorly. Their 

land was taken so that a park could be established, and it was park staff 

who now wanted it; therefore the expropriation was the national park's 

fault By excusing itself fkom the expropriation process, the federal 

govemment had traded short-term problems for long-term ones. 

fencing nature in 

The development of Prince Edward Island National Park seemed as 

if it should be a straightforward affair. Unlike at Cape Breton Highlands, 

where the improvement of roads was a major undertaking, and Fundy 

and Terra Nova, where (as we shall see) roadways and many facilities 

had to be built from scratch, much of the infrastructure for Prince 

Edward Island's national park was already in existence. The Dalvay to 

Braddey part of the park was to be connecteci by new roadway, and 

existing roads built up and gravelleci. Kitchen shelters and beach houses 

were to be consmcted to draw more towists to the seashore Dalvay 

and Green Gables were to be beautified and shaped up, and other 

buildings fn the park tom down or moved away. But before ail this, the 

Parks Branch  built a boundary f a c e  around its new propem. That park 

staff gave this fîrst prioriry indicates that the most difficult part of 

development would be undoing a cenhuy of land ownership and making 

the park seem a legitimate use of the land. At the tirne, owners could 

look out upon their remaining land, across the propew they had lost, to 

the Gulf shore without seeing any real signs of difference. Especiaily 



before the land had time to grow 

park showed off its arbitratiaess. 

back Born its long agricultural use, the 

To the people of the area, the park was 

less a coherent piece of preserved nature than a collection of phantom 

limbs. 

The Parks Branch first tried to take an unyielding stance against 

the previous landowners. In June of 1937, while the Higgs Commission 

was stiU assessing property and severai months More owners wouid be 

offered a price for their land, Commissioner Williamson chastised 

Cautley upon hearing he had asked permission to unload a pile of fence 

posts (for the boundary fence) on Oliver Bernard's propem. He wrote, 

B is not considered that you should have asked permission 
to put the fence posts on this propem This is, in effect, 
recognizing that Mr. Bernard has a nght to the land, w u  
of course, he has not. Any grievances which these people 
may have must be against the Proviace for theù delay in 
effixting a settiement for the lands which have been taken 
over. The point which cannot be overlooked is that the area 
is now a National Park and the Dominion hold clear title to 
the said iands.83 

Cautiey, a 40-year v e t m  of the Depments  of the Interior and Mines 

and Resources, replied fiostily that he knew whose land it was, but the 

province was utterly failing in îts responsibïlity to purchase it. He wrote, 

"1 do not tbink we should be justified in taking action to evict former 

owners before they have been indemnified for the lands taken. More 

than that it is altogether ükely, under the circumstances, that any 

attempt to obtain an Order to evict would not succeed." ActuaJiy, he 

added, he had not even been the person who had dropped off the fence 

posts, "afthough, if 1 had been there, it is quite likely that 1 might have 

83 Wüliamson «> Cautley. 21 June 1937, RG84 ~01.1784. fiIe PEI16 . l l t . l .  NAC. 



been guilty of such a slight civility."s4 Regardless of Wïamson's 

rhetoric, the Parks Branch was not about to do anything aggressive that 

wouid draw the ire of local residents, the parkrs permanent neighbours. 

The Branch's only course of action was to maintain pressure on the 

Prince Edward Island government to make speedy settiements. After a 

summer of working around the dispossessed landowners, WilIiamson 

conceded to Acting Superintendent Man M d a y  that inhabitants couid 

stay the winter, as long as they moved out by 15 May of the following 

year. 

The Parks Branch did what it could to give the park aedibility as 

quickly as possible. To this end, the new golf course was essential. It was 

signified a cornmiment to local employment. And just as importantly, 

because the sport had high-dass connotations, the course would signify 

that the park was to be a cultured destination85 In 1941, James Smart 

went so far as to say that "with the situation we have we c a ~ o t  be 

satisfied with a course that is not at once considered superior to most of 

the courses on the 1slandm86 As at Cape Breton Highlands, Stanley 

Thompson was brought in to design the eighteen-hole golf course, which 

wodd stretch inland nom the sand dunes of Cavendish beach to encirde 

Green Gables. During 1938,40 labourers were hired at S.30 per hour on 

the course, more men than were working in the rest of the park 

combined.87 Whether because of the Bmch's eagerness to create a first- 

84 Cautley ro Williamson, 25 June 1937, 

85 See Bourdieu on sports, pp.2 11-215. 
86 James Smart to RA Gibson. 19 Juiy 1941. RG84 voL150, file PEI313 voL2. NAC. 
87 Interview with Ernst  Smith, Tea Hiii, 4 August 1995. See also RG84 vo1.23, file 
PE1336, NAC- 



rate faciiity or simply because of the inertia of development, the goLf 

course overwhelmed ail preaxisting landscape, induding Green Gables 

itself. Though the course was meant to offer homage to Anne of Green 

Gables by giving holes names such as "AM Shirley" and "Haunted 

woodW,88 it was the farmhouse that became complementary to the 

course. A iïttle rise was levefled off for a green almost directly in front of 

the house (and as a result for decades the sanctiv of many a piigrimage 

to Green Gables was ruined by a random golf ball).89 Earth was pushed 

up around the house to give it more prominence alongside the course. 

Green Gables became a tea-raom for visitors and golfers, and the barn 

was originaiiy intendeci to be made a clubhouse, though it proved in too 

poor shape and was tom down. In the winter of 1939 the Montreai Star 

slammed the golf course development for destroying the beauty of 

Cavendish, and perhaps the Parks Branch was listening; rather than 

follow through with its idea to make Green Gables the golf dubhouse as 

w d ,  the Branch constructed a separate building nearby.90 

Because development demonstratecl the new park's usefulness to 

the province in terms of employrnent and faaüties much more than 

presenration could, it was n a d  that the Parks Branch show how active 

Willlamson to Superintendent Ernest Smith, 11 May 1940, ibidt 
89 Mercifuliy, the Park Branch relocated thh hole in the 1970s. 
90 In the Iegislature, Premier Campbeil decried the star's *unfortunate propaganda," 
Presewation, he said, was necessary to keep tourism b r n  destroying "the natural 
amenities, woods, and the streams, and such- üke...." 22 Mar& 1939, Charlottetown 
Patriot, speeches from the legislature, RGlO voLl02, PAPEI. During development, only 
W.C. Murdie, Geodetic Survey Engineer, seems to have question& the logic of attempüng 
any work on Green Gables. He wrote that it was c o l d  house and "can redy never be 
anything e i s e  ... WouId it not be worthy of consideradon to main Green Gables as an 
unoccupied building and only keep ft in sufficiently good repair to retafn its original 
appearance and atmosphere to enable it to be used as a museum and a point of historlcal 
interest ... ?" Murdie to M U ,  2 Atigust 1938, Box 3, Green Gables golf course file, PHNP 
fües. This part of Murdie's letter was ignored in respunse. 



it was, even where relatively little development was needed This 

thinking even affected the selection of the parkrs frst superintendent in 

1938. Rather than settIing for just an overseer of the park's property and 

wildlife, the Brandi hired "a capable young forester", Emest Smith, to 

take charge of the park's forest development.91 Smith was to do all the 

normal jobs of a park superintendent, plus take time to give 

demonstrations to Prince Edward Islanders of modem woodlot 

management. He built up a nursery neai Dalvay House with N o m y  

pine, white ash, white spmce, and Norway spruce, and thinned existing 

stands within the park. It was hoped that such work would justify the 

park's existence to Islanders; not coincidentally, it would ais0 slowly 

bring back "wilderness" land - in effect, woods - that had been long 
deared for agriculture. 

But the h d  of P ~ c e  Edward Island National Park could not shake 

the traditional associations that locals st i l l  gave it Cavendish's road 

overseer, Austin raird, ran the winter road right over the new golf course. 

According to Green Gables caretaker Emest Webb, Laird stood by his 

action to put the road through "the way the road dways went for over a 

hundred years. ,. He went on to say that neither Smith nor Creare. 

could stop him."92 Irish moss -esters, accustomed to travelling 

through fields to reach the shore, came upon the new park-built face  

91 This is a quote by Gibson to D.Roy Cameron, Chfef Forester, Deparmient of Mines and 
Resources, 16 June 1939, KG84 vo1.23, fiIe PEI182-3, NAC. Smith had graduateci h m  the 
Universit). of New Brunswick's Depanment of Foressy in 1934, and worked for the Anglo- 
Cnnatfi=ui Ekip and Papa Company in Quebec, He was the choice of J. Walter Jones, an 
Island polidcian who wouid soon be premier* Smith and Jones were fkom the same 
community, P o d .  interview with Eniest Smith, Tea Hill, 4 August 1995. 
92 Ernest Webb to Superintendent Smith, 11 January 1939, Box 1, Yankee Gale monument 
file, PEINP files. 



and simply snipped the wires and carried on.93 A farmer, William Bell, 

sold cranbemes from what was now park land, and a f l q  of telegrams 

flew between Ottawa and Charlottetown, discussing how to deal with 

such larceny. After federal-provindal consultation, it was decided that 

for the next harvest only, iicenses wodd be soId to would-be cranberry 

pic~cers.94 

These were annoying skirmishes for the Parks Brandi, but ones that 

they were sure uftimately to win. Canada had Iegal title to th ïs  land, 

and the longer that the park existed, the more accepting Iocals wouid be 

of its presence. One by one, dispossessed owners settied with the 

provincial government in 193 8 and 193 9. A few, embittered by the 

experience and seeing the Liberais retain power, voted with th& feet by 

leaving the Island A couple, though. stayed and voted with th& plows. 

Jeremiah Simpson and Roy Toombs, who stiU had land just outside the 

park bouadary, decided in 1939 to continue to work what was now part 

of the park Simpson had from the beginning been an espedally dogged 

opponent of the park; he had a lot to lose. As he stated, "This land has 

k e n  in m y  family for one hundred and fifty years. I would not s e i l  it to 

m y  best £riendm95 And he had more materid reasons: in the 1920s the 

Simpsons had been the f i r s t  property owners in Cavendish to take in 

tourists, and still did this as a sideline to farming. Jeremiah Simpson 

93 As weii as disputes involving individual losing rights to the park, there were dso 
cases in which individuals lost sole right to what had becorne a common property by way of 
the park. m e r  Mike Doyle cornplaineci to Superintendent EIllest Smith that other 
famers were using "his" cove for Irish moss harvesting. Smith located the deed in the 
land record office, and found that Doyle did have a special right to the cove "for one 
peppercorn per year." Doyle admitted that he had not ken  paying it, so Smith told him 
that he had lost his right Smith recalls, "1 never heard another word about it" Intewiew 
with Ernest Smith, Tea Hill, 4 August 1995. 
94 RG84 ~01.1777. file PEIZ VOLS, NAC. 
95 Simpson to Crerar, 24 Febniary 1938, RG84 vo1.1777, PEI2 VOLS, NAC. 

* 



had been involveci in the Committee of Dispossessed Landowners, wrote 

severai letters to the Guardian, and even wrote several times to Thomas 

Crerar. The farmer offered to meet the politiüan on an election 

piatform anywhere to discuss the park, and ended his petition to the 

politician with apt Biblical quotes, "Thou shalt not give the irsieritance 

of thy fathers unto strangers" and "Cursed be he that removeth his 

neighbour's landmark"96 Plowing their way ont0 federai land was oniy 

the latest of tactics Simpson and Toombs employed. Their pleas for 

justice denied, they elected to deny the park's existence. 

Superintendent Ernest Smith, unsure how to react, reported the 

rnarter to Ottawa and awaited instmctions. Williamson wrote Premier 

Campbell for advice, who cheerfully told him that money had been 

deposited in the Court of Chancery for the two men so it was no longer a 

provincial concem. Smith was fînally instructed to threaten the f m e r s  

with Iegai action, but to let them take in theh crop that year. They did, 

and promptly seeded the land again the following year. The 

Superintendent anmitted to the Parks Brandi that he found it hard not 

to sympathize with Toombs and Simpson. 'mn m y  opinion," he wrote, 

"both these parties have just cause for cornplaint and in view of same 1 

do not feel that legal action should be taken before the matter has been 

more thoroughly investigated by the ~e~artment."g~ 

The matter dragged on for severai years, Smith warning the 

fatmers, the farmers promising to stop but continuhg nonetheless, and 

the Parks Branch berating Smith for his timidity. In 1943, the new 

premier, J. Waiter Jones, offered to mediate the dispute personaliy and 

96 Ibid, 24 Februaxy 1938 and 19 January 1939. 
97 Smith to Williamson. 20 June 1940, ibid. 



succeeded in making a settlement with Toombs. The following spring, 

Smith came upon Jeremiah Simpson working his land and, after a long 

talk and further discussion with the Simpson famiiy, had the farmer 

agree to seed the next year's crop into gras. Simpson never took the 

money waiting for him in the Court of Chancery, though, and Smith 

warned his superiors that they had probably not heard the last of 

Jeferniah Simpson. The f m e r  would honestly stop using the park for 

now, Smith believed, " m e  the present [Liberal] administration is in 

office, but should a change occur in four yean he will make an attempt 

to reach a settlement with a new administration."98 

From its inception the new Prince Edward Island National Park 

accomplished its mission of being the tourîsm focus for the province. 

Attendance at the park skyrocketed fkom 2500 in 1937 to 10,000 in 1938, 

and over 35,000 in 1939. Five years after being established, it was the 

fZth most visited national park in canada99 Though Prince Edward 

Island National Park and its sister patk, Cape Breton Highlands National 

Park, were not thought of by the Parks Branch as traditional parks, they 

were considered successN for what they were. A 1938 park tourism 

booklet noted that obtaining land for these two Eastern parks had been a 

new experience for the Brarich, but "The public-spirited attitudes of 

owners, in making their lands available for this purpose, and the co- 

operation between Dominion and Provincial Govemments, have made 

98 Ibid" 2 June 1944. 

99 Statistics are frorn Canada, Annual Demrlmental Repom, 1936- 1943. 



possible these valuable additions to Canada's system of national 

parks." 100 

ln reality, of course, it was expropriation law rather than public- 

spintedness which had aiiowed the creation of these parks. I t  is a sad 

commentary that of the four parks studied in this thesis, involvement of 

locals and landowners was greatest in Prince Edward Island National 

Park's establishment Only here did the very meaning of the park 

become a public issue; onIy here was there active grassroots Iobbying on 

behaif of favoured site locations. Even the expropriation process becarne 

a matter of public debate. Yet none of these had any real effect on the 

finai park product Provinaal and federal politicians and the staff of 

the National Parks Brandi deùded the new park's location, boundaries, 

and development with no place for public points of view. In the 

Canadian national park that shows more dearly than any other the role 

of humans in shaping the land, the humans who actualiy lived there 

had no role in shaping the park 

loO R O M  j. C. Stead, wada's  Maritime Plavmounda (Ottawa: Department of Mines and 
Resources, 193 8). 



Located between the Upper Saimon and Goose Rivers, Fundy 
National Park is in the southwest corner of Albert County in 
New Brunswick and contains an area of approlcimately 80 
square miles. It skirts the Bay of Fundy fota  distance of 8 
miles and extends inland for more than 9 miles. The bold, 
irregular shoreline of the park is featured by numerous coves 
and inlets. The tides of the Bay of Fundy, known all over, 
the world for their swifmess and height, have worn and 
carved the sandstone ciiffs into sculptured rocky masses of 
rugged grandeur. ... The land rises in steps from the Bay 
untü, at an elevation of 1,000 feet it becomes r o b g  
tableland, richly covered with forest Highway 14 crosses the 
park diagonally. It  winds thtough this wooded countryside 
beside quiet lakes where the travelle may gbpse  beavers at 
work. From the top of Hastings W, the visitor has a 
commanding view of the coastal area ... Washed by the 

. spray of Fundy tides, the salty tang of the air is refreshing 
and stimulating. 

Figure 8. Snapshot of Fundy National Park 
Photo from Fundy National Park brochure, c.1965. 
Te.= from the brochure National Parks of Canada: Maritime Provinces 
(Ottawa: Northern Affairs and National Resources, 1957). 



Figure 9. Map of Fundy National Park. 
From the brochure National Parks of Canada: Maritime Provinces 
(Ottawa. Northern Affairs and National Resources, 1% 7). 



Chapter 5 
The Most Perfect Place in the World: 

Establishing Fundy 
National Park, c. 1947 

Drive through the village of Alma, New Brunswick,  and across the 

bridge. and climb the short hill into Fundy National Park The park 

headquarters is the cottage of local sandstone on your right at the 

intersection ahead, but take the road to the le&, the one that runs dong 

the Coast. Pull over dongside McLaren's pond, with the nahiral 

amphitheatre behind it. There are woods off to the right, but hue  on 

the tableland, grass for acres around is iawn-cut and fiowers are 

everywhere planted in great arrangements. Turn back to your left, to 

more mown gras leading to the row of trees Lining the bank that faUs to 

the long beach and the Bay of Fundy. 

1 thought of this particular view when reading biologist E.O. 

Wilson's theory of biophüia Wilson beiieves that people have an innate 

biological afhity for nature. Following on the work of Gordon Orians, 

he also suggests that ali of us bear a preference for the same sort of 

landscape. Wherever one goes, people's ideal habitat is one that is 

percheci atop a prominence, placed dose to a lake, ocean, or 
other body of water, and surrounded by a parkiike terrain. 
The eees they most want to see from their homes have 
spreadiag crowns, with numerous branches projecting nom 
the trunk close to and horizontal with the ground, and 
furnished profusely with small and finely divided 1eaves.l 

This description is actuaily from E.O. Wilson's memoir, (Washington: ïsland 
Press, 1994). p.361, Here, Wilson is reviewing Bio~hilia (Cambridge, W Hamard 
Universiv Press, 1984) and provides a more exact description of humans' ideal habitat 



This perfectly describes the headquaners area at Fundy. Perhaps that is 

why the view, looking south to the Bay of Fundy, seems so precisely 

perfect, a balanced blend of land and sea, dope and flat, lawn and 

forest 

Today, this setting is Fundy's weak point as a national park. The 

headqmers area with its clamsheii amphitheatre, its planted flowers, 

its lawnscape is too d c i a l  for many tourists. It suggests an absence of 

taste: a misguided belief that naturai nature is insufficient, and needs 

to be prettied up. Even the park staff will tell you that the real park 

lies further removed in the Acadian forests of the park's interior, or on 

the traiis farther dong the Coast. E.O. WiIson notes that a simulacmm 

of our ideal landscape, but one devoid of life, would be "a department 

of hell." Imitation of life is never successful, he writes, and "Artifacts are 

incomparably poorer than the life they are designed to mimic."2 Fundy 

National Park is not a department of h&, but its entrance area is too 

clearly contrived for many of today's nature-loviag tourists. Depending 

on your own aesthetic preferences, it is either perfect or too-perfect. It  is 

above aU an artifact to the desires of the National Parks Branch, the New 

Brunswick govemment, and the landscape architects who crafted this 

setting (over the farms that were crafted on this land) when the park 

was established in 1948. Fundy was designed to suggest post-World War 

II cultural and economic progress for New BlUrZSWick and for Canada. 

However, at the same time the national park mandate demanded 

namd permanency. Since then, time has made visible tus irony of 

park creation The natural has changed around Fundy since 1948, but 



the cultural has been permanently fiozen, a non-living monument to 

the Iate 1940s. 

a surfeit of sites 

The idea of Fundy National Park was born of the same regional 

demands and national exigencies that had led to the establishment of 

Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island National Parks. In fact, 

New Brunswickers began to press for a park in the late 1920s, well before 

their neighbours in Nova Scotia or P.E.I. New Brunswick had long been a 

retreat for sportsmen from the United States and central Canada, so the 

province understood the benefit of creating what was thought at this 

time to be a glorified game sanctuay. The New Brunswick Fish and 

Game Association petitioned for a park in 1927, to protect "moose, 

beaver and other animals which are now threatened by extinction."3 In 

1928, the Association's President AUen McAvity, a Saint John 

businesman and a former Liberal candidate for Saint John-Albert, 

helped f o m  a National Park Cornmittee for New ~n.mwick.4 The 

committee, made up of prominent men from throughout the province, 

naturaily found itseif unable to agree on a single suitable site. They 

narrowed their selection down to six potential sites: Mount Carleton, a 

hunter's paradise in north central New Brunswick; an area in Albert 

Counw, dong the Fundy coast; Point Lepreau, near Saint John and also 

dong the Coast; the Canaan .game reserve, near Moncton; 

Chiputneticook, on the American border near S t  Stephen; and an area 

Aikm McAvfty, New Brunswick Fish and Game Association, m Harkia, 20 january 1927, 
RG84 voi.483, file F2 vol. 1, NAC. 

Saint John -h lournal. 12 September 1928. 



at the head of the Miramichi River. Though the Committee was unable 

to choose a single favoured spot, they were ready to accept unanimously 

the Mount Carleton or Albert Co- site. In eariy 1929, the 

Comminee asked the National Parks Brandi to investigate their 

suggested locations. And soon, too: "As sleighing is good we respectfully 

contend this to be the best time to look over sites quiddy and 

thoroughIy."5 

The National Parks Branch,  ambivalent in the late 1920s about 

park proposais in the Maritimes, staiied. James Harkin told his superior 

that "1 think that it is not desirable that the Dominion shouid in any 

way be mixed up with this ddegation." Still, he felt that the Parks 

Branch should prepare a more definite policy.6 To the New Brunswick 

National Park Cornmittee, Harkin wrote, "Department's attitude is that 

when it is notified of any s p e d c  areas whkh Province is prepared to 

transfer to Dominion for National Parks purpose it will arrange for me or 

some one eise to inspect such lands as to th& suitabiüs. for National 

~arks."7 

As had happened at the creation of Prince Edward Island National 

Park and wodd happen again at Terra NOM, the province moved 

forward by bypassing the Parks B m c h  and seeking satisfaction directly 

h m  federal politicians. Members of the national park comrnittee dong 

with provincial Minister of Lands and Mines C.D. Richards met with 

federal Minister of the Interior Charles Stewart, and it was agreed that 

F.M. Scknders, Commissioner of the Saint John Board  of Trade, to Harkin. 15 Febniary 
1929, RG84 voL483, file F2 vol.1, NAC. Also, see Sdanders to Harkin, 28 February 1929, 
ibid. On published repom on progres in having a park established, see Saint John 

10- 13 Febniary and 27 September 1929, and 27 Januaxy 1930. 
6 Harkin to Cory, 19 September 1929, RG84 voi.483. N e  Fî voL1, NAC. 

Harkin to Sclanders, 21 September 1929. ibids 



someone would investigate the sites. But there was stilI no common 

understanding of what exactly was being sought. Stewart told the Saint 

John T e f e m ~ h  Tourna. that "A large tract of timberland" would be 

bought by the province for a park, while Saint John Board of Trade 

President F.M. Sdanders came away believing that a park would go 

through t'providing some suitable site bordering on the salt water could 

be secured ...."8 Nevertheless, the province had succeeded in having the 

federai government begin the process of park creation. 

Making good on Stewart's promise, the National Parks Brandi sent 

RW. Cautley to investigate sites in the spring of 1930, just as he would 

in Cape Breton in 1934. Cautley was not very happy with the 

assignment. The Committee, he soon reported, was made up of 

meruben from aU over the province, aii advocating th& own district. 

They were predomimntly interested in the park to promote fish and 

game, and did not have any real kmwledge of what a national park 

was. Perhaps worst of ail, they offered no exact buundaries for the sites, 

so Cautley had to guess what portions of what lands should be 

considered available to be pwchased by the provincial g o v ~ e n t . 9  

Cautiey travded throughout New Brunswick in August of 1930 

and condudeci that the Lepreau site was by far the most suitable, with 

the Albert Counv site the m e r - u p .  The other four sites should not be 

further considered.10 It is worth noting that though Cautley did not 

Say that he had been seeking a coastai site, he had narrowed the field 

down to the only two on the Coast. In ail four national parks snidied 

Saint John m h  Journal, 14 January 1930 and 27 March 1930. 
Cautley report on New Bru-& sites, 1930. pp. 1 and 2, RG84 ~01.1964, ûie U2.13 

voL1, NAC. 
l0 Ibid- p.3. 



here, the Parks Brandi inspectors chose sites on the sea, and in Fundy 

and Cape Breton Highlands they did so over local preferences for inland 

sites. Those living in the region codd look to their land for a place that 

was scenic enough to be a national park But park staff took for granted 

that in a place called the Maritimes, the sea must be a paramount 

feature of any national park 

In Cautley's opinion, Lepreau was particularly beautifid and "truly 

representative of the best of New Brunswick's coastal scenery."ll Best of 

ail it had a long, scenic beach. However, behind the coast were fou. or 

five miles of ugly b a r r a  that wouid add nothing to the park The 

Albert County site roughly surrounding Alma (and the general location 

of what would become Fundy National Park) was in Cautleyrs estimation 

nearly as attractive. Like Lepreau, "It contains a number of scenic 

features which are all situated on the coast." Unfortunately, as at 

Lepreau the scenery a d e  or so back nom the coast was of very Little 

interest - just 'an welieved density of timber on a high. r o b g  

surface."lZ Cautley couid imagine a scenic drive leading to the several 

wat&alls in the interior, but othemise considered this hinterland wN 

ody as a game presewe. He supposed that it wouId be wonderfid game 

country, so good that the area might become overstocked. 

Cautley made ody cursory reference to the community of Alma, 

rnentioning its single church and its 250 to 350 residents (actuaUy. it 

had two churches and a slightly larger population).13 Rather than 

l1 Ibid- p.4. 
l2 fiid- p.12. 
l3 Didu p.13. Nancy Colpim. "Aha .  New Bmnswick and the Twentieth Cenniry Crisis of 
Readjustmenc Sawmiiiing Community to National Park," Master's thesis, DaIhousie 
University, 1983, p. 1 84. 



speak to members of the community, he deduced that "From the 

number of boa= on the shore it is probable that the population indudes 

a good many fishemen-"14 There was fishing at Aima, but the region's 

economy was centred on the timber trade. Most men in the community 

cut lumber and sold it to the local müls, supplementing this incorne 

with farming or fishing. Therefore, though Cautley's suggestion that 

Aima be excluded ftom the park ("at Ieast for the present") was intended 

to aliow the community to c a n y  on its traditional existence, the removai 

of much of the area's timberkind for a park would necessariiy make this 

difficult.l5 Cautley was quite taken with the coastline landscape W e s t  of 

Alma, which was to become part of Fundy Park. For example, he spoke of 

the "lovely, open valleyrr leading d o m  to Herring Cove, and imagined 

that on the "very prew vaUeyn between Alma and Point Wolfe a 

beautifid golf course couid be laid out.16 Left unsaid was that this land 

was attractive as weil as accessible to Cautley because it had been 

opened up for farmland. In this area, within a mile of the coastüne in 

such tiny comûiunities as Herring Cove, Hastings, and Alma West, lived 

about 45 famüies whose properties would have to be ewpropriated In 

ail, Cautiey was reasonably satisfied with the Albert County site, but his 

report in no way matches the enthusiasm he would feel for the Cape 

Breton Highlands when he inspected it four years later. 

On the other sites, nothing was of particular interest Mount 

Carleton, which was b&g most heavily promoted as the park site by 

prominent New Brunswickers including provinaal historian W.F. 

l4 Cautiey report on New Brunswick sites, 1930, p.13. 
l5 Ibidw p.17. 
l6 Ibid- pp.12-13. 



~anong,l7 was in Cautley's eyes thoroughiy unacceptable. Cautley took 

special care to explain in detail why this site, already a centre for 

hunting and fishing tourism from the United States and central Canada, 

could not be a national park. "1 did not see," he wrote, "one single 

feature of which it could be advertised, This mountain - (lake or 

Stream, as the case might be) - is one of the fmest and most beautiful of 

its kind in Canada' ...."l8 The Mount Carleton region was also 

inaccessible, it offered no spectadar views, much of it had been burned 

in a major B e  in 1923. its remaining forests were too valuable to not be 

used by the province, and much of it was under long-term lease to 

lumber companies. The other sites at Chipumeticook, Canaan River, 

and the Miramichi River were even less suitable- 

This left Cautley with the Lepreau and Albert sites. To make his 

evaluation as scientific as possible. he proceeded to rate them out of 100 

in eight categories: scenic advantage. accessibility, recreationai facilities, 

fish. game, geographical position. cost of development, and "aüenation 

and practicability". Lepreau scored 665 points, and Albert County only 

530. Albert received low marks for scenic advantages, accessibility, fish, 

and alienation and practicability. Lepreau was the dear winned9 

l7 Gauong had writ~en that Mount Carleton "has the wiIdest and most distinctively 
differentiate scenery; ft has charming rivers readily navigable for canoes, and m ~ n y  lakes, 
including the most beautfful in the Province...." There wouid be no problem in regard to 
the part of tbe area now under timber leasc "AU that would be n e c m  wouid be to 
arrange that the Iumberfng be so done as not to damage attractive naturai features." 
Ganong to W.H. ûavidson, Secretaxy of the Newcastle Bmch of the New B m c k  Fish and 
Game Association, 2 January 1929, RG84 vo1.483, me FZ voLZ, NAC. 
l8 Cautley repon on New Brunswick sites, 1930, p27. On Mount Carleton. see Marilyn 
Shaw, munt Carleton Wilde- (Fredericton: Fiddlehead Poetry Books and Goose Lane 
Editions Ltd., 1987). 
I9 Cautiey report on New Brunswick sites, 1930. p.17. Albert County was given a 60 for 
scenery "because of inferior character of coascal scenq, absence of iakes and rather 
monotonous type of interior." Cautiey granteci a 50 for accessibility, 70 for recreationai 
possibiiities, 50 for fish, 80 for game, 90 for geographical position and 80 for cost of 



Harkin accepted Cautley's reporc and passed the recommendation 

of the Lepreau site on to his superiors in December of 1930. By then, 

however, the Conservatives were in power f e d d y *  and had iïttle 

interest in park creation. New Brunswick waited for word fkom the 

Canadian government until 1933, when the province was fmally told 

that nothuig couid be done until it officially proposed a location 

itself.20 N ~ W  Bniriswick straightaway offered the Lepreau site for a 

national park, "subject to the willingness of the Dominion Government 

to spend a large amount of relief work and to reimburse the Provinciai 

Government the cost value of roads, bridges etc. within the siteœm21 

However, there was another obstacle: the Consewative Prime Minister, 

RB. Bennett, was a son of Albert County, and it seemed natural that if 

there was to be any national park in New Bninswick,  it would be 

there.22 There is no evidence that the Parks Brauch faced any direct 

pressure to establish a park around Aima But on his way back to 

Ottawa after suweying the Cape Breton Highlands in 1934, RW. Cautley 

dropped in to Albert County to reswmine its scenexy and to estimate 

what expropriation would be needed. Nombly, he did so at the request 

not of Harkin, but of Assistant Deputy Minister R A  ~ibson.23 

development H e  admitted rhat he did not know how expensive it would be to redeem land 
alienated fkom the Crown, so the 50 for aüenation and practicabiiity "must be regarded as 
an arbitraq figure." 
20 New Brunswick's patience can be seen in the correspondence of RG84 vol.484, fite F2 
v01.2, NAC. 
21 Cited in Cautley to Harkin, 22 December 1934, RG84 voL484, me Fî voL3, NAC 
22 I t  is not ci- whether Bennett himseif got involved with bringing the park to Albert 
County, or whether his supporters wished to put it there as a mernorial (just as William 
Lyon Mackenzie King heiped bring Prince Albert National Park to Saskatchewan). 
23 Cautley to Gibsm, 22 November 1934, RG84 voL484,me F2 vo1.3, NAC. 



Hopes for the acceptance of a "Bennett national park"24were 

dashed when the federal Liberals defeated the Tories in 1935. Just as 

importantiy, the 1935 New Bninmick election brought to power a 

Liberal administration eager for a national park at Mount Carleton. 

The new Minister of Lands and Mines, F.W. Pirie, wrote Ottawa offering 

the Mount Carleton site, asking that it be considered, "provided of 

course that your Govemment undertakes to proceed with its 

devaopment at a satisfactory rate, to be agreed upon. I wouid also 

respectMy suggest, that at least two to three hundred thousand dollars 

be included in your estimates for developing work during the year 

1936.~25 The provincial government's enthusiasm for the site was 

based on a number of factors. The site was largely Crown land, it was 

relativeiy free of settlement, it had Ganong and provincial sportsmen as 

its supporters, and it would mon be accessible th& to a highway 

being built fkom Plaster Rock to Renous which served to bisect the 

province. Liberal Premier kk Dysart predicted in the 1936 Throne 

Speech that his govemment would soon announce that a national park 

A week later Dysart backed down, saying, "the F e d d  

Govenunent might not embark on that project as soon as hoped 

for ...."26 The National Pa& Branch  stiil saw the Mount Carleton site as 

unacceptable. Cautley cded it "foredoomed to failure,"27 a huge black 

forest in the middle of nowhere. Not ody was the proposed area 

24 This was a oame given to the Albert County plans, as mentioned by RB. Hanson, M.P. 
for York-Sunbmy, in Canada, House of Commoas, Debates, 26 May 1939, p.4649. 
25 Minister of Lands and Mines Pirie to Crerar, 28 January 1936, cited by Fred Squires, 
in New Brunswick, Legislature, Svno~tic Rem6 2937, p.21. 
26 Cited by Squires, ibid- pp.20-21. 
27 Cautley to Harkin, 6 March 1936, RG84 wL484, file E 2  voL3. NAC. 



commeraaliy valuable for timber, at 765 square miles it was larger rhan 

Kootenay. Yoho. or Glacier National Parks - too big for a such a smaU 

province.28 The provincial opposition members jeered the 

government's detemation to promote a site the Parks Branch had 

already condemned, saying, "The present Govemment administration 

did not care where the park was estabüshed provided it was established 

at Mount carleton ...."29 

Of course the only thing to be done was to have ali possible sites 

re-investigated; Cautiey was sent once more. There was supposed to be 

a "new" Albert County site for him to inspea, but it tunieci out to be 

practically the same site as in 1930 but with less interior woodand 

involved Though Cautiey agreed that valuable forests shouid not be 

permanently incorporated into a park, he noted that this only served to 

highüght the area's tragic fiaw aside fiom its coastline "there is so littie 

Park value in the interior of Albert ~ount~...."30 Cautley once more 

listed why Mount CarIeton was totaLIy unsuitable, due to everytKng 

from its inaccessibility to the fact that "It is a bad fly country."31 

Cautley &O visited a new site, Mount Champ1ain dong the boun- of 

Kiogs and Queens Counw, and f d  in love with it. He prodaimed it the 

best of ail sites he had seen in 1930 or 1936. It was extremely scenic, he 

reported, and with the best view in al I  of New B m c k .  He envisioned 

it as an Eastern quivalent of a Western paris, with the benefit that "it 

will not only be possible but easy to consmct a driveway almost to the 

28 Cautleyto Harkin. 24 june 1936, Mdk 
A 

29 Squires, Svuo~tic R e ~ o a  1937, pp.21 and 22. 

30 Cautiey report on New Brunswick sites, 1936. pp.14-15, RG84 ~01.1964. file U2.13 
vol. 1. 
31 p.3. 



very summit. Thus it wiii be accessible to aU kinds of tourists, induding 

invaüds, whereas the trouble with most of the splendid mountains in 

our Parks is that they are only accessible to the smali proportion of 

tourists who are athletic and vigorous."32 To the engineer Cautley, 

Champlain Mountain's potentiaI even made the fact that the site was 

not on the Coast forgivable. It was dose to the Saint John River, and he 

had explained to his New Brunswick hosts "that the site could not be 

considered at ail unless it included a solid biock of river frontageon33 

Cautley's 1936 report concluded that accessible Mount Champlain was 

the best possible location for a New Brunswick park, fouowed by Lepreau 

and Albert County. 

To a.U involved, Cautley's findings were quite fnistrating. Nova 

Scotia and Prince Edward Island were getting their parks and yet New 

Brunswick, the fxst Maritime province to ask for one, seemed to be 

getting no doser.34 To the provincial goverment, Cautley's preferences 

for sites in the more populous south of the province ensured that a park 

would be expensive and Micuit to expropriate. As Minister of Lands 

and Mhes Pirie wrote, "there would be a great deal of U-feeling if some 

of the old established settlers had to be removed by expropriation 

proceedings." Pirie glumiy stated that there was aiready generai feeling 

32 && pp.9-10. 
33 Ibid,, p.5. 
34 When asked why Prince Mward Island and Nova Scotia had parks and New Brunswick 
did not, Crerar tried to put the best face on niatters: "There is some difference of opinion 
as to the best location for a park in that province. I would point out something that I think 
is obvious to everyone acquainted witù the situation. A park located in Nova Scotia or in 
Prince Edward Island is bound to be of some benefit to New Brunswick because of the k c t  
that tourists couid reach a park in Nova Scotia oniy by travelling through New Brunswick" 
This response did not, of course, stisfy New Brunswickers. Canada, House of Commons, 
Debates, 13 May 1936, pp.2789 and 2792. 



in the province "that everything goes to the soutW"'5 The govemment 

publicized its predicament by tabling in the legislanire the mass of 

park-related correspondence that had been growing since 1928. At the 

same time, federal politicians were growing increasingly impatient with 

provincial indeusion and threatened to take over the process 

themseives. When T A  Crerar  was asked in the House of Comrnons 

about New Brunswick's progress towards a park, the fo110wing exchange 

ensued: 

C r m  "1 may Say that if the proviace is not in a position to 
do so within the nect few weeks, 1 think 1 shall probably 
bring in legislation that the site may be determined by 
proclamation." 
RB. Bennetc "Not by order in corncil, surely." 
Cr- "Oh, yes: under the exceptional circumstances of the 
case, in order to give this park to the province of New 
Brunswick,  and to meet the wishes of my right honourable 
fnend, 1 am quite willing to recommend that the site may be 
selected by order in council."36 

Crerar did not end up taking this step: the park was not to be forced on 

the province. But even RW. Cautley was tired of the responsibiliv of 

seieaing the parkrs location. Before heading to New Brunswick for his 

35 Cited by Gibson to Wiiüamson, 13 A p d  1937. RG84 voL484, file E2 voU, NAC The 
cornpetidon between sites appears to have I d  to accusations of impropriety, though 1 
found no referience to this in either the &uwggis&g?mrn or the Saint John TeJearaDh 
Journal at the time But the 15 Aprll1936 w d  F m %  in an edimriai on the proposeci 
Prince Edward Isiand park, noteci, There are 2 things that can ruin the park prdect nom 
the very stah .  The f h t  of these is the lest suspidon of radceteering, whkh has corne up 
in our sister province of New Brunswick in connection with th& Natiod Park the other 
is the choosing of an unsuitabIe Iocation." Nine years later, at the end of the war, Iari 
Sclandem wrote a piece for the Tel-h Journal entitled "Cet Ready for Tourists!" in 
which he spoke of the "bitter controversy about the proper location for the project" in 
1936. lt had been "political dynamite," and a "case of sectionalism and iack of co- 
operation..," 18 December 1945. My own research found a relative lack of references to 
the New Brunswick national park in politid and editorial discourse in 1936 - 
surprishg especially since New Brunswickers saw Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia 
successfully ob tainiag parks. 
36 Canada, House of Gommons, De- 1 Mard 1937, p l  384. 



1936 inspection, he had written Harkin that "... 1 should be glad to be 

relieved of sole responsibiiity, since the investigation and report on 

proposed new Park sites is a matter of the first importance. involving, as 

it does, the future of the B m c h ,  the uitimate expenditure of enormous 

sums of public money and the fuifiUment of the best purposes of the 

G o v t ' s  Parks policy."37 

The New Brunswick govemment agreed. Surprised that in 1936 it 

was Cautley who had b e n  sent to investiiate the same sites he had 

investigated in 1930, the province asked specifically for someone else to 

be sent in 1937.38 The task was given to James Smart, Chief Inspector 

in the National Parks Branch. Smart conducted aq aerial survey of the 

sites, and came to much the same condusions as Cautley had 

Champlain was the best site, Sman believed. and would only demand 

th- square miles or so. The Lepreau barras were just too much of a 

drawback in his eyes, and though Smart found Albert "much more 

scenicm, its woods back of the coastline were unuseable. Interestingiy, 

Sman began his dismissal of the Mount Carleton site by noting that it 

"is typical of the original mexploited forest country of New 

~runswick"39 In this case, this was presumably a bad m g .  Mount 

Carleton was just too stony a location for a golf course, too inaccessible, 

37 Cautley m Harkin, 6 March 1936, RG84 ~01.484, Ble F2 voL3, W. 
38 Pirie dearty blamed Cautiey for not r e m m g  Mount Carleton's beauty when he s a w  
i+ In 1938, he recailed that after the Brat inspection in 1930, "..J was advised by several 
of my fiiends in the counties of Victoria and Carleton that Mr. Cautley, the inspecter, had 
not given the Mount CarIeton and the proposed site in Carieton county a proper 
inspection," in 1936 he asked the Department to send another inspemr, only to find 
that Cautley was sent again. "However," he wrote, "it was show in his repoxt in 1936 that 
he missed certain sites.,, .,I asked a further inspection by some one fhihr with 
inspecting national park sites." New BtWlSWick, Legislature, 1938, 
pp.3 1-32. 
39 Smart report on New Brunswick sites, 1937, p.10, RG84 voL1023, file F2 p t l ,  NAC. 



and without sand kaches. Upon reading Smart's report, TA. Crerar 

officially asked the Dysart administration if it would purchase the 

Champlain site for a park40 

After due consideration, the New Brunswick government chose to 

postpone its deasion. Before the House in the spring of 1938, Pirie spoke 

candidly of his feelings in the matter. "...I am going to be a good ioser," 

he announced, "and simpIy Say, we will forget about a National Park in 

the Mount Carleton area as far as m y  recommendation is concemed."41 

However, for the moment no 0th- site would be selected He was 

dissuaded, he said, by Nova Scotia's experience in park building. Pine 

stated, "1 think it cost the province of Nova Scotia somerhhg between 

$2,000,000 and $3,000,000 merely to acquire the park site. They figured 

at the start that the cost would be around haif a million dollars." 

More snidy was needed before a New BrULlSWick park could be 

considered. "1 do not propose to submit to this G O V ~ ~ L T - W I ~  a 

recommendation to purchase any particular area or locate a park site 

in any particular area if the procuring is out of the question or 

unreasonable."42 Pirie's concem may well have ken genuine, but it was 

also timeiy. Peppered with proposais from ail regions of New Brunswick, 

and discourageci by the Parks Branch fkom creating a park where it 

wished, the govemment chose to postpone resolving this tndcy matter. 

In Parliament, Thomas Crerar spoke sympathetically of the province's 

decision, or rather indecision: 

40 Cr- to Me, 16 July 1937, RG84 vo1.1023, file Fî voL4 pt2, NAC. 
41 P Ü k ,  W O D ~ C  Report 1938, p.32. 
42 Pirie. Synootic Re-% 1938, p32. I found nothing in the Cape Breton Highiands 
National Park files to suggest the Nova Scotia government considered it would only cost S.5 
million to esabiish the park, nor that the coss incurred gave the governent second 
thougbts about park creation. 



... 1 am bound to say that 1 recognize the difficulties which 
the provincial govenunent had to overcome in getting an 
area. If they were starring de novo in an area where there 
was no settlement it would be a cornparatively easy matter. 
That was the situation not only in comection with the Cape 
Breton Highlands park site in Nova Scotia, but very largely in 
Prince Edward 1sland-43 

The repeated failure to select a single park site for New Brunswick 

between 1928 and 1938 tel is us something of how the politics of park 

creation worked Above ail, it shows that during this time the three 

main parties involved - the federal govenunent, the provincial 

government, and the National Parks B m c h  - aU had to be in favour of 

both the park in theory and its location for it to become a reaüty. In 

1930, Ottawa and Fredericton politicians could unite to compel the 

Parks Branch to investigate sites, but it was mderstood throughout the 

decade that they needed B m c h  approval for a site to be accepted. Nso 

in 1930, Harkin could endorse the Lepreau site (presumably an 

acceptable site to the province), but this meant nothing if the federal 

government did not act on it And in 1937, the Parks Branch and 

Ottawa couid agree to support Mount Champlain, but it was up to New 

BfllllSWick to deade whether to purdiase the land The nationai park 

did not become a reality In this period, not because of an intractable 

position taken by any of the three parties, but because of a lack of wlll 

on alI sides. For the poiïtiaans, the desire for a park in New Brunswick 

43 Canada, House of Commom, 26 May 1939, p.4649. Whether Crerar h e w  it or 
not, the Park Branch had quietiy inspected another potentfal park Iocadoa in March of 
1939 at the request of the New Brunswick govement James Smart surveyed St Marr[ns, 
just d o m  the Bay of Fundy h m  Alma Though he found it pomtially adequate (and 
cheaper and easier to develop than the Albert Counw site), W i i h m m n  decided Smart was 
behg too generous, and that "tbere is no question that the area Mis Far below the 
ordinary standards for National Parks." Wiüiamson to Gibson, 8 March 1939, RG84 
voi.1023, file F2 voL4 pt2, NAC, 



was never calculated to be greater than the iU feeluigs it might create in 

other parts of the province. And for the National Parks B m c h ,  a New 

Brunswick park was of uncertain value: around 1930, the B m c h  was 

ambivalent about Eastern national parks in generai, and by 1936, no 

one location had evoked a coherent vision of what a New Brunswick 

park could be, as had happened in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward 

Island Not until the late 1940s would politiaans and public senmnts 

unite with a common goal: the creation of Fundy National Park. 

intermission 

Just over a year after the New Brunswick government had decided 

to postpone selecting a park, war broke out in Europe; there would be no 

inkiing of interest in park building for the next six years. Parks, as 

unessential govemment expenditures, were rneant to contribute heaviiy 

to the war effoh In the West, besides housing Japanese întemment and 

alternative service camps, parks opened themselves up to war-related 

resource extmio1~44 In the Maritimes, Cape Breton Highlands and 

Prince Edward Island National Parks tried to maintain services tbat had 

just been developed, despite a deep cut in the budgets of all parks. The 

Park Branch saw its yearly grant drop lower and lower fkom 1938 to 

44 On parks during the war, see Biü Waiser, Park Prisme- and Beiîa, pp.94-103. lt was 
accepted during the war that parks were peacetime luxuries. Member of Pariiament Rev. 
Alexander Nicholson smted, for example, in discussion of increasing Banffs lake 
Minnavanka iiydro developmen& "in tirne of war those wtio prfze these naturai beauv 
spots must be prepated to see them smtûced if power is necessary." ELB. Hanson, of 
York-Sunbury, noted, "If tbis wiii have the effect of changing the economy of that part of 
Alb- then 1 think we are justifieci in voting for this measure, even though we may be 
violating some other tenets which we hold with regard to nadonai parks," Canada, House 
of Commons, Debates. 4 June 1941, pp.3484 and 349 1. 



1943, falling below $1 million for the fxst time since the 1920s.45 No 

one in the Parks Brandi, much less in the rest of the country, considered 

this the tune to expand the park system. New Brunswick Member of 

Parliament AJ. Brooks periadicaily asked Minister of Mines and 

Resources Crerar if there was any word for a new park from the 

provincial front, but he was qui& to add, "1 wouid not be absurd 

enough to ask for it durîng the ~ar...."~6 Crerar's response to Brooks' 

queries was unequivocal: 

I think it is quite impossible during this tune of war to 
proceed with the establishment of any new parks. 1 would 
have great difncui~. in convincing my colleague the MUiister 
of Finance that it is desirable to spend money in developing 
new parks during the war. 1 have no doubt, however, and 1 
express my own view in the matter quite fIaakly, that New 
Brunswick should have a national park, and that when the 
eoubles we are now experiencing have passed away, that 
province will have a national park47 

That was good enough for everyone for the time being. 

The very month that the war began, September 1939, there began a 

four-year silence in the Parks Canada nles on the creation of Fundy 

National Park. Not untîï August 1943 wouid the park be brought up 

again in correspondence. At this later date, Crerar confidenh'alfy wrote 

his provincial counterpm, asking him to think about reconstnicrion, 

and that for New 

45 The amowits were: 1938, $1.41 mllüon; 1939. $1.29 million; 1940. $1.17 million; 
1941, S1.19 miiiion; 1942, $1.0 miliion; 1943, S.87 million, Canada, Department of 
Mines and Resources, -a 193 8- 1943. 

46 Cauada, House of Commons, 30 July 1942. p.5033. 
47 Lhid, 20 March 1941. p.1740. 



~runmick.48 The province took the hint and humedly added plans for 

a national park to its own report on reconstruction beulg written.49 

Once the war was over, politidans returned to the park issue as if 

they had never left i t  Members in the New Brunswick legislature once 

again praised Iocations within their respective ridings. Ln 1946, 

Consemative Fred Squires recycled verbatim his 1937 speech against the 

Liberal handluig of the park issue, as if reading the minutes of a ten- 

year-old argument.50 And in the spring of 1947, James S m m  was sent 

twice to New Brunswick This tirne he did not inspect any park sites; he 

simply talked with Premier John McNair and Minister of Lands and 

Mines RJ. Gill about the Champlain, Albert County, and Lepreau 

proposais. Though the politicians temporized, it was dear to Smart by 

the end of their Wst conversation that they favoured the Albert site. 

Mount Champlain, which had k e n  Cautley's and Smart's fîrst dioice, 

had the advanmges of being inland, not subject to fogs, away from the 

Bay of Fundy's tides, and already served by good highways and 

hydropower. Unspoken, though, was the reality that it was io a Ming 

that stubbornly continued to vote ~onsenrative.s1 The Lepreau site was 

considered too dose to the United States border, and thus would not 

lead tourists through much of the province. Albert Counm in a good 

48 Crerar to Pirie, 10 August 1943, RG84 voL1023, nle F2 voL4 pt2, NAC 
49 The report stated, "New Bntnswicic is the ody province which has no National Park I t  
is urgent that such a park be created, and it is recommended that the Provincial 
Government select one or more National Park sites now." (Actually, Quebec did not have a 
national park eithet.) New Bruaswick, LegisIatwe, R-k 
Cornmittee on Reconstruction, (1944) p.35. See also CoIpitts, "Alma, New Bninswick," 
p.195; and RA Young, "'and the people will sink into despair': Reconsauction in New 
Brunswick, 1942-1952,n H m  Review, voL69 no2 (1988), pp.127-166. 
s0 New Brunswick, Legislature, M- 1946, p.253, and 1937, p.2 1. 
51 Colpitts, "Alma, New Brunswick," p.196. Kings Councy voted Consemîive candidates 
hto the provincial legislature in every eleciion from 1908 through the 1970s, except for 
1935. 



location in the province and capable of being an excellent WdWe 

reserve, was a ïs0  Liberal co~ntry.5~ Though Smart was concerned that 

the Albert site was "too valuable land from a forestry standpoint to tie 

up for a i l  time as a National Park," he refused to brook suggestions that 

it therefore be pared in size, If this was the province's choice, they wouid 

have to transfer it as is; the province accepted.53 On 25 July 1947 the 

transfer of 79.5 square d e s  in the south of New B ~ " ~ ~ 1 ~ w i c k ,  surrounding 

the shoreside community of Alma, was made pubk.S4 The Albert 

County site had never k e n  the National Parks Branch's first choice, but 

it would be home to New Brunswick's first national park. 

After the years of squabbluig about the park's location, this speedy 

backroom resolution seems deddedly anticlimactic. Rather than praise 

or condemn the new park's location, New B w c k  politicians and 

newspaper editors spoke of the park as merely a stepping Stone to their 

next projem a Fundy TraiL ModeiIed on Cape Breton's Cabot Trail, it 

wodd attract towists to a drive dong the southem Coast of the 

province.5s And it seemed that now was the time to ask the federal 

govemment for help in such endeavours. Having spent the past six years 

managing al1 saands of the national economy, the Cmdian 

52 Albert Counw decfed Liberal members in every provinciai eIectioa fkom 1930 until 
1952. Notably, In that election - the first since completion of Fundy National Park - the 
ddhg  went Consewative, and continueci to do so through the 1970s. 
53 Smart mernos, 26 A p d  1947 and 2 1  June 1947, RG84 voL1023, file FZ voL4 ptl, NAC 
s4 Saint John T e l m ~ h  lournd, 28 July 1947, pp.1 and 4. The officia announcemens of 
park aeation were made in the Canadian Order in Council#3211 and the New Brunswick 
Order in Council #47-538. 
55 See Saint John Tel-~h l o u a  4 August 1947; New Bruoswick, Legislature, S v n o m  
Rem= 1948, pp.77-78; and 1949. As early as 7 October 1949, the 
Tel- wouid repart, "No mattei how much is spent on the park, it WU not 
achieve its full purpose und the 'Fundy Trail' is a reality." On 26 January 1950, it 
would announce, "in fact, it is doubm whether Fundy National Park can be regarded as 
adequately planned and exploited uncil the seaside traü is run through." Fifty years 
later, there are sdll hopes for a proposed Fundy Rail, 



govemment now had the financial resources and political will to pump 

money into peacetime national development projects at an 

unprecedented rate. The Ministry of Mines and Resources, working on 

just $15.1 million in 1945, was granted $25.7 million by 1947, and $47.5 

million the following year. The National Parks Branch was just one of 

many agencies pared during wartime that now saw great opportunity for 

expansion in these freespending days. In 1946, the Br=& was budgeted 

over $2 million for the first time. The next year over $2.5 m o n  was 

expended, and in 1948 this was more than vipled to $7.7 mülion, more 

than had been granted during the war y e m  combinecl56 In such an 

atmosphere, that New Brunswick get a new national park was more 

important than where and what it wouid be. Though the Parks B r a n c h  

had spent considerable energy in the 1930s definhg what a New 

Brunswick national park should be, and comrnunicating this to the 

politicians involved, the park was nonetheless being established because 

of a short-term political and economic realiw. This reality, more than a 

Pr -g vision, wouid shape the development of the park as well. 

a wasteland 

What littie has been written about the Fundy National Park 

region's history has commonly show it to have been centred on the 

timber industry throughout the nineteenth cen- and then caught in 

the industry's spiralling dedine for the first half of this century. The 

park's establishment then redeemed the are= salvation for the land, 

deliverance for the community. Historian Gilbert AUardyce writes that 

Canada. Department of Mines and Resources, Ann 1943-1949. 



creating the park was "completing a process that had begun long before. 

For Alma Parish was already a region of exhausted resources, shrunken 

population, and enaoadiing forests, an area that had been returning to 

wiidemess since the dosuig decades of the last cent~ry."57 Elsewhere, 

Aliardyce writes that when the 19th century -ber and shipping boom 

was over in the area, "the settlements had nothing left to sel l  except 

their scenery. The histov of the Fundy Park is therefore an easy one to 

summarize."58 In much the same fashion, Mary Majka in Fundy 

National Park explains, "The devastated land had to recover fkom the 

exploitation of early history to become once again an area sought after, 

but for a different reasoa" There had ken  a "tragic dedine", and she 

ponders that "No doubt the fact that by this time the area had become 

impoverished was also a factorn in selecting it for a park site.59 Leslie 

Bella writes Fundy off in a sentence, stating, "This wasteland was 

suffîciently useless to be acquired cheaply for a national parkmW Only 

Nancy Colpitts, in a Master's thesis on Aima forestry and in an article 

that followed, questions this singkmhded narrative.61 Colpitts points 

out that sawmiu production from 1920 to 1947 was relatively stable in 

the region, and there was no sign of resource exhaustion, Her work, 

57 GiIbeR Allardyce, "The Vexed Question of Sawdusf: River Pollution in Nineteenth- 
Century New Brunswick," p.120. This artide Is reprint& h m  
l&&guste Reviw no.52 (1972). I t  is not clear ho me how in an area witb a rich forestry 
past "encroacbing fores&" can lx seen as a sign of economic stagnation, and why this does 
not negate the idea of "exhausoed resounses." 
58 Ailardyce, The Salt and the Fir." 
59 Mary Majb, Fundv Nadonal Park (Fredericton: Brunswick Press, 1977). pp.30-3 1. 

Bella, p.129. 
61 Colpitts, "Alma, New BruILSWfck," espedally Chapter 4 "The National Puk SawmiILing 
Community to Covemment Support System," pp.168-22 1. Also, Colpim, "Sawmiiis to 
National Park: Alma, New Brunswick, 1921-1947," T .rouble pp.90-109. In 
"SawmiUS to National Park", Colpitis seeks to disprove the notion held by historians 
ARM. Lower and SA. Saunders that the New Brunswick sawmihg industry in generai 
was fn deche in the fhst half of tüis century. 



however, centres on the reiationships between govemment, absentee 

corporate landlords, sawmïli owners, and private contractors in 

fashioning a lumber industry in the area She is not directiy interested 

in the state of the area when Fundy Park was created. 

This state is worth examining, however. Without knowing the 

condition of the region's forests at the creation of the park, we cannot 

understand the motivations of the National Parks Branch and the two 

levels of government for establishing a park there, nor can we evaluate 

what the park has done for (or to) the Alma region. If the wmds were 

seen as exhausted, perhaps the Parks Branch saw an opportuniîy to help 

heal a land and a community, making land that had been discarded by 

foresters useful. Or perhaps the opposite was the case: the Fundy region 

was seen as seemingly pristhe, the woods oniy lightly and not visibly 

harvested, and the park s t a n  pkmed either to keep it nom further 

cutting or to manage dosely what cutting there was. My research 

suggests that, though fat fkom pristine, the woods of what wouid become 

Fundy National Park were plentifid and productive, and the National 

Pa* Branch and both goveLTLments accepted the park with this in 

mind From the point of view of locals, there was general acquiescence 

about the park not because the woods were exbausted but because they 

provided oniy a small and uncertain incorne. When a new indusm - 
* 

tourism - presented itself, the loyalty to forestry was not strong. 

Since 1922, when the American firm of Hollingsworth and Whimey 

bought the lease to much of the timber land in the vicinity of Alma, the 

town had had little control of its own destiny. Lods hoped the 

Americans would build a pulp and paper mül, but instead they chose 

(as ^de Oxford Paper Company did in Cape Breton) to hold the land as a 



timber reserve. Through the 1920s, although there were local 

lumbermen ready and willing to work in the woods, there was M e  

investment able to pay the stumpage fees that Hoilingsworth and 

Whitney demanded. The population of Ahna parish dropped 30% in 

the 1920s to about 500, and the rniiis and dams that had been the 

iifeblood of the t o m  f d  into disuse. Such conditions were common 

throughout New Brunswick, and in the 1930s the Crown encouraged 

Hobgsworth and Wmey and companies elsewhere to permit more 

cutting, in return for the loosening of forestry regulations and the 

lowering of snimpage fees king paid back to the Crown. The freeing up 

of more forest land permitted two sets of backers to set up stationary 

xniiîs near Alma Judson Cleveland and Hartford Keirstead opened a 

mil1 at the mouth of the Upper Salmon River that ran down to M a ,  

and Jack Strayhorne, Fred Hickey, and a new badcer, Fred Colpitts, re- 

opened operations at Point Wolfe. 

In terms of production, the years leading up to the park's creation 

were hardly, as Majka puts ït, a period of "tragic decünefl. The annual 

cut at Alma jumped from 2.5 million board feet in the early 1930s to as 

much as 16 million in 1940, Ievelling off at 8 million in the 1940s. 

More telling, Aima's production as a percentage of the provinaai eut 

rlimbed from under 1% in the mid-1920s to as high as 5% in 1937, 

lev-g off at around 2.3% in the 1940s.62 The population of Aima 

stabilized, dimbing almost onethird in the 1930s, to 650. The lumber 

industry was working at full gear, and most of the ALma region was 

directiy or indirectly p r o s p e ~ g  fkom it. 

62 Colpittr, "Sawmills to National Park," p.109. 



Stii i ,  it is possible that to those involved in forestry, the industry 

seemed to be in dedine. The community of Point Wolfe had dried up in 

the 1920s and was not restored when the Colpitts mil1 opened in the 

1930s. More centrally, the private contractors were in an insecure 

position due to forces beyond their control. They were dependent on 

the patronage and prices of the sawmill operators, who were in turn 

dependent on the govemment's interventions to ensure the good graces 

of Hollingsworth and Whitney. Just as on the strearns that ran to the 

nvers and the rivers that ran to the Bay of Fundy, there could be 

logjams at any point dong the route. For these reasons, it is possible to 

see lumbering in the Fundy Park region in the 1930s and 1940s as both 

profitable and precarious. 

Perhaps the period before park creation is remembered as a tirne 

of timber exhaution because there was a perception that traditional 

consenrationist practices were beiag abandoned A number of people 

spoke to me of their parents' and grandparentsr practice of selective 

cutting, sparing ai i  trees of less than a 14 inch diameter. Winnie Smith 

of Ahna remembers proudly that her father was an "early 

environmentaüst."63 People believe that the government permitted 

HoUingsworth and Mrhimey to relax this restriction; as a result, 

overcutting occul~ed. County coundllor Sam McKinley, the first Aima 

resident to advocate the park's creation, later remembered that "the 

trees were so thin it was a sin to cut themf164 On the other hand, Leo 

Burns of Alma recails that the traditional practices were foilowed under 

63 Inmview with Winnie Smith, Rivenide-AlW 31 August 1994. 
64 Cited in LaUne Cooper and Dougias Clay, "An Historical Review of Logging and River 
Driving in Fundy National Park: Rough D a "  p.5. internai document, Fundy National 
Park files. 



Hollingsworth and VVhitney.65 It is hard to know what to make of this 

meager evidence on its own. It  is possible that lumbermen feared the 

industry was on the m e ,  and fdt they should use up the finite wood 

resources before their competitors did. In this case, increased 

production in the 1930s and 1940s may be seen as a sign of overcutting 

and coming exhaustion - just as decreased production would also be 

seen as a sign of exhaustion. 

The Parks Branch's records c m  at least offer an outside opinion of 

the state of Alma's forests, and as a result demonstrate what the Braach  

beiieved it was accomplishing in turning this area into park land. In 

his 1930 report, RW. Cautley noted that the site was "densely forestedm 

and that "A mile, or les, badc from the shore all the area of this site is 

covered with an unreiieved density of timber on a hi&, r o h g  

surface."66 He made no other direct reference to the heaith of the 

forests around Alma, just as he made no reference to what the creation 

of a park might do to residents dependent on forestry. Six years later, 

Cautley was surprised to find that what he had ken told was a new site 

suggestion was in fact roughly the same site with difTerent rear 

boundaries: "It was mted that the fan& in the rear of Alma contained 

a great deai of cornmerciaiiy valuable timber, a fact which is admittedly 

mie, and that, consequently, the area to be considered as suitable for a 

National Park in that district should be reduced to a minimum. n 6 7  

Cautley then added, The Forestry officiais informed me that the Albert 

65 Interview with Leo Burns, Alma, 1 September 1994. 
66 Cautley report on New Brunswick sites, 1930, pp.14 and 12, RG84 ~01.1964. Ale 02.13 
voLl, NAC. 
67 Cautley report on New Brunswick sites. 1936, p.14, RG84 VOL 1964, Ble ü2.U VOL 1, 
NAC. 



County coast is the most vatuable area in the Province from a tree- 

reproduction or pulp point of view, and that the timber reproduces 

itself more quickly than anyvhere elseaU68 For these rasons he did not 

approve of any Albert Counv site which induded much woodland, but 

he contuiued to believe that in any case a park should exdude Alma 

itself. In 0th- words, he was concerned that timber would be alienated 

from use, but not that timber cutters would be aiienated from theh 

lïvelihood, 

James Smart, who was a forester brained at the University of New 

Brunswick, reiterated in his report of the foItowing year that the forests 

north of Alma were "exu:emely valuable" and that "From a park 

standpoint the badc area has no attraction except as a contiguous 

timber area for use as a game preserve."69 At Point Wolfe, he saw what 

he estimated to be 10 million board feet ready for sawing. He was 

especially impressed with how resiüent the timber was, reaching 

merchantable size in ody 25 to 30 years. InterestingIy, whereas in the 

Cape Breton HigIirâ~~ds Cautley had suggested that Plûasant Bay be 

incorporated into the park and Smart recommended it be exduded, 

here at Fundy he overturned Cautleyts suggestion that the park not 

indude Aima Smart  wrote, LI believe that this wouid be a 

disadvantage to Park administration and wouid also deprive this 

community of th& main source of iivefihood, the timber."70 The 

thnving timber industq worked effiaently in conjunction with s d  

68 m, p.15. 
69 Smart report on New Brunswick sites, 1937. p 5 .  RG84 voL1023, file F2 p t  1, NAC. 
70 &j& p.6. 



scale agriculture and fishing, and "the combination of al l  the industries 

accounts for the prosperous appearaace of the community."71 

There is no evidence that Smart saw a different, exhausted forest 

when he returned to ALma ten years later, when as Controuer of the 

National Parks B r a n c h  he oversaw the creation of Fundy National Park 

In fact, the woods he saw were evidently so productive that they would 

need supervision, and he worked with the provincial govemment to 

carry this out. He informed his superior, 

1 have pointed out to you that the New Brunswick area is a 
diBerem situation fkom our other parks and in my opinion 
certain si1vîcultura.i systems of improvement cutting should 
be carried on fkom year to year to keep the growth in han& 
The growth is very prolific and if no thinnuig operations are 
carried on the whole area wiîl become a jungle, interferhg 
with its general use for recreationai purposes and also crowd 
out some forms of wildlife. Furthmore, I think in time it 
wifi be considered that sections of the area should be used 
for forestry experimental purposes as demo~l~tration plots of 
süvicultural systems and for study.72 

Smart even discussed with the provincial government the possibility of 

allowing this seiective cutting to be done by and for local foresters. The 

Parks B r a a c h  did not rnake a firm decision on the matter, but the 

provinciai Department of Lands and Mines was so confident it had won 

this concession that it announced in i ts 1949 Annual Rems "Since the 

area is highiy productive from a forestry standpoint it wiU be developed 

as a demonstration of good furestry practices as weli as a wild iife refuge 

and for recreational purposes."73 
- - 

71 i b i ~  
72 Smart to Gibson, 14 January 1948, RG84 vo1.1039, Ale F 2 0  vol.1, NAC. 
73 New Brunswick, Deparment of Lands and Mines, Annuai Rem% 1949, p.24. The 
Deputy Minister of lands and Mines, G,H. Prince, sent Smart his notes on an early 
discussion they had and states, "It was intirnatteci that the Dominion woufd give 
consideration to developing a weU manageci forest in the area with the likelIhood that good 



When the park was announced in the fall of 1947, production at 

both the Upper Salmon River and Point Wolfe müls immediately 

plummeted. The Point Wolfe mill prepared to dose down, while Judson 

Cleveland at the Upper Salmon River mill tried to figure out how he 

could continue, with the -ber land he had used having been 

alienated.74 The new park would give jobs to the area but it was not 

fiUYig an empty niche: it moved people out of an industry many of 

them had known ali their lives. W.P. Keirstead of Alma wrote Smart 

that he had retumed fkom a stint in the R C A F .  hoping to take up his 

father's business as a merchant and lumber operator. "The Park project 

has disturbed ail this," he wrote, "cutting off local lumber resources, 

thus depleting lumber camp provision sales, dispersing families, many 

far removed from our sphere of business, so that our outlook today is 

altogether different than in the spring of 1945.~75 

The creation of Fundy National Park meant the permanent 

protection of a m e t  of New Brunswick's forest, and a guaranteed 

tourist industxy of some sale for the people who lived nearby. These 

may rightiy be considered good things in themseives. It misrepresents 

the history of both the park land and its people to suggest that at 

establishment the land was denuded and the people were without jobs 

or fitures. When Fundy National Park was established, forestry was stiU 

alive and weil in Alma 

- - - 

forest management wouid be adopteci." See Prince to Smarc, 6 October 1947, RG84 voL1023. 
file F2 voL4 ptl, NAC, 
74 Colpitts, "Aima, New Brunswick," p.197. 
75 W.P. Keintead to S m  4 November 1949, RG84 ~01.1025, file Fl6.ll2.1 vo1.l pt2  
(1949-f %2), NAC. 



a happy, happy time 

Winnie Smith of Aima was working in Moncton in the summer of 

1947, helping her sister take care of her newbom baby. She walked into 

Staplest Drugstore in Moncton one day and saw the park announcement 

on a newspaper headüne. "1 was jumping up and clown," she recak. 

"It was a happy, happy time. J O ~ O U S . " ~ ~  She thought the park would 

bring prosperity to the area through tourism, and she was proud that 

her home had been considered beautiful enough to become New 

Brunswick's first national park. Not everyone to be expropriated was so 

happy, but there was in the establishment of Fundy a greater 

acceptance among locals than at either Cape Breton Highlands or Prince 

Edward Island National Parks. Those forced to relocate were in many 

ways more prepared than those in the two eariier parks had been. They 

were much more likely to know what the new national park was ail 

about, having heard about or visited the two existing Maritime parks. 

They knew that the Alxna region had ken  discussed as a possible park 

site since 1930. As well, there existed in Alma a cornmunity that would 

take in ali those moving out of the park area Beyond all this, there was 

a willingness to give up the lifestyIe that had kept Alma, in the words of 

one resident I spoke with, a "dogpatch". 

The New Brunswick govemment ais0 gave residents less reason or 

opportunity for protest or cornplaint than had occuned in Nova Scotia 

and Prince Edward Island. The govemment settled with landowners 

qui* and relatively generously. Unlike in Prince Edward Island, 

expropriated landowners were able to appeai their settiements. Unlike 

76 Interview with Winnie Smith, Riverside-Alb- 3 1 August 1994. 



in Nova Scotia, landowners were dealt with all at once, with a fm date 

for their removai. There is no evidence, however, that the state's action 

was a resuit of having leamed from the experïences at the fxst two 

Maritime parks. It  more likely demonstrates a changing Canadian sense 

of how expropriation should be handled, as weii as the provincial 

govemment's awareness that the park issue was so public that land 

acquisition had to be done smaîghtforwardly. In any case, the 

expropriation proceedings to create Fundy National Park lacked the 

messes and controversies that surrounded the proceedulgs at Cape 

Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island National ~arks.77 

The park location was made public in late July 1947, and f e d d  

and provincial orders in corncil cemented the nansfer that fail. The 

New Brunswick govemment worked quickiy7 promishg the Canadian 

govemment that ail occupants would be removed by 31 October 1948. 

Surveys were made, vaiqtions determined, and the owners offered a 

price for their propem. If this was refused, the government would 

invariably make a higher? finai offer. If the owner stiU refused, the case 

would go to arbitration (only two cases did).78 Meanwhile, the Parks 

B r a n c h  began work in the spring of 1948 to develop the park 

Nearly half of the new park area was Crown land under timber 

license to Hollingmorth and Whitney, and the remahder was privately 

owned in about 130 properties - the largest which was also 

Hohgsworth and ~hitney's-~g Not surprisingly, the New Brunswick 

77 That is not a> say that the New Brunswick government was in any way reacting to the 
expropriations at the fkst two parks. In fact, there is no mention of Cape Breton Highlands 
or Prince Edward Island parks during establishment of Fundy. 
78 The arbitration proceedïngs are explained by Giil in New Brunswick, Legislature, 
Svnopdc ReDod. 1949, A p p d i x  p.16. 
79 New Brunswick, Depamnent of Lands and Mines. Annual Rem- 1947, p.12 1 and 1949, 



government's fmt order of business was achieving a rapid settlernent 

with the forestry company.80 Unüke Odord Paper Company in Cape 

Breton, Hoilïngsworth and Whitney quidcly and amicably accepted 

$325,000 for about 21,000 acres of land it owned and another almost 

fow square miles it held in Iease. In the eyes of the Saint John 

Telegra~h lournal, this was a major concession by the company. The 

paper noted that this was "one of the best lumber areas in New 

Brunswi&," where "seven or eight million feet" of lumber and a lot of 

pulp were cut the previous year.81 But Hollingsworth and Whimey was 

probably quite satisfied with the price, I t  knew that the New Brunswick 

govefament was beginning to promote the puip industry and would in 

the future favour companies that had mils within the province. Also, 

it had owned the land for 25 years and never put it to much use 

anyway. The New Brunswick government even offered to buy the 

company's smaU parcels of land outside the park boundary, which 

wouid be of little use to the company once the park was made.82 

Once Hoibgsworth and Whimey had seîtied, there was Little 

chance that the rest of the property owners would not follow. There was 

now nowhere in the region for them to get timber enough to keep the 

primate lmbermen cutting, and the müls supplied The overnight Ioss 

of the region's major wood supply underscored how tenuous the 

industry had aiways been, how residents had never had control of their 

p.2 1. 
80 In January of 1948, Smart  mentioned in a memo that 70 of the 795 square miles of the 
park had aIready ken sedeci. This means that settlement with HollIngsworth and 
Whitney had already ken made, wen though no other owners had even b e n  contacteci yet 
Smart  to Gibson, 24 january 1948, RG84 vo1.1024, file F2 vol.5. 
81 Saint John Telema~h lournal, 28 August 1947. 

82 See Colpim, "Aima, New B n i n s w i ~ k , ~  pp.204-205. 



own Iiveiîhood. And as Nancy Colpitts writes, "Even if objections from 

Colpitts and Cleveland had blocked the park, Hollingsworth and 

Whitney was still free to retaliate by denying the two entrepreneurs 

access to the land."83 

On top of this, the two sa& 0wners7 Judson Cleveland and 

Fred Colpitts, had their own reasons for agreeing to dose the U s  

without a fight Cleveland was over 80 years old and seems to have 

accepted that the park wouid mean the end of his career as a iumber 

operator. Fred Colpitts had been the Liberal M.L.A. for Albert County 

fmm 1930 to 1939 and was, though not a vocal proponent of the park, a 

loyal member of the government that was establishing one. The two 

men's diffefent situations resulted in dififerent settlements. KB. Brown 

of the New Brunswick Department of Lands and Mines, in charge of 

surveying and assessing the lands to be expropriatecl, went out of his 

way to ensure a good settlement for Colpitts. He had originally assessed 

Colpitts' p r o p q  at $5000, but Colpitts sought $7900 plus $2000 for 

the loss of the use of his milL Brown went back and found ways in 

which a more favourable vaiuation "might be justified," and conceded 

the miii compensation "might be justified with some difficuIty." He 

ended up with a new offer of $9652, "as an illustration of an attempt to 

meet Mr. Colpitts' daim and to justify the amount on a basis of 

factV84 At some point not noted in the mes, the assessrnent was raised 

again and Colpitts ended up receiving $16,000 for his propem. Judson 

Cleveland, a Conservative, was less fortunate. H i s  mül was just outside 

83 Jbid, p.205. 
84 KB. Brown, in Fred Colpim file. Fundy National Park Land Assembly Records. 
Department of Natural Resources, RGlO RSl45, Provincial Archives of New Brunswick 
Denceforth, PANB]. 



the park boundary at Alma, so the province had no obligation to 

compensate him for it. He received aimost $6000 for his 170 acres 

within the park, but was rebuffed when he sought $6000 more for the 

loss of his business, Though he cornplaineci to the province, "The park 

has taken my job - made my miii worthiess. ... People say 1 was smck 

harder than anyone else7"85 he was awarded no additional money. 

The remainder of the property owners had little choice but to 

accept expropriation. Most of the cornrndty had relied on 

Hollingsworth and Whitney's leased or owned woods and on Cleveland's 

and Colpitts' mills to make a living; with those gone, th& interest in 

contesting the new park waned Aware of t h i s  advantage,*o the 

province sought to satisfy the landowners speedily - in particular those 

45 or so farnilies who would have to relocate. Most homeowners 

received between $4000 and $10,000 for their property7 dependhg more 

on the size and qualiv of their land than on the value of their house 

and barns. Cottagers received about $2000 for th& holdings. For most 

residents this was enough to rebuild in Aima or nearby. Not 

surprisingly, there is stül a wide variance of opinion as to the fairness of 

the prices offered by the provincial government. Bob Kellstead toId me 

that he and his brother obtained quite different settlements on the two 

30-acre properties of thnberIaod they owned. The government offered 

bis brother $600, then flew over Keirstead's land and set a price of $97, 

later raising this to $200. "It must have been a foggy day," Kwstead 

85 Cleveland. In Judson Cleveiaad Ale. ibid. 
86 For example, in answering Fred Colpitts' complaints, ICB. Brown suggested that 
widents were Lucky to be d e m g  with the governmenc "If Hollingsworth and Whitney 
had decided to convert ail wood to puipwood, as they had told us they pianned to do, would 
you have had a rl;iim against them? See Colpitts file, Fundy National Park Land 
Assembly Records, Department of Naflrral Resources, RGlO RS145, PANB. CoIpitts, "Alma, 
New Brunswick," p.201. 



saîd ciryiy87 Generally, though - and in contmst to the expropriations 

at Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island National Parks - it 
is believed that the residents received a fair market or above fair market 

price for t .  property. 

However, the provincial govemment accepted no responsibility for 

those who did not live on the parkiand but who depended on it for 

th& living. Residents of Alma who worked in Hollingsworth and 

Whitney's woods received nothing, and those who owned srnall woodlots 

that they seledvely cut from received a sum for the land, not for its 

value to them (as park residents did for their home and fanniand). 

Thus while Mary Jonah of Sussex received $2022 for a lot and cottage, 

W i e d  McKiniey of Aima received only $760 for 87 forested acres. Fred 

Colpitts, past M.LA for Albert, was the only property owner to receive 

extra money for the loss of future income.88 Whiie it is certainly 

understandable why the province sought to avoid what would have 

been a debated and expensive procedure of compensating for loss of 

Iivelihood, the incident demonstrates why establishment of a national 

park means more than just the premtion of a block of land It 

shapes the land use and economy not only of the park itself but also of 

87 Here is a good example of how ciifficuit it is today a, judge setdement offers. In the 
expropriation records. Bob Keirstead's propew is stated to be 24 acres, not 30, and his 
brother is said to have ken  given $539, not S60. for 38 acres, not 30. Are these the 
final settlements in each case? Are the surveyed sizes accurate? Is Keirstead's memory 
of the properües wrong? How credible is his knowledge of the value of the property? See 
Fundy Natiouai Park Land Assembly Records, Depamnent of Natural Resources, RGlO 
RS145, PANB. 

The assessor, Brown, felt that granting Colpitts this concession could spark trouble 
He stated, "This seems m me to be comparable to the woman who wanted $2500 for the loss 
of her business in keeping chickens and foxes and that of the man who claimed he could 
clear $1000 a year raising pigs. Many such daims would no doubt develop if this were 
recognized." See Colpitts, "Alma, New Brunswick," p.203. 



the surrounding a m  An expropriation process which does not speak to 

this is delusional. 

For a time, the National Parks B m c h  considered aüowing some 

occupants of the area to s t a y ,  not in recognition of their right to the 

land but because of their potentid benefit to the patk Prior to the 

park's establishment, Claude Bishop kept a fishing business and srnaii 

house at Herring Cove and asked that he might be ailowed to stay and 

fish there. James Smart considered the katter and decided that this 

would be in keeping vvi th the new park He toId KB. Brown, "we would 

be prepared to let him continue his fishing operation at Herring Cove 

and give him a permit of occupation .... 1 told Mr. Bishop that 1 

thought it wouid be a great advantage to the park development to have 

an operation as his in the park when it is established ...."89 Smart was 

aiso interested in letting the half-dozen cottagers at Herring Cove 

including Bishop stay on, in government-issue cottages. Smart had 

spent part of his career at Kding Momtain and Prince Albert National 

Parks, and was familiar with the shack tenu that summer-long visitors 

to the park were allowed to put up there. He wrote, "On National Parks 

like Ridhg Mountain and Prince Albert and such as Fundy, on whidi 

only Surnmer occupation would be permitted, those people are the best 

boosters for the DeparÉment in its efforts in promotion of National 

~arks."90 Presumably, they would become fixtures of the park, giving it 

a small p e m a n ~ t  clientele as weU as acting as overseers of a park they 

would be inclined to protea. The cottagers at Herring Cove were 

aiiowed to srimmec there for $10 each year until 195 2, while the Parks 

89 Smaxt to Brown, 29 May 1948, RG84 voL1024, file F2 VOLS, NAC. 
Smart  a> Gibson, 10 Decernber 1952, KG22 voL239, file 33.6.1 pt3, NAC. 



Branch considered whether to build a subdivision of identical new 

cottages. Of course, Smart was accepting of Bishop and the cottagers 

because their stay would be seasonal and because they would not 

detract from the park's image. That is, they would be either 

reçreationists or quaint fishers - fmers,  loggers, or businessmen were 

not M t e d .  The Parks Branch ultimately decided to forbid all residence 

in Fundy, recognizing it might be politically inexpedient to expropriate 

some people whiie letting others stay and fearful of creating a 

permanent administrative concem. Neither the cottagers nor Bishop 

were invited back in 1953, and th& buildings were demolished91 

Perhaps the most interesting case was Judson Cleveland's 

intervention to help the Baizley family who Lived in Alma West and 

whose daughter ran the post office there. Cleveland had ailowed the 

f d y  to live on his propem for twenv years, and he now asked KB. 

Brown to add $1500 to his evaluation so that he could continue to 

manage their interests. Cleveland's generosiw is impressive, but his 

belief that the Baizleys would prefer to be kept rather than to be 

reimbmed themselves for the l o s  of a home indicates the paternalistic 

nature of the forest industxy. Awkward about this arrangement, the New 

Brunswick govemment chose to grant $2000 to the muniâpality of 

Albert for the Baizleys' care. I t  is not dear whether the money ever went 

to the family in 1951, the daughter, Mrs. J. Boyd Baizley, wrote the 

province asking why her family was never given anything when the park 

came in.92 

See RG84 voi.1024. N e  F16.1. NAC. 
92 Baizley file, Fundy National Park Land Assembly Records. Depanment of Nanird 
Resources, RGlO RS145, P M .  



The great majoriw of the families who were expropriated off the 

park land moved to Alma and built homes there. For those living on 

the tableland of Alma West, where the park headquarters are today, it 

was a move of only a few hundred yards to the east Some of the 

dispossessed landowners brought bad feelings about the new park with 

them. Pearl Sind& recds that one family never set foot in the park 

again, though they would drive through it on the way to ~usse.x.93 

Murice Martin accepted the sale of his family's farm and went on to 

become the park s t a E s  main authorïty on local history, whiie his 

brother Norval never accepted the park takeover. A 1948 artide for the 

Saint John T e l e m ~ h  lournal by Ian Sclanders shows the myopia that 

people not directiy affected by the park aeation could exhibit. 

Sdanders, who had k e n  an advocate of a New Bmswick park since the 

eariy 1930s, reported that the golf course designer Stanley Thompson 

expected great things of Fundy's course, 

but he probably wishes that the residents of Alma West, so 
soon to be evacuated to other parts, were a bit more 
understanding. The green for the second hole is nght in 
Mrs. Jim Armstrong's backyard, where her garden used to be, 
and she nequently rclminds him that, thanks to him, she 
won? have any vegetables to can this year.94 

Armstrong complained that "Wetli have to live in a littie tarpaper 

shantyn95 white rebuilding in ALma Leo Burns believes that this was the 

hardes and most unforeseen part of the expropriation business: 

everyone who could possibly help you build a house in Aima was already 

working in the park in 1948.96 

93 Intewiew with Pearl Sinciair, Alma, 2 September 1994. 
94 Ian Sclanders. "New Brunswick Parade," Saint John Telegraph lournai. 26 July 1948. 

95 

96 Interview with Leo Burns. Afma, 1 September 1994. 



What most bothered residents, and what has stuck in many of 

th& mernories, were the efforts of the incoming park developers to 

completely eradicate evidence of past human presence. Homes, barns, 

and outbuildings were not removeci or tom down, they were simply 

vacated, bddozed over, and the remab bumed The Parks Brandi did 

not keep a single p r d s t i n g  smcture for the park's use. Even a local 

petition to have the two communïty churches left standing was 

unsuccessfu1.97 Winnie Smith, who found it a "happy, happy t h e "  

when the park announcement was made, is saddened that her famiIy 

farm is now the cesspool for the park's Chigneao Campground She 

notes, "They could have left signs saying, 'This was where there was a 

house.' It's sidcening. 1 just feel awN about that"98 Perhaps the most 

symbolic change invoIved Point Wolfe. The point had been named for 

British General James Wolfe, and there had been a little community 

there from about the 1830s to the 1920s, when the timber industry 

slumped The Parks B ~ a a c h  knew i ts name, and referred to it correctly 

during the yean of park acquisition and devdopment. But the offiaai 

booklet that went with Fundy National Park's opening in 1950 refers 

throughout to "Point Wolf", and the name stuck for a number of years in 

park pubücations.99 It is unciear whether this was an accident, or an 

attempt by the Parks Branch to associate the park with natural history 

rather than human history. 

- - - - - - - - - - 

97 AUardyce, "The Sait and the Fi," p.5. 
98 Interview with Winnie Smith, RiversideAibert, 3 1 August 1994. 
99 canada, Department of Resources and DevelopmMt O-g 
ceremonies booklet In 1956, In a newçpaper article telling of an expatriate returning to 
the Fundy Park region for a visit Jean Smeaer writes, "It  seems to me a great pity that the 
park Iiterahtre has dropped the e from Wolfe tfius losing its historical signficance." 
Srnemer, 19 Juiy 1956. Fmm ciipping colIection of Grem Getdaxt Eiliott 



the face-lift 

As in Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton Highlands National 

Parks, in Fundy National Park the Parks Branch did not in fact replace 

the previous human presence with wild nature, but wîth its own vision 

of what a national park should be. That vision had evolved since the 

1930s. The first two Atlantic Canadian parks had been chosen to 

resemble classic tum-of-the-century m o r t  settings. The two parks had 

seaside features, rich summer homes tumed into hotels, picturesque 

drives dong the water, and attractions for both wealthy and middle 

class tourists. Fundy had none of these. Most of it was densely wooded, 

it had only one noteworthy "view" ( h m  the tableland, looking down on 

the Bay of Fundy), and whatever cultural heritage it had had was 

bulldozed away. But to the Parks Branch, none of this was of concern. 

Approaching the mid-century, it was time for a new national park, one 

that symbolized the present and the future rather than holding fitmly to 

the past. 

Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island National Parks 

had become successful parts of the park system since their establishment 

in the late 1930s. From their 1937 attendance of 2O.ûûû and 2500 

respectively, attendance had grown and, after a wartime lull, was rising 

regularly postwar. By 1948, Prince Edward Island National Park's 

attendance was the fifth highest in the Canadian parks system at over 

84,000, up fkom 48,000 in 1945. Cape Breton Highland's attendance was 

almost 26,000, thirteenth in the system, and up fiom 19,000 in 1945.100 

Canada, Depariment of Mines and Resources, ~ n n u a l  Re- 1937-1948. See 
Appendix 2. 



The Eastern parks' locations, much nearer the population core of Canada 

and the United States than were the Western parks, had proven u s e N  in 

attracting tourists. And they had in no way weakened the parks 

system's reputation or image; in fact, they helped make the national 

parks more nuly national. However, whüe Eastern parks were more 

readily accepted by the Parks Branch, their scenev was s t i l l  considered 

unremarkable by Brandi standards. They were attractive, and would 

attract tourists to the Maritimes, and this was suffiüent. Now that 

Eastern national parks were not as suspect as they had been 15 years 

earlier, the main question was not whether to have them but rather how 

to market them most effectively. 

This was increasingly important in the postwar tourism boom. 

Attendance to parks had doubled between 1945 and 1947, and would 

jump another 50 percent by 1949.101 To satisfy the growing class of 

affluent, mobile middle-class consumers, parks which had survived on 

little upkeep and development for most of the decade would now have 

to spend to improve facilities. As mentioned earfier, this began in 

earnest in 1948, the very year that most of Fundy was developed. In 

that yeaq the budget for Canadian nationai parks was over $7.7 million, 

tbee  times what it had k e n  even in 1947. The loosening of the purse 

strings pefmitted the Parks Branch  to conceive of Fundy in k g e r  terms 

than had been possible for Cape Breton Highlands or Prince Edward 

Island. In the first two Atlantic parks, limited funds demanded that the 

Parks Branch accept the restrictions imposed by nature and culture. The 

parks were buiit on top of'existing roadways, elaborated on existing 

tourist views, and recycled existing cultural allusions. Cape Breton 



Highlands and Prince Edward Island National Parks came to resemble 

beachside resort settings because that is already what they were trying to 

resemble, and the Parks B m c h  couid do iittle more than improve the 

resemblance. But at Fundy, this limitation did not Mst. Alma West 

and region had never attempted to be a tourist centre, and more 

importantiy the Parks Branch could afford for the first time to start 

development from scratch. At Cape Breton Highlands only $1.1 million 

of federal money had been spent in the first four years of development, 

but at Fundy over $2.2 million was spent in the three first yean of 

development, 1948 to 1950.102 

Unfortunateiy, in the archival record no member of the Parks 

B m c h  expressly describes what the Fundy Park development was to be, 

or what the hopes for the new park were.103 This may in itself be 

teiüng. There is no sign that there was disagreement either within the 

Parks B m c h  or between levels of governent about the park plan 

before development, nor any indication that there was signincmt 

unhappiness about how devdopment progressed. Once the site was 

select& and the properties expropriated, development went ahead 

straightforwardly. There is thus no better way to begin describing the 

lo2 in 1948, $540,000 was spen$ in 1949, $870,000; in 1950, $835,000. Note that in the 
same period 52.6 miluon was spent by the department in rebuildiog sectiom of Cape 
Breton Highiand's Cabot TraiL RG22 voL474, fiIe 33.9.1 pt4, NAC. 

The nearest approximation is a Ietter from New ~ru.n&ck Depury Minister of lands 
and Mines G.H. Priace to James S m  dwing park negodation, in which he ~ p s  what 
was agreed between them in a previous meeting. Prince had hopai that Alma West couid 
be exdudeci from the park but was told, he remembers, that this %as considered 
impossible as thls location was selected for the main gateway to the park and for 
development as a town site for store, restaurants, gasoiine station, hotei, bungalow sites, 
swimming pools, etc. ... An extensive road construction program wi i i  be undertaken and 
water and storage system installed in the town site. Golf course and skii runs and other 
types of construction w i l  be undertaken." Of course, Prince may have been remembering 
what he wanted to remember (ski runs were never in the Parks Branch plans), but Smart 
did not contradict Prince to Smart, 6 October 1947, RG22 voL366, file 304.73 p t l ,  
NAC. 



plan for the park than to show it as it existed shortly after opening. 

Man Maxwell writes of visiting the new park in her 1951 boostensh 

travei book 'Round New Brunswick She offers a rather perfunctory 

description of Fundy's natuml scenery, but this is only fitting. The 

natural scenery was of secondary interest to the obviously new, 

obviously precisely-maintained built environment. Maxwell writes, 

Near the Administration plateau are facüities for people 
who want to have a good tirne. There is a 100-fuot-long 
swimming tank full of warmed sea-water, bathing-houses 
which contain bathing-suits, 1000s of them of every 
description, a natural arena where band concerts or church 
senrices are held, and near at hand some 40 cottages of the 
Swiss chaiet m e ,  each containing al i  the modem 
conveniences even to propane gas for cooking. We took the 
road going to Point Wolfe several miles West, and on the way 
passed the golf course of nine links, tennis court, and a bail 
field, then the dub-house. The dub-house is a magnificent 
building, fitted for the enjoyment of ail the sports including 
bowling. There are, besides the lockers, a snack bar, sports 
shop, a handicraft shop, etc. The main room of the dub- 
house is 50 feet by 30 feet in extent and there is a aeplace 
13 feet wide.104 

Fundy National Park was designed to provide ali possible amenities for 

the travelling family that was expected to dominate tourism pst-war. 

The swimming pool and golf course wouid fulfill sporting needs; an 

amphitheatre and handicraft school would fdf% cultural needs; 

cottages, hotels, and campgrounds would fulflll accommodation needs; 

and a "townsite" of gift shops and restaurants would fulf.ül consumer 

needs. 

Whiie most of these amenities were present at other national 

parks, what makes Fundy unique is that the developments were 

Lilian Maxwell, 'Round New Bninsvvick Roadh (Toronto: R y m n  Fr-, 1% l), pp.104- 
105. 



designed to be the focus of the visiter's experïence. At Cape Breton 

Highlands and Prince Edward Island, for example, development was 

meant to spread tourists around and help them see more of the park's 

natural area Because the Parks staff saw Fundy as having only one 

marketable view, development here would need to have a different 

purpose. It  would have tu keep tourists busy in this one spot, to ensure 

they spent any amount of tirne in the park at all. The Parks Branch 

had the fundiag, the opportunis. (once the people of Aima West were 

expropriated), and the motivation to develop this national park to a 

degree to which a new park had never been developed before. The 

editor of the Saint John Teleara~h Toumal complimented the park 

designers for th& innovation: "And New Brunswick's site - nom the 

description of its numerous feawes - promises to be distinctive among 

Canada's national parks. Not just an attraction to be looked at for a 

few minutes, like a curiosity of Nature, Fundy National Park will be a 

place for visitors to stay in and spend as long as they wisbn105 

The development of the park headquarters was at the expense of 

both the arears cultural past and its environmentai present. Once the 

residents of Aima West and vin'nity had been moved and their houses 

and f m s  buildozed, a preliminary landscaping was needed The Parks 

Branch contracted this and much of the construction work to Caldweil 

and Ross of Campbellton, New Bninswick .  The new Fundy National Park, 

populated for almost 150 years, was too wild to be presently acceptable. 

Roads needed to be smightened, hillocks flattened, ugiy and misshapen 

trees cut down, Stones removed, grass planted. It was a big project that 

los Editorial, Saint John T-h lournal. 5 January 1950. 



involved the use of over 15,000 cubic meves of topsoil, enough to cover 

a 12 acre field a fmt deep.l*6 

In a number of newspaper articles of the t h e ,  the provincial 

media reported on the tidying operation. Again and again they 

returned to metaphors that suggested beautification. "It requires men 

and machines to put the finishing touches" on the landscape, one writer 

suggested, and it wouid be a long-term job: "It will take years to 

completely landscape and trim the Albert county countryside."l07 

This was to be a "tremendous face-iifting operation", "an improving 

facial", "an estimated $3,000,000 facelifting" wrote others.108 I t  was 

"the effect whkh may be obtained by polishing an aiready gem-like 

setting. Improvement touches have been largely in the nature of 

removing man-made blotches in a beaury-blessed ared"'09 No reporter 

saw this landscaping as out of the ordhary, and one writer even 

congratulated the Parks Branch for retaining existing scenw "the 

camping ground is taking shape in what was once a jungle of cut-over 

trees, stumps, and Stones. Here, too, the accent on naturai setting is 

evident As m y  trees are k i n g  retained as possible without 

interferhg with camping ground plans. ... Rustic picnic tables and 

benches, hem from trees removed in the park make-over job, 

abound..,. ii1.10 

The Parks Branch was M y  behind this scaie of landscaping. Ian 

Sdanders noted that the person in charge of overseeing park creation, 

lo6 Lothian, A Brief History, p. 1 1 1. 
lo7 Moncton Tm- undated From dipping coiiection of Greta Gelciart Elüott 

lo8 From clipping collection of Greta Geidart Elliott I t  is possible that these writen 
were relying on the same Parks Branch press release. 
log LW. Murphy. From clipping coiiection of Grera Geldan Ellion 

From clipping coiiection of Grea  Ceidart Eliiott 



Superintendent Ernest Saunders, was reiaxed about the work, "as though 

moving scenay around were mere routine. We're cutting the top of 

that hül off,' he said, 'and we'll use it to fiu in that bog down there. We 

did a littie job on that Stream yesterday - shifted its course a coupie of 

hundred yards with a bulldozer.'" It was alI part of "turning rough 

wilderness into a gigantic playground"~~~ James Smart was a little 

more apologetic about the changes being made, but he too saw them as 

necessary and the damage as temporary. in a 1950 Chrismias card to 

New B r u n s w i c k  historian Mer Clark Wright, he wrote, 

At the present time our development area looks a Little raw 
in spots due to construction work ... To some people it may 
appear that we are not keeping the area inviolate as is our 
general aim in co~ection with the administration of 
National Parks but it has been my experience that nature is 
a great healer and a lot of the rough spots will be m e d  and 
in a few years the whole layout will again take on a more 
natura appearance.l12 

Nor was Smart above helping the great healer dong. After a landsiide in 

the administration area, he had park wardens plant trees along the scar 

On top of the new topsoit, Fundy National Park was built Stanley 

Thompsonrs Company was brought in to design and set up a nine-hole 

golf course dong the road on the way towards Point Wolfe, just as 

Cautley had suggested 18 years eariier. Golf was still considered de 

rigueur for national parks, and $100,000 was spent on the new 

course.114 A swimming pool was built almost right on the beach at 

Ian Scianders, "New Brunswick Parade." Saint John m h  lournal, 26 July 1948. 

S m  to Esther Clark Wright 20 December 1950. RG84 voL46, file F109, NAC. 
113 Cordon L Scott to J.U. Coleman. Chief. National Parks Branch. 31 April 1951. RG84 
~01,140, file F28.1, NAC. 
l4 There were, however. the f i t  rumblings of discontent Unaware that campgrounds 



Alma West I t  was an engineering showcase, with water directed ffom 

SpMg Brook H U  through a pipe system overhead on the road to Point 

Wolfe down to the beach where it was warmed The pool was meant to 

ensure swimming regardless of the weather, but soon after its opening a 

large dividing wail had to be b d t  to keep the coId winds of the Bay out; 

it, of course, also eliminated the view of the Bay. 

Potentially the most innovative development was the opening of 

the New Brunswick  School of Arts and Crafts in buildings in the 

headquarters area Headed by Dr. Ivan Crowell, director of handicrafts 

for the province, the new sdiool would teach single-day to eight-week 

classes in weaving, woodtuming, candle making, and the like. "Courses 

in weaving," it was noted, "are taught in English, French, Estonian, 

Norwegian, and ~wedish."llS James Smart hoped it would give the new 

park a cultural cachet, and stated, "we would like to see this activity 

established on a scale similar to the Banff School of Fine Arts in Banff 

~ a r k  ...."Il6 This is interesting, because it once more shows Smart - who 

had toyed with the id- of keeping the Herring Cove cottages as a 

townsite - trying to aeate community within Fundy Park in the image 

of a Western park with which he was familiar. Smart also established in 

Fundy what he u s d y  called a "business subdivision" but what he aiso 

over-optimisticdy called a "townsite": seven building lots in which a 

were in the works, HS. Robinson, Assistant Chief of the Historical and Information W o n  
of the Department of Mines and Resources, wryIy no- "As something les than 4% of 
park visitors make use of park goifing facïiities, we believe that it would create better 
relations with about 96% of the public if we were able to publicize the availabiiiry of 
extensive uptoaate mpground hdities-" Robinson to Gibson, 8 December 1949. KG84 
vol.484, me F36 p t  1, NAC. 
l5 Jessie 1. Lawson and Jean Maccaiium Sweet, This is New Brunswick (Toronto: Ry-n 

Press, 1951), pp.121-123. 
Smart to Moore, 24 Feb- 1949. RG84 VOL 142, nle F3 17, NAC. 



service station, restaurants, and gift shops were planned to serve the 

national park's needs. 

There was no longer a belief that tourists would segregate by dass, 

as there had been at Prince Edward Island National Park a decade 

earlier. Fundy would keep all types of tourfsts in its headquarters area 

As a result aii park components had to be first-class. Campgrounds 

were developed for tents and trarlers, but there were also 29 cottages 

built on a row overlooking the goif course. These were fuliy furnished 

two-room chalets with gas stoves and refngerators, amenities as modem 

as any that could be found outside the park The Parks B m c h  M y  

expected that the new park would encourage local initiative into 

tourist-related businesses. They offered business lots and long-te= 

leases to potential investors. But the Brandi was disappointed to find 

no local interest. The park's own development work made investment 

in the park unlike1y. People in Aima simply could not afford to invest 

to the high standards that the Pa& Branch had set, particuIar1y in 

what was considered a risw and unfamiliar venture. At a time when 

some in the village stiii did not have refkigerators, it was diffidt to 

imagine setting up seasonal accommodations with reçigerators in every 

unit. Yet Aima ciüzens were also wary about developing at theh own 

expense in tom; they felt they wouid not be able to compte with the 

prime facilities and landscape of the park headquarters area.117 

Also, the residents of Alma, like the New Brunswick government, 

were quite happy to have the federal government foot the entire biU for 

park development The short-term employment the park brought 

James Hutchison a, Smart, 20 February 1953, RG22 voL239. file 33.6.1 pt3. The 
Branch's handling of accommodation matters will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 



overshadowed thoughts about long-term economic effects. WhiIe the 

park was being estabiished &om 1948 to 1950 in particular, everyone in 

Aima seemed to be involved, from construction workers to old lumber 

cooks to groundskeepers. I t  was steady pay for labourers, at $.60 per 

hour if hired by the park, $.65 if hired by the contractors. Even winter 

projects kept over 100 men hired. Smart couid announce proudly early 

in the 1950s that "Aimost every able bodied person in Aima available 

for work has at some time or other during the past three years been 

employed on the park work"ll8 And to the delight of the New 

Brunswick govemment, it was entireiy a federal expense. This had been 

an issue whenever the national park had been discussed. As Russell 

Colpitts bluntly told the legislature in 1946, "It has been said that each 

county should have its own Provincial park 1 have no fault to find 

with this, but one thing we must keep in muid is that these smaii parks 

would have to be developed by monies from the Provinciai Treasury, 

whereas ail the expendinires in comection with the development of a 

national park are paid by the Federal ~ovemment."l l~ This was stül 

the t . g .  Though the province spent over $850,000 for 

expropriation of the park land, it could demonstrate its economic sawy 

by pointing out that it had convinced the Canadian government to 

spend several times that in development.120 

Only in one mernorable case did the %ranch's Wîuingness to spend 

money (and everyoners knowledge of that fact) result in embarrassrnent 

to the park system. The Superintendent's residence was traditionaiiy an 

lis Srmut rn Gibson, 17 Aprü 1952, jbidt 
New Brunswick, Legislature, Svnoptic Rewrt, 1946, p.221. 

lZ0 See New Brunswick, Depamnent of Lands and Mines, Annual Rem= 1950, p.18. 



important building in the parks service: evidence of permanent 

watchfulness over the park, and one of very few perks for men who took 

the job.121 At Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton Highlands, 

existing homes were fixed up to accommodate Superintendents. But at 

Fundy a new home was to be built and on the most prominent location 

imaginable, on the bluff at Alma West. I t  actually cut off some of the 

view of the Bay. The first designs from Saint John architect H.S. Brenan 

for what was authorized to be a $12,000 house w&e, according to Smart, 

"absolutely unacceptable .... an old-fashioned style which one would see 

on almost any street in Saint John. "122 Just as the Parks Branch 

wanted Eastern national parks to be somehow reminiscent of Western 

scenery, it expected the buildings in the Eastern parks to be Western- 

style Stone structures. The Branch gave Brenan examples of existing 

designs from Canadian and American parks to work from, but he 

instead slavishly followed them and the cost jumped to $24,000. In 

charge of the house's construction on the ground was Superintendent 

Saunders, who wouid benefit from whatever was built The Treasury 

Board took notice of the cost overruns, demanding to know why there 

had been so much winter work. why an inucate cobweb brickwork 

design was needed, why the kitchen had so many cabinets. And still 

another $4700 was granted in 1949 to complete the project It was an 

embarrassrnent to the whole Parks Branch, and the story was disûibuted 

121 And as Hugh Keedeyside, Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources, later said when 
defending cost overruns on the house, "the construction of appropriate departmental 
haciquarters promptly is a token of the intention of the Administration to undertake 
worthwhile development of the Parkn Keedeyside to R.B. Bryce, Treaswy Board, 16 June 
1949, RG84 voL141, file 56.1, NAC- 
lZ2 Smart m Gibson, 4 May 1949, ibid. 



throughout the system as a moral lesson.123 Assistant Controller J.A. 

Wood visited the park in the summer of 1949 and reported, "When 1 

arrïved 1 found a number of men laying a flagstone driveway. When I 

asked Saunders where the money was coming from to pay for this work 

he told me it was being charged to Iandscaping. 1 stopped the work 

immediately."l24 By the time the house was completed it cost $30,000, 

enough for three or four farms in Alma West in 1948. The 

Superintendent's house stood, like a brown white elephant, front and 

centre of Fundy National Park development- 

Perhaps the overruns were worth it: Nty years later, the 

Superintendent's residence iooks to be in fme shape. Other park 

developments have not fared so weU. The handicraft schoot is gone, the 

business subdivision never worked out, the golf course is now seen by 

most parks staff as anachronistic, and in general all development on 

Aima West seems today to be an unnatural legacy.125 Yet residents and 

expropriatees ail remember Ernest Saunders, who oversaw development, 

as the superintendent who did the most for the area He didn't let the 

politicians or anyone else push him around, they said; he was autocratic 

but fair (that aiso translated into "He wouldntt last five minutes today, 

the unions wouid cnic3y hi.m."126) Of course, he also gave people jobs, 

making localsr hopes for the new park as a place of employment a reality 

for a tirne. As Leo Bums told me, "He accomplished more in four or five 

123 R A  Gibson told the Assistant Controller JA Wood, ''Surely everyone associated with 
the National Park S e ~ c e  has realized that the reported cost of this structure has been 
criticized by Treasury Board and we had m make a spedal explanation." Gibson to Wood, 
12 july 1949, ibid. 

124 Wood to Gibson, 13 July 1949, ibid. 
125 1 will discuss staff unhappiness with the overdeveiopment of Fundy in Chapter 8. 
lZ6 Interview with Bob Keirstead, Aima, 29 August 1994. 



years than the rest put together."127 This makes the relative 

extravagance of the Superintendent's residence seem somehow fitting. 

To the people of Alma, the Park Superintendent stepped into the shoes 

left by Colpitts and Cleveland, as a patron who could distribute or refuse 

community employment. From Alma, the view of the Superintendent's 

residence perched on the bluff above suggested how the park would 

oversee the future of the community. From the road to Point Wolfe, the 

Superintendent's residence blocked the view of the Bay of Fundy, 

development getting in the way of nature. 

127 Interview with Lee Burns. Alma, 1 September 1994. 



Terra Nova National Park, 153 square miles in area, is a 
su~erb example of Newfoundland's eastern coastd region, 
w i k  its roc& points, deeply indented shoreline and roliing, 
forested landscape. It is situated on Bonavista Bay, about 48 
d e s  southeast of Gander, and is the most easterly of 
Canada's national parks. ... [Gllacial sand and grave1 
created the tidal Bats at the heads of Newman and Clode 
Sounds, while Terra Nova's many lakes and bogs were formed 
in depressions gouged out of the rock surface by the glaciers. 
Perhaps the park's most distinctive features are the many 
fjords or "sounds", which reach inland Like long m s  of the 
sea and are also the result of glaaal movement. ... Terra 
Nova's rolling terrain is thickly covered with a boreai or 
northem forest dominated by black spruce and balsam fir. 

Figure 10. Snapshot of Terra Nova National Park. 
Photo and teda from the brochure Terra Nova National Park (Ottawa: 
lndian Affairs and Northern Development, 1970). 



Figure 11. Map of Terra Nova National Park. 
From Heritage Foundation's Terra Nova National Park map, n.d. [1 WOs]. 



Chapter 6 
Sawed-off, Hammered-down, Chopped-up: 

Establishing Terra Nova 
National Park, c.  19 5 7 

Created in 1957, just ten yûars after Fundy National Park was 

established, a new park in a new province seemed to signal a rapidly 

changing National Parks Brand Terra Nova National Park, 150 square 

miles of f~ and spruce forests and rainswept bedrock on Bonavista Bay, 

Newfoundland, was of a different sort than the h t  three Maritime 

parks. Park documents show it was chosen more purely for its typical 

Newfoundlandscape than in honour of any more formai aesthetic 

standard, Its blenduig of land and sea was considered fine in itself, and 

its bogs, its inaccessible islands and shorelines, and its sometimes dismal 

views never threatened its creation. There were also plans for improved 

relations with ütizens living near the park, and more accommodation 

with those who had lived on or depended on park land And the new 

park was not to be heavily developed: there were to be no tennis court, 

no heated pool, and breaking even more with tradition, probably not 

even a golf course Terra Nova National Park was established without the 

cultural associations of Cape Breton Highlands, the obvious scenic 

amctions of Prince Edward Island, or the sheer developmental 

promotion of Fundy. 

Cabin design is as sure a sign of changing park philosophy as 

anything. The cabins at the headquarters area at Newman Sound are 

strikingly different from cabins at the other parks studied here. They are 



not on flat ground and they are not in a regimented, suburb-like 

configuration at ail, turned inward to each other as if to find 

community in nature. instead, the cottages at Terra Nova are at odd 

angles, built into a bill and almost hidden from one another amid the 

trees. Each offers a view of Newman Sound and the Bread Cove HiUs in 

the distance. Above aii, they relate to their natural surroundings, not to 

each other. From the front window, there is no view of recreation, 

progress, or development, only nature. 

In Chapter 8, I wiii examine Terra Nova National Park as symbolic 

of a burgeoning modern environmentalism and an increasingly "nature- 

minded" national park system. But this is only half of its story. When 

the park was established, the federai and provincial goveniments agreed, 

and the National Parks Branch accepted, that the new park would be 

used to supply lumber if Newfoundland was able to attract investors for 

a third pulgand-paper mill for the province. The yearly growth in the 

park, estimated at 12,000 - 15,000 cords, would be avaiIable for cutting. 

This promise hung over the new Terra Nova National Park Eke a 

chaïnsaw of Damodes. The history of Terra Nova's establishment and 

design should be seen as evidence of the Parks Branch increasingIy 

definhg its work in terms of nature presewation, whüe experiencing 

decreasing autonomy fkom poLitical interference and ministerial control. 

This separation of interests foreshadowed the showdown over the park 

system that would occur between the proponents of use and preservation 

in the 1960s. For now, the Parks Branch was able to bend, to 

accommodate awkwardly both interests; in the next decade, a firm 

declaration of the Branch's position would be needed. 



sawed-off 

There was talk of Newfoundland having a national park even 

before it was part of the nation. The colony's Depamnent of Mines and 

Resources hired Amerïcan sportsman Lee Wulff throughout the 1940s to 

help develop sport tourism on the island, and Wulff encouraged the 

creation of what he called a national p&l When the Newfoundland 

National Convention met in 1946 to discuss the possibility of entry inco 

Canada, its Traasportation and Comrn&cations Cornmittee also heard 

recommendations for a park from theh publicity consultant (they were 

advised to talk to Robert Moses of the New York State Park Commission 

for assistance).2 At the time, though, such planning seemed the most 

wishful of thinking. Tourism was practicaUy nomexistent on the island 

There were very few accommodations throughout Newfoundland and 

only short, bad stretches of roadway, none of which aossed the colony. 

The Tourist Board resigned in protest in 1946, saying it could not work 

without government assistance. When the Board re-formed in the 1950s, 

it took the rather extraordinary (and self-abnegating) step of advising 

tourists away from Newfounwd, saying that the new province was just 

not ready for them.3 

Newfoundland's enmance into Confederation made the aeation of 

a national park much more feasible. Canada akeady had a strong 

national park system and a Parks B r a n c h  to fiad, develop, and maintain 

Lee Wulff? in Newfoundland Tourism Board, bnual  Rems 1942, Reid Company papes, 
W. Angus Reid mes, MG17 part 3, box 3, Provincial Archives of Newfoundland and 
Labrador  enc ce for th, PANL]. On tourism in Newfoundhd, see Overton. 

National Con J.K. Huer and M.F. Hatrington, e h ,  The Newfo- 
V01.h (St John's: Mernorial University of Newfoundland and McGULQueenas Press, 1995), 
p.148. 

See editorfals, St John's Evenine Te1eg1a.m. L June 1957. and 2 1 May 1959. 



a park site. The federal govemment also had money to fund the project. 

When the Newfoundland delegation visited Ottawa in 1947 to discuss the 

terms of union, they induded among their questions, "Wouid 

Newfoundland become entitied to a national park? Does the 

Department of Mines and Resources establish as weU as maintain 

National Parks?" and perhaps most importantly "Approximately how 

much does the federal govemment spend in setting up a national 

prk?"4 Happy with the answers, the delegation asked for a "def i te  

statementU5 in regard to a park in the report on the working basis for 

union. Apparently, this agreement was not formally made, but the 

federal govemment assured Newfoundland that after Confederation a 

national park would be forthcoming. 

Talles between St. John's and Ottawa continued after 

Newfoundland joined Canada in 1949. In December of that year, the 

province's Minister of Natural Resources Edward Russell asked that a 

number of potential sites be inspectedP Though the province would be 

happy to discuss a number of sites, it was partidarly favourable to a 

35-square-de section in the Serpentine Lake area near Comerbrook on 

the W e s t  Coast. I t  was already a weii-known salmon fishing area with 

beautiful scenery, and it was hoped that as a national park it would 

attract more hunters and fishermen to the province (whether it was 

Newfoundiand, Rewrc on M w n e s  Between Delwtes from the Nationaï Convention of 
Newfou-d and Reoresent&ves of & Government of Car&& summary of proceedings 
and appendices, 25 june - 29 September 1947, pp.20 and 122. 

Cited in .J.R Baldwin, Canadian Privy Councii Office, to Keenieyside, 4 September 1947, 
RG84 voL1942, file TN2 voLl, NAC 
EL Russell, Minister of Natural Resources. Newfoundland. to Hon. Colin Gibson. Minister 

of Mines and Resources, Canada, 24 ûecember 1949, RG22 vd.177, file 33.1 1.1, NAC. 



understood that there would be no hunting in the park itself was not 

It  may be seen as evidence both of the perceived importance of 

satismg Newfoundland post-confederation and of the National Parks 

Branch's unfmar ï ty  with the newest province that James Smart, the 

Branch Controller, himseif chose to inspect the proposed sites. After a 

visit to the province in May 1950, he reported on his findings. First of 

ail. he outlined the factors he had considered, primarily foilowing the 

realtors' mantra of location, location, location. Any Newfoundland park 

should be accessible to Newfoundlanders themselves who would 

presumably be its most frequent visitors, it should be accessible to off- 

province towists visiting by air or travelling along the Trans-Canada 

Kighway which was in the pracess of being built, and it should disturb as 

litrle setdement as possible. As for its appearance, Smart simply stated, 

"it should be an area typical of the province, embracing sea-coast 

counw, the habitat of indigenou wildlife, forest and fkheries, and with 

scenic ~alues."7 

Most of the sites investigated were unacceptable to Smart for one 

reason or another. The Salmonier area on the Avalon peninsufa was not 

on the Coast, the Piacentia area also on the Avalon was too settled and 

ladring in wiidlife. The Upper Burin peninsula was too remote. 

Serpentine Lake, the govenment's first choice, was not on the sea, was 

too smaü to sustain wildlife, and had too much privately-owned land. 

Only the suggested site on Bonavista Bay, 250 square miles endosing all 

Smart report, 1950, pp.2-3, RG84 voL1942, me TNZ vol.1, NAC. In 1947, Smart  had 
believed that a Newfoundland park should be 500-1000 square miles, but by 1949 he was 
to state, "we would not expect a very big area to be set aside ..." See Smart to Gibson, 3 1 
May 1947, ibid., and Smart to Gibson, 1 1 January 1949, ibid= 



of Newman Sound and ninning badc beyond the Terra Nova River to the 

West, seemed acceptable. Though portions of it had k e n  burned by fïre 

in 1950, most of it was wooded and healthy. I t  was dotted with lakes 

and rivers and would be good moose and caribou habitat, if they were re- 

introduced to the area. The park site was on the proposed Trans- 

Canada route and its distance from St. John's was neither too great 

(which would make the park inaccessible to tourists) nor too smaU 

(which would restrict the focus of Newfoundland tourism to too srnali an 

area). The head of Newman Sound would make a fine headquarters 

area, being wd-wouded? dose to water, and sheltered And as for the 

The scenery fiom the point of view of spemcular and 
rugged terrain is not so pronounced as other areas, but the 
combination of land and sheitered waters and many islands 
shoreward is most amactive and what one wouid consider 
typical of Newfoundland. Probably there are more small 
boats in use in this section of the Coast than in any other 
part of ~ewfoundland8 

Interesthgly, Srnart here chose to see the prominence of boats as 

evidence of the area1s Newfoundlandness, rather than evidence that local 

inhabitants used and depended on the land. While this may suggest a 

disregard for those who would be dislocated by a park, Srnart in fact 

offered a number of "special conditions" in the& regard. Fishermen 

should be allowed to maintah camps on the park seashore, he 

suggested Timber and wood permits for locals should be avaiiable. The 

Terra Nova River should remain open to log m s  that began outside the 

park area, and the river should be considered for possible hydroelecuic 

development to serve both park and community. These are much 



greater concessions to past land use than any Smart had been willing to 

concede at Fundy National Park, and it is not dear what made the 

NeMoundland case different. Smart Likely knew that all 

Newfoundanders traditiondiy enjoyed liberal access rights to land, such 

as the right to shore up anywhere and mke wood if needed for 

themselves or their boats, and that anyone could cut wood up to three 

miles in fkom the shore on Crown lands. Or perhaps he felt that the 

compensation paid to landowners at Fundy had not been sufficient to 

make amends for losing th& land. In any case, Smart conduded his 

report by writing, "The above conditions would not be a detriment to the 

Nationai Park but in most cases a benefit to Park administration through 

the cultivation of friendly and appreciative CO-operation of the 

neighbouring setuements."9 

Smart had noted that the park should be set aside even "If it is felt 

that the time is not opportune due to the international situation to 

allot hinds for the initiai development ...."lO Just as Fundy National 

Park had been delayed by the Second World War, the Newfoundland park 

was delayed in the eariy 1950s by the Korean War and the arms build-up 

of the Cold War. As more and more money was poured into d e h s e  - in 

1952, it made up 4096 of the federai budgetIl - appropriations for other 

departmats s u f f e r e d  The Parks Branch, which was granted $9 million 

in 1950, was alîotted only about $6.5 million each year until 1955. With 

increasing pressure on the park system due to an almost doubhg of 

ibid- pp.17-18. 
10 Jbi& 

See Canada, Deparanent of Finance. 1953. 



visitation during the same years, there were only enough fmds to 

maintain existing parks and no opportunis. for e~~ansion.12 

Nor was Newfoundland pressing for a park in this period.13 

Premier Joey Smallwood, in his tenure as premier from 1949 to 1972, was 

ennanced with the idea of Newfoundland's economic development, 

primarily by attracting foreign manufacturers and developers with 

provincial investment. His administration foolishly sank money time 

and again into foreign companies, oniy to have them go &der or never 

even open in Newfoundland Smailwood's memoirs, I Chose Canada, 

indudes an entire chapter of faiied business ventures (23 in aii - 1 for 

each year in office) and concludes with a proud dedaration of 

ineptitude: "But these 23 arenrt even 109o of the total; they are oniy the 

most serious ones."l4 Smallwood was too mesmerized by the thought of 

developing every bit of the province's hydro potential and forest 

resources to be in favour of a national park which would lock up a 

portion of the woods and water forever. 

l2 For attendance figures, see Appendix 2. For expenditures, see Canada, Department of 
Rgources and Devtlopmenq 1951-1954, and Department of Northem 
Affairs and National Resources, mual &pores. 1955-1957. A s  late as 1954, Prime 
W t e r  Louis S t  Lawent wouid state that though the Park Branch shouid work in 
estabiishing the Newfoundland park, "it is not our intention to deveiop the park fully 
mdl such t h e  as there fs some diminution in the many demands now made on the F e d d  
Trraniry for defénse purposes." St Laurent m Smallwood, 3 Febniary 1954, RGZZ vo1.177, 
fiIe 33.11.1, NAC. 
l3 in iate 1953, Premier Joey Smallwood wrote, "1 agree that the time must corne for us ta 
have a National Park in Newfoundland, but my f-g is that the time is not yet 1 see no 
pardcular nûh, and feel that it would be better from every standpoint to wait for as long 
as perhaps two or ttiree years before we ask the Governent of Caaada to proceed with the 
actual preparaton of the parkn Smallwood to St Laurent, 24 December 1953. Mds 
l4 Hoa. Joseph R "Joeyn Smallwood, j Chose C a &  (Toronto: MacMUlan of Canada, 1973), 
p.359. On Srndwood, also read Richard Gwyn, S d l w o o d :  The Unlikelv Revolutiooarv, 
2nd d(Toronm and Montreal: McClelland and Stewah. 1972 [1968]) and Frederick W. 
Rowe, The Smallwood (Toronto: McGraw-Hiil Ryerson, 1985). 



Yet two factors pulled park interests doser to S d w o o d ' s  

developmental interests. First, the federal Deparement of Mines and 

Resources, renamed the Department of Resources and Development in 

1950, was retooled again in late 1953 to becorne the Department of 

Northem Affairs and National Resources. This second shunle by Prime 

Minister Louis St. Laurent prefigured an increased developmental ethic 

within the minism under the new leadership team of Minister Jean 

Lesage and Deputy Minister Gordon Robertson. Since the National Parks 

Branch was part of th is  department, it could expect to be caught up in 

the development drive. Second, the election of Jack PickersgiU as the 

M.P. for Bonavista-Twillingate in the summer of 1953 gave Newfoundland 

poLitics a bridge to the world of federal bureaucracy. PickersgiU had been 

the most influentid civil servant in the country in the King and St. 

Laurent Prime Minister's Offices and later as Clerk of the Privy Cound, 

and he had even entered Cabinet as Secretary of State in 1953. To the 

Consemative opposition this last move was the greatest proof imaginable 

that the supposedly non-partisan civii service was a Liberal stronghold, 

and Pickersgill's integrity was attacked in Parliament. When S d w o o d  

came to Pickersgiil to ask him to become "the Newfoundland minister in 

Ottawa", the son of Manitoba famers jumped at the challenge. Suice 

the proposed park was not only in the district in whïch Pickersgili was 

elected, but also part of Smallwood's provincial district, chances of its 

establishment improved considerably.15 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

l5 On Pidcersgül's place in the poiitics of the day, see J.L Granantein, The 0- M a  
The Civil S e ~ c e  Mandarins. 1933-1 957 (Toronto: Mord University Press, l982), 
especidly pp.207-225. Pickersgill describes the Ministry of Northern Anairs and 
National Resources shuffle in &t i itical Memoir 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, L975), p.207, and his courtship by S d w o o d  
beginning on p. 18 1. Peter Neary notes that besides givhg Newfoundland a smnger place 



Though Joey Smallwood was wary of anything that stood in the 

way of development, he knew that with a national park came federal 

money. The Trans-Canada Highway was being constnicted at the time, 

paid for on a 50-50 federal-provincial basis. kr Pickersgill pointed out to 

the ~remier.16 if the highway were to go through a national park, it 

would become a completely federai responsibility, and Save the province 

twenty to thirty miles of highway costs. Smaiiwood asked St. Laurent if 

the Canadian gaveniment would agree to build the road before the park 

itself was established, and after some debate this was agreed to in 

prïnciple, though roadbuilding would not begin until the park location 

was certain.17 SmaUwood was so happy that the cost of this part of the 

highway wouid be taken off his han& that in a rush of good feeling he 

offered to extend the proposed park to the W e s t  and the north, making it 

in the federal cabinet, Pickersgill (being h m  away) hdped SmaUwood both in that he was 
not a cornpetitor for provinciai leadership and relied on SmalIwood for patronage, See 
Neary, n P ~  Politics in Moundland, 1949-1971: A Survey and Anaiysis," 
Newfoundland in the Ninaeenth and Twentieth Centuries: Essa16 in IntemreCab'on, eds, 
James Hiller and Peter Neaqr (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980), p.218. 
l6 Th- is some question as to the order of events here In his memoirs, PickersgiU 
States that in the summer of 1954, tbree Iocal ILiberals - his good fiend Max Burry of 
Glovertown, Edgar Baird of Gander, and W i  Briffett of Glovertown - urged him ho see 
that a park was estabiïshed. He was reticent at first, but Vhat changeci my mind was the 
realization that higfrways in a national park were a federai respoasibiiity, I confess I saw 
the aeation of a national park as a rn- of completing the highway across 
Newf~undIand-~ He recalls bringing Smallwood on board with this argument See 
Pickersgifi, pp.229-230. As my tact shows, though, Smaiiwood already had this in mind 
in the winter of 1953; PIckersgiii mis-remembers either the year or bis own influence in 
the matter. 
l7 Smallwood to St Laurent, 24 December 1953, RG22 vo1.177, file 33.11.1. NAC 
Assistant Deputy Minister C.W. Jackson noted that "The Trans-canada Highway Act ody 
authorizes the Minister to spend money on those portions of the Trans-Canada Act in 
National Par&" Jackson to Robertson, 1 1 january 1954, ibid His superior Deputy 
Minister Gordon Robertson disagreed, saying, "1 think we can distinguish between the 
establishment of the park in a legal sense and its estabiisbment in the sense of carrying 
out the works that are normally done to provide facilities in a parkn In other words, 
Robertson Weved the rninistry couid defend spending money to deveiop land that was 
going to become a park, even if it  was not yet one. Robertson to Lesage, 11 January 1954, 
ibid. 



425 square miles in ail. The Parks B m c h  deduled the offer, thinking 

this extension ~nhe1~ful.18 

It would seem that the provincial government was now ready to 

donate land for a national park, but the idea of losing valuable timber 

land still made it hold back. Smaliwood's greatest dream was of a "third 

millu, a pulp and paper mill to make use of more of the province's forest 

resources and to bring in more tax revenue. The two existïng mus 

owned by Bowaters and the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company 

were privileged with the most agreeable long-tenu leases imaginable: 

they paid no income tax from logging, and paid only about $.O5 

stumpage per cord, as compared to the rate of $3.50 - $4.25 in other 

Eastern provinces.19 Smallwood vowed that he wouid ensure better 

terms for Newfoundland in an agreement on a third miU, and he 

travelled the globe to find a company to start up the miil. The problem 

was that no company was willing - which would have led a less driven 

premier to suspect that businessmen thought it could not be profitable. 

But as SmaUwood later recalled, "1 must confess that as the years passed, 

my determination to build a third and a fourth mül increased as one 

concern after another failed to corne through with a firm cornmitment 

to build."20 The Premier's obsession meant that every tree in the 

province was seen as a potential offering to the third miii, and every tree 

presenred in a national park threatened to impoverish the province. 

l Lesage to Sc Laurenf 26 January 1954, ibid 
l9 Howard Kennedy, D. Roy Camemn, Roland C Goodyear, Rewrt of the Rovai Commission 
on Foresm. 1955 ,(St John's: Govemment of NewfoundIancl, 195 5), p.47. 
20 ln J Chose Canadéi, p.438, Smallwood lists a dozen intemational companies - some with 
no experïence in pulp and paper - that he p u r s u d  



As if to remind himself why Newfoundland would ever want a 

national park, in the fall of 1954 the province's Deputy Minister of Mines 

and Resources, P.J. Murray, wrote his federal counterpart, Gordon 

Robertson, asking him to re-cap the tentative park negotiations of the 

past five years. Why, again, was the Newman Sound site chosen? And 

what would become of park resources? Murray stated flatly that the 

Terra NOM River would have to be left available for hydro power, and if 

not it would have to be exduded from the park He dso asked whether 

"a forest management policy for the park w d a n d s  based on the 

maximum sustained yidd principle" could not be practiced in a park, to 

"lessen to some degree the disadvantages which we would s d e r  in 

passing over this partidar area as a national park."21 In other words, 

could the park not permit forestry which wouid hamest mature timber 

at the same rate as nahiral regeneration? Robertson asked Director of 

the Parks Branch JA. Hutchison's advice on these matters. Using the 

National Parks Act as his guide, HutdLison responded that hydro 

deveiopment could not be permitted in a national park, and if this 

meant the exclusion of the Terra Nova River, so be it; perhaps the 

province could be convinced to offer an alternative river system in the 

area As for forestty, it " c a ~ o t  be considered" in a national 

Robertson had not asked just the Parks Director to comment on 

Murray's letter. He had also soiicited the advice of Jack Pidcersgili (who, 

not surprisingly, favoured development in Newfoundland over park 

inviolability) and that of the Canadian Forestry Service. This latter 

move especialiy demonstrates that the Parks Branch's theoretically 

21 PJ. Murray to Robertson, 1 October 1954, RG22 voL177, nle 33.11.1, NAC. 
22 Hutchison to Robemon. 15 October 1954. jbid. 



autonomous management of parks was not in fact practiced. Because 

Northem Affairs and National Resources contained both the parks and 

the forestry agency, the rninisw could rely on the advice of both and 

then corne to its own poiicy decisions. Forestry Director DA. Macdonald, 

understandably, saw the Newfoundland matter as a forestry rather than 

park issue, and thus felt that national park policies did not necessarily 

predude sustained yield if it could be shown that cuttuig over-mature 

timber was to the good of the forest and the park in general.*3 

Robertson's reply to Murray's letter offered a precedent-setting 

redefiaition of national park management. "Under the [National Park] 

Act and Regulations," he wrote, "it wodd be possible to carry out a fairly 

extensive program of cutting in the Interest of good forest management 

and protection." While Robertson darified that this would depend on 

the forest conditions, that the trees would have to be selected and 

marked by park staff ,  and that cutting wodd be dosely controlled to 

maintain the forest in a "substantiaüy natural state," this nevertheless 

was a major concession.24 It  blithely offered a re-definition of park 

poky  that could conceivably result in extensive forestry witbin a park, 

and did so in a way that suggested that such fore- would be a benefit 

to some parks. As well, the way this decision had been reached signalled 

a willingness to remove park policymaking &om the Parks Branch and 

make it the responsibility of aii branches of the Ministry, with the 

Minister and the Deputy Minister the ultimate arbiters. 

Despite this concession, the province st i i i  balked at approving a 

national park The government waited for word from the Royal 

23 D A  Macdonald to jackson, 21 Ocrober 1954, jbid* 
24 Robemon m Murray, 26 October 1954, ibidL 



Commission on Forestry headed by Howard Kennedy, which had been 

called to explore the feasibility of a third d. The Kennedy Report was 

released in the spring of 1955, recornmending that a third mill 

(preferably one CO-owned by the two present miiiowners, Bowater's and 

the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Corporation) be built on the 

eastern end of Newfoundiand. The Report stressed that practically & of 

Newfoundland's forests would have to be available to supply such a mül. 

In the concluding paragraph of its Report, the Commission affirmed that 

in principle it was agreeable to a national park, but reminded the 

governent that alienation of any land fkom forest or even hydro use 

could aKect the tbird mill's chances.25 

What this meant to the national park plans was undear. To 

Pickersgill, it was irrelevant, since the govemment had aiready agreed to 

allow timber cutting. The Western Star reported, 

"1 am anxïous to stick the treasury here for the cost of that 
road aii the way through the park," Honourable J.W. 
Pickersgill told the Western Star, "so natudy  I am 
impatient at the delay." ... More recently the Newfoundland 
government has balked on the question of timber. There is 
no sound reason for the delay on the latter point, Mr. 
PidcersgiU said, since the timber within the park would be 
open to commercial use, and would be managed by the 
Federal government at least as ably as the Provincial 
government could expect to manage it for itself.26 

2s Kennedy. Cameron, Goodyear, p.186. 
26 Corner Brook jvestern Sw , 21 Mar& 1955. Pickersgill Wed to mention that the 
planned agreement did not aiiow Newfouodland lumbennen ta cut in the parks. Having 
read a number of such misleading press reports. Jean Lesage felt obliged to send 
Pickersgiii a copy of Robertson's 1954 promise to Murray, underiining the important 
passages "1 shouid point out that any cutting unde. such a plan wouid have a> be in 
accordance with the best for- practices and would be done under the immediate 

Parkrt wouid be a rvmnO of nees sel-& 
Park officers." Enclosed in Lesage m Pickersgill. 8 Seprember 1955, RG22 vol. 177. file 
33.1 1.1, NAC, 



But the Newfoundiand government understood that this was not quite 

what Canada had offered: no one had promised that commercial 

lurnbermen could do their own cutting. When asked at a provincial 

tourîsm conference (by Pickersgill's friend in Gander, Edgar Baird) why 

the provincial govemment had not yet accepted Ottawa's offer of 

seiective cutting in the patk, provinaal Minister of Mines and Resources 

Frederick Rowe stated that they were concemed that the Parks Branch 

might find this selective cutting expensive and p a s  on the high cost to 

the miU, making the park forests in practice unavailable.27 The 

Kennedy Report validateci the provincial government's belief that a 

national park would be a danger to development. Fearful of losing use 

of the Terra Nova River and its smounding forests, the province 

announced it was exciuding this drainage basin from any further 

discussion on the park28 

Having failed to negotiate effectively at long distance, the federal 

govenunent sent Gordon Scott, Chief Engineer of the Parks Branch, to St 

John's to keep taiks going. Scott's involvement at this point was 

invaiuab1e from the Park Branch  perspective. UntiI now, it had been 

frozen, forced to respond to concessions and compromises made at the 

departmental level Scott could ensure that the Branch remained a 

primary force in park deusion-making. And he could tum the focus of 

the discussion away from dehaking  and toward explaining to the 

Newfoundland government why, when it came to resource preservation, 

the parks had to be unyielding. 

27 "Report of Proceedings of Provincial Tourism Conference, 28 February - 1 March. 
1955," p.12, Reid Company papers, W. Angus Reid files, MG17 part 3 box 3, file "Tourism 
1953-1955." PANL. 
28 Hutchison to the Chief, 2 May 1955, RG84 vol-1942, file î N 2  vo1.2. NAC. 



In a letter badc to Ottawa and in a report that followed, Scott told 

of the "confusing and involveci" factors that were slowing d o m  talks: the 
C 

fact that the proposed park was in both Pidrersgill's and Smallwood's 

constituencies, plus the competing interests in hydropower, a third miil, 

the TransCanada Highway. Above all, Scott explained that when 

Smallwood and Company thought of the Newman Sound area, they 

thought of the estimated 330,000 cords of merchantable timber. Scott 

WOW, "If 1 heard the phrase 'the economic development program' 

spoken once 1 have heard it a dozen t h e s  since coming here. They want 

the National Park, please dont misunderstand me, but the condusions of 

the Kennedy report & the idea of a 3rd mill is the magic words to these 

people - much more so than a National ~ark"29 To the province, there 

was no reason why a park and forestry could not ceexist Scott 

disagreed He toid the Newfoundland gdvernment that though the 

federal W s t r y  had promised some form of experimenîal forestry, the 

Parks Branch would not condone an out-and-out pdp operation. Scott 

was "most emphatic we would not tolerate any idea of controiled tree- 

cutting for pulp purposes in any Pa.& The Director of Forestry thought 

t h i s  was a dog-in-the-manger attitude" but Scott rejoined that they 

"want the& cake and eat it t00."30 I t  is obvious in the correspondence 

that discussion between Scott and Deputy Minister of Mines and 

Resources P.J. Murray, a fierce opponent of the park, was especiaiiy 

unfriendly. Scott's report condudes, in fact, with the statement that 

29 Scott to Hutcfilson and Coleman, 14 hiay 1955, RGZZ voL177, me 33.1 1.1, NAC. 
30 lbih, 



Murray's attitude "seriously jeopardized" the chance that a park would 

be created31 

Scott, however, did his best to make something of thW discussions. 

Against his superiors' wishes, he chose to scout out other sites and even 

drew up an alternative proposal that traded the head of Newman Sound 

and the Terra Nova River watershed for the Noxzhwest River watershed to 

the West and south of the original boundaries. This extension. stretching 

down twenty miles to the woods behind Claremille, would give the park 

salmon streams and caribou habitat missing from the area presently 

under discussion.32 Scott also tried to convince the Smallwood 

govemment that "1 was not ûying to be a saiesman for the National 

Parks Senrice but 1 was simply pointhg out what appeared to be 

erroneous thuiking that any old area would do for a park"33 He 

pleaded with Ottawa not to accept an "emasculated", second rate paric 

"If we were ever fooiish or short-sighted enough to do so then the 

recrimination wbich would definitely be directed at us by both the 

Province and the public at large, would certainly be justified"34 

Chief Engineer Scott's report served to buttress the Pa& Branch's 

opposition to politically-directed planning. Parks Director JA 

Hutchison, quiet throughout early negotiations, wrote his Depus. 

Minister with full support for Scott's findings and warning that 

"unattractive, indeed unacceptable, features are present either in the 

actual lands offered or in the reservation that the Province wishes to 

31 Scott report to Coleman, p.15, ibidt 

32 As Scott noted, "the caribou is the Provincial emblem and it would be romewhat 
ridiculous if we did not have a herd of these animals in the Park" ihid,, p.S. 

33 Ibi& p.9. 

34 Scott to Hutchison and Coleman, 14 May 1955, ibid., and Scott report to Coleman, p.16, 
21 May 1955, ibid, 



couple with the offer."35 But if the Branch position was now clear, it was 

aïso dearly amagonistic to provincial wishes. This left it little 

opportunity to negotiate m e r ,  and it ailowed the federal ministry to 

behave as a mediator between its stubbornly idealistic Parks Branch and 

a development-minded provincial goveniment. 

The Trans-Canada Highway kept the Newfoundland governent 

interested in the national park when nothing else did. By the fa.U of 

1955, ail of Newfoundland from Port aux Basques in the West to St. John's 

in the east had been connected by roadway, except for a 22-mile stretch 

from Alexander Bay to Bunyan's Cove - the proposed national park area. 

The province had purposely left this, waiting for it to become a federal 

responsibilis. once it was made a park. Srnallwood did not want to wait 

any longer. He wrote St Laurent, going over the many points of 

contention that were slowing the park establishment and asking that in 

the meantirne Canada reimburse the province for a highway to be built 

in what would in the near future be parkland.36 Saint Laurent agreed, 

on two conditions: one, that the Parks Branch be aliowed to ensure the 

road fit its requirements; and, two, that the park be agreed to within the 

year. Smallwood accepted these conditions, but recognized the 

agreement was a gamble for him. On the one hanci, it would save the 

province a considerable amount of money during a v q  ûying time in 

the provincial econorny.37 On the other hand, the road committed hirn 

35 Hutchison to Robertson. 2 June 1955, ihi8. 
36 SmaiIwOOd a> St burent, 3 1 August 1955, cited in RG84 VOL 1954, file R(2OO vol.4, 
NAC. 
37 As the Premier told the legislature, "the Govenunent of Canada will reimburse us every 
cent we WU have spent on that road and tben p r o c d  ta pave it, then they wiLI provide the 
maintenance at their own expense for ever, if it should be designated a National Parkn 
SmaIIwood, in Newfoundland, ffouse of Assembly, Doceedfagb, 1956, pp.1080. 



to the park, and Smallwood - relying on the findings of the Kennedy 

Report - believed that the park wodd jeopardize the mill. As he told 

the legislature, "we regard the third paper mill as Lncomparably more 

important han  a National ~ark"38 

Smailwood feit certain of this when the jenkins Report, an 

assessrnent of the forestry potential of the park area paid for jointly by 

Bowater, Anglo-Newfoundland, and the provincial government, was 

presented in late 1955. Forester F.T. Jenkins had found that 60% of the 

proposed park was forested, containing about 384,000 cords of 

pulpwood Though locals had cut from it extensively for decades, 

Jenkins conduded, "There does not appear to be any insuperable 

difficulties to logging this area if cutting is postponed for 25 to 30 

years..."39 This clinched it for S d w o o d :  the wood would be there, the 

wait did not bother him, and therefore the Newman Sound area couid 

not be a park The Premier wrote PickersgilI, "These facts certainly 

appear to rule out the possibility of our turning over this area for the 

purpose of the National Park, unless something can be done to assure the 

timber to the thkd paper miii. ... 1 think that any other course would be 
. . aiminal." He left the problem for Pickersgill's "fertile b&"40 

Smallwood's reaction to the Jenkins Report is notable. because it 

demonstrates a longsightedness about the park land that the Parks 

B m c h  itseif mely exhibited. Whereas the Parks B r a n c h  saw its job as 

maintenance of the exîsting nature of a park, one day at a time, 

38 fiidk 

39 F.T. Jenkins. &mrt on F p t  Survev of the P ~ ~ D o s &  National Park &zk Bonavis@ 
&Y. N t M o w d l a  (St John's: Government of Newfoundland, 1955). 
40 Smallwood to Pickersgill, 28 December 1955. RG22 voL474, file 33.1 1.1 pt2. NAC I t  
is worth noting that this letter is in the park Nes: Pickersgill was sharing with the Parks 
Sranch information and strategy king sent Mm by SmaiiwQOd, 



Smaiiwood envisioned the area as it wodd exist 25 years down the road 

and planned accordingly. Of course, Smallwood's vision demanded that 

the area be preserved today, held in trust untii its usefulness would be 

made manifest after a period of naturai restoration. 

For much of 1956, the federal and provincial governments did not 

discuss park establishment with each other, and it took Jack Pidrersgill's 

fertile brain to keep the park idea alive. The Ottawan-turned- 

Newfoundlander acted as a go-between to accommodate the park 

mandate whüe satisfj&g the province's needs. He first suggested that 

the new park be conceived of as a sort of experimental forestry station41 

The Forest SeMce was brought in to consider this, but felt that though 

this might be possible it was unwanted. Its staff was already having 

difficuity maintaining a forest management program in Rding Mountain 

National Park which did not violate park regulations, and cutting in a 

park which was expecting strong visitation wodd be far more cornpled2 

What finaliy made the Terra Nova National Park a reality was a 

suggestion Pickersgill made to Deputy Minister Gordon Robertson after 

bumping into him in an office hallway in Ottawa. PickersgiU said that 

he was sure Newfoundand wotdd accept the park if Canada confirmed 

Robertson's concession of 1954 to cut in the park, and extendeci this to 

say that if a third mül was built it could buy mature and over-mature 

41 Cited in Robertx>n a, Cdté, 4 january 1956, ibid, 
42 D A  Mad)onaid to Côté, 7 Febniary 1956. ibids On timber extraction £kom Riding 
Mountain National Park, see bthian, A Brief Historr, p.78 and Belia, p.37, 
Coinadentally, a~oundng in the House of Commons in 1954 the planned creation of a 
Newfoudland national park, Jean m e  was asked about t i m k  pennits. RR Knight of 
Saskatoon r d &  the parks recently getting into trouble for permitdng a Iumber 
Company to cut extensively in Riding Mountain. "That's aii ovet," Lesage replieci. Qttawq 
Cidzen. 28 januaxy 1954. 



timber up to the yearly growth of the park's forests.43 Robertson took 

this suggestion to his Minister, Jean Lesage, who after some discussion 

accepted it, writing, "1 think it would be possible to do somethuig dong 

these lines."44 On 13 November 1956, Smailwood approved the f e d d  

offer and the park was ail but created.45 

What made the Depanment of Northem Affairs and National 

Resources agree to such heavy cutting in the park. which even Lesage said 

would "go further than anything we have done anywhere elsen?46 The 

most critical fact was that the ministry wanted the deai made, wanted 

the national park in Newfoundland as promised since before it joined 

Canada, and this seemed the only way to satis@ Srnaiiwoodls 

government But as weii, the agreement reflected dissatisfaction with 

present forestry policy in national parks. In a memo to his assistant, 

Robertson wrote, 

As you know, there have been some growing doubts in the 
Minister's mind, as weii as in our own, as to whether our 
present policy with respect to forest management in the 
parks is entirely satisfactory. There have been degations 
that the spmce budworm is getting an increased hold in 
Cape Breton Highlands Park and there have also k e n  
suggestions of disease in Yoho P a r k  While the objective may 
be to retain the parks in th& naturd state, 1 do not think 
this mûans that we have to refrain nom taking masures 
that will maintain the forests in as heaithy a condition as 
possible. There is no question but that we wiiI be severely 

43 Robertson to Jackson, 3 October 1956, RG22 vo1.474, file 33.11.1 pt2, NAC; and Lesage 
IO Pickersgill, 17 October 1956, ibid, This was not Fickersgill's own equatioxx SrnallwMd 
mentioned it as early as 2 8 December 195s in a letter to Pickersgill, ibid. 
44 Lesage a> Pickmgiii, 17 October 1956. ibÏdt 
45 PickersgiU ta Smallwood, 22 October 1956.3.25.00, JR Smallwood Collection, Centre 
for Newfoundland Studie Archives. Smaiiwoori to Lesage, 13 November 1956, RG22 
voL474, file 33.11.1 pt2, NAC. 

46 Robertson to Jackson, 3 -ber 1956, jbi& 



blamed if the "natural state" in Cape Breton Highlands, Say, 
afcer a few years, is one of dead forests.47 

TES is to some degree a rationahation: there is no indication that forest 

poiïcy for Terra Nova would have been any different than at other parks 

if Newfoundland had not demanded it. Nevertheless, it suggests that the 

department had qualms about a belief in preservation that called for a 

completely hands-off approach.48 

The Parks B r a n c h  had no opportunity to defend its policy, or to 

voice its reaction to the policy being thrust upon it. In fact, it was not 

even the first group consulted on i t  The Forest Service's D.J. Leamouth 

was called in to estimate the proposed park areafs annual growth and 

deade how it could be cut in a way that would not detract fiom the 

scenery - in fact, so that tourists would not be aware of it. Leamouth 

found that the yearly growth was about 12,000 to 15,000 cords; thus it 

would be impossible to 1 i . t  forestry operations to segments of the park. 

Nevertheless, he was optimistic that one could msiint=lio a timber 

operation that was "beautiful in the truest aesthetic sense." He wanted 

the department to understand, though, that 

A projea which franky anempts to reconcile large scde 
commeraai exploitation with the presmtion of the forest 
and other vaiues in a condition suitable for a National Park 
has not, to my knowledge, been attempted on an area of this 
size before; certainly not in North America This experiment 
- and experiment it will be - wilI certainIy araaa the 
attention of Park authorities, foresters, and others concemed 
with National Parks and the management of forest lands on 
a world-wide basis. Its success or f a i l w  could have 
considerable influence on future development policies of 
National Parks both in Canada and in other countries. This 

47 

48 Park policy on vegeraton will be discussed more fuUy in Chapter 8. 



in itself is no reason for not proceeding with such a 
project--.. 49 

Learmouth's daims to science are somewhat disingenuous. This project 

was experimental only in the sense that it was untried. It did not arise 

from a carefidly and independently made deasion to test whether this 

degree of forestry should be tried in all parks. Learmouth and the 

department ignored Forestry Director D A  MacDonald's report of earlier 

in the year which both rejeaed the idea of mixjng parks and forestry 

and stated that Terra Nova's small stands and shallow roots would 

demand dearcutting if forestry did go on.50 

What is dear in the correspondence is that no one knew what 

intensive forestry in this proposed national park would mean. Would it 

cost the park millions of douars each year to operate a cutting 

operation, hurt tourïsm, weaken the image of parks nationwide, and 

harm the ecological integrity of the parkland? Or would it prove a 

precedent-setting merger of parks and foresm. help the Parks Branch 

deal with overmature trees, beauw the park, and open up a source of 

revenue to all Canadian parks? No one h e w ,  and the department 

rationalized its gamble by stathg that the problem might be mooc there 

might stï i i  tum out to be so much wood in Newfoundland that the park 

forests would not be needed, or conversely not enough wood in 

Newfoundland to justw a third miil king built? But the department 

was absolutely unwilling to make this forest policy a precedent. When 

Newfoundland deputy minister Murray asked for a formal agreement on 

49 DJ. Learznouth, Forestxy Engineer? Deparment of Northern Wrs and Naturai 
Resources, to CoIeman, 28 December 1956, RG22 voL474, file 33.1 1.1 pt2, NAC. 

MacDonald to Cdté, 7 Feb- 1956, ibidE MacDonald felt t&t selective curfiug on 
shailow soii would only result in windfall. 

See. for example, ibidt 



the matter, he was told there was "no question whatsoever of any 

contractuai relationship in this matter."S2 When Murray pressed, Lesage 

responded, ''1 do not think we could cover the forest polis. question in 

any more precise fashion without risking the whole future not only of 

the Newfoundand Park but of ail the forested National Parks across 

~anada.''53 This is hardly a vote of confidence in the policy. 

What is striking is the utter lack of participation by the Parks 

Branch at this vitai stage of park creation as the federal and provincial 

minisnies, with Pickersgili greasing the wheels, worked out a deal. 

Though Smart helped Iocate the park site in 1950 and Scott ensured tint 

womes about the proposed park were expressed in 1955, the Parks 

Branch had neither the opportuniSr nor the arena to voice its opinion of 

the conditions that were being placed on this park establishment, The 

only firm stand the Branch could and did make was to forbid any 

clearcutting in a national park it was overseeing: selective cutting, even 

if it was more expensive, was the only method the Parks Act and 

Reguiations would permit This declaration was directed at Lesage as 

much as to the Forest Service or the Newfoundland govemment, in that 

it served to remind the Minister that the agreement he had made would 

potentiaiiy involve the Parks Branch (and thus his miaistry) in a heavy 

annuai expense.54 

One might think that Newfoundland would be generous following 

Canada's accommodation to the third mu. After all, Smaliwood more 

than anyone had needed the park to go through quickly the federal 

52 C-R Grange., Private Secretary and Executive Assistant of Pickersgili. to Murray, 22 
January 1957, ibid* 
53 Lesage to Pickersgiü. 28 January 1957, ibid* 
54 See FAG.  Carter memo, 4 Febntary 1957, ibi& 



payment for the section of Trans-Canada Highway was contingent on his 

ability to establish the park within the year. Columnist Harry Horwood 

wrote in the SE. John's Eveninn Telegram that PickersgiU was the 

province's man of the year for "bailing the Newfoundland Government 

out of an extremely embarrassing fuiancial situation (The local boys had 

built a strip of highway in the park area; the contractors were 

hammering on their door for payment, and there wasn't a soiitary quid 

Left in the treasury to pay them. Now this road, and ali others in the 

park, will be frnanced by 0ttawa)."55 But although the Smaliwood 

government may have breathed a sigh of relief, it did not become a more 

giving negotiator. In drafting the land transfer, the province chose to 

present the land in two parcels, with the provision that the smder  one, 

"Schedule B", be withdrawn by the federal govermnent if the province 

later needed it for hydro development; the federal government accepted 

this.56 As weil, P.J. Murray announced that the North West Brook 

watershed, proposed by G.L. Scott as a replacement for the Terra Nova 

watershed, was itself needed for waterpower. After some argument, 

Lesage relented and evduded the watershed from the proposed park, 

saying only that if in the future Newfoundland realized it did not need 

it, "the area could always be added to the Park at any time the 

provincial government asked that this be done."57 

55 Harold Horwood column, St John's Evenine Telenram, 27 December 1956, p.4. 
Pickersgill was also feted for getting unempIoyment insurance extendeci to fishermen- 
56 See tesage memo, 5 April 1957, RG84 ~01.1942, füe RI2 voi.3. NAC; and Lothian, 
Brief Histow, p. 1 18. This interference with the notion of park inviolability wilI be 
discussed further in Chapter 7. 
57 Lesage to the new Newfoundland Minister of künes and Resources W.J. Keough, 28 
January 1957, RG22 ~01.474, file 33.1 1.1 p ~ 2 ,  NAC. On whether to indude the North West 
Brook watershed, see Murray to Hutchison, 17 December 1956, RC84 vo1.1942, file TN2 
vo1.2, NAC; and Robemon to Murray, 4 January 1957, ibid, 



Shouid one read this as naïve or sarcastic? Throughout the 

establishment proceedings, the Newfoundland govemment made it clear 

that their ideal national park was one which contained no marketable 

natural resources whatsoever. From Smart's initiai estimate of a 

necessary 500-to-1000 square-mile site, the province whittled the 250 

square-mile area he proposed down to a final 150 square miles. The 

federal govemment had even conceded to a provincial request to swing 

the Trans-Canada dose to the coast (to accommodate communities iike 

CharIottetown), in violation of the Trans-Canada Highways Act which 

demanded that roads go in as straight a line as possible between well- 

populated areas. In r e m ,  Newfoundland moved the park's westem 

boundary doser to the coast, knowing that the park wouid sti i l  endose 

the highway.58 The new park designed to be SIpical of Newfoundland 

scenery contained no notewoRhy salmon streams, river systems, or 

caribou country. 

Though the federal government for a variety of reasons chose to 

capinilate to provinaal wishes on so many fronts, an especially 

important factor was the countdown to a federal election in the s p ~ g  of 

1957. The Liberals in Ottawa and the Liberals in St John's wanted what 

they had discussed for several years and considered for a decade to bear 

Nt. As the election c d  got doser, Ottawa became more condüatory, 

and Srnaiiwood's hedging became an even better strategy for getting what 

he wanted.59 In his mernoirs, Pickersgill remembers the 12 April 1957 

58 Pickersgill went to federal Minister of Highways Robert Win- in 1955 and had him 
permit the longer route. Scott to Hutchison, 8 November 1955, ibid. 
59 Scott, for example, wrote a note to Hutchison that began, "Since Pime is obviously a 
factor in prodaiming a park a-,." Scott to Hutchison, RG22 vol.474, file 3 3.1 1.1 pt2, 
NAC, The House of Commons in wbich the park agreement is announced hints at 
the importance of the coming election. ks ige  notes. "the boudaries have now been 



proclamation of Terra Nova National Park because it was "the last day in 

the Me of that Parliament. 1 was pleased. I was even more pleased after 

10 june 1957, because I doubted if the new Conservative govemment 

would have estabiished a national park in my constituenss"6~ 

To the different players in the park creation, the new Terra Nova 

National ~arkG1 represented different things. To the S d w o o d  

govemment, the park was 384,000 cor& of merchantable timber held in 

trust. To Pickersgilf, it was security that his new riding would remain 

faithful to him for elections to corne. To the federal dealmakers, it was 

proof of the success of federalism, a national project to help a 

beleaguered provincial econorny. To the Evening Telearam, it was "A 

Disappointment" according to their headline the day after 

prodamation. The editor wrote, 

The Newfoundland national park, according to Iatest 
Canada Press reports, has been cut in area from the original 
400 or more square d e s  to 150 miles on either side of the 
proposed transinsular highway. The effect of the reduction 
in area will be to destroy a great deal of the park's value as a 
wildüfe refuge, a place for scientific study and for holiday 
reueation. We can only guess what motives are behind the 
move. We know it springs from the Provincial, not the 
Federal Government; and it is most likely connected with 
the old "third d l t '  dream that our current crop of 
dreamers refuses to aUow to die. It is a pity that out of 
Newfoundland's 160,000 square miles a mere 400 or 500 
could not be found somewhere for conversion uito a 
national park without putting our whole industrial future in 
jeopardy. ... Their attitude has been that they'd be delighted 
to set aside an area for a national park provided the Federal 

-- - - 

defined, and 1 expect that a formal agreement wül be signed between this government and 
the government of Newfoundland within the ne- 10 or 15 days." An opposition member 
asked, "Before the election?" and Lesage retorted, "We work on this side, we don? lose 
time trying to play nicks." Canada, House of Commons. Debates. 8 April 1957, p.3234. 
60 Pickersgül, p.230. 
61 The Newfoundland government named the park die day it  was proclaime& C a n e  
House of Commons, Debates, 12 April 1957, p.3467. 



Government would aüow them to build a puip miil nght in 
the middie of it, or open a mine, or start severai saw mills, 
or build dams and canals for a hydro-electric 
develqment.62 

To the National Parks Branch, the new park was of uncertain value, 

smaller than ongindy planned, with a timber polis. that might soon 

make the park a dearcut with picnic tables. But the Parks Brandi had 

no chance to voice displeasure: as part of the national parks system, 

Terra Nova was to be idealized to the same extent as any other park In 

offiaal literature? the new park was of different but equal value to Banff, 

Prince Edward Island, or Cape Breton Highlands. Years iater, when 

longtirne Branch staffer W.F. Lothian wrote of Terra Nova's establishment 

in the commissioned A Brief Histow of Canada's National Parks, he did so 

in his usual crisp. non-judgmental f a o n ,  neither defending nor 

protesthg how this park creation was brought about. However, he ended 

his piece with what would be the longest quotation of a prïmary source 

in his book: he reprinted the Evening Telemun editorïal referred to 

above, letting the editor make his aiticism for hint63 The National 

Parks Branch may have been concerned about its latest member, but it 

had to put on a brave public face and proceed with park development. 

hammered-down 

Expropriation was an even more straightforward exercise in Tema 

Nova park than it had been in the &st three Maritimes parks. Aimost 

ali of the park land either was owned by the Crown or was part of the 

Reid Newfoundland Company holdings, given at the turn of the century 

62 SC job 's  fienin q Tel-, 12 April 1957. 
63 Lothian, A Brief Histow, p.118. 



to the Company as part payment for building the colony's railroad. 

Even before the park was prodaimed, the Smallwood governent was 

able to convince Reid's to nade park land for equivalent land elsewhere 

on the island. Other than this, there was very little Terra Nova land 

actudly owned by locals and apparently none that was inhabited.64 

That is not to say that there was no human presence. A number 

of local communities depended a great deal on the land in the new park 

for th& livelihood, though no one b e d  there. As was noted eariier, 

Newfoundanders enjoyed a traditional right to cut from Crown land up 

to three d e s  from shore, which would include just about every square 

inch of what was to become park land. Much of the park area had been 

extensively lumbered for up to three quarters of a century.65 In fact, in 

the 30 years before park establishment, many people in the area 

mitched from fishing to lumbering because it offered a higher standard 

of living.66 Wood dong the Terra Nova River had been cut for pitprop 

and shipped to England since early in the cenhuy. Commercial 

operations dong the head of Newman Sound began in the same period, 

with lumber shipments headed to St John's. The King family of 

Eastport used Minchln's Cove as a base for operations throughout the 

northern part of Newman Sound; from Bread Cove on Clode Sound, the 

64 The Newfoundland govenunent did not give a breakdown of park expropriation costs in 
its yearly public accounts, as Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island had 
done to varylng degrees In the 1958 Annual Report of the Department of Mines and 
Resources, there is refkrence to $4338.42 spent on national park land assembly (p.179, 
in 1959 another $200 spent on the same item (p.162). and in 1960 $22,000 on 
expropriation (p.98). This final figure is for expropriation in the entire province, and i t  
is undear how much, if any, concems the park 
65 See Major. pp.49-61. 
66 W.C. Wilton and HS. Lewis, "Forestry Problems of the Bonavista Peninnila 
Newfoundiand," Forest Research Division of the DeparUnent of Northern A f f a i s  and 
Nadonaf Developrnent, Technical Note #26, 1956, RG84 voL1942. file TN2 vo1.2, NAC. 



Spraddins of Charlottetown worked north to meet them. Bread Cove, in 

fact, had about two dozen year-round residences untii the 1940s. And 

the commcunity of Terra NOM itself, inland and seven miles beyond the 

new park, was the eastem point in the Anglo-Newfoundland 

Development Corporation's supply route, hauliag woud from the vicinity 

to the company's puIp and paper mill at Grand Falls. At park 

establishment, the Newfoundland government estimated that there were 

15 sawmills relying on the forests of the park land, produMg about 

$60,000 of total output and employing 40-50 m e d 7  Ten years fater, it 

was concluded that at establishment there had in fact been 17 sawmills, 

and nearly 120 men dependent on forestry.68 The govemmentls low 

original estimate may be amibuted to the fact that these smali-scaie 

seasonal operations were tucked in out-of-the-way places and easy to 

overlook, and perhaps also to a government unwillingness to make park 

usage an issue. The park was also used by families in comrnunities from 

Port Blandford in the south to Sastport in the north to obtain their 

firewood and other wood needs. 

So even if no one lived in what was to be Terra Nova National Park 

year-round, many stiU worked there, and for many it was a second 

home. SmaU sawmilling operations iïke the Kingsr hired a half dozen 

men or so to go to the woods in the winter, and kept a couple on over 

the summer.69 CIayton King remembers most of his family moving to 

67 Murray m Robertson, 2 October 1957, RG22 voL474, file 33.1 1.1 pt3, NAC. 
68 ? to Fianagan. 9 Novanber 1967, RG84 ~01.1954, tile RlZO MU, NAC. Don Spraddin, 
who -operateci a sawmill in Bread Cove, toid me that at park establishment there were 53 
men on his payroll done, He estimated there were 14 operations working out of 
Chariottetown done (though many of these woufd be getting th& wood fkom outride the 
park area). InCerview with Don Spracklin, Charlottetown, 18 August 1994. 
69 An excellent sodal &tory of Newfounnland logging is DufZerin Sutherland, "The Men 
Went to Work by the Stars and Returned by T'hemr: The Experience of Work in the 



hiinchin's Cove to cut and saw timber from November to May while he 

stayed in school in Eastport. He wouid oniy see his parents at Christmas 

and Easter, when he travelled up to the Cove to visit. His future wife 

Mildred spent one summer up Newman Sound herself, babysitting her 

sister's düld.70 The winter homes at Clode and Newman Sound were 

spartan affairs, made warm wi th  a single wood stove and sawdust 

insuiation, It was understood that the IittIe communities were 

temporary, and no one took the trouble of keeping a school or church 

going. But for at least part of the year the park area was inhabitecl; Mark 

Lane guesses that at times there seemed to be as many Living up in 

Newman Sound as back home in ~astport.71 

When the park came in, the lumbering economy was in something 

of a dedine, a victim of its own success. With more sawmills workïng 

around Newman and Clode Sound, there was more competition for the 

same wood and, to some, not enough wood to make lumbering 

worthwhile. The King mill at Minchin's Cove ceased operation around 

1950, as did the rniiis at Bread Cove. Clarence King told me that his 

father stopped sawing because the area they traditionaliy used was worn 

out and aii the woods nearby was spoken for. He planned to wait eight 

or ten years for some nanual regrowth, and begin work again.72 

However, other businesses found there was s t ü l  wood if one was wilüng to 

work at getting it. The Lane mill at Big Brook continued cutting, while 

the Squires began sawing at Piss-a-Mare Brook (at the present-day park 
- - - - - - - 

Newfoundfand Woods During the 1930s," Newfoundland Studies, vo1.7 no.2 (1991), 
pp.144-172; as well as his "'We Are Only Loggers': Loggers and the Stnrggle for 
Development in Newfounâiand, 1929-1959," Ph.D. thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1995. 
7* i n t e ~ e w  with Clayton and bliidred King, Sandy Cove, 19 August 1994. - 
1 Interview with Mark Lane, EastpoC 17 August 1994. 

72 Interview with Clayton King. Sandy Cove, 19 August 1994. 



wharf on Newman Sound), as did Don Spraddin at Bread Cove. There is 

nothing to suggest that either fores- or the forests would not return 

just as strong. 

Though the staff of the Parks Branch were well aware of the area's 

p s t  forest use, upon park establishment they referred to Terra Nova as if 

it were virgin territory. There is never a sense in the park files either 

that the Branch felt it was getting damaged goods, or converseiy that it 

was saving a forest from exploitation. In his 1950 report, James Smart 

made no mention of the forests except to Say that fire had denuded 

some sections, yet the photographs that accompany his report plaidy 

show lumber stacked on the shore. In his 1955 trip to the proposed site, 

engineer G.L Scott was told by his guide, a woods foreman with 40 years 

experience, that "the proposed park area had k e n  logged over by the 

local people for the past 75 years and he could not understand how 

anyone could possibly conduct an economic pulp or saw lwnber 

operation in the park area"73 This did not suggest, though, to either 

Scott or his superiors, that one could not conduct a park there. When 

Forestry Director J.D.B. Harrison inspectai the park after it was created, 

he found that only 10% was mature growth and 90% was either young or 

very young growth. This was a young forest, most of the mature and 

73 Scott to Hutchison, 8 November 1955, RG84 voL1942. file TN2 vol.2, NAC. The Parks 
Bmch also was aware that the Jenkins report had found that "PractïcaLIy al3 parts of the 
proposed Park area have k e n  logged for saw-timber, and sometimes for poles or pit-props. 
Those sections dose to settlements have been heavily cut to smaü niameter for firewOOdn 
There are handwrïtten stars on the Parks %ranch copy of the Wilton and Lewis report 
where it is written, "Devastating forest fires in the past and reckiess exploitation by miln 

had causeâ a decrase in the area on which merchantable timber could be expected to 
develop even under intensive sflviCUIturai care The productive forest lands remaining 
have been subjected to such intensive cutting for sawlogs, fudwood, and other forest 
products îhat most stands are in deplorabte condition." (p.3) - although it shouid be 
noted that this refers to the eastern end of the Bonavista peninsula, not the western end of 
which the park area could be said to be a part 



overmature timber having already been cut d o m  or burned by hre.74 

The Parks Branch was weii aware that it was adopting an area that could 

not possibIy be considered wildemess, that was in fact the product of its 

long interaction with humans. But the prominent naturd effects of 

human industry could be ignored because there was no sign of 

permanent occupation and very littie evidence of any human presence. 

Thus when the park was just coming in. Parks Director Hutchison could 

confidently write that the Arst work crew would be "starring from scratch 

in a compietely undeveloped area.."75 

The Parks B a c h  was in fact pleasantly sqrised with its new 

ward's appearance. Parks Director j.RB. Coleman wrote that he found 

Terra Nova National Park "a much more attractive area than 1 had 

imagine& ..." and Depus. Minister Robertson - who had been 

instrumental In shaping the park but who had never laid eyes on it - 
wrote that he was "very agreeably surprised by the area and the 

possibilities in the nationai park. For some reason 1 had expected that it 

would have a good deal less attractiveness and less possibility for 

development than it seems to me to have."76 (Would he have gone 

about negotiations diffkrently if he had known?) Chief Engineer Gordon 

Scott stated, "It is redy beautiful and with careful p lamhg it is our 

opinion it wili be the best National Park in the eastn77 What each man 

found beautifid and felt should be the basis of development was what he 

74 J.D.B. Harrison, Mrector, Foresm Branch, to Deputy Minister, 29 November 1957, 
RG22 ~01.474, füe 33.1 1.1 pt3, NAC. "Mature" is defined as over 80 years of age, "young 
growth" as 41-80 years. 
75 Hutchison to Roberson, 12 April 1957, RG84 voL1944, file TN28 p t l ,  NAC. 
76 Coleman repor& 7 August 1957, Re22 voL474, file 33.11.1 pt3, NAC; and Robertson to 
Coleman, 7 October 1960, RG22 voL1097, file 311.1 p t l ,  NAC. 
77 Scott m Huahison, 28 May 1957, RG84 voL194-4, Rle TN28 p r l .  NAC 



each independently calied its "Maritime theme", presumably the look of 

its forested hüls tapering d o m  to calm, dark inIets. B r a n c h  staff were so 

content with the new park that they wished there were more of it: what 

compIaints there were concemed its relatively smaU size, whittled dom 

through political interference.78 

More so than at the other parks studied the Parks Branch was 

concerned that development wodd change what was presentIy pleasing. 

Robertson wrote, "As I know you are well aware, admhishxtive problems, 

forestry problems and aesthetic problems will ail have to be taken into 

consideration in choosing sites for buildings, in determlliing road 

locations, and so on."79 This was an obvious caution, but one that it 

was now felt needed to be voiced The great concern was 

overdeveiopment. The Parks Branch was much more involved in 

overseeing park development at Terra Nova than it had k e n  in the first 

Eastern parks, a reaction to what had gone on in the building of Fundy, 

as 1 will document in Chapter 8. 

There was purposefuiiy less inmision on the natural Iandscape at 

Terra Nova and simpler construction using less expensive materiais. The 

Parks Branch staff did not simply put contractors to work at Terra Nova, 

they ensured that it was done without ensuing destruction. As early as 

August 1957, Scott was already cautioning the contractor about over- 

78 As Coleman wrote, The 150 sq. mile area now comprising Terra Nova National Park is 
not large enough to properly represent a typical section of Newfoundland- It contains no 
Salmon Stream nor does it contain tundra areas for the support of wiidlife native to the 
Province such as caribou I agree with Mr. Scott that we should have the baiance of the area 
between the W e s t  Park boundaxy and the CNR raIlway which contatnic the Terra Nova River 
and probably an additional area of about 150 sq. miles In the vidnIty of Maccles Laice 
west of the C m "  Coleman report, 7 August 1957, RG22 vo1.474, file 33.1 1.1 pt3, NAC. 
79 Robertson to Hutchison, 17 April 1957, bhd% 



zealous tree-cutting.80 A year Iater, Coleman had a similar criticism 

and demanded that the contractor improve the look of an area which 

had been roughly bulldozed.81 Park developments were also to be 

simpler. As mentioned earlier, the dearest dernonstration of this was 

that the tourist cabins were built not only to be part of their natural 

surroundings but aiso to be of unelaborate design. The Parks Branch  

even chose not to build aü of them right away, since towists were not 

realiy expected in great numbers untU at least the early 1960s.82 As weil 

as being a philosophical and aesthetic choice, simpiicis. was deterxnined 

by economics. In the late 1950s. visitation to national parks across 

Canada was beginning to rise rapidly and park finances were straining to 

catch up. It made sense to spend cautiously on new de~elo~ments.83 

Most significantly, at Terra Nova the Parks B m c h  ren-ained from 

setting up the recreational facilities that had traditionally been the 

hem of new national parks. It was decided that there would be no 

immediate development of a golf course, and that a heated pool was 

unnecessary with the sea so dose by. Newfoundlanders familiar with the 

amenities found at other parks were, not surprisingly, upset The St 

John's Evening Teleeram lobbied for a heated pool and letters to the 

80 Citeci in Scott to Hutchison. 28 May 1957, RG84 voi.1944, nle TN28 p t l ,  NAC. 
81 CoIeman to GB. WUliams? Chief Engineer? Development and Engineering Branch, 
Department of Public Works, Canada, RG84 voL1944, file TN28 pt2, NAC. 
8* Coleman to Robertson. 24 Decesuber 1957 and 11 Feb- 1958. RG84 ~01.1943, file 
TNl6.Il2, NAC. 
83 Robemon -te a> Charles Granger, Depury Minister of Highways for Newfoundland 
that there was very Uttle money to fund winter work at Terra Nova in 1957 because there 
had been high rranic through the parks system that summer. 17 September 1957, KG22 
vo1.474 file 33.1 1.1 p u ,  NAC. That same winter, Newfoundland sent the Parks Branch a 
bill for $15.797.47 for 6re protection at Terra Nova, as they had agreed. The Branch 
responded seeking a few clarifications, but an interna1 memo notes. letter is really a 
poute staiI. , there was no money provided for this work - we were depending on a 
surplus deveioping and none has! We canlt pay tiU the new fiscal year s ~ r t s . "  FAG.  
Carter to ?, 12 March 1958, RG22 vo1.1097, fiie 311.1 p t l ,  NAC. 



editor uied for pools, ski r w ,  stadiums, and so on.84 The Gander Parks 

and Playgrounds Association dong with the town's Chamber of 

Commerce petitioned for a golf course for the park, saying, ""there is 

absolutely nothing to do there."85 Even some within the Parks Branch 

and m i n i s t r y  quietly agreed. Recommending that the Parks B r a n c h  

reconsider its rejection of the horseshoe pitch and shuffleboard that the 

cabins' concessionaire had offered, DepuSr Minister Robertson argued, 

"there is a serious need for some recreational amusement amenities of a 

modest kind and of an outdoor character in the park"86 

Superintendent Atkinson suggested that "At the moment we are like the 

ar t is t  who concentrated too much on the frame for the picture, and did 

nothing about the picturen and cailed on "every device known to o u  

planners" to make Terra Nova extraordj~ry.87 But the Parks Branch 

resisted such demands, explabhg that they had a real opportunis. to 

pian this park and wanted development there to proceed slowly. Park 

staff were begianing to view recreational development as detrimental: it 

meant a sizeable initial investment and a perpetual draw on park funds 

from then on, and it detracted from the park's preservationist aims. 

While there was some dissatisfaction with the la& of permanent 

recreational development, the scale of work at Tena Nova in the first 

years of the park quieted most cornplaint. As early as April 1957, the 

84 See editoriai, St John's -, 8 July 1960, and "Rerident of Glovertown," 7 
Febniary 1962. "Resident" wrote, "These developments would attract the summer tourists 
and give some enjoyment, much more enjoyment îhan just lying around in a cabin or tent 
with uothing 00 do." 
85 GP. Henley, Presiden~ Gander Chamber of Commerce, a, DiosdaIe, 23 January 1962, 
RG84 vol-LOS?, Ale 3 1 1.1 pt 1, NAC. 
86 Robertson to Coleman, 7 October 1960, ibie 
87 In- Annual Repon Ad<inson m Chief, 2 1 January 1960, RG84 ~01.1952, file M1 12 
Year VoL1, NAC. 



Parks Branch was preparing to hire for park development. The Parks 

%ranch was proud of its employment record in the following years, for 

keeping as many as 250 men at work in the s u m m e r  months. Even in 

-ter, park projects that were lit* more than relief work were 

organized to maintain a year-round federal presence, though they were 

To local comm~ties ,  however, it was not only a matter of how 

many were hired, but nom where. This was a conceni at aii four parks 

studied here, partfcuiarly Cape Breton Highlands, Prince Edward Island, 

and Terra Nova, where a number of communities bordered the park To 

the people of Traytown, Charlottetown, Port Blandford, and the other 

linle communities that surrounded Terra Nova, who had depended on 

the park forests for their Liveübood, it was suffiaent sacrifice just 

accepting the park's existence. They saw the new park jobs as thW right, 

and saw anyone hired from elsewhere as taking a job h m  a local boy. 

The Parks Branch, the federal ministry, and the provinda1 govemment 

all wanted locals to be hired: it was simplest, it fostered good relations, 

and it acknowledged what all groups saw to be an 0bli~ation.89 The 

difficulty was that accordhg to f e d d  employment reguiations, sküled 

88 A report to Scott no& that 25 arpenters were employed to b 3 d  ho- for park staff 
in the winter. They have avoided iaying off men during the winter but it bas memt 
employing ehem uneconomidy. Where we are tryîng to work doseIy to building 
estimates we carmot a&rd to keep men on when there is no work for them and either we 
iay them off or we take into account the additional cost when the projet is 6nished. ... 
There is v q  Unie work to be found outside of the Park and it is very understandable that 
people shouid not be too wflüng to adopt iabour-savtng procedures, or that the men should 
work theh hardes to finish a job when they know they will be laid off at the end of that 
job. This 1 think explaias to a great extent the amount of time taken on each of the jobs." 
J.E. W i  to Scott, 19 June 1958, RG84 ~01,1944, file TN28 p t l ,  NAC 
89 Piclcersgiii fold the House of Commons in 1961 that hiring l d y  had k e n  agreed to 
by ail  parties at establishment. m e  provincial govenunent asked for this assurance 
because they fat they were more or les m g  away the liveiihood of tbese people in 
estabiisbing the park 'They wanted to be sure that no hardship was effectdn Canada, 
House of Commons, Debates, 10 May 1961, p.4627. 



men had to have at least a high school education, and many of those 

who had gone to the woods at an eariy age did not Though skïiled work 

was amable now to locals, the more permanent jobs would not 

necessarily be given or even made avaiiable to them. As well, poiiticians 

did not share Newfou11dianders' own definition of the term "localt'. The 

editor of the St. John's Eveninn T e l e m  zeroed in on the problem when 

he wrote, "Many of those hired during the present building phase are 

from outside Newfoundland, and recently local men were passed up in 

favour of a group from Boaavista, which is so far away f?om the park 

that the people there regard it as being in a cü€ferent world."W 

Even among the communities surroundhg the park there was 

fierce cornpetition for jobs. Charlottetown was most Hected by the park 

- the park completeiy surrounded the tom, and cut it off from 

tr~~diti0na.I sources of wood - and its citizens expected jobs as 

compensation (indeed, that was what many believed the park was for). 

Jack Pickersgiit and Joey Smallwood assured the people of Charlottetown, 

probably during the 1957 election campaign, that they wouid be the first 

to be offered park jobs. Parks Director Coleman understood the special 

obligation owed Charlottetown, and suggested that the park favour the 

Littie village in reCÎUiting seasonal hbour.91 Yet this plan was not 

fulfîlled. Though workers were hired from commmities all around the 

park, the central hiring area became Glovertown and Traytown, just 

north of the park, PidcersgiU had a house in Traytown, and he relied on 

his fiend Max Burry of Glovertown to find suitable (Liberai) employees. 

When the Liberals Iost federdy, the Conservatives chose their own man, 

St John's benin- 16 December 1957. 
91 Coleman repos 7 August 1957, RG22 vo1.474, file 33.11.1 pt3,  NAC. 



Carson Stroud of Glovertown, to advise on hiring. Stroud, without a 

federal seat to protect, was even less likely than Buny to hire from 

outside bis region, and so most jobs went to people in and around 

Glovertown. Pickersgill complained in the House of Commons that 

Stroud was a newcomer to the area, and suggested that the dergy be 

sought for employment advice instead.92 When the Liberais were 

retumed to power in 1963, Pickersgül forgot his own advice; on the 

advice of Park ~u~efintendent Do& he submitted a list of names, 

organized according to village and hiring preference, to the National 

Employment Office in St. ~ohn's.93 

In coming years, relations between park staff and local residents 

wouid be strained by the promises made by politiaam in this period 

that the park would provide jobs for aIi, for life. At aIi four parks 

studied here, expropriatees and local residents spoke of such assurances. 

Often these reminiscences are hazy, and sometimes seem to have been 

heard secondhand. But at Terra Nova there is more evidence that such 

promises were given. A number of residents recaiI Smaiiwood and 

PickersgiU flying in by helicopter to daver a speech, and promising jobs. 

There is aiso reference in the park mes to the Branch  having to renege on 

92 Pidwsgill stated, "1 was sorry to hear, as most of my constituena who üve in that area 
were, that the minhm fdt it nec- M seek the advice of a gentleman who came to Uve 
in that community afkr  the national park was emblished as to the quaufications of 
people who had Uved there ail tbeir iives." Alvin Hamilton defendeci Stroud as "a leading 
&en in the area ... highly regardedn adding that "The only previous advisor of whom the 
department is aware was Captain M. Beny [sic] who is, I believe, a personal Hend of the 
hon member for Bonavista-TwIUingate, and any additionai information will have to corne 
from him in that regard." Canada, House of Commons, Debats 2 July 1958, p.1825; 14 
August 1958, pp.3536 and 3558; 18 February 1959, p.1149. On his friendship with Max 
Buny, see PickersgiU, pp.202 and 226. 
93 Doak to Coleman, 9 September 1963, RG84 voi.1954, file TN200 ~01.3, NAC. To his 
credit, when Fickersgfil was given a U t  of "our key men that we would Uke to keep," he 
told Doak that "some of them were opponents of his, but regardless they should not be laid 
off or repiaced." 



promises made "by individuals, not at present responsible in the 

Dominion Govemment, but who were responsible for the formation of 

accustomed to defiectuig localsr cornplaints about ernployment that 

they wrote a new superintadent, 

The problem you are having with men coming to your Park 
stating that their livelihood has been taken away has been 
faced by Mr. Atkùlson since he took over. For your 
lnformation 1 am atta&g two copies of letters which are 
the only commitments that were ever given fkom this 
Department to the Government of ~ewfoundland.9~ 

Perhaps local sesidents shouid have k e n  more sawy, and understood 

that the core of development would take place in the first few years and 

necessarily decrease thereafter. But the Parks Branch did littie better in 

thlnking of the park's long-term effects on local employment In 1957, 

Robertson felt free to say that thanks to the new park employment was 

up in the area; as early as 1960, with most development completed and 

locals stiu damouring for jobs, Superintendent Atkinson thought that it 

should be explained - to the people of Chatlottetown in parti& - 
that most of the necessary work was done: "Conditions at this time are 

very much better than they ever will be, and yet we receive many 

As in the cases of the earlier Atlantic parks, this new national park 

offered the people of the area the hope of work. aibeit impermanem. 

Just as many of the men had long travelled to the woods in search of a 

sawmüler, they now traveiled to the park On the eve of the first winter 

94 ? to 1.31 August 1959, RG84 ~011944, file R R 8  pt2. NAC. 
95 Smag to Doak, 9 March 1960, 
96 Interim Annual Repon Atkinson to B.I.M. Strong, 2 1 January 1960, RG84 voi.1952, nle 
TN112 Year VoLl, NAC. 



of park development, 30 to 40 men showed up from as far as 150 d e s  

away, looking for work The engineer in charge could do noching for 

them but take their names and send them home.97 Hundreds, 

according to Pickersgill, sought him out about work, and though the 

B r a n c h  tried to keep on as many people as possible, they were expressly 

told by their Department not to let Tema Nova become a relief project-98 

Cornplaints spüled into the navspapers, as in one letter whose writer 

maintalned, "If there is' no work this coming year, 1 fear the United 

Nations wili have another problem to cope with and they might even 

have to send an emergency force to dear it up."99 It never came to 

that. The park was hiring people, and cornplaints iike these were one 

way of encouraging it to hire more. Even the Consemative-1-g 

Evening T e l e m ' s  Harry Horwood was willing to admit that Terra Nova 

National Park was lmking to be "one of the best 'new industries' started 

in NewFoundlaod since ~onfederation."1m (This, a cynic might say, was 

a cornpetition with few entries.) In fact, it proved "how valuable even a 

sawed-off, hammered-dom, chopped-up national park can be to a 

province." 101 

But to many people of the region, this park that had promised so 

much growch now seemed to be a great deal of unused land and a few 

hired labourers. Sitting taking with me at his home in Eastport, Clayton 

King spoke quietiy, "A lot of people thought it was going to be a major 

97 Carter to Robemon, 4 December 1957, RG84 voL1944, file TM8 p t l ,  NAC. 
98 Coleman m to J.D.B. Harrison, 2 December 1959, RG84 voL1949. file TN60 vol.1, NAC. 

99 Wby Moss, Ailied Aviation La, i e ~ r  to the editûr, St John's EvenineTelgmam. 18 
December 1957. 
lûû Hany Horwood editorial, St John's gvcnin~ Teleman 28 December 1957. 
101 Ibid. 



industry, but ...." and traiied off. I waited, and finally asked, "Tourism, 

you mean?" "No no no," he said. "Employment in the park. But that 

didn't materiaüze." 102 

chopped-up? 

Superintendent at Terra Nova J.H. Atkinson reported to Ottawa in 

early 1960 that he had had visitors. He wrote, 

1 was approached by 25 men fkom Charlottetown with a 
request for work immediately. When we were unable to give 
them work they asked for timber permits. Since a i l  the men 
concemeci were on Unemployment Insurance, we did not 
consider it necessary to issue them pemüts? and so stated. 
The men then stated that they would enter our timber lands 
on the foIlowing Thursday in a body to cut thber with or 
without a permit, 

Atkinson relented somewhat, givLng permits to those who used to work 

on this land, and who were now cutting for personal use. He deuded to 

advertise for permit applications fTom Charlottetown residents. "The 

response to this caii was v q  starrling, since we did not receive even one 

application. The whde point is that the timber angle i s  used to get 

work, and very few if any, are really interested in timber permits."103 

This incident nicely refiects the different ways that local residents and 

the Parks Branch regarded timber cutting at Terra Nova To the people 

of the area, the woods were a way of supplementing income, obtaining 

their family's wood needs, and keeping busy. I t  seemed logical that if 

the park was not prepared to offer employment in its place, men shouid 

be free to use the woods in the traditional manner. Atkinson, however, 

lU2 InterYiew with Claymn King, Sandy Cove, 19 August 1994. 
lo3 lnterim Annuai R e p o ~  Atkinson to B.I.M. Saong, 21 January 1960, RG84 ~01.1952, 
N e  TN112 Year Vof.1, NAC. 



thought that to local residents timber was just an "angle", a way to gain 

leverage with the Park. He could not accept that unernployment 

insurance benefits did not adequateiy replace traditional forest use, nor 

could he comprehend that locais might simply End the forest of 

govemment bureaucracy something to avoid. Atkinson's reaction above 

di signals the Branchrs larger paranoia about threats to the Terra Nova 

forest From 1957 on, the Parks Branch worked to fdfU the needs of 

Iocais who had lost th& traditional use of the woods, whiie waiting 

nervously for word from the NewfoundIand govemment that a third mil1 

was on the way, and that logging should begin in the park 

More so than at either Fundy or Cape Breton Highlands, the Parks 

B r a n c h  was prepared to aiiow cutting by dispossessed locals at Terra 

Nova. This may seem somewhat ironic, considering that in this case 

those who had lost access to the woods had not even owned them, but 

perhaps this was in one way considered grounds for more largesse: most 

of the men who had worked on parHand had not been compensated for 

it More likdy, the P a .  Branch was coming to understand not only 

that past landowners had a right to satisfactory compensation, but that 

happy locals made for a smooth-running park James Smart had 

directed the establishment of Fundy National Park and saw firsthand 

how non-owners dependent on park land were Mt out of remuneration. 

%y 1950, in his first evaiuation of Terra Nova, S m m  insisted that local 

residents should be permitted to continue to cut for their own use. 

Though there was no discussion of locals' cutttng rights during 

park planning, when the Park was first established the Parks Brandi 

allowed local lumberrnen to continue their work, under supe~sion. 104 

lo4 After consultation with the Park Branch. Deputy Minister RobehMn informed the 



During development, sawmülers were aiiowed free saivage from any 

clearing being done, and for additional supply they were given permits 

for wood in out-of-the-way areas.lO5 Specîal preference was given to 

those who had made their living lumbering in the park prior to 

establishment Wardens were even told to look the 0th- way when it 

was discovered that a mül in Minchin's Cove was s t ü l  in 0~eration.106 

No m e r  action was taken whiie the Parks Branch waited for the 

Forestry Service to set up a management plan that would decide which 

mature, out-of-the-way timber should be taken. 

The park s t a f f s  concem about the amount of wood local residents 

would demand turned out to be groundless. In 1959, only 16 permits 

were sought and granted, for about 40,000 fbrn (board feet) and 17 cor& 

fiielwood. In 1960, this dipped to only five permits for 3550 fbrn and 10 

cords, and by 1961 only three Charlottetown faxdies were applying for 

timber permits, totalling 36,000 fbm. In the years to foUow there were 

never more than 10 timber permits sought.107 By 1967, a report on 

logging in Terra Nova National Park stated that "the situation is weii 

under control and there is no harm done to the park"l08 

Newfounnland goveramen& *I wouid not think that the volume of cuttIng would be such 
U t  these interim arrangements couid cause any red harm to thé long-range program, 
even if the cutting pattern in the in- *od does not bappen tu foUow the final plans 
as worked out" Robertson to Granger, 17 September 1957, RG22 voL474, file 33.11.1 pt3, 
NAC. 

Robertson to Murray. 28 October 1957, lbids 
lo6 Warden ET. Cooper m bthian, 11 October 1957. RG84 voL1954, Ble TNZOO voL1, 
NAC. 

For 1959. Annual Repor~, Atlsnson to Stmng. 1 June 1959. RG84 ~01.1952, ôle TN112 
Year vol.1, NAC. For 1960, uiterim Annuai Report, Doak to Strong, 23 January 1961, ibidt 
For 1961, Annual Report, Doak to Strong, 14 April t 96 l . ibidt The Iater estimation is 
given in ? to Flanagan pl, 9 November 2967, RG84 voL1954,ûie TN200, voL3, NAC. One 
thousand fbrn ScaIed by the Intemationai 1/4" Log Rule of 10gs cut h m  8" trees form a 
pile of stacked wood measuring three to five cor& Therefore, the most wood cut from the 
park was somewhere beween 120 and 200 cords, in 1957. 
IO8 [bid, 



Superintendent Atkinson's daim that locds had no real interest in 

lumbering was not accurate. A variety of factors made sawing in the 

region, and particularly withio the park, l e s  and less practical. In the 

iate 1950s, it became inueasingly difncult to find a market for lumber, 

and stockpiles began to grow. Labour difncuities also afTected the 

provincial industry in this period.109 But doser to home, the park 

regulations on timber permits hampered local woodsmen and convinced 

many of them to give up on the woods. Permit holders were expected to 

pay a price of $6 per 1000 board feet, and though the Parks B a c h  

apparently did lower this,llO it was s a  a new charge for lumbermen. 

By the early 1960s. the park had forbidden any cutting along the Coast - 

where it could presumably be visible to touring boaters - and set aside a 

thber  block off the road on the way to the t o m  of Terra Nova This site 

offered space for 400,000 fbm of saw logs to be dearcut, but it was far 

fkom the usual cutüng zones, required loggers to dispose of slash, and 

worst of ail was meachable by water. As the Parks Btanch  well 

understood, Iunbermen who traditionally ffoated their logs along rivers 

were now forced to seil thber along the road or have it trucked to the 

mill.lll If this discouraged loggers and sawmill operators, so be it In 

some of the Parks Bmcb's discussion, it is dearly believed that the park 

would be of great benefit if for no other reason that it would force the 

local citizenry to reject theii: outmoded lifeslyles and to join the 20th 

centuxy.ll2 As Parks Director Coleman noted, 

log See Sutherland, "We Are Only Loggers.'" 
This was dixussed in Robertson to Murray, 28 Ocmber 1957, RG22 ~1.474, file 

33.11.1 pt3 ,  NAC. 
Coleman to Robertson. 2 january 1963, RG84 voL1954. file TNZOO vo1.3. NAC. 

11* There is a Large literature on underdevelopment and modemkation theory in Atiantic 



Generally speaking the sawmill hdustry in this area is made 
up of a large number of very small, out of date sawmüls 
which produce very low q d t y  lumber. Finsncially, their 
operations are marginal at the very best. They are, in faa, 
prime examples of the uneconomic and wastefui tirnber- 
k i n g  practices the Government of Newfoundland is quietly 
attempting to discourage in the province.l13 

In 1963, four lumbermen were caught d m g  park regulations and 

cutting on their own dong the Coast of Clode Sound near Charlottetown. 

Having initially ignored cutting in the new park, the Parks Branch now 

felt confident enough to press charges. The men were convicted, and a 

strong statement had been made to defend the park from traditional 

cutting pract~ces.ll4 

Don Spraddin, who had ken the main sawmül operator in 

Charlottetown at Tema Nova's establishment, and his son Larry spoke to 

me about the problems the park had aeated for the famiiy business. 

Don remembers having 53 on the payroll at park creation, but he could 

not find people to hire let aione wood to cut, once the park came in. 

Don knows irony when he sees it. He wryly points to Sprackiin Pond on 

a map of the park, named for his famüy but now a place he cannot &h 

without a permit He feels that the guarantees of jobs and concessions 

that came with park establishment were never fulfilled. Smallwood, he 

remembers, flew in to Chariottetown and ensured its people that "the 

canada See Gary B W  and [an McKay, eds. Peode Resources. and Powet: Cdtical 

(Fredericton: Acadiensis Press for the Gorsebrook Research Institute, 1987); and Robert J. 
Brym and James Sacouman, eds. Underdeveb~ment and Social Movements in AtIan tic 
cana& (Toronto: New Hogtown Ptess, 1979). 
I l 3  Coleman to Robertson. 30 April 1963. Ibid* 
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timber's in the bank," still available to people of the area Now, Don 

Spracklin just laughs, "Well, they lost the combination."ll5 

What S p r a W  and the people of the park area never realized was 

that Smallwood's plan for the park never induded their cutting of i t  If 

timber was in the bank, it was sitting there gaining interest for the third 

mill. At a provincial forestry conference in early 1964, an audience 

member asked SmaIlwood why cuttïng was so much more limited in the 

park than outside i t  Srnallwood evinced surprise that any cutting was 

going on at ail. According to Superintendent Doak, sitting in the 

audience, 

Mr. Smallwood replied that Terra Nova National Park is the 
only National Park in Canada where any cutting WU be 
permîtted at aii. Through negotiations, permission was 
obtained for the Government of Newfoundland to cut the 
annual increment in the Park to be used oniy for a third 
paper miil. This is the only wood aliowed to be cut under 
the Laws of Canada Park authorities have not the right to 
issue permits to cut. ... The Premier aiso stated "1 realize 
that the Park was cutting and minning in order to beaum 
the Park", but he did not know that they were issuing 
permits to cut timber and that he would investigate the 
matter. 116 

Later, Doak talked to Keough, Minister of Mines, Agriculture, and 

Resources for Newfoundland, who conmed that "We do not want those 

people in there hacking away at the parknl17 The Parks B r a n c h  was 

surprised by this broadside; it had not considered that the province 

Interview with Don Spracklin, Charlottetown. 18 August 1994. 
Do* to W.W. Mair. Chief, National Park Branch, 18 January 1964, RG84 voL1952, 

file TN132, NAC. 
l7 Ibidt This continued to be the Newfoundland position up D 1967 at leas& according 

to ? to FIanagan [?l, 9 November 1967, RG84 vd.1954, fiIe TN200 voL3, NAC. which states, 
"the Newfoundland Minister of Mines  & Resources has stated he wishes to keep logging and 
sawmllllng by smail enterprise out of the Park and considen the timber as a growing asset 
for the third pulp miil. The Premier o f  Newfoundland has stated in public that the -ber 
reserves in the Park are avaiiable to the Province for this purpose." 



might see the park timber agreement as superseding National Park 

Regulations on timber permits. And it had never expected that the 

Newfoundland governent would want to take cutting privileges away 

from its own people. The Parks Brandi diose to quietly continue to 

gram timber permits to those locals who met park regulations, 

particularly those who had worked in the park previous to park 

establishment. And why not? The locals' needs were small, and their 

clah to a small part of the large park seemed reasonable. It  was the 

shadow of the thYd mil1 that hung over the future of Terra Nova's 

forests. 



Part 2 
A Pious Hope 

The men are unspoüt by codort yet they are free 
of the necessity of having to exploit nature. 

They enter nature rather as a swimmer, 
who has no needs to cross it, e n t a  a river. 

They play in the currenc In it and yet not of ït. 
What prevents them being swept away are time-honowed d e s  

to which they adhere without question. ... 
the niles always establish c a b ,  as locks do in a river. 

Such men feel lüce gods because they have the impression 
of imposing an aesthetic order upon nature 

merely by the timing and style of their format interventions. 
- John Berger G 

- 



Accommodations 
Use in Four 

National 

Chapter 7 
and Concessions: 

Atlantic Canadian 
Parks, 1935-1965 

When the proposed National Park Act was under discussion in the 

House of Commons in 1930, Conservative member George Gibson Coote 

complained that the bill's wording was unnecessarily grand Why was 

the old clause that the parks "shaii be miiintained and made use of ... 
for the benefit, advantage and enjoyment of the people of Canada" 

replaced with the *hi& sounding" statement, "The parks are hereby 

dedicated to the people of Canada for their benefit, education, and 

enjoyment"? And more than this, Coote said, "... 1 do not think it is 

possible for us to control the actions of future generations. Just how we 

are going to administer and take are  of these parks and lave  them 

unimpaireci for the enjoyment of future generations, it is rather d i f f i d t  

to see." Minister of the Interior Charles Stewart rose in reply: "Does my 

honourable fnend think there is any very great difference between the 

old section and the new? In both it is a pious hope. 1 would not care 

very much if you wiped both of them out 1 do not think either setion 

wu do much harm or much good to the national parks."l 

This was a fitting christening for the National Park Act For its 

entire history, the Parks Branch has depended on a public acceptance 

that it, more than any other govemmental body, has a philosophy 

which transcends short-iived administrations.2 The parks are always to 

Canada, Nouse of Comrnoas, 9 May 1930, p.1943. 

There has never k e n  need, for example, of a weil-defined and publicly-accepted 



be parks, and to be unchanged. Thus in 1930 the Branch hoped that a 

carefuiiy-worded statement of purpose, tightly balancing presenration 

and use, would ensure its own success at keeping parks unimpaired, 

while providing for the benefit, education, and enjoyment of Canadians. 

But the Minister of the Interior, ultimately responsible for implementing 

the Act, understood that a rigid philosophy would necessarily bend to 

changing situational concems and philosophical perceptions. Stewart 

was right to c d  the Parks Brandi's plans to rnaq perfectly preservation 

and use "a pious hopen, just as it was nece- that the Branch try to 

marry them. 

To th is  point, my thesis has focused on the acquisition and early 

deveiopment of Atlantic Canada's first four national parks. Each park 

has been viewed as the Pa& Branch saw it at the time: as pure 

potemial, ready to be transformed into whatever vision of a national 

park the Branch thought appropriate at the time. The foliowing two 

chapters will examine the poliaes designed and implemented day-teday 

between 1935 and 1965, after th is  initial period of detached abstraction. 

This diapter will focus on use, understood as any human demand on 

the parks, and wiU focus partîcuiarly on tourism (with special reference 

to its relationship to dass and discrimination), business concessions, and 

resource extraction. It will describe the compiicated ways in which 

questions of use couid compromise principles of preservation (defined as 

any action designed to maintain a given park in as naturai a state as 

possible), leaving to the next chapter a detailed consideration of the 

formulation of policies on wildIife, fish, and vegetatioa 

philosophy for the Department of Agriculture. 



Though "preservation and use" is a handy phrase to express the 

two-sided mandate of the national parks, this should not be taken to 

irnply a dichotomy. After ail, the two were never meant to be mutually 

exclusive; both were to be f d y  reaüzed. Nor were they necessarily in 

contradiction; as goals, they may complement or not even affect one 

another. For example, a reinmoduction of a species to a park area might 

be seen as an act of preservation which need not reflect on park use. 

Expansion of a park hotel would affect use, but might not in itself change 

the park's ability to preserve nature. That "use" seemingly had greater 

importance in a given period of Canadian park history does not in itself 

aUow us to condude anything about the weight attached to 

"presewation" nor about general attitudes toward nature. 

Here, rattier than relying on a stark "use/preservation" dichotomy, 

I wiil trace a more complimted story, of a Parks Branch that was more 

likely at some points in its histoy to emphasize one goal or the other, 

yet whidi sought to pursue both goals simultaneously. As the next two 

chapters will make ciear, in the mid-1930s to the mid-1940s the Parks 

B m c h  took a relatively "hands-off' position, with little interest in 

actively managing park presmtion and little money to develop park 

use. After the war, the Parks Branch became much more active in both 

presemtion and use* The ecological science of the time encouraged the 

govemment's experts to become more managerial, and a more 

interventionist state offered them unprecedented funds to do so. 

tücewise, greater funding for public works and a North Amencan culture 

which prornoted recreational democracy meant increasing development 

for tourist use. By 1960, however, the public was growing concemed 

about human destmction of the environment - including that found in 



parks - and the Branch had begun to question the logic of its own past 

interferences. As a result, the Parks B r a n d i  pledged a more passive 

management style for the future. However, with visitor use dimbing 

precipitously and the nature in national parks under greater threat than 

ever, it is not surprishg that a clash over the question of intervention 

resonated through the Canadian park system in the 1960s. The Parks 

Branch  in the 1960s would have to decide not only whidi style better 

managed presemtion and use compatibly, but which better represented 

the agency's philosophy to the public. 

Cape Breton Highlands, Prince Edward Island, Fundy, and Terra 

Nova serve as excellent cases studies of Canadian national park poliùes 

on presemtion and use in this p e M  These parks maintained the 

same regufatiom, depended on the same scientinc and planning experts, 

and adopted the same practices as the test of the park system. But more 

than this, as new parks they were not fettered by the management 

decisions of past decades: they were given the most uptedate ideas to 

adopt This in tum resulted in constant discussion benveen Ottawa and 

its people in the fieid over how best to interpret and implement these 

dianges in philosophy. The foliowiog two chapters cannot daim to be 

an exhaustive examination of piesenration and use in the Canadian 

national park system from the 1930s to the 1960s, because they do not 

cover aü the parks. Nevertheless, they c m  be said to offer reasonable 

condusions on the directions taken by the Parks Brand to make these 

seemîngly incompatible responsibilities compatible. 



parks for profit 

Park historian Leslie Bella begins her discussion of Atlantic Canada 

national parks with the statement, "Every one ... was a park for profit."3 

Each was created to first draw in federal development dollars and over 

the long t e m  give focus to its province's tourism industry. Having 

defined the parks in this way, Bella gives the first four Atlantic Canada 

parks oniy a single page in her history of the park system. in the 

process. she misses a significaot part of th& story. She fails to mention, 

for example, that these parks were to be preserved from normal resource 

use; surely if they were only parks for profit this would not have been the 

case. Above ail, Bella misses the point that nationai parks were always 

meant to be use& Flora and fauna benefited from the mandate of 

preservation, but the mandate of use ensured that the human speaes 

did not miss out And because so much of our soaety's activity is 

regulated by capitabm, it is not surprising that these parks, and ali 

others, would be parks for profit 

This chapter examines the ways that human use affectecl the 

management of the B s t  four Atlantic Canadian parks. Use, like 

presemation, was a part of every moment of the parks' existence, making 

a day-to-day record of it impossible to diart Lnstead, 1 will focus on 

issues that in particular reflect on the meaning of the parks, and the 

abrlity of the Parks Branch to translate that meaning. The chapter 

begins with a broad discussion of tourism. the most evident park use. Of 

special interest here is how the Parks Branch changed the 

to promote the parks, depending on its understanding of 

ways it sought 

society 's wants 



and the parksr abifity to satisfy them. This is followed by a short section 

on how, having sold the parks as cuitured destinations, staff deait with 

cases of discrimination. The next two sections deal more specificaiiy 

with the parks' relationship to the economy. The first discusses the 

arrangements made to entice concessionaires to do business within the 

parks. The second discusses another sort of concession: the Parks 

Brandi's inabiiity to protect the parks from private enterprise and 

provincial goveniments' infringements on inviolability. The chapter 

condudes with the coiüsion of use and preservation in the mid 1950s as 

the result of overcrowding and overdevelopment in the Canadian parks. 

Canadian national parks have at various times and places been 

used as timberland, mine sites, laboratories, and work relief camps. But 

they were not primarily created with these functions in mind; parks were 

first and foremost to be used as tourist attractions. It was hoped that 

visitors would corne to parks to admire the splendeur of nature, and 

take in the spiritual, educational, and health-giving properties it 

possessed In doing so, visitors wouId &O stimulate the Canadian and 

local economy. This had been the case ever since Banff  Hot Springs had 

b e n  resemed, and Sir John k Macdonald had suggested the Spa would 

help "recuperate the patients and recoup the ~reasury."4 But in 

understanding parks, it is essential to recognize that tourism had more 

than just an economic value: it did not just financialiy jus- parks, it 

psychologically jusüfied them. Presenration was a gift Canadians gave 

themselves, proof they were aviiized enough to leave a parce1 of nature 

free from resource extraction, even though so much of their soaety was 

founded on seeing nature's value solely in economic terms. But for the 

 anad da House of Commons, Debates, 3 May 1887, p.233. 



country to take credit for this benevolence, visitors had to see the parks. 

Without the promise of people travelling to the parks to see scenery and . 

wildlife, there would have been insuffitient human use of them to just8y 

a national park ~~stern.5 

Canadians' fixation on American tourists is a wonderful example of 

how the desire for tourism transcended economic matters. Tme, there 

were solid, fînancial reasons for seeking American tourists. The United 

States provided a huge market that Canadian tourisrn promoters had 

yet M y  to exploit. The dollars brought by American visitors were 

injected directly into the Canadian economy, whereas interCanadian 

tourism just saw money change hands. Thus Cape Breton Highlands and 

Prince Edward Island parks were justified in terms of drawing not just 

tourists, but American tourists, and Fundy's site was chosen in part 

because it was far enough from the U.S. border that Arnerican visitors 

would have to travel across much of New Brunswick to reach it. But 

financhi considerations are insuffiCient to explain the Parks Branch's 

speaal eagerness to amact and please Americans. For example, the 

liceme plates occasionaliy depicted in Parks Branch  publicity photos 

were usually American. One magazine article on Fundy National Park 

even commented explicitly on this emphasis on Americans: "As 

indicated by the Licence plate on their car the campers are from 

somewhere in Ohio, USAR as if readers of the Canada-West Indes 

Magazine wouid be impressed6 The Saint John Telegra~h lournal, 

Of aii the parks created before the 1960s, only Wood Buffalo National Park on the border 
of Alberta and the Nonhwest Territories could be said to have no real potential for 
attracting tourists. 

"Fundy National Park: Canada's Newest National Piayground." Canada-West lndies 
&ggzine, voi.9 1 no-6 Uune 195 l), no paglliation. 



reporting on Fundy's grand opening, catried a photo of an average New 

York famüy under the headline "Good Neighbours ~ i s i t " 7  The 

inconsistent calculation of attendance figures8 d e s  it difficult to know 

how important American tourists reaily were to these parks, but it is 

seems clear they were never more than a signincant minority. Early 

Prince Edward Island park statistics show that 2046 of those who signed 

at Dalvay and Green Gables in 1940 were American, though this dropped 

down to 3% later in wartime.9 As Fundy became better known to 

tourists, it repoxted a rise in Americans from about 10% to 25% of total 

attendance in the 1950s. StU, it is unlikely that the Telegra~h Journal 

was accurate two years later when it reported that Fundy's visitors were 

"mostiy from the ~ ~ ~ " 1 0  Such enthusiasrn for Americans is perhaps the 

one s m d  that ran through the tourism history of the four parks 

discussed here. As late as 1961, Terra Nova Superintendent Doak would 

Saint John -oh lournd, 31 Juiy 1950. 
I t  was w d - h o w n  within the Parks Branch that attendance figures were crude and 

caicuiated in Mmt ways throughout the q6tem. in 1955, D k t o r  Hutchison noted, 
"At Fundy Park, vehicies are sbopped at the lakeview and Airua entrantes to the Park and 
recorded togethes witb the number of passengers., At Cape Breton Highlands Nadonai 
Park, vehIcles are recordeci at the lngonish and Cheticamp entrana and the number of 
passeagas esdmated at 3 persons per car. , At Prince Edward Isiand National Park, 
amdance figures are compiied h m  regtsttations at Dahray House and Green Gables plus 
the esdutatecl number of vfsitors to the Cavendish, B d e y ,  and Stanhope sections of the 
Park" Hutchison to Jackson, 28 Oaober 1955, RG22 voL470, file 33.2.43 p t l .  Branch 
staff feIt that staetsdcs for Prince Edward Island Nationai Park in particular were grossly 
mted, because it had so much day-use by Isiand beachgoes. This was no doubt m e ,  
and in the 1960s helped make P.E.tls park the second most Msited in the park system. 
From the Branch8s point of view this was not "realn tourism since it brought so little 
money into the economy. However, local visitors put just as much saain on the parkas 
natufal features as anyone else. They would be less liEreIy to have an impact on culturai 
artifacts such as hotels and campgrounds. 

Annual Reports, PEINP files. Record of the number of arrivals through the park gates 
was a h  kept, and Americans made up ody 7% of these in 1940. This suggests the 
importance of &y-use by Prince Edward Idanders, who wouid not visit ûaivay or Green 
Gables, and instead head straight for the beach or the golf course. 
l0 Saint John Tel-~h Ioumal, 6 December 196 1. For Fundy tourism stadstics. see 
RG84 voL1036, file F121.13 voL2, NAC. 



deem it noteworthy to report that the new campsites were being used 

"but to the best of our knowledge no Americans were staying there."ll 

By studying the Parks Branchrs approach to tourism through time, 

then, one learns more than just the economics of tourism: one cm better 

understand the agency's sense of itself and the parks under its care. 

Though theoreticaiiy everyone was a potentiai visitor, Branch staff 

sought to amact tourists whom they imagined would enjoy the parks. 

They also chose sites and buildings they hoped tourists would consider 

appropriate. But such a judgment was necessarily rooted in the tourism 

of the tirne, and tourist preferences tend to be fidde. By tying park 

policy to something as intangible and changeable as public taste, the 

Parks Branch was guaranteeing that the parks would become dated. 

When that happened, staff would have to decide to what extent 

revamping the park fadüties to ataaa tourists was justined, considering 

that the parks were supposed to be preserved unchanged. 

As has been discussed earkr, Cape Breton Highlands and Prince 

Edmd Island National Parks were designed in the 1930s to have 

crossover appeal. They would have the trappings of a seaside mort - 
devdopment ceneed on their beaches, a large Viaorian hotel - so that 

w e b f f  tourists would be enticed to corne. Wooing the wealthy was how 

national parks had always been sold. But because these parks wouid be 

so much doser to the Eastern seaboard population base, because the 

automobile was expanding the tourism base for parks, and because 

nature in these parks was in itself considered insufficient to attract the 

discfiminating tourist, developments were also planned to entice the less 

well-off. Prince Edward Island's Dalvay was selected, as has k e n  noted, 

Doak to Stmng, 5 October 1960, RG84 vol. 1944, file TN36, NAC. 



since it "Would attract best m e s  of people and when they get to go 

there, will attract others."l2 Cavendish wouid prosper when mass 

foilowed class, as was certainly expected to occur. Although the Parks 

Brandi toyed with the idea of building entertainnients suited to the 

rniddle class, staff chose to rely on traditional, more upper-dass park 

facifities. The most important of these were golf courses, which were 

considered compulsory for national parks in this period because golf was 

the most enjoyed outdoor sport of white, male, rniddle-age, middle-to- 

upper dass Canadians - including, notably, James Harkin, Thomas 

Crerar, and James srnard3 The fist Maritime parks were also given 

bowling greens and tennis courts, because they too spoke of outdoor, 

upper-ciass entertainmentS. Conversely, the Parks Braach  forbade 

"Coney Island" recreations that spoke too o p d y  of lower-class CUIture. 

The only part of the park seen speafically as a middle-class attraction 

was the beach itself, but it was acceptable because it was naturai. 

The decision to attract less wealthy tourists dianged the way the 

parks were envisioned. During the war and up to about 1950, Canadian 

national parks in both the East and West were commonly referred to in 

pubiiaty as *pIaygrounds*. In Canada's Maritime Plamrounds, the Parks 

Brancti's publicist Robert J-C. Stead introduced this concept by 

explaining that "national parks are playgrounds on a gigantic scale; they 

are areas in which forest, lake and landscape are presenred in their 

natural beauty; where wild bird and animai life is protected fYom the 

l2 "Notes re PPEI parkn - unsigned [Harkin? to Wardle?], RG84 vo1.1777, file Pa2 VOL 1 
pt2, NAC. 
l3 For Harkin and Smartrs  love of golf, see Lothian, "James B e d d  Harkin," p.10, and 
Lothian, A History, voL4, p.20, respectively. In the 19SOs, Crerar's correspondence with 
ex-Nova ScotIa Premier Angus L Macdonald consisted atmost entirely of golf. See Thomas 
Crerar papers, Acc.2 1 f 7, Series 3, Box 122, 1945-1950 file, Queen's University Archives. 



Figure 12. Plavarounds of Eastern Canada cover. 
Photo of Fundy National Park headquarters. From Plavqounds of Eastern 
Canada (Ottawa: Resources and Developrnent, c.1950). 



'arch-predatorf, Man; and where the peace and quiet of hil1 and vailey 

are conserved against the noise and confusion of this clamorous age."l4 

How these qWties made parks like playgrounds is unclear,lS but the 

undermg intent is not: th is  was a move to b ~ g  the parks d o m  to a 

scale f=imiliar to urban, presumably middle-dass visitors. By 

highüghting what made the patks famüiar rather than distinct, the Parks 

Branch signalled a WiUingness to become accepted by a mainstream 

audience. 

This is attributable to the continent-wide rise of what might be 

caüed reueational democracy, a beiief that recreation time, including a 

yearly vacation, was a right that everyone needed and deserved In the 

postwar years, recreational democracy became reaiity for middle dass 

North Americans, born out of economics and technology. A strong 

economy and a quiddy rising standard of living gave North Americaw 

unprecedented wealth and opporzunity for leisure time. Automobiles 

were within family budgets, and the public road system was k i n g  greatly 

expanded and improved in the 1950~~ with work under way on the 

T r a ~ l s - C a ~ d a  Highway and the US. interstate system. The technologies 

of tourism - everythïng fkom ice coolers to recreational vehicies - were 

both improved and less expensive. Besides greater opportunity for 

recreation travel, there were simply more potenliai traveiiers: the baby 

14 Steaci, no pagination. 
l5 in Parliament, Consenative M.P. Douglas Hazen chasrised the use of the tem: "The 
minister says that these parks are created as playgrounds s ~ e i y  they are created for 
more than that Are they not m t e d  as a place where game can be preserved and 
conserved? Are they not, in some instances, provideci as protections for watersheds? Are 
there not a number of other reaçons for theu establishments? To say that they are created 
merely for pvposes of playgrounds is surely Umiting their use to an extent to which it 
was never intendeci they should be limiteci." Hazen, in Canada, House of Commons, Debates. 
1942, p-2015. 



boom meant Iarger families were taking vacations. Tourism grew by 

about 10% per year across North Arnerica during the 1950s.16 

The National Parks Branch saw itself as ready to meet this 

demand. The park system, in fact, was understood to have been a 

pioneer of the notion of recreational democracy, and to be an intxïnsic 

part of its success. In Plawrounds of Eastern Canada, a booklet 

published in the early 1950s. it is said, 

the National Parks fulfil a fourfold purpose. They are 
conserving the primitive beauty of the landscape, 
mauitaining the native wiidfife of the country under naturai 
conditio.ns, preserving sites memorabie in the nation's 
history, and s e d g  as recreational areas. Their value in the 
last category becomes more apparent each year, for they 
provide in ideal surroundings, unequalled opportunities for 
outdoor life.17 

It made sense that the author would draw speüai attention to 

recreation. Jt was the great socia l  equalizer, not demanding an aesthetic 

sense, compassion towards animain, or a knowledge of history. And it 

was becomLng increasingly important to the park idea Even by the time 

Fundy was aeated in the late 1940s. it was no longer considemi 

necessary to develop the park with luxUries expressly favouring the 

wealthy. It did not need the sort of dtursil associations the earlier 

Maritime parks had provided, nor a scenic drive or a resort-swle hotel. 

Instead, Fundy was designed aromd a single recreation development 

area The Parks Branch did not conceive this as a lowering of standards, 

l6 This is a quite weU-documenteci period in the history of North American murism. See. 
for exampie, Aiexander Wilson, me Culture of Namre: North American m ~ e  h m  
Disney to the Exxon Valdeq (Toronto: Between the Lines, 1991), esp. pp.28-33- See also 
Shüley Maye Tiiiomn, "Gender, Recreation, and the Welfare State in Ontario, 1945- 
1961," PLD.. thesis, Queen's University, 1991. Tillotson shows that relreation was an 
unheralded but important part of the new state in îhe 1950s. 
l7 Caoada. Department of Resources and Development, Plavgrounds of Eastern Canas no 
date- 



but rather as a simple reaLization that far more people could now 

achieve those standards. The Branch's dream, harkening back to James 

Harkin, that the public at large would enjoy the parks was in the process 

of being reaiized. 

As historian h y  M. Dilsaver says of the American case, "Incessant 

promotion of parks as valued destinations and places almost holy in 

America's splendid landscape convinced the public."l8 Evidence 

suggests his words apply equally weil to Canada. Attendance at the 

Canadian parks which had hovered around one million in the mid- 

1930s and dipped as low as 415.000 during the war, rose rapidly. By 

1950, there were a lmost  1.8 million visitors and by 1955, 3.3 million. In 

te- of th& ranking within the park system, the first Maritime parks 

stayed quite consistent, but like other parks, their actuai visitation 

statistics were way up ( s e  Appendix 2). The Parks Branch had 

succeeded in making parks especially attractive because they provided 

the best of nahiral scenery alongside affordable, modem amenities. That 

is, they were stiU considered high d m e  destinations accessible to the 

masses. To rneet increasing tourist demand in the 1950s, the Parks 

B r a n c h  worked to expand facilities and make them more accessible to 

more people. In other words, it continued to implement the sort of 

policies which had made parks so popular in the first place. 

Recreational democracy seemed to be such a uni@ing concept, and 

such a success in soaes: that parks staff, not surprisingly, beiieved that 

once tounsts amved they would enjoy spending tirne together. Fundy 

l8 Lary M. Dilsaver, "Stemming the Flav: nie Evolution of Conaois on VWtor Numben 
and impact in National Parks," The Axnerican Environment Intemretations of Past 
 hie^, eds. Lary M. Dilsaver and Craig E. Colten (Maryland: Rowan and Littlefield 
f ublishers, 1992), p.251. 



headquarters was given an assembly hall, which in coming years mostiy 

saw use as home to the New Brunswick School of Arts and Crafts. 

Recreation halls were also built at Cape Breton Highlands and Prince 

Edward Island National Parks; the fnst, cailed a "casino hall" in planning 

documents, was put up by the Keltic Lodge management, whiIe the latter 

was used for a park recreation program. Pubiicity stills of the parks in 

the 1950s likewise indicate a belief that parks were very much social 

places. Whereas eariier photographs of the first Maritime parks were 

predominantly landscape shots, with perhaps a go& or a fisherman in 

middle distance, more of the newer photos were at a doser distance and 

cluttered with people. Families at park campgrounds and bungalow 

camps were not usually pictured alone, but with another family close by, 

separated by only a bit of grass. The playground at Prince Edward 

Island's Stanhope Beach shows 25 diildren and adults crowded around 

the slide and sandbox An often-used photograph of Fundy has several 

hundred people standing fully dressed around the park's saitwater 

swimming pool whiie the shores of the Bay of Fundy 100 yards away 

appear deserted.19 The exisfence of such a photograph of the park in 

aaual use, and the Parks Branch's use of the photo for publiuty 

purposes, suggests staff thought it represenmtive as weii as attractive to 

tourists. Tourism was understood by the bureau to be a social aaivity, 

and the dose-knit accommodations and mass recreation developments 

of the 1950s were meant to respond to this. 

The Parks Branch, in equating increased park attendance with 

visitors' presuned love of aowds, was responding only to one element of 

its audience, and implicitly overlooking the initial appeal of parks as 
- -  - 

l9 Plavmounds of Eastern Canada. p.15. 



Figure 13. Campground at Stanhope Beach. 
From Plavgrounds of Eastern Canada (Ottawa: Resources and 
Development, c. 1950). 



Figure 14. Playground at Stanhope Beach. 
From Plavmounds of Eastern Canada (Ottawa: Resources and 
Development, c.  1950). 



Figure 15. Swimmùig Pool at Fundy. 
From Plav~rounds of Eastern Canada (Ottawa: Resources and 
Development, c. 1950). 



natural antidotes to civilization. ln postwar North America, attitudes to 

parks and to nature in general were more complicated than the Branch 

seemed to acknowledge. The period saw more people living in cities, 

with less direct, physical involvement in obtaining their food, their heat, 

th& water. Aiexander Wilson writes that "Nature was newly out of reach 

of most North ~mericans."2O And yet, tedinolog- was serving to fill this 

gap. Nature shows on television re-introduced people to the world 

around them, if only one hour at a t h e .  Automobiles brought people 

back to nature, if only for a weekend at a time. Of course, these were 

different kinds of experiences from those past; in Alexander Wilson's 

words, they emphasized the experience of nature rather than its use.21 

National parks played a signifiant role in this new understanding of 

nature. Parks were popular places for family reaeation, but this was 

grounded in the faa that they were places where families could expect to 

view nature. Thomas Dudap credits the U.S. National Park Service with 

having the greatest impact in the popular understanding of wüdlife 

conservation in that c o u n a  and Alfked Runte States, "No institution is 

more symbolic of the conservation movement in the United States than 

the national parks.f122 The same could be said of the Canadian national 

parks. 

This is what we might call the optimistic side of the fermeating 

ecology movement, as it would later be cded. But there was also a 

pessimistic side. The 1950s saw North Americans develop a sense that 

the nature they were enjoying was in danger, and that humans were to 

20 Wilson, p.131. 
z1 Jbid, 
22 See Dunlap, Savine America's W i l d l i f ~  pp.79-82; Runte, National Parks, p..uix 



blame. On the pIanetary scale, the prominence of nudear failout in the 

air, the presence of strontium-90 in plus the ever-looming potential 

of nudear war created aruciety for the future safew of both nature and 

humanity.23 These threats were not visible to people, but on a level 

that people were more Iikdy to experience finthand, national parks were 

starting to show signs of crowding. From the Parks Branch's perspective, 

a rise in Visitation from 600,000 in 1945 to 3.3 million in 195 5 meant 

many logisticai headaches, but it was nonetheless a sign of 

accomplishment, an embarrassrnent of riches. For a visitor to a park, 

such an increased attendance simply meant that where there had ken  

one tourist iike themselves, there was now a family. This was easily 

understood evidence that humans could pose a threat to nature. And, 

not surp~singly, those who wanted parks to be natural experiences f d t  

that those who did not appreciate the parks in the same way were the 

greatest threat. 

Just as the Parks Branch's appropriations to meet the presumed 

needs of its expandiag clientele started to spiral upwards - fYom $2 

million in 1946 to $9 million in 1950, and on to $22 million by the end 

of that decade - a signifiant mino- of patk visitors began to rebel 

against the development-intensive sort of park experience. The greatest 

evidence of this was that camping, wnich since the Depression had been 

associated more with Okies than tourists, experienced a great 

23 See Dunlap, Sving Amerii's  Wildlife, pp.99-102: Worster, & g u ~ ' s  Economy, p.342- 
353. National parks were not just seen as a figurative escape h m  nuclear war, in 1957, 
Member of Parliament Woyd Crouse  of Queens-Lunenburg lobbied for a second Nova Scoda 
national park on the grounds that "in the ment of a nudear war, these national parks 
would be invaluable. People in thickiy settled areas could be evacuated to these camp 
sites where water and sewage facilities are provideà Because of their location these 
faciiities wouid not iikely be conrirminateà by fd-out so Z wouid urge the govenunent to 
give some thought to this proposal-" Canada, House of Commons, Debates. 13 November 
1957, p.1078. 



resurgence24 There were only 22,000 campers in the whole park system 

in 1952, but ten times that just five years later. The Maritime parks 

experienced the fastest growth, which indicated just how different this 

new tourist was: prior to the 1950s, the region's weather had been 

considered too cold and wet to permit camping. There were only 243 

campers in Prince Edward Island National Park in 1952, and 183 in Cape 

Breton Highlands; in ten years, they would wefcome 39,000 and 30,000 

campers respectively.2~ The Parks B m c h  was caught off-guard by this 

phenornenon, and did not have enough campsites ready. More than 

this, the campgrounds the parks did have were not what the public 

wanted They were, as publidty shots promised, mini-communities set 

in tight, symmetrical formation. This became the most common 

cornplaint in the parks studied here. A visitor to Fundy wrote, "Frankly, 

when 1 go camping 1 do so because 1 want to get out in the woods, and 

more or less on my owat'26 Another noted that this was not just a 

Canadian park problem: "You are making the same mistake USA has 

done in their national parks - campsites are too dose together and there 

is no privacy. Camping area looks like a gypsy congregation - not 

24 On camping's North Americari renaissance in the 19505 see Geoffizy Waii and R 
Wallis, "Camping for Fun: A Brief History of Camping in North Amerîca," R-onal - * 

M Is Evoluhon rn c e  eds. Geofftey Wall and John Marsh 
(ûttaw Carieton University Press, 1982), pp.341-353. in 1946. a Parks B r a n c h  staffer 
noted that the pubk had gotten away from camping, and now preferred more elaborate 
Eacilïties ? to S m  9 january 1946, RG84 votl03, H e  U36 vo1.2, NAC. Runte, National 
Pasks, p. 157, notes that autocamping, or "sagebrushing," was popular in the 1920s as a 
reaction to the extravagances of park reson tourism of the &y. It suggests sornetbing 
about class consciousness and our appreciaaon of nature that vacationers turned to 
camping in the 1920s and 1950s as a consumer choice, and turned away from it in times 
when it was a necessity for some. 
25 See RG84 voI.103, file U36 voi.3: and Canada, Deparmient of Northem Anairs and 
National Resources, 1953-1964. 

26 J.B. McKee m u r ,  New Jersey, ta Aian Field, Mrector, Canadian Government Ravel 
Bureau, 16 December 1958, RG84 ~01.1036, file El21 voL3, NAC. 



people enjoying nature!"Z7 I t  took some years for the Parks B r a n c h  to 

recognize the significaace of such complaints, and stül more to act on 

them. By the end of the 1950s, the system would be under even greater 

stress from skymcketing attendance and the Branch's own attempt to 

match demand with development. Staff would have to re-evaIuate just 

what kind of tourism the parks were intended to supply. 

The Atlantic Canadian parks received more than their fair share of 

attention, because they recorded such phenomenal gains in Visitation - 
significantly above the park system's national average. Fundy's 

attendance jumped 360% during the 1950s to 227,000; Prince Edward 

Island's jumped 470% to 412,000; and Cape Breton Highlands' jumped 

1 120% to 3 2 3,Oûû. The reasons for these parks' particular popularity are 

easy to s e .  They were within driving distance of the core population of 

North America's Eastem seaboard, an essential factor in an automobile- 

uispired tourism. They had oniy recently been developed, and with 

middle-class famüy tourism in mind- Related to this, their picturesque 

rather than spectacular landscapes, once deemed iiabilities, now made 

them "safe" and accessible to a public that saw camping as the ultimate 

nature experience. The Maritime national parks came into their own in 

the very years that the Parks B r a n c h  would begin to consider ways of 

discouraging such mass attendance. 

27 RG. Talpey, no date, ibida 



restricted clientele 

The Parks Branch had the unusuai task of creating exclusive places 

that were not to exdude anyone. Parks were to be for the use and 

enjoyment of ail Canadians, and there is every evidence that staff took 

that mandate seriously; there is no evidence. on the other hand, of any 

policy designed to discriminate. Having said that, the Parks Branch 

most certainly created parks that were sure to be of less interest to some 

people than others. Golf and tennis were accepted park recreations 

because they were sports of the relatively weli-off; if tourists did not 

possess the wealth and social standing to play them regularly in their 

d=iily lives, they were less likely to enjoy them on vacation. And if they 

were Jews or Blah routinely bamed from places to play such games. 

they were even less likely to. Park brochures, Nled with the smiling 

white faces of nudear families and heterosexual couples, likewise did not 

tell anyone to stay away, but they did signal to readers who would most 

likely be found there and thus who would be most cornfortable. I t  is 

impossible to know how tourists responded to such symbols, or whether 

such symbols kept the poor and minorities from visiting in the first 

place. Similarfy, it is impossibIe to lmow whether ovenealous staff took 

the idea of park standards to mean certain people should be exduded, 

regardless of the park systern's mandate. 

Since visitors were not categorized at the park entrance by dass or 

ethnicity, the characteristics of the visitors to the parks are unknown. 

American studies in the 1960s and 1970s found that a disproportionate 

number of park visitors were white, wu-educated, middle- to upper- 



class.28 The same was likely m e  in the Canadian parks,29 and 

probably even more evident in earlier decades. Writing in the early 

1 WOs, sociologist Joseph Meeker notes, " Attempts by the National Park 

Service to attract minorities to the parks assume that these groups wil i  

frnd them pleasant and meaningful in the same way that white middie- 

class visitors do, but that assumption is most likely false." He 

conduded, "Poor people, black people, and ethnic minorities generally 

show little enthusiasm for the park idean30 One rnight add that many 

Canadians and Americans who retained a direct link to the land through 

economic use may have felt no need to "experience naturen once again 

wfiile on vacation. 

If some visitors excluded themselves by reasons of ttieir cultural 

preferences, others were evduded in more overt ways. In certain flagrant 

cases, an image of exdusion emerges fkom the paper traü generated by 

cornplaints and controversies. I should mention that in studying four 

parksf histories of up to 40 years, the cases that follow are the only such 

cases found They are not meant to be representative, but to highlight 

how the Parks Braach's responses indicate a quiet awareness of subtie 

28 Joseph Meekeq "Red. White, and Bladc in the National Parks," [1973] in Qg 
Intemretation: Sociolonv for Interoreters of Natural and Cultural Historv, eds. Gary E 
Machlis and Donald R Field (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Staw University Press, 1992). 

'ns Without Kandraiis: Refiections on the Nat pp.196-205; and Joseph Sax, Mou- 'onal 
Parks (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1980). 

29 A 1975 study of Point Pelee National Park found that 74% of adult visitors had at least 
some university training, and about half had a universis. degree. j.L Grant and G. Wall, 
"Visitors to Point Pelee National Park: Characteristics, Beiiaviour, and Perceptions," 
Recreational Land U s e  pp.117-126. 
30 Meeker, pp.203 and 2ûû. in a 1995 i n t e ~ e w ,  black acuess Halle Berry said, 
"Recently, there was a role of a park ranger that 1 really wanted We kept pushing and 
pushing until fhafly the studio called my agent and said. We dont know if a park ranger 
wouId be black'" Cited in New York Times 12 March 1995. 



and not-so-subtle forms of discrimination both within the park system 

and the society at large. 

In 1942, Park Conuoller James Smart wrote P.E.I. Superintendent 

Ernest Smith concerning problems noted by a visitor recently returned 

from Dalvay. The problems induded an absence of rugs on the floor and 

an abundance of overly active chilcirem Number seven on Smart's List 

this was m e :  

Under the tenns of the lease the hotel is a public hot el... It  
might be added that during the course of the season 
approximatdy one dozen people of Hebrew extfaction were 
guests and they were very fine people and well behaved. The 
question of their admission is one for the Deparîment to 
decide in the light of the policy of other National Parks 
hotels. ... 1 believe the management of Dalvay wouid not 
accept Ehem if they codd avoid it. Personaliy I see no 
objection as long as they are of a suitable dass.32 

The matter was considered minor enough that Smart did not even 

respond. The question of allowing Jews in Prince Edward Island National 

Park arose again in 1948. It came to the attention of parks publicity 

man H.S. Robinson that Dalvayts brochure adveftised "Restricted 

Clientele" - that is, a visitor could mist that no Jews would be 

permitted Robinson caiied the brochure "objectionable and dangerousn 

to the Parks Braxlch, but Assistant ControUer Spero was not so sure. He 

felt that since a concessionaire, not the Park Branch, ran the hotel it did 

not reflea poorly on the department. Spero stated, "Other concessions 

operated in the National Parks have fair1y strict rules concemîng the 

admission of certain races and while these are not advertised they are 

Smart  to Superintendent Smith ,  25 August 1942. RG84 vol.1781. file PE116.2 WU, 
NAC. 
32 Smith to S m  4 September 1942, ibid* 



strictiy observed. In any event, the operator of a hotel can always refuse 

admission to a guest under the pretext of lack of accommodation. 2 3 3  

Deputy Minister Keenleyside vehemently disagreed, believing that such 

advertising did suily the park's name, particularly since it was for a 

national park building.34 The concessionaire was told to remove this 

phrase. The foilowing year, though, it was found that nothing had been 

done: the concessionaire had thousands of the offending brochures and 

wanted to use them up. The Parks Branch received cornplaints in 1949 

fkom the Canadian jewish Congress and fkom the Quebec head of 

Women's Volun= Services, who wrote, "I'm anaid 1 was not merely 

puzzled that this sort of thing should be assoüated with a National Park, 

but rather homified as well. The recent war does not seem to have 

taught people much of a lesson if this sort of attitude persists."35 

Ottawa ordered the brochures destroyed. The Parks Branch's conduct in 

this incident suggests it was concerned with discrimination, but 

prirnarily in terms of how it affected public relations. Staff recognized 

raciâl Mas to be antithetical to the park system's aims, and took action 

to snuff it out Yet Spero dearly knew about a well-devdoped system of 

discrimination within the parks concessions. Neither he nor those with 

whom he corresponded did anything to change i t  Once the brochures 

were destroyed, the B m c h  saw its problem as solved; the offense was 

only offensive if it was public. 

33 Spero, Assistant Controller, to H S .  Robinson, Supervisor, Park and Resources 
Information, 4 May 1948, RG84 voLI781, file PEI16.1 voI.4, NAC. 
34 Gibson to Nason, 12 May 1948, ibid* 
35 Elsie M. K i m ,  Women's Voluntary Services, Quebec, to Robinson, 15 June 1949, ibid. 
S u l  Hayes, National Executive Director of Canadian Jewish Congres, to Keenleyside, 
Depuw Minister, 12 September 1949, RG22 voL242, file 33.21.1 pt2,  W. 



The Parks Branch similarly reacted to another incident of racial 

discrimination in the summer of 1960. A professor of theology at Boston 

University, Harold DeWoE, wrote the owner of the Fundy Park Chalets to 

c o n f i  a reservation for himself and his wife- There was dso, he added, 

a young couple he wished to invite to corne with them: 

Canada's history being what it is, we feel confident that you 
would treat thern well. but we want to make sure, to avoid 
any possibility of embarrassrnent The friends of whom I 
speak are a fine Negro minister and his wife. They might 
want to take aiso their young ChiIdren? but would more 
likely leave them with relatives. The young man is 
universisr-trained, with four degrees, an author and in every 
sense a cultivated gentleman His wife is dso a cultured 
person of superior character.36 

DeWolf waited for a response throughout May. throughout June. and 

finally received it just before Ieaving for New Brunswick at the beginning 

of Juiy. Robert Friars, who had bought the bungalow court from the 

Parks B r a n c h  in 1957 and now operated it, confhned the DeWolff 

reservation, but noted, 

With regard to your friends whom you mentioned ... 1 feel 
that 1 c a ~ o t  accept the possibility of embarrassrnent whkh 
may arise £kom this situation. Each day we have over one 
hundred guests at our site of whïch a great many are from 
the New EngIand States, as well as those fartber South. For 
this reason we feel that it would be better not to 
accommodate your friends.37 

So the DeWolfs travelled to Canada alone, without their young black 

friends, Dr. and Mrs. Martin Luther King, jr.38 

36 Harold DeWolf to Robert Friars, 1 May 1960, RG84 vo1.1025, file F16.112.1 vo1.3, NAC. 
37 Friars to DeWolf, 24 June 1960, 
38 nie io110wing pages are based on my "Why Martin Luther King Didn't Spend His 
Srimmer Vacation in Canada," The Globe and Mail, 14 Januuy 1995. 



Harold DeWolf was King's professor and mentor at the Boston 

University school of theology, and they had stayed friends after King 

received his Ph.D. there in 1955.39 It would seem that King periodically 

relied on DeWoIf to help him get away from the rigours of the civil rights 

movement Biographer Stephen Oates recounts that in 1956, King was 

feeling run down from a long speaking tour and talked to DeWolf "about 

arranging a retreat for him in Boston, a san- where he couid be 

alone for 'spiritual renewal and writing. '"40 In 1960, DeWolf (who eight 

years later would be the only white person to speak at King's mernorial 

service) again tried to help relieve his old Mend of the stresses that came 

with being Martin Luther King. It was a very heaic spring for the young 

preacher. He was the inspirational leader of student sit-ins in the South 

against lunch-counter segregatioa He had been arrested on trwnped-up 

charges of income tax fraud in February and acquitted by an ail-white 

jury in late May. In June, he met prïvately with presidential-hopeful 

John F. Kennedy. 

King never leamed why the planned summer vacation to the 

Maritimes feil through. Harold and Madeline DeWolf traveL1ed alone to 

Fundy, and whüe there tried to meet with Robert Friars and 

Superintendent J.D.B. MacFarlane, but without success. Upon his return 

to the U.S., DeWolf wrote the Parks Branch in Ottawa and told of the 

offending correspondence, concluding, "... Mr. Friars' letter, when it 

39 DeWoifs role as advisûr on King's Ph.D. has k e n  closdy scrutinized since the 1990 
discovery that much of the disseration had k e n  plagiarized, not least from a doctoral 
thesis that DeWolf had superviseci only three years earlier. See "Becoming Martin Luther 
King, Jr. - Plagiarism and Originality: A Round Table," Journal of Arnerican History, 
vo1.78 no.1 (June 1991). pp.11-123. 

Stephen B. Oates. Let the Trurnwa Sound: The Li t  of Martin Luther Kin- (New 
York Harper and Row Publishers, 1982), p.101. 



came, whiie putting the blame on possible guests who might object - as 

is customary in discrimination practices - quite flatly declined to accept 

our fkïends at the 

To its credit, the Parks Branch responded quickly and 

unequivocally. Chief B.I.M. Strong wrote Superintendent MacFarIane, 

The action of Mr. Friars in refusing accommodation on the 
basis of colour is certainly something we cannot condone. ... 
I want you to make it dear to Mr. Friars that his arbiuary 
decision ... was certainly not in keeping with the democracy 
and freedom of which Canada is so justly proud He should 
also be iaformed that if another incident of this nature 
cornes to our attention corrective attention will be taken by 
the ~e~artment.42 

The Superintendent, perhaps feeiing that this episode refiected poorly on 

him, defended Friars by noting that his rejection, though poorly worded, 

had only been intended to avoid embarrassment. As to Fundy Park 

Chalets not permitting blacks, MacFarlane stated, "In fact it was just 

about th is  time that a Mr. and Mrs. Brown from Phiradeiphia (negrws) 

stayed at Mr. Friarsv for several days. 4 3  

MacFarlane's superiors were more than happy to have this 

incident interpreted for them as a misunderstanding. An unsigned note 

h m  wirhin the Parks B m c h  on MacFarlanels letter reads, "This is much 

'adoe about nothing. Prepare the usual 'will not happa' reply and 

thank the Supt for this."44 In a mo-g note to DeWolf that both 

apologized for and rationalized Friars' letter, Strong wrote, 

41 DeWolf to National Parks Branch, 21 July 1960, RG84 vol.1025 file F16.112.1 voL3, 
NAC. 
42 Strong to MacFarlane, 29 July 1960, ibid. 
43 MacFarlane to Strong, 3 August 1960, ibidK 

Strong [Il to a Mr. Kelly, 5 August 1960, jbid. 



Admittedly, Mr. Friars' statement ... was in bad taste but it 
was not by any means htended as a direct refusal to make 
accommodation avaiiable. ... His action c m  only be 
attributed to overzealousness on his part to avoid possible 
embarrassrnent being precipitated by other patrons of his 
establishment. I am satisfied this wiU not happen agah45 

Whether DeWolf accepted this explanation or not, he chose to pursue the 

Can we judge Friars's intentions with complete certainty? Most 

Ilkely, Friars did tolerate the presence of blacks, but was quite willing to 

refuse entrance to an individual who sought permission beforehand. His 

slippery response to DeWolf was worded to let himself off the hook 1 

don? discriminate, but u t h a  might. Less slippery is his condusion: "it 

would be better not to accommodate your friends." As for the National 

Parks staff, they were qui& to choose an interpretation of the episode 

that was easiest to smooth over. What was important was to alienate no 

one, to make Fundy a park that everyone could enjoy, bladc and racist 

alike, For this reason it was not considered neces- to draft a directive 

to ai l  park staff explidtly stating the Canadian National Parks' racial 

polisr. The unplûasanmess at Fundy was interpreted as an isolated 

incident. 

There is no way of knowing how isolated it really was. It would be 

helpful to know if the exdusivity of the national parks often pedtted 

or even fostered such acts of exdusion. What might be said is that the 

park staff's response to these episodes of discrimination is analogous to 

Canada's experience as a whole. As historians Robin Winks and James 

Waiker point out, Canadians have traditionally felt a certain moral 

superiority to Americans on the basis of an aiiegedly more progressive 

45 Strong to DeWolf, 12 August 1960, lbidg 



s t a n d  on race relations.46 A major reason for this, however, was that 

discrimination was always less visible, more anecdotai, since blacks here 

did not attain the population concentration that they did in the United 

States. The National Parks Branch could only prove its antipathy to 

prejudice if it acted more deasively in the instances of discrimination it 

faced. 

the hotel business 

lndecisiveness on questions of exdusion was of a piece with the 

overaU stance of the Parks Branch towards tourist accommodation, Once 

the Pa& Branch had completed the tasks of park selection, 

expropriation, and development, its official position was that it wanted 

little to do with the new tourist operations that had made the proposed 

park attractive in the first place. The feeding and accommodaong of 

visitors would be left up to concessionaires who wodd West  in the nght 

to partiapate in Bmch-approved facilites. As staff were qui& to tell 

provinciai poiiticians and local entrepreneurs, they had created the 

park; it was now up to local industry to make it a worthwbile 

investment The Parks Branchrs thinking on t h i s  was quite 

understandable. It was a federai agency, and was not in the business of 

conducting business. The parks had been established to encourage the 

local tourism industry, not compete with it. 

46 See Robin W. W'uiks. The Blacks in A Hisfpn! (Montreai: McGIIIQueenls Press, 
1981 ), pp.464-465, and James W. StG. Waiker, &i&gi Dl-inCanada. . . -  n ' - The Black 
merience (Ottawa: Canadian Historid Association Historicai Bookiet #41, 1985), 
pp. 16-24, 



And yet, the Parks Branch's daims were somewhat disingenuous. I t  

was the Parks B r a n c h  which made sure that each of the first Maritime 

parks had some impressive form of tourist accommodation within its 

borders, though in each case there were nearby communities that could 

have been expected to fuifiil visitor needs. In fact, an important reason 

Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island parks were chosen was 

specifïcaiiy because staff envisioned the houses at Middlehead and 

Dalvay to be reminiscent of grand hoteis like those at Banff, Jasper, and 

Waterton. The Parks Branch believed that national parks must have 

accommodations within their borders, and ones worthy of the park 

name. 

As a result, in the four parks smdied here a simiiar pattern 

emerged. The Pa.& %ranch offered land for development of 

accommodations within its parks. Staff expected investors to provide 

facilities of the highest aesthetic standards. Investors, though, felt such 

qualifications impossible to reach, particuiarly since they could only 

make money on th& investment a few months each y e a ~  Besides, local 

operators wondered why the federal government did not supply the 

facilïties themselves. Unable to attract any interest when tenders were 

cailed, the Parks Branch  responded by doing everything possible to 

accommodate what interest there was. The lu* concessionaire was 

offered concessions to ensure his continued satisfaction. Sta f f  biamed 

the situation on a lack of local initiative while, increasingiy through 

tirne, other local tourist operators blamed the feded bureau for ueating 

a subsidized business agauist which they could not hope to compete. 

From the f i r s t  days of the first two Maritime parks, the Parks 

Branch understood that accommodating tourists would be a problem. 



In his 1934 report on the proposed Nova Scotia park, RW. Cautiey noted, 

"it will probably be found necessary for the Parks Branch to finance the 

construction of suitable tourist accommodations, and either to put 

people in charge or rent them to carefully selected contractors ...."47 

There simply were no hotel fadities in the Cape Breton Highlands area 

Indeed, the head of the Cape Breton Tourist Association admitted that 

visitors thought the situation ghastiy: "as modern accommodations go, 

cape Breton is at zero."48 James Srnart worked diligentfy to find 

investors. He contaaed Fay Becker, a Banff IeasehoIder. guaranteeing 

that a bungalow camp near the new park was bound to be a great 

success, since there was really no qiiality ~orn~etition.49 Failing to win 

Becker over, Smart offered a location in the park's development 

headquarters at Middlehead to a group of Sydney businessmen. The 

Park Branch's plan for the accommodations may be seen in Smart's 

suggestion that the investors should "really cater to high-class business 

and therefore should not stint on providing facilities in the way of 

comfortable and weii furnished cab- and, above all, a firstslass centrai 

building." Another set of cabins would be buiit near the golf course for 

"those with more moderate means."50 Concemed by the scaie of the 

project, the Sydney group backed out Knowing that the federal 

govemment was having no ludc finding S P O ~ S O ~ S ,  the Nova Scotia 

govemment asked what was to become a common question: since this 

was a federal projea, why did the federai govemment not supply 

47 Cautley report on NOM Scoria sites, 1934, p.74. 
48 N. Milton Brome, Cape Breton Tourist Association, a, S m  30 March 1939, RG84 
voI.990, N e  CBH16.112 voLl p t 3  (1937-1949), NAC. 
49 S m  to Becker, 1 ûctober 1937, ibid, 
50 Smart to Bmwne, 2 May 1939, ibid* 



suitable lodgings? Smart replied, "You seem to believe that in other 

parks this accommodation has beeo provided by the Govemment. Such 

is not the case. Hotels, bungalow courts. and 0th- tourist 

accommodation is [sic] provided by private enterprise."51 The 

provincial government fmally agreed to tackie the problem itseif, 

building Keltic Lodge in 1940 and immediately regretting its decision. 

Though it tried to convince the Parks Brandi to take over control of the 

lodge, the federal agency demurred. saying it was not in the hotel 

The Parks Branch always stated a williogness to work with would- 

be concessionaires, but federal wishes tended to surpass local 

capabiüties. Katherine Wyand had opened Avonlea Cottages at 

Cavendish Beach to tourists in the 1920s, and when word came that her 

land would be expropriated for Prince Edward Island National Park, she 

asked to stay.  The Parks B r a n c h  was interested in having the seMces of 

an experienced tourist operator, and tentatively agreed that she could 

have a cottage concession. But CautIey reported nom PEI.,  "The Wyand 

cottages are an eyesore. Badly built in every vaTieV of siipshod 

construction. Located without the slightest sense of order. Painted 

different colours. ... 1 recommend that the Provincial Government be 

required to buy her out lock stock & barrel - N O W . " ~ ~  The Parks Branch 

agreed. and rescinded its invitation. The following summer, the Wyands 

S m  to AS MacMillan, Minister of Highways, NS, 21 March 1938, RG84 vo1.990, file 
CBH16.112 p t l ,  NAC. 
52 JD. MacKenzie, Minister of Highways, NOM Scotia, to Crerar, 19 September 1941, RG84 
vo1.986, fde CBH16.f vo1.2 pt2, NAC 
53 Cautley to Cromarty, 22 December 1936, RG84 vo1.1784, file PEI16.112.1, NAC 
Cautiey was also concemed about reports that Wyand would be a difficult person to work 
with. 



were hard at work on their cottages, refusing to move. Cautley 

recommended they be told "there is no question involved of their being 

@ v a  preference as possible concessionaires. On their own showing, they 

have not suffiCient means to build fxst-dass bungalow cottages, and 

what they have built show bad judgment in construction, location and 

style."54 Wyand, though, said that thanks to the park, local land prices 

had jumped so much she could not afford to relocate. She became a 

vocal opponent of the park, writing letters to the editor detailing the 

bureaucratic run-around she had faced, as she traveiied from P a r k  

"Con~oller" to "foreman" to "Director" to "Commissioner" to "Inspecter" 

in hopes of keeping her business.55 

Surprisingly, then, in 1938 the Parks Branch offered Wyand the 

cottage concession. No one else had put in a tender for it, and it was felt 

that the new national park bady needed accommodations. The main 

stipulation was that she fi the cottages up (with the Branch's help) and 

let them be moved off the &ch to a less central location Wyand 

happily agreed. The cottages were tidied up in appearance and painted 

white with green trim. A parks staffer reporteci, "Whiie they do not corne 

up to the standard required in other parks they are dean presentabfe 

buildings."~ After visiting the park in 1940, James Smart was less 

satisfiea "1 doubt whether we can expect to ever have this camp present 

the appearance desired. The buildings are ai l  of such design as to 

preclude any pleasing or hmonizing f d s h  The best we can expect is 

54 Cautiey m Wiiüamson, 16 Juae 1937, jbid= 
55 Katherine Wyand. "Open Letter a> Memben of the Legislature," Charlottetown 
çwardian. 1 April 1938. 
56 Blake Sinclair, Dalvay House. to Williamson, 4 October 1939. Re84 vo1.1784, file 
PE126.112.1, NAC. 



neatness. The final outcome of this camp will be its abandonment and 

complete removal through lack of patronage."57 The Parks Branch had 

every right, of course, to retain only park buildings that rnatched its 

standards. But Cautiey and Smart's disgust over Wyand's cottages 

suggests how deep was the divide between the two sides' aesthetics. 

Wyand needed oniy simple and serviceable cottages that would be used 

a few months a year. Families would not need to wony about dressing 

formally or tracking in sand in her summer cabins. The Parks  ranch 
wanted the cottages to have the order and symmetry that suggested they 

were the finest that Canada had to offer. Local tourist operators 

probably did not possess the funds, never mind the sensibiüty, to fUIfill 

such demands. 

By the end of World War II, the Parks Branch's thinking had 

changed in a number of ways. Staff noticed a dropping interest in the 

park systemfs resort-style hotds but a concurrent drop in campers as 

well. Instead, visitors were Nniing to the parks' bungalow camps for 

reasonably priced yet cornfortable accommodation. Park dientele was 

increasingly understood to be the expanding North American middle 

dass, seeking middle-class faciiities. This suited the Parks B m c h  fine. 

Projects lüce Keltic Lodge and Dalvay, which had been thought only a 

decade earlier as necessary totems of park status, were Iosing 

considerable money. The Parks Branch called Dalvay a "white elephant" 

and thought that if more accommodations at Prince Edward Island were 

built, they would be ones for "people of moderate means."58 This was 

the general plan for ai l  park facility development at the time. "The 



whole trouble," according to one staffer, "is that the present rates are too 

high for the average f d y  man.... 59 

One might uiink, on this evidence, that cottages like those Wyand 

offered would have found their niche- But the Parks B m c h  s t i l l  wanted 

park buildings to possess the same high standards as always. Therefore, 

when the new Fundy National Park was being designed in the late 1940s, 

though it was given a bungalow camp rather than a hotel, the camp was 

of the ~arks  Brmch's own construction and design@ Twenty-niae 

cottages were built dong a single line overlooking a bluff near the golf 

course. AU were identical, 20 feet by 20 feet, wi th  a high French-svle 

roof and fetching wooden shutters with hearts carved in them. AU came 

with the most modem of conveniences, including a refrigerator, gas 

stove, and bathroom. A New Brunswick newspaper article of the time 

suggested that such accommodations were "almost sure to have a 

family-man appeal. ... mt would seem that a low-budget visitor could 

enjoy a peak holiday at bargain basement figures."61 The Parks B m c h  

justified such devehpment as necessaxy to provide Fundy with 

accommodation as soon as it opened. But more importantly, staff 

59 ? a> S m  9 January 1946, RG84 voLlO3, AIe U36 voi.2, NAC See aiso Smart to aU 
Superintendents, 17 October 194, ibidL Cape Breton Highlands was ~argeted by the Parks 
Branch, the Cana& Youth Commission, and the NOM SCotia Department of Health as the 
potential home of " W y  campsn for local cornmudties. It  was tbought "such a project 
wouid have more prospects of success if the idea were to originate from amongst the people 
most UeIy to benefit cg, the mining communities of Nova ScotIan Robinson to Smart, 2 
December 1946, fbidt 
60 A park hotel el not nùed out, however. Smart stated. "I am, of course, hoping that 
some person with good financiai backing and experience in operating accommodations for 
tourists will become interested in establishing on this park and put up a type of 
accommodation that is more suitable for the most exacting tourists: in other words, more 
elahrate and de luxe accommodation than we WU k providing for in the bungaiow camp 
we intend to buiid this summer." Smart to W A  Moore, Deputy Minister of Industry and 
Reconstruction, New Brunswick, 24 February 1949, RG84 vol.1025, file FI 6.1 12, NAC. 

From clipping collection of Greta Geldan EUiot 



meant to set "a standard for the s.pe of layout we would iike to see 

undenaken by private enterprise."62 The Parks Branch built simüar 

bungalow camps at Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island 

parks in 1949 and 1950. Again, it was made clear that such 

developrnents only provided a "mode1 establishment which might 

encourage others to invest capital in a similar scheme. I t  was never 

intended, however, that the National Park SeMce should embark in the 

hotel or bungalow camp business on a wide scale."63 

The Parks Branch put out a c d  for tenders on the three new cabin 

developments, but received only a few expressions of interest for each. In 

one sense this seemed to justify the building of the cottages in the first 

place, since local people obviously did not want to invest in tourism. 

But there were reasons for locals to act cautiousIy. Tourism was still a 

rather new enterprise in areas surrounding the parks (partidarly at 

Fundy and Cape Breton Highlands). and people did not trust that they 

could make money on it in just a few rnonths a year. If new to the 

industry, they rnay have doubted their ability to run the first-ciass 

faciiities set up in the parks. On top of this, many people simply did 

not understand that a place had been made in the park for local 

investment; others who did lmow this felt that, considering how long 

Western parks had received federal funding, the govemment owed it to 

these new parks to invest the money itself.64 

62 Srnart to Hugh Young, Deputy Minister, 24 Febniary 1953, RGZZ vo1.239, file 33.6.1 
pt3,  NAC- 
63 Lesage to Madachen, 28 January 1954. RG22 ~01.473. file 33.9.1 pt4. NAC. 
64 For expressions of these attitudes, see, for example, Charlottetown Patriot and 
Charlottetown G u a m ,  25 September 1947. 



Out of srnail lists of applicants, the Parks Branch chose Robert 

Friars to lease its bungalow camp at Fundy, RS. Humphrey at P.E.I., and 

Charles Fownes at Cape Breton Highlands. Each would be charged 20% of 

the gross rental revenue for the year, a sum that suggested a reasonable 

return for the government without being onerous to the 

concessionaire.65 In retrospect, it is little wonder that these bungalow 

camps became successes, booked solid for the entire year by the 

beginning of each season, and quite profitable for the leasehoiders. The 

cottages were attractive, maintained by the Parks Brandi, weii advertised 

in park publications, and possessing a monopoly of this sort of 

accommodation within the park And the cottages were priced 

affordably, because the Parks Branch wanted to attract middle-class 

visitors. In doing so the government acknowledged that it Iimited the 

concessionaire's potential profit, so it was satisfied with a smaii rent. 

The Parks Branch did not fmd the developments so profitable, 

though, having buüt the fine structures and leased them cheaply. Staff 

calculated by the 1950s that each Maritime bungalow camp was losing 

the government over $2000 each year. When the concessionaires 

expressed interest in purchasing the bungalow camps, the agency took 

them up on it. After evaluating the P.E.I. camp at about $67,000, the 

New Brunswick camp at $73,000, and the Nova Scotia camp at $60,000, 

the Parks Branch accepted offers of $55,000, $55,000, and $52,000 for 

them respectively.66 The government had created virtual monopolies at 

65 Hutchison to Young, 23 October 1952, RG84 vol. 1025, file F l 6 . l l Z . l  vol.1 p t  1 ( 1952- 
1955), NAC. 
66 See Jackson to Lesage, 24 October 1956, RC84 vo1.1025, file Fl6.ll2.l vol.2, NAC, and 
Coleman to Robertson, 3 Febnrary 1960, RG22 vo1.898, me 307.1, NAC. The Park Branch 
had intended to sel1 the cabins themselves, and had in fact done so, when it was discovered 
that doing so would aiso mean selling the land under them. The "sales" became "leases." 
See Lothian to Coleman, 6 April 1964, RC83 vo1.1943, file TN16.112.2 vo1.3, NAC. 



considerable cost to itseif, and at the expense of other potential local 

investment in tourism accommodation. 

From Ottawa's point of view, the entire episode was seen as having 

a single cause: a lack of local initiative. Minister Jean Lesage defended 

to a P.E.I. politician the decision ta seii the tourist cabins without pubIic 

offering by stating, "These courts were built by the department at a t ime 

when it was quite impossible to interest private persons in such 

constniction."67 The same was said of conditions at the other Matitime 

parks. James Smart wrote, for exampIe, that the community of Aima 

just outside Fundy "has not yet corne to the idea that they are 

overiooking the opportunity passing by th& doors of bettering 

conditions in their town and developing it as one of the most attractive 

tourist t o m s  in the ~aritimes."68 But the situation was not as simple 

as park staff might pretend. As Fundy Superintendent Saunders noted, 

no one in Alma had the money to invest in tourism on any scale, and if 

they did, Fundy's facilities were hardly ones they could aspire to. Locals 

fdt that the Parks Branch itself should provide fadties. since it had the 

location offered by the park itself and obviously had the fun& to do the 

job right69 In this way, the faciiities which were to act as "models" for 

local investment more Iikely acted as discouragement. 

67 Lesage to Neil Matheson, M.P. for Queen's, 22 August 1956, RG84 voL1785. file 
PEI 16.1 1 2.2 vol.3, NAC. This was occasionally voiced by Maritimers themselves. W.W. 
Reid, Supervisor of the P.E.I. Travel Bureau, told Sm- "It would appear to me that Our 
people d o m  here are a bit too consemtive [in that] they are quite keen to make something 
once the Govemment backs the projecf and at the same tirne they do not appear to be too 
anxious to share any profit with the Governmentn 8 May 1948, RG84 vo1.1797, file PU56.2 
voi.2. NAC. 
68 Smart to Gibson. 10 December 1952. RG22 ~01.239, file 33.6.1 pt3, NAC. 
69 Hutchison to S m  20 February 1953. ibià 



Considering the rnoney the government had lost in the bungalow 

camps of the fust Maritime parks. it is surprising that exactly the same 

method was followed ia the development of Terra Nova National Park 

Nineîeen cabins, of notably simpler design than those in previous parks, 

were built at Newman Sound by the department, and tenders were called 

to manage them. Oniy two submissions were received, and the Parks 

Branch chose S t  John's businessman Norval Blair to take the concession. 

The cab& were an immediate hit, espeûally with vacationing 

Newfoundlanders. Blair soon asked if he could provide some services 

himself, and the Branch permined or refised on the basis of 

passager boat service (yes), a hot-dog stand (na), a shufneboard court 

and horse-shoe pitch (no, no), and a miniature rouer coaster (no).70 

Blair aiso asked that the Branch  itself inject more Eunds in the site by 

building tennis courts, a swimming pool, more cabins. Meanwhile, 

Superintendent Doak was receiving cornplaints nom locals who "did not 

know what the Government was doing in the accommodation business 

and taking trade away from them."7l The best course of action, the 

department deaded, would be for Blair to buy the cabins, as the 

concessionaires at the other Maritime parks had. After all, noted the 

superintenden& "we should not be in the 'hotel businessf."72 Blair 

expressed tentative interest in the idea but, thinking like a good 

Coleman was concerned that even the playground might "give a shodciy appearance" 
Robertson generally disagreed with Coleman: "there is a serious need for some - 
recreationai amenities of a modes kind and of an outdoor character in the parkm Coleman 
to Robertson, 1 1 May 1960, RG84 vo1.1943, file TNl6.ll2.l vol.1, NAC; and Robertson to 
Coleman, 7 October 1960, RG22 voLL097, file 311.1 ptl, NAC. 
71 Doak to Strong, 5 june 1961, RG84 vo1.1943, fiie RJ16.112.1 voL1, NAC. 
72 Doak m Coleman. 20 March 1964, RG84 vo1.1943, file TN16.112.1 vd.3, NAC. 



businessman, said he wodd prefer to wait until the government had 

built the 20 or 30 more cabins he was asking for.73 

No dear lessons emerged nom the Parks Brandi's foray into the 

business end of tourism. Perhaps it was worth it to have 

accommodations in parks, even those with communities nearby, because 

they improved the visiter's experience of the park. Perhaps the 

accommodations built withïn the Maritime parks r e d y  did serve as 

models for local tourism operators and thus ultimately helped local 

industry become stronger. The answers to these questions are impossible 

to determine. More interesting, though, is the manner in wbich the 

Parks Brandi justified its actions by daiming a la& of local initiative, 

while ignoring both its own motivations for park development and the 

knotty reasons that locals found investing so difficult to imagine. And 

then, after investing considerably in park accommodations, the Parks 

Brandi felt obiiged to show its mirivolvement in capitalism by selling 

them at a loss to a single concessionaire who would enjoy a valuable 

monopoly. The Parks Branch was in the hotel business, and it wodd 

have cost taxpayers and local business less if it had actmitted so. 

inviolability 

Throughout the national park system's history, parks were aeated 

because the benefits they provided their provinces and Canada - 
nationalistic pride in the place's beauv, an influx of federal 

development money, and, above ail, tourkm - were thought more 

valuable for that speùfïc land than the srna-scaie economies that they 

73 Memo, 15 September 1961, RG84 ~01.1943, file lX16.112.1 voL1, NAC. 



replaced. But these benefits were not believed to masure up against 

those of large-scale economic investment If alternative uses for park 

land were discovered to hold out the prospect of more money for a 

province, provincial politicians lobbied for them. In many instances, the 

national parks were threatened by provincial govemments and private 

interests which thought of parks as little more than land held in trust, 

ready to be redaimed when needed. Coal was taken from Jasper and 

Banff: liead, silver, and zinc from Yoho; and timber from a number of 

parks, inciuding Banff, Riding Mountain, and Wood ~uffalo.74 

For the first decades of the park system. staff seem to have shared 

with the rest of Canadians the belief that preservation should not be 

allowed to interfere with economic deveiopment. But in the 1920s. the 

Parks Branch began to declare in its annual reports that what made 

national parks unique was the principle of inviolability, the notion that 

parks shouid be forever safe from the incursions of either private 

deveIopment or other government departments. National parks were 

distinct because they were timeless, representing not only a distant past 

without human interference in nahre but a refuge ftom any hture 

meddüng as weiL Canadian park historian C.J. Taylor sees the first 

great test of inviolabiüty to be the Calgary Power Corporation's 1923 

proposal to dam Banff's Spray M e s  for hydroeiectric purposes. 

Commissioner James Harkin argued vehemently to prevent the 

dnmming on the basis that parks had no intrinsic meaning if they were 

not free from the economic concerns that affected other land. When it 

became dear that development at Spray Lakes would go through, 

74 Chapter two of Beiia, "Mining the Parks," pmvides a useful listing of national parkst 
tesaurce extraction. 



Harkin's Parks Branch asked that this and other areas with obvious 

resource value be removed from the park system. Taylor writes of 

Harkin, "Prinsiple rather than size had now become bis priority."75 

Though Spray M e s  was taken from the park, the incident was in one 

sense a victory for inviolability, demonsmting that when threatened by 

economic exploitation the Parks Brandi would chop off its hand rather 

than have its whole ann infected. Inviolabiiity has been an invinsic 

part of the national park ideal ever since. 

However, the Spray Lakes case demonstrates inviolability's intrinsic 

weaknesses. First, it is ultimately unenforceable, since any statute that 

attempts to fettei the power of future executives completely is not legaiiy 

binding. Harkin could speak of parks' distinct status, but there was no 

way for him to tum it into law; nothing could keep future governments 

from expanding, contracting, or indeed terminating the parks as they 

saw fit.76 Second, the Parks Branch's own place within the federal 

system made maintainhg invi01abiüty very nifficuIt At various times 

during the years under study, parks were part of the Ministries of 

Interior, Mines and Resources, Resources and Development, and Northern 

Affairs and National Resources, ail of which were primarily concemed 

with land use and resource extraction. As in the Spray Lakes case, the 

75 Taylor. "Leglsladng Nature," p.132. The Spray Lakes episode is very simüar to the 
more famous US,  case in which Yosemite National Park's Hetch Hetchy Valley was dammed 
in the 1910s. The great difference is that a widespread opposidou arose to the Hetch 
Hetchy case, resdting in public support for the national park idea; no such support m s e  
in Canada to Save Spray Mes. 
76 See N.D. Bankes, "Constitutional Problems Related to the Creation and Administration 
of Canada's National Park," )I-P N m e s o u r c e s  in Fe-&, ed. Owen J. 
Saunders, essays fiom the 2nd Banff Conference on Natural Resources law (Toronto: 
Carmell Press, i986), pp.212-234. H. Ian Rounthwaite suggests that parks might be able 
ta win the right to permanent protection thtough common law public trust, though this has 
not ken  attempted in the cours. "The National Parks of Canada: An Endangered Species?" 
Saskatrhewan Law Review, vo1.46 oo-l (1981-1982), pp.43-71. 



ministry was as likely to side with the proponents of economic 

development as with its own Parks Branch .  Flnally, inviolabiiity could 

always be sidestepped as it had been at Spray Lakes. by removing the 

contested land from the parks system and thus from the restraint of 

invioiability. National parks were inviolable until they were needed. 

When Maritime provinces began to express interest in having their 

own national parks, the Parks Brandi f d y  and dearly explained that 

the nght to aii timber, minerais, and other resources would transfer to 

Canada with park establishment It  would seem that the provinces 

understood this weil enough. In 1929, Nova Scotia Premier Harrington 

chose not to push further for a park at that tïme because "it would be 

improper for me to recommend to my colleagues that the people of Nova 

Scotia abandoned [sic] alI interest in the possible minerai deposits in the 

northern part of Cape ~reton."77 Seven years later, the next Nova Scotia 

govermuent made a diffkrent decision, and agreed to the Cape Breton 

Highlands park Again, the federal government irnpressed on its 

provinciai counterpart that this would mean a loss of resources. Federal 

Minister of Mines and Resources T A  Crerar, answering a provincial 

question about mineral rights, was careful to suggest that "If any portion 

more valuable for mineral development than for National Park purposes 

such portions should be eliminated now."78 Yet i n v i o 1 a b ~  was such a 

77 Premier G.F. Har~gton,  ated in Cautley to Harkin, 7 June 1929, RG84 vo1.1964, füe 
U2.12.1, NAC. Perhaps the greatest proof that the Parks Brand's message was understood 
was the manner in which the provinces tried to sidestep inviolability at park 
establishment New Brunswick uied to include a claux in the agreement that created 
Fundy National Park which stated, "tt is noted, however, that this grant reserves to the 
Province aii coals and a h  al1 gold and siiver and other mines and minerais." The Park 
Branch expiained why this would not do, and the province conceded the point J. Aiüson 
Glen, Minister of Mines and Resources, Canada, to RJ. Gill, Minister of Lands and Mines, 
New Brunswick, 21 Febniary 1948, and G U  to Glen, 4 March 1948, RG84 voLi024, file F2 
vo1.5, NAC. 
78 Crerar to J.H. MacQuartie, Minister of Lands and Forests, NOM Scotia, 9 June 1936, 



new concept that even with such blunt declarations, the federal 

department fretted that the prulciple might still be somehow 

undermined. When Nova Scotia Premier Angus L. Macdonald agreed 

"that the Dominion Government wiU exercise full control of the park 

area in accordance with the authow vested in it by the National Parks 

Act and Regulations thereunder" Deputy Minister Wardle's handwritten 

response was: "Not en~ugh."~g The department wanted a more speac 

dedaration of jurisdiction. Federal Deputy Minister of Justice W. Stuart 

Edwards assured the department, though, that a general statement was 

far superioc an attempt to define aii that Canada owned within the 

park wouid have been bound to have left something out80 The Nova 

Scotia act ultimately transferred to Canada ai l  "estate, right, title and 

interest in the land so purchased or acquired or Ieased" for the new 

park8l 

Almost immediately, Cape Breton Highland's inviolability was 

tested. A prospector from Toronto, F.M. C o ~ e l l ,  asked the Parks Branch  

if he could re-open a gold mine at Clybum Brook. near the centre of park 

deveiopment at Middlehead. He had tried mining in the area when gold 

was at $20 per ounce, but found it unprofitable; now that it was $35 per 

ounce, it rnight be worthwhile.82 Ebth the provincial and federal 

govemments were uoubled by this. As Parks Director Gibson noted, "The 

cited in Lesage to George Prudh=un, Minister of Mines and Technical Surveys, Canada, 4 
May 1954, RG84 VOLS f 6, file CBH3 1 p t  1, NAC. 
79 kemier Angus L Macdonald to Cr-, 31 March 1936, RG84 voL985, file CBHZ Cap 
Rouge, vo1.2 pt2, NAC. 
80  Wardle to W. Stuart Edwards, Deputy Minister of Justice, 4 Aprü 1936, and Edwards to 
Wardle, Il Aprii 1936, RG84 ~01,985, file CBH2 Cap Rouge, vol-2 pt2, NAC, 
81 Cited in Harkin to Daly, Departmental Solicitor. Department of the Interior, 17 June 
1936, RG84 vof.985, file CBH2 Cap Rouge, voL2 p t l ,  NAC, 
82 Cited by Gibson to Camsell, 29 November 1938, RG84 voLS16, file CBH31 prl .  NAC. 



point of the whole thing is that this Middle Head area is the most 

desirable feature in the P a r k  We have known this fiom the 

beginning."83 More than this, there was concern that allowing mining in 

an Eastern park wodd set "a very dangerous precedent." Yet neither 

govemment wanted to turn Connell d o m  Both thought it difficult to 

turn d o m  investment in Cape Breton, particularly for an industry so 

central to the island's existence. mer considerable soul-searching, the 

federai rnï&stry of Mines and Resources refused Conneil's recpest.84 The 

Parks Branch periodically received similar petitions to prospect in Cape 

Breton Highlands Park during the Second World War, but tumed each 

one down.85 

The ConneU inadent was a minor one, but it demonstrates how 

the supposedly uncompromising concept of park inviolabüity could be 

shaken by the prosaic needs of a capitafist system. The park system also 

had to deal with govemments' daims on park land.. The Parks B r a n c h  

was generaiiy receptive, so that it could help the local economy and 

prove itseif a good neighbour. After aeating Fundy National Park. the 

Parks Branch was asked by the New Bruaswick govemment if the 

provincial Potato Research Station could be aliowed to continue 

operation within the parks border. It took up, after all, just 14 acres, was 

tudced out of the way of dl planned development, and would only be 

needed for a decade. The Parks Branch felt that this would do no harm, 

and even gave the Station a three-acre extension and some recently 

83 Gibson to W i n ,  1 December 1938, ibid 
84 Camsell m to Gibsoo, 30 November 1938, 
85 For ewmple, Henry M. Evans wrote that there were "considerable war m.ineralsm to be 
renieved in the western section of the park, Evans to National Parks Branch, 14 May 
1941, ibtd, 



expropriated fm buildings. But this guest became a nuisance. in 1951, 

the Potato Station asked for eight more acres (and the right to cut the 

s d  trees growing on them), and in 1954 park staff discovered that it 

had absorbed 11 more again. Though the Parks Branch bristled at letting 

the research station stay longer. it succumbed to provincial and federal 

pressure to do so, and even ended up letting it have another eight acres 

for aop  rotation.86 Tbere was no way the Parks Branch could openiy 

cornplain about this infringement on the park, because to do so w& to 

admit that it did not have the control on park land that the idea of 

inviolability suggested. Besides, both the provincial and federal 

govements - who did not owe the idea of inviolability any allegiance - 
were happy to see the land in use. Ln his authorized history of the 

Canadian national parks, W.F. Uthian c a k  Fundy's Potato Research 

Station just *an unusual featuret', condoned because its research 

provided a seMce to Canadians and was relevant to New Brunswick 

agriculture. In noting that the site was finaily moved out of Fundy in 

1974, he does not mention that the Park B r a n c h  had been trying to 

accomplish that objective on and off for the previous 20 ~ears.87 

The Parks Branch had a difficult time defending the prinapfe of 

inviolabiiiv when either private business or govemment contested it. 

When the two acted together. the Branch's situation was near1y 

impossible. In 1953, staff at Cape Breton Highlands National Park were 

surprised to leam that survey parties were at work throughout the park 

Toronto's Mineral Exploration Company soon reported finding high 

86 This episode ts @en from the correspondence of RGZZ vo1.366, N e  304.73 p t  1, NAC. 
87 Lothian. A Brief Histong p.114. 



grade metals in the area, induding witbin the park itself.88 With Cape 

Breton's coal industry in dedine in this period, the Nova Scotia 

govemment did not even bother debating the province's right to the 

park minerais and simply daimed them as its own. The provincial 

Minister of Mines bluntly told his federal counterpart, 

The minerai nght within the National Park belong to the 
Province and if any minerai occuzTence of apparent 
economic  due is found within its boundaries the province 
would defhitely like to have arrangements made for the 
surface necessary to carry out its development and 
exploitation to give employment to paons displaced by the 
coal industry.89 

Northem Affairs and National Resources disagreed with this 

interpretation, of couse, pointing out that the province had lost right to 

any minerals when it handed over the park land90 But the depamnent 

was not aaually opposed to park mineral extraction, since development 

would assist the provincial economy and show the federal government to 

be a gracious partner. The Canadian govemment ailowed a Nova Scotia 

crew to survey throughout the park, the only conditions k i n g  that the 

work go unpublicized and that the superintendent be kept informed;gl 

mtoria-lnvmness Bulletin, 24 March 1954. 
89 M A  Panerson, MLnisrer of Mines, Nova Scofia to Hoa George Pnidbam, Minister of 
Mines and Technical Smeys, Canada, 22 Aprfl1954, RG84 ~01.516, He CBH31 p t l ,  NAC. 
90 The Parks Bmch may very weli have k e n  wrong. M e s  states that an 1899 ruling 
makes clear that in a general land transfer from province to Canada, mineral rights are not 
transferred from provincial authority unless stated expficitly. And since Eastern parks 
üke Cape Bretm Highlands and Tena NOM were created by a simple land conveyance, 
"Without more, once must conclude in each case that the precious metais have remaineci 
vested in the provinda1 Crown." Bankes, p.227. In the case presented here, the Nova 
Scotia govemment that transfemd the park land in 1936 ce-y believed it had given 
up mineral rights, My point in inirducing Bankes' opinion is not to prove what the . 

national parks bid or did not own, but only lo show that inviolability does not have a b n  
legai foundation. 
g1 Robertson to Boyer, Depury Minister of Mines, NOM SCotk, 25 May 1954, Ibi& In spite 
of federai wishes, the surveying made the p a p a .  See f i a l i f i ~  Ç h r o n i r l e - w  19 and 
20 May 1954. 



the Parks Branch had to appear to be in complete control of park land. 

However, the survey results for the southwest corner of the Cape Breton 

Highlands park showed promise of diamonds and other minerals, 

making even the pretense of inviolability unsustainable. Nova Scotia's 

minister of mines stated, 

Although the minerai rights belong to the Crown in the Right 
of the Province of Nova Scotia, yet we reaüze that National 
Park regdations prohibit the prospecüng or development of 
minerais within its boundary. ... M e  feei that it would be a 
reasonable request to change the Park boundary to the 
position indicated ....92 

and with a red pencii. cropped a srnail section off a map of the park in 

discussion of this proposai within its minishy, the Parks Branch offered 

surprisingly tame resistance. The southern part of the Highlands was too 

seduded to have any real value for park aesthetics or development, so it 

was deemed relatively expendable. The f e d d  governent agreed in 

the spring of 1956 to remove 13.3 square d e s  from the Cape Breton 

Highlands park. This was the same sort of compromise as had occurred 

at Spray Lakes in the 1920s: the province got the land it wanted for 

development, the federal ministry got to display beneficence towards its 

provincial counterparts,g3 and the Parks B r a u c h  couid say that its 

principle of keeping parks fkee from resource extraction had held fm. 

And yet Cape Breton Highlands National Park, created l e s  than 20 years 

earlier to be maintained forever, had been chipped away as a result of 

the first significmt interest in its resourcesr traditionai uses. 

92 W.T. Dauphine. Mïnister of Mines. Nova Scotia. to Prudham. 2 August 1955, RG84 
V O I S  16, file CBH3 1 p t  1, NAC. 
93 This was worth some political capital. The Chronicle-Herald 28 April 1956. spoke 
highiy of the federai decision to omit the section from the park. 



Having accepted one infrhgement on its Nova Scotia park, the 

land a seaplane on Cheticamp Lake in the southeastern part of the 

park's interior, and set up camp on its shore. This puzzled park staff, 

since the Company would have to be workhg some distance outside the 

park.94 Oniy then did the Parks B r a n c h  leam that the Power 

Commission had 'for months k e n  considering a major hydroelectric 

project at Wreck Cove, a few miles outside the park's southem boundary. 

The provincial government of Liberal Premier Henry Hicks had set aside 

$30 million for the utiliîy (chaired by Hicks himself) to increase 

generating capacity and improve swices.95 The Power Commission now 

hoped to divert the Cheticamp River headwaters drainage basin centred 

at Cheticamp Lake away from its traditional course down the westem 

side of the island, and instead send it off to the east to supply a hydro 

plant at Wreck Cove. In asking by telegram permission to survey the 

area, the Power Commission explained that it considered "Wreck Cove of 

deep significance to industrial future Cape ~reton."96 

Park staff were unanimous in their opposition. The proposed 

projea would largely dry up the Cheticamp River, lessening the aesthetic 

and recreationai attraction of the western side of the park which was 

coincidentally undergoing extensive tourism de~elo~ment.97 R would, 

94 G.D. Mader, Nova Scotia Power Commission, to Superintendent Doak, 22 October 1956, 
and CoIeman to Doak, 2 Nov- 1956, RG84 vo1.998, file CBH68 vol.1, W. 
95 !%e Nova Scotia Power Commission, minutes of meetings, in H.D. Hicks papas, MG2 
voL1240, files 1 and 3, PANS. 
96 Morley Taylor, Nova Scotia Power Commission, to Côté, 2 November 1956, RG84 ~01.998, 
file CBH68 votl, NAC. 
97 Scott to Hutdiison, 22 Novernber 1956, 



according to the Canadian Wiidlife Service, most certainly niin the 

fishing that the park was W g  to encourage, and draw the ire of the 

f e d d  Department of ~isheriesgs It  would unfairly target a national 

park which had already sustained l o s  of land that very year, and it 

would more generaiiy weaken the park system's daim to invïolability. 

Parks Chief Coleman made a direct paralle1 to the hydro project at 

Banff% Spray Lake, citing both the original damage it had caused the 

park system and subsequent damage caused by further hydro 

development there in the eatly and late 1940s.99 For ail these reasons, 

the Parks Branch pleaded with its ministry to d o w  it to tum down the 

province's request. Director James Hutchison told his deputy minister, 

The Cape Breton Highlands Nationai Park is one of the 
outstanding parks in the system. W e  are ail a m  of the 
favourable comment from visitors and of the pride that the 
people of Nova Scotia have taken in the park. .... If the 
park is eventiially to fultill its proper purpose the area now 
endosed within the boundaries should be defended to the 
uttermost and the natuml features of Streams, lakes, 
mountains, forest cover, should not be sacrifced for the need 
of immediate commercial requirements. 100 

Impressed, the department supported the Parks Branch's position. In 

early November, the assistant deputy minister wrote the Power 

Commission that its request to survey the Cheticamp Lake area and 

ultimately to divert the Cheticamp watershed had been refused-101 

Within two weeks the federal position was reversed. The Power 

Commission couid have its sunrey, though there was still no promise of 

98 W.W. Mair, Chief, Canadian Wildlife SeMce, 7 November 1956, RG22 ~01.366, N e  
307.16.2 ptl, NAC. 
99 Coleman m Hutchison, 7 November 1956, ihia 
lûû Hutchison to Roberison, 7 November 1956, ibid. 
lol Cbté to Taylor, 8 November 1956. ibid* 



devdopment.102 The tumaround was the result of heavy lobbying by 

the provincial govemment, in particular by Premier Hicks himself.103 

The ody power that the Parks B m c h  could exercise in the matter was to 

act as if it was in complete control of the situation. I t  was agreed that 

the survey by Power Commission staff would be paid for by the Parks 

B m c h  and supposedly on its behalf, so it could "study" what a 

hydroeleceic diversion would mean to the Cheticamp River saimon 

population. This may have been an effort to keep the s w e y  from 

seeming a precedent for development, but it also prevented the Branch 

from voidng furth- opposition. When the Cheticamp Board of Trade 

heard about the survey for the proposed Wredc Cove diversion project, it 

told the f e d d  minisuy that it would "enter a strong protest on the 

grounds that it wouid be detrimentaI to the tourist industry, which has 

a great bearing on the economy of this areanlW Minister of Northem 

AfjFairs and National Resources Alvin Hamilton replied that there was 

apparently some misunderstanding: his own department was handling 

the survey, and "They are engaged only in determining the quantity of 

water flowing in the river and are not reporting in any manner upon the 

possibiiity of diversion from Cheticamp Lake."l05 By maifztahhg a 

pretense of complete control over what happened to the national park, 

Coleman to Superintendent, 23 November 1956, RG84 voL998, file CBH68 voLl, NAC. 
See also Lesage to Governor Cenerai in Council, 29 November 1956, RG22 voL366, me 
307.16.2 p t l ,  NAC. 
lo3 The 13 November minutes of the Nova Scotia Power Commission States, "Considerable 
discussion easued in comection with the Wreck Cove development and the attitude of the 
National Park authorities in refùsing the Commission access to the park for the purpose of 
sweys  in the Chedcamp a r a "  Chaiman Hicks noted he had b e n  taUcing to Robert - 

Winters, the federal minister from Nova Scotia, about this, and thought it would be sedeci 
soon. H.D. Hicks papers, MG2 vo1.1240, file 3, PANS. 

Simon P.  oud die au, Secrew, Cheticamp Board of Trade, to HamiIton, 25 September 
1957, RG84 vo1.998, fiie CBH68 voL1, NAC. 
los Hamilton to Boudreau, 8 October 1957, Ibid. 



the Parks Branch's opportunity to exercise real control was further 

limited. 

The survey reported its findiags in the f a  of 1957. and the Nova 

Scotia Power Commission interpreted them to mean the Cheticamp 

watershed would be valuable to the Wreck Cove project. Of course, it 

then asked for the watershed. Parks Director J.RB. Coleman was 

incensed: Y wish to go on record as king absolutely opposed to either 

the diversion of water from the Cheticamp River or any further reduction 

of the Park area?l06 Coleman was especïaliy angered by the Power 

Commissionrs refusal to say whether the diversion was necessary for the 

project's success. Deputy Miaister Robertson felt the same, noting, "It is 

not at ail apparent to me, however, that the advantages of the Wreck 

Cove project with the diversion (as distinct from Wreck Cove without the 

diversion) are so outstanding as to justify an encroachment on one of 

our best national parks."lO7 

Though the federal minism probably would have permitted the 

removal of park land for the hydro project anyway. the Parks Branch was 

mollined somewhat when the newly-elected Nova Scotia Premier Robert 

Stanfield offered to replace the Cheticamp Lake watershed with other 

l a n d  His original suggestion was the northern tip of Inverness county 

(the northwest corner of Cape Breton Island) which had been originaliy 

intended as part of the park anyway. U p n  consideration, though, the 

Parks Branch deaded that the area consisted of barrens not conducive to 

tourism and not suficientiy attractive. Stanfield then offered five acres 

lo6 Coleman to Robertson, 16 October 1957, RG22 vol366 file 307.16.2 p t l ,  NAC. 
lo7 Robertson to Dinsdaie. 21 October 1957. ïbdt 



of provincial land bordering Canada's historic site at Port Royal. This 

was land the Parks B r a n c h  was quite happy to get.108 

Having been promised land in retum and assured that a token 

fiow of water would continue down the Cheticamp River, the Branch no 

longer contested the Power Commission's threat to park inviolabüity. In 

early 1958, about ten square miles were removed from Cape Breton 

Highlands National Park's Cheticamp Lake area. The Canadian 

government held onto the land, waiting for word fkom Nova Scotia that 

it wanted the parcel trzuisferred; that word did not corne. The Power 

Commission dedded that the Wredc Cove development was not viable 

after all, for the t h e  being at least. 

Fifteen years later, the Power Commission feit ready to move 

forward Its plans were largely unchangeci: build about 20 dams and 

dikes to control the water of over 80 square miles of the Cape Breton 

Highlands, directing this water to an underground powerhouse at Wredc 

Cove. EnWonmentalism had grown considerably in the interim, 

however, and the Commission faced considerable opposition from those 

who felt the plant would destroy fish habitat, flood some of the best 

moose range in the province, and taint some of the iast rernaining Nova 

Scotia wildemess.l09 Though the project was sure to affect Cape Breton 

Highiands National Pa& the Parks Branch was largely silent during this 

period; it had fought and lost that battle in the 1950s. Wredc Cove, 

108 In the federal correspondence, handwritten beside the Iirst suggestion of obtaining 
Port Royal land is the word "Wonderfui!" See Robertson to Coleman. 6 November 1957, 
ibid. 
log On the Wreck Cove debate in the 1970s. see "Wreck Cove Hydra-Electric 
Inve~tigation,~ n n ' s  n0.9 (October 1974), pp.4-11; and the Halifax 
newspaper 4th Es= 28 November 1974,7 May 1975,16 June and 1 December 1976, and 
17 February 1977. 



when completed in 1978, became an integral part of the Nova Scotia's 

energy system, immediately doubling the power produced in the 

province.ll0 The Cheticamp River is a shadow of its former self, most of 

its water diverted to the other side of Cape Breton. When visiting the 

park in the stimnier of 1994.1 noticed that the large stones which once 

held the cment as it flowed down out of the Highlands now merely hid 

the trickle as it ran undermath. 

In the history of the parks studied here, there is no indication that 

the Parks Branch ever found improved ways to ensure that inviolability 

wouid be practïsed. It faced much the same diffidties in keeping park 

resources sacred in the 1950s as it had in the 1920s- At the time of the 

establishment of Terra Nova National Park, the Newfoundland 

government fought even more aggressively for its predevelopment 

position than had provinaal goverriments in the past, demanding and 

winning the right to pre-empt inviolability by leaving room in the land 

transfer for the future removal of timber. Newfoundland even forced 

Canada to take the park in two lots so that, as the agreement reads, 

If at any fume date the Province should require any of the 
lands described in Schedule "Bn for the purpose of hydro- 
electric, or other commercial development, Canada will 
introduce into the Parliament of Canada such legislation as 
may be necessaxy to exdude from the Park all or any portion 
of the said lands described in Schedule "~".111 

Bankes calls this "a remarkable provision from a legal perspective" 

because it both tries to teii a future parliament how to act - which is not 

legally binding - and then only forces it to "ïntroduce" legislation, not 

Edward T. Bush, A Historv of Hvdro-gearic Develooment in Canada (Ottawa: Historic 
Sites and Monuments Board, 1986), p.114. 

Federal-provincial agreement, 12 Mardi 1957, uted in Bankes, p.225. See also 
Lothian, A Brief History, p. 1 18. 



demandiog that such legislation eves be passed-112 Just as the Parks 

Brandi had difficulty codifying inviolability, Newfoundland had 

difficuity codifying violability. 

The concessions that the Parks B m c h  made to public and private 

economlc interests both vvillingly and ~11willingly in the first Atlantic 

Canadian parks demonstrate how tenuous its hold on the park system 

reaiiy was. Parks existed because of the value they gave their land; if a 

greater value was found, the park's existence was in doubt. The dogma 

of park inviohbility was perhaps needed to convince Canadians of the 

special sort of value that parks provided, but it was ultimately 

unûuthful. The Parks Branch couid no more honestly daim that it was 

proteccing this plot of land forever than it could daim that this land, 

expropriated within the previous half century, was pristine wiidemess. 

Just as a statute cannot bind future legislators to a certain act, a concept 

camot bind future Canadians to an appreciation for parks. Inviolabilit/ 

couid not be achieved through the shortcut of dedaring it a timeless 

park prinuple; it demanded that park staff work at it every day and in 

every park under their jurisdiction. 

erosion 

Throughout its history, the Parks Branch's primary concern was in 

fulfilling what Minister of Interior Charles Stewart in 1930 had cailed "a 

pious hope": the perfect rnarriage of use and presewation. Parks staff 

had faith that a balance between the two could always be found, that 

they could, even as they sought to increase public patronage, also keep 



the park system intact and inviolate for future generations. But in the 

late 1950s, the Pa& B r a n c h  for the first tirne began to doubt its abi1.i~ 

to achieve this baiance. As discussed in the beginning of the chapter, the 

parks were becoming v e q  popular, perhaps too popular. 

The park systemTs initial response was its traditional one, to build 

faulities that would satisw tourists. Eetween 1953 and 1959, the Park 

Branch's govenunent appropriation quadrupled to $24 million as the 

federal cabinet approved a major highway construction throughout the 

parks, and the construction of better accommodati011~, particuiarly 

campgrounds.l13 The Canadian program mirrored the United States' 

Mission 66 prograni, initiated in 1956 to b ~ g  the Parks Service up to 

present needs.114 But the Pa& Branch  discovered, as did its American 

cousin, that this time development did not resolve the problem of 

ovenise. Swift inaeases in park visitation meant that the new facilities 

were insufnuent as soon as they were completed Moreover, as Alfred 

Runte writes of the American case, "By enabling more tourists to visit the 

parks, they inevitably came."ll5 Better facilities for the masses led to 

more masses. The Park Branch's 1959 annual report spoke of the 

Branch's need to know "how many can use the area without graduai 

Canada, Department of Northern Anairs and National Resources. Annual Rewrts, 
19541960; and Lothian, Himry, vo1.4, p.2 1. The parks also benenteci h m  Prime 
Minister Diefenbaker's federal-provincial winter works program, designed to foster 
employment durhg the recession of the fate 1950s. Gerald Killaa, Protaed Places: A 
Historv of O n ~ o  s Provincial Parks Svstexq m g  (Toronto: Dundern Press wi th  the Ontario 
Ministry of Naturai Resources, 1993), p.107. 

Runte, National Parks, p.107. The Mission 66 program resuited in the consmiction of 
2800 niiles of new and rebuiit roads, 936 mües of tmil, 575 r=imwwids, and much more. 
R Geraid Wright, W i l d l r f e d  andernent in the National E)arks (U- and 
Chicago, III.: University of  Ilîinois Press, 1992), p.23. 
Is Runte, Ugiond P a r k  p. 10% 



deterioration,"ll6 suggesting for the first time a nigghg doubt about 

how weil preservation and use couid be balanced in the future. 

Symboiic of the Branch's coming to terms with park use in the 

1950s was the case of Robinson's Island in Prince Edward Island National 

Park. Robinson's Island - or Rustico Island, as it would corne to be calIed 

in the mîddle of the park, between the Cavendish-Rustico section to the 

W e s t  and the Braddey-Dainy section to the east Its W e s t  end was littie 

more than sand, though in the late 19th century this was home to the 

Seaside Hotel and a nwnber of fîshing stages. The hotel burned down at 

the tum of the centuy, and the island was Little used in the years to 

foiiow. W h e n  Wiaxmon and Cromarty examLned the proposed park 

land in 1936, they do not even seem to have noticed the island's 

existence. The Higgs commission in charge of calculating prices for the 

park expropriation recommended Robinson's Island be excluded since it 

wouid be expensive to buy, but it became part of the park 

nevertheless.ll8 No immediate use was found for it, so for 15 years it 

l6 Canada, Department of Northern Anairs and National Resources, Annual Rems 1959. 
p.41. 
l7 Robinsons had bought the isiand since 1838, and owned aii or part of it for the next 

century. I t  was known by a number of names over the years, but atlases of the late 19th 
and early Zûth centuries cal1 it Robinson's island, and it even went by that oame during 
park expropriation In fact many Prince Edward IsIanders continue to caII it Robinson's 
Island. Though it is not hani whether the &land had ever ken previously known as 
Rustico Island, it is dear that the Parks Branch preferred the new designation because it 
did not suggest past ownenhip, and in 1960 they had the name change made official. 1 
will refer to it as Robinson's Island so as not to confuse the reader with Rustico. on the 
mainland. 

Though the Higgs commissioners recommended excluding the Island, they aiso 
suggested prices of $2900 for Cleve Robinson and $3200 for Percy MacAusIand, the two 
owners. Robinson negotiated a $5000 settlement MacAusland, though, refuseci to settle, 
and only accepted $5000 in 1942 with a promise from Premier Thane Campbell that thls 
would not keep him from seeking more Thane Campbell papas, RG7 series 14, box 30. 
subseries L file 749, and subseries 2 file 753, PAPEI. MacAusland would fight to regain 
his land or get a better price for it for the next 30 years. See. for example, "Asks Queen's 



Figure 16. Robinson's Island, 1880. 
F& Meacham's Atlas, 1880, reprinted in The Island Magazine, na33 
(Spring/Summer 1993), p.12. 



was dowed to be the most wild and inaccessible part of P ~ c e  Edward 

Island National P a r k  

Foiiowing the war, the Parks B m c h  considered how to best use ail 

parts of the P.E.1. park The park's prime feanue was obviously its 

shoreline. so improvements of the roads almg the shore were given top 

priority. Grading, gravelling, and hard-surfacing the road from Rustico 

to Cavendish was begun, as was simiIar work dong the eastern end of the 

park W1th this work under way, staff began to toy with a more 

ambitious project linking the two ends of Robinson's Island with the 

m=linland to the West  and east This would fulfill a number of 

worthwhüe objectives. First. it would make the park a single coherent 

unit; at present, visitors mvelling from one end of the park to another 

had to exit the park, drive a dozen miles, and re-enter.119 Second, it 

would create a single scenic drive, showing the park to best advantage. 

Thini, it would open up Robinson's Island to development. Prince 

Edward Island supported the project for all these reasons - plus, of 

course, it would b ~ g  federai funds and construction jobs to the 

province. 120 

There was another reason. a curious OIE, why linking Robinson's 

Island seemed a good idea. The harbour between the island and the 

Help for Hearing," Eastern Gra~hic, 2 June 1976. 
This was not just of interest to the Parks Branch: die provincial tourism indusîry 

wanted the park to be more eady accessed In 1957, the P.EL lnnkeepers Association 
wrote that "our National Park remains divided up inbo three or four isolated areas without 
any direct comection between them, and consequentiy bianders ~ o u s  to motor through 
and show off our Patk are completely frustrateci in the attempt and have k n  now since 
the inception of this Park 20 years ago. We f e l  certain that that same frustration is 
experienced daily each summer by countless thousands of our visiting Tourists to this 
Province." P.EI. Innkeepers Association to Lesage, 30 May 1957, RG22 voL476, file 
33.21.6 p ~ l ,  NAC. 
lzo Charlottetown gatrio~~. 14 Feb- 1949. See also Charlottetown 30 July, 16 
and 17 August 195 1. 



community of Rustico just outside the park to the W e s t  - Big Harbour, as 

it was calied - comtantly siIted up. The resultant shallowness was a 

danger to fishermen working out of Rustico. Engineers deduced that if a 

causeway was built between the island and the eastern mainland - that 

is, across Little Harbour - then the iacreasing volume through Big 

Harbour would help scour it much more efficieatiy. Local fishennen 

would have a deeper, safer harbour.121 That was the theory, but no one 

knew for sure. Fishermen were Iess optimistic, reckoning that more tidal 

movement at Big Harbour could just as easily mean more silting.122 

Work began on the Little Harbour causeway in 1953 regardles, while staff 

continued to study what was going to happen. Two years later, with it 

nearing completion, Parks Direaor Hutchison would s a  describe it as 

work "which I understand is of an ercperimental nature ...."l23 

The Littfe Harbour causeway was completed in 1955. Sand soon 

accumulated dong its length, and Robinson's Island became, in essence, 

a peninsufa The same year, Parliament approved a major highway 

program for Canadian National Parks to better serve the rising wave of 

tourists. As part of this program Prince Edward Island National Park 

l Z 1  Dr. SS. Masur, "Rustico Estuary Investigation, 1952-1953" repon, cited in WS. 
V d e ,  District Director, Department of Public Works, to Regional Director, Department of 
Public Works, 14 May 1971, Box 5, PEINP files. 
12* Fishermen were dhrided on the issue The pmvincets Fisheries Development 
Committee endorsed a causeway to Rustico, in the hopes of improving the harbour. This is 
mentioned in Deputy Miaister Young to Winters, 29 April 1953, RGZZ vo1.476, file 33.2 1.6 
ptl, NACI However, the Parks Branch received wamings from Rustico fishermen that a 
causeway wodd ruin the harimur. This is documentecl in WS. Vede, 'The Fisherman's 
Case," Vede to Regional Director, Department of Public Works, 14 May 1971, Box 5, PEINP 
files. The fishermen's opinions probably did not carry much weight either way: 
ultimately, there were too many attractive reasons for the construction of a road across 
Robinsons ïskmd for it not to go through. One Rustico fisherman put tbis more bluntly: 
"No use taïking to engineers, might as weli ta& to a gull." Becher Court intewiew with 
Fred Home, S2.290, PEINP files. 
Iz3 Hutchison to Jackson, 21 March 1955, KG22 ~01.476, file 33.2 1.6 p t  1, NAC. 



received h d s  for a Gulf Shore Parkway. a reconstruction of exïsting 

shore roads to TransCanada Highway conditions. The $2.8 million 

project was to be capped off with a $500,000 high trestle bridge across 

Big Harbour to Robinson's Island. This wouid be in addition to 

previously planned devdopments in the park, such as the completion of 

the new Cavendish campground, improvements to Braddey Beach's. and 

the eventual construction of facilities on Robinson's Island Despite the 

speed and scope of these planned changes, the Branch showed no si& of 

trepidation. After a visit to the park, Deputy Minister Robertson even 

justifieci the development by sa-, 

While it is only a long, thin strip of land, the area that is 
avaiiable for actuai use by people is, I think, as great as we 
have in aImost any other park In the case of Cape Breton 
Highlands Park, it is really only the coast portions of the 
Cabot Traii that are available for "enjoyment" by the people 
of Canada ln the case of Fundy Park, it is only the 
headquarters area, Bennett Lake, and for scenic purposes the 
tweive-miles of road. Prince Edward Island Park has, I should 
think, more enjoyable and usefûl space than either of 
them.124 

But in the late 1950s. park staff received an omen that their 

dreams for seemingly unlimited use might be unattainable. With the 

causeway at Little Harbour having dosed off the east end of Robinson's 

Island, stronger tide movement began to eat away at the sandy west end 

of the island. Noticeable chunks of the island eroded away. As a result, 

Public Works engineers admitted that more study wouid be needed 

before a bridge to Rustico could be consideredl25 The Gulf Shore 

Highway and other developments proceeded regardless, which both 

accommodated and encouraged the momting volume of visitations, 

124 Robertson report to Hutchison, 10 August 1955, RG22 voI.317, file 33.21.1 pt3, NAC. 
125 See Hutchison to Robertson, 27 June 1957, RGZZ ~01.476, me 333.1.6 p t l ,  NAC. 



Figure 17. Robinson's mustico] Island, 1960-1990. 
From Todd L. Keith, The Cumulative Effects of Develo~ment and Land 
Use at Prince Edward Island National Park, Park Canada Technical 
Reports in Ecosystem Science no.0002 (Halifw Parks Canada, Atlantic 
Region, 1996), p.24. 



which doubled at Prince Edward Island NationaI Park between 1957 and 

1960. 

W.F. Lothian writes in the authorized history of the Canadian 

parks system, "During the years following 1955. operations of the 

National Parks Branch had expanded to an extent that the aisting 

organization was experiencing difficulty in carrying out its functions and 

responsibiiities at a level of efEaerzcy expected by the ~e~artment."l~6 

It  was felt, among other things, that too -y deusions were being made 

on a short-sighted, day-to-day basis. A Planning Section was ueated to 

look at park policies in long-range terms. The cbief of this section, Uoyd 

Brooks, visited Prince Edward Island park in 1960, and was appalled by 

what he saw there. tgUnfortunately," he wrote. "this Trans Canada SIpe 

highway is now nearly completed in a rnan.neT and to a standard which 

is unrelated to the whole concept of national park ~se.~'127 He listed its 

fa-: it disregarded natural topography, it encouraged speeding, it 

permitted shoulder parking, and worst of aiI it forced a major 

development straight through the middle of the entire park As for 

Robinson's Island, development there had resulted "in the destruction of 

the single geographic feature which had a chance of surviving in a 

relatively naturai state in spite of continued heavy use in the rest of the 

park."128 He hoped that rather than choosing to go ahead with plans 

to comect it with Rustico, the Parks B r a n c h  wouid help fund a road 

lZ6 Lothian. A History, vo1.4, p.21. 
127 Uoyd Brooks, "Planning Considerations, Prince Edward Island National Park," 
January 1960, Box f 7, PEINP files. 
Iz8 Ibi& 



around Rustico Bay, outside the park This wodd be "more consistent 

with park ideals and much Iess costly."l29 

But the federal ministry could not so easily admit failue. After a 

1960 trip to the park, Deputy Minister Robertson expiained that the 

Parks B r a n c h  faced other factors, when he reported on a 1960 trip to the 

park: 

The change in the Park since 1957 - and especially since 
1955 - is quite remarkable. We have made very great 
progress indeed in improving the facitities, but the increased 
use is so tremendous that it is doubm whether we have 
reaiiy gained much g r o d  ... Mr. Brooks has expressed the 
view that it was an error to build the road onto Rustico 
Island and thus eliminate the chance of preserving it. In 
principle, Ehis may be right, but 1 rhink in fact it is and 
would be quite impossible. The pressure of use is too great 
to aiiow that relatively large area to be untouchedl30 

At a tirne when facility expansion plans set for 1962 were already 

proviag insuffiCient for tourïst needs in 1960, the Parks B i a n d i  couid not 

possibly limit development, Robertson conduded However, having seen 

the destruction of the W e s t  end of Robinson's Island, he acknowledged 

that it was probably hopeless to build a bridge there. The deputy 

minister instead suggested a bridge heading southwest off the island, 

cuning down the amount of travel outside the park. This was preferable 

to stopping the road on Robinson's Island altogether because, "It would 

make the construction of the road (at least at its high standard) dong 

Rustico Island largeiy a waste. It would ~ S O ,  1 am sure, bring sharp 

129 IbÎdx The longterrn environmentai effeco of the Guif Shore Parkway are discussed in 
Todd L Kefth, The Cu muiative Effects O f û e v e l m e n t  and Land Use at Prince Edward 
&lm-anal && Park Canada Techxiical Reports in Ecosystem Science no.0002 
(Halifax: Park Canada, Atlantic Regioo, 1996). pp.22-25. 
130 Robertson report to Coleman, 6 August 1960, RG22 voL899, file 3 16.1 voL1, NAC. 



critiusm from the people of the province."l31 After reading Deputy 

Minister Robertson's report, the superintendent of Prince Edward Island 

Nationai Park put it more bluntly : "he feds it will emphasize a 'boob' on 

the Department's part." l3* 

This was one time when not even a depus. ministerrs will was 

suffïcient. Because of the causeway built on the eastern end of 

Robinson's Island, the western end contioued to erode away and the 

harbour entrance at Rustico silted up more than ever. Attempts to 

reinforce the islandrs western waiI proved useless, as did repeated 

dredging of the harbour. in 1954, the park had stopped construction of 

roadway 1400 yards fkom the western end of Rustico Island By 1968, the 

tide had taken so much of the island that its new tip was now only 

about 600 yards away. After contïnuing, constant erosion - induding 

the loss of 100 yards of land in a single ûctober night in 1975 - the 

widened Big Harbour reached within 125 yards of the Gulf Shore 

Highway.133 By that time, the Parks Branch had offiually a ~ o u n c e d  

that the plan to link the island with Rustico was abandoned.134 

131 

132 Superintendent Kipping to Strong, 25 August 1960, Box 17, PBNP files. 
133 These figures are from assorted le-. maps. and photos. il&L For reporrs on the 
erosion, see Chariottem Guardian, "Robinson's Island Loses Another Section of 
Causeway," 30 March 1976, and "Fihermen iay BIame on Man," 17 April1976. 
134 Char1ottmwn 23 ûecember 1971; journal-Pioneer. 24  and 27 December 1971. 
The department had b e n  pressured to make a decision for years. Member of Parliament 
Heath  Macquarrie had complained in Pariiaxnent tn 1970, "So while we find in Prince 
Edward Island that we are not able to get a crossing from our island to the mainland, we 
also discover it is apparently impossible to bridge the mouth of a very srnail fishing 
harbour. .... It is hard to explain why the feasibility studks on the bridge were not done 
before the expensive, so-called comecting highway was laid How difRcult i t  is to explain 
to the people of Canada, the people of Pm., that whiie the US. on get a man on the moon, 
and the USS.R and the U S A  can place equiprnent on or around Mars and Venus with 
great predsion, aii the forces of the govenunent of Canada cannot mss Rustico Harbour." 
Canada, House of Commons, Debates. 14 Febntary 1970, p.4048. 



The erosion of Robinson's Island was admïttedly an unusuai case: 

the strain of rapidy increased w which began in the late 1950s more 

often caused a metaphoncal rather than iiterai wearing away of the 

national parks. But the Iesson to the Park Branch was the same. Visitor 

interest and visitor demands on parks were proving so great that the 

department couid not hope to keep up, and to do so would mean the 

destruction of the very elements of what it was mandated to presenre. 

In the 1960s the Parks Branch would deude that presewing parks for 

future generations meant limiting to a degree even those uses for which 

the parks had been created The alternative, like the Gulf Shore Highway 

that traiIed o E  the end of Robinson's Island, was a road to nowhere. 



Chapter 8 
Changing Ecologies: 

Preservation in Four Atlantic Canadian 
National Parks, 1935-1965 

The period 193 5 to 1965 is an interesting one for studying the day- 

to-day management of preservation issues in parks, pretisely because it 

is a time when the park system is beiieved to have been undianging. 

There is traditionally a pause in CananiÂn national park histories 

between the 1930 Parks Act and the rise of environmental interest in 

parks in the 1960s. Kevin McNamee's 25-page " F r m  Wild Places to 

Endangered Spaces: A History of Canada's National Parks," for example, 

gives this 30-year period two small ~aragra~hs.1 A central reason for 

this neglect is that the system did not grow much in these decades: there 

were oniy four new parks, and they were ail relatively smali. There was a 

sense within the Parks Branch that the system was now complete, 

demding only eternal vigilance to maintain.2 Much the same 

attitude was present in the United States national park system, which 

saw the creation of only five new natural areas between 1940 and 1959. 

An Amaicm park historian has aptly titled this period the "we think 

werve done it ail" era - and, also aptly, she then spends little time 

McNamee, p.28. 
in 1938, Commissioner F.H.H. Williamson noted. "In Caaadian Parks possibly the 

development has reached a point where we should cal1 a hait on new work and confine 
ourselves simply to the improvemen~ completion, and maintenance of existing works." 
WiUt=unsoo to Gibson, 4 January 1938, RG84 ~01.2101, file U172 (6), NAC. 

Susan Power Bratton, "Nadonal Park Management and Values," E m s ,  



The general neglect of this period by historians is surprising, 

however. when one considers that in both Canada and the United States 

the 1960s is seen as one of the most important decades in park history. 

Ln that decade in both countnes, the size of the park system 

mushroomed, there came to be greater public respect for the parks' 

preservationist phiiosophy. and massively increased park visitation led 

to debate on how to curb development The North Amencan-wide 

environmental movement is seen as so central to all of this that the park 

systemls own histories are presumed to be indevant; the 1960s were born 

My-growa. In this chapter, 1 WU argue that in fact the decades leading 

up to the 1960s were instrumental to the shaping of park preservationist 

policies. Ln its treatment of fish, wildlife, and vegetation, the Canadian 

National Patks Branch took an increasingly han&-on approach during 

the 1940s and 1950s. until - recognizing the ecological, philosophical, 

and political failures of its actions - it sought to become less 

intewentionist in the 1960s. At both stages, it justified its approach by 

invoking the name of science? 

vo1.7 (Siinimer 1985). pp.119, 126-7. 
1 acknowledge a danger in extending my argument h t o  the United States. and even - as 

wiU be discussed in the foiiowing paragraph - Iocating my own work in reiation to two 
historians writing on Amerkm parks. It  is m e  that I am using the American case to 
learn more about Caaada, and ustag the Canadian case to suggest something about the 
American one However, 1 I think can be ddended. As this chapter will make clear, my 
resemcb hdicates many confluences between the American and Canadian situadons in 
everything from predatot poücy to pst-World War II budget growth. On a related point, 
Canadian biologists in this period were generaily trained In the States, and the Canadian 
Park Branch depended on its American sister agency for advice in esriblishing and 
impIemendng poïicies. For secondary material, 1 was forced to depend on American 
sources because so Iittle was available on Canadiaa national parks, wi lme ,  or ecologicd 
seence fkom the 1930s to the 1960s. This thesis was written too late for me to 
incorporate Stephen Bocklng's comparative hismry of environmental science in Britain, 
Canada, and the United States, (to be pubLished in 1997); and prior to Thomas Dualap's 
history of environmentai poiicy in Canada, the US., New Zealand and Australia; and Sandy 
Burnett's hfstory of the Caaantnn Wiidiife Service (both ID be pubhhed in 1998). For 
more on the relation beîsveen American and Gmadhn science in nationd parks, see my 
"Rationaiity and Radonalization." 



This chapter is a response to the interpretations on the role of 

science in parks offered by American historiaus Thomas ~ u n l a ~ s  and 

Ridiard West ~e~ars ,6  both writing on the interwar years. Duntap, 

looking at the American and the Canadian park systems, sees park 

biologists as essentid in transmitting to the public a rational 

justification for valuing wildlife and wilderness. Biologists were able to 

defend successfully such ideas as predator protection and biodiversity 

because they possessed the badge of authom granted by science. Their 

work encouraged the slow growth of a public environmental sensibility 

which fully blossomed in the 1960s. Sellars, in contrast, sees the park 

biologists' innuence in the 1930s to be ephemeral, even within the park 

administration. As early as the end of that decade, foresters, developers, 

and landscape architeas were gaùiing control of the parks, and they 

would enjoy that control unopposed until the 1960s. The 

environmental movement that then developed, Sellars notes, was not the 

result of the continuing influence of park saentists. Ln fact, it was 

sharply critical of current park management practices. 

My research suggests a middle road between these two arguments. 

As Dunlap contends, science gave preservation issues prominence from 

the 1930s on, and was always essential in formuiating what park policies 

would be. However, this does not mean that science advocated a "leave 

na- aloneN policy that we now would consider more 

Thomas Duniap. "Wüdüfe, Science, and the National Parks, 1920-1940," Pacific 
Histoncal Review, (May 1990), pp. 187-202, and " Ekology, Nature and Canadian National 
Park Policy: Wolves, Qk, and Bison as a Case Study," To See Ourselves/To Save Ourselves, 
pp.139-147. 

Richard West Seiiars, "The Rise and Decline of Ecologicai Attitudes in National Park 
Management, 1929-1940," The Georne Wrinht Forum, vol. IO no.1 (1993), pp.55-77; vol. 10 
no.2 (1993), pp.79-108; vol.10 110.3 (1993), pp.38-54. 



environmentalist. As Seilars contends, the spirit of the times called for 

intervention; in the late 1940s and 1950s in particular, preservation was 

an active process. Science was used to jus* ail manner of intervention, 

from the stocking of park lakes to the killing of "surplus" wildlife. 

Whereas Sellars and Dunlap see scientists as antithetical to the 

landscape architects, planners, and foresters that prospered in the 

Arnerican park system post-war, I see them in the Canadian case as aU 

sharing a managerial ethos. The perceived rationality of science . 

rationaüzed hiImanityls attempt to improve on nature. 

wildlif e 

It may seem surprising that a thesis on national parks could mvel 

so far with virtually no mention of wiidlife. But this refiects the Parks 

Branch's general la& of interest in the wildlife that the new Maritime 

parks contained. This is evident in the reports on the planned parks in 

the 1930s. In passing, Cautley expressed satisfaction with Cape Breton 

Highlands' wiidlife potentid solely because deer were present, and 

because moose and caribou, though absent, could be restodced.7 No 

other wiidlife was mentioned. After inspecting the proposed Prince 

Edward Island National Park, Williamson and Cromarty stated only that 

"the same yardstick" codd not apply to this park as others, because "It 

is not essentiafly a wildemess sanctuary for animal Me...." To 

compensate for this, they recommended that the North Shore waters be 

set off as a fish reserve, "in the same way as the Western National Parks 

Cautley report on NOM Scoda sites, 1934, pp.57, 58, and 76. 



act as reservoirs for game."8 Of the first three parks, the future Fundy 

had the most wildlife to its credit In 1930, Cautley called the Albert 

Counv site "fïrst class moose and deer countIy" and gave it a rating of 

80 out of 100.9 Still, in his reports on Fundy in 1930 and 1936, and in 

Smart's in 1937, deer and moose were the only two anïmals referred to. 

If Fundy had any other living aeatures, they did not merit mention. 

Why was there so little interest in the wildLife of Maritime parks? 

The most direct reason was the Branch's belief that no place in the 

region had wiidlife that satisfied the national park ideal. To an agency 

used to reiyiag on bear, moose, elk, des,  buffalo, and even large 

predators like wolves and mountain lions to attract toufists and to 

prove that it hosted r d  nature, the animats in the Atlantic provinces 

hardly compare& Small animals such  as foxes, skunks, and porcupines 

(not to mention insects, birds, and amphibians) might be abundant in 

these parks, but they would h a d y  draw tourists. There were just not 

enough different kinds of big mammals, and too few of the kinds that 

were there. 10 

Williamson and Cromarty report on P.E.1. sites, 28 July 1936, RG84 voL1777, file PEI2 
vol.1 pt2, NAC. 

Caudey report on New Brunswick sites, 1930, pp.15 and 17. 
l0 There is a large Literature on human perceptions of animais. A standard te% though 
defined more by irs subtitie than its titie, is Keith Thomas, M ~ I I  ~d the N a d  World; 

es in 1500-1800 (Middlesec Penguin. 1983). See afso J o b  
Berger% essay "Why Look at Animais?" from his About Looking (New York Pantheon, 
1979); on conservation, John A Livingston, The FaIfacv of Wiidlif~ Consenration (Toronto: 
McCleiiand and Stewart, 1981); on animal rights, Peter Singer, Animal Libemtion: A New 
Ethic for Our Treatment of Anirnal~ (New York Avon, 1977); and on the history of 

Amencan En environmentai ethics Lw Mighetto, Wild Animais and vironrnentai Ethics 
(Tucsoa: University of Arizona Press, 1991). A goad introduction to 20th century North 
American attitudes is Stephen R. Keuert, "Historical Trends in Perceptions and Uses of 
Animals in Twentieth Century AmerÏca," J3wimnmentd History Review, vo1.9 no.1 (Spring 
1985) pp.19-33. 



Wildlife played a minor role in the creation of the fast Maritime 

parks for other reasons. For one thing, wildlife management had a 

secondary place in the Brandi's organization. The Dominion Wildlife 

Division had been established in 1918 as a smali agency within the Park 

Branch, but its staff was very small and preoccupied with enforcement of 

the Migratory Bird Regulations Act; indeed, staff had been hired for their 

expertise in o~r]itholo~~.ll  Although the WiIdlife Division could and did 

communicate the latest scientifc information to the Parks  ranch, it was 

administrators within the B m c h  itself who UltimateIy made poky. An 

example of this on the national level was the Parks Branch's 

management of predators such as wolves and mountain lions in the 

1930s. Reading animal population studies from the United States, the 

Wi1dlife Division's Supervisor of Wildlife Protection Hoyes ~loydlz grew 

convinced that predators offered a natural and necessary check on prey 

populations. He sought to convince Commissioner Harkin that the 

practice of killing predators in Canadian parks should be discontinued, 

and wrote lengthy reports to that effect in the early 1930s. Harkin used 

Lloyd's reports to fight proponents of increased kills (though he did not 

take the advice to stop kiiling predators altogether).13 And yet, since 

the Division existed. there was no need to hi* biologists or other na& 

suentists within the Branch itself. The result was that the Parks Branch 

For the W'ïdüfe Division and the origin of wildlife research in Canada, see Lothian, A 
H i s t o ~ ~ ,  voL4. p55-59; D.H. Pimlott, C.J. Kenwlll. and J.R Bider, Scientific Activities in 
Fisheries and WildIife Resources, Special smdy #15 (Ottawa: Science Cound of Canada, 
197 1). p. 1 12; lan McTaggert Cowan, "A Naturalist-Scientists Attitudes Towards National 
Parks," Canadian Audobon, ~01.26, May 1964.93-96: and Gail Lotenburg. "Widüfe 
Management Trends in the Canadian and US. Federal GovernmenB, 1870-1995," 
unpubüshed report for Parks Canada, L99S, no pagination. 

Uoyd's formai Painlng was as a chemist, but he came to the Wildlife Division because 
of his interest in omithology. On Lloyd, see Foster, pp.159-161. 
l3 MacEachem, 'Rationaliry and Ratioaa.Lizatioo." pp.204-205. 



was staf5ed with foresters, engineers, and bureaucrats who lacked training 

with wiidlife. It is worth noting that among those who inspected 

Maritime parks and initially assessed the variery and range of wildlife 

there were the engineers Cautley and Cromarty, the forester S m ,  and 

the career bureaucrat Wiamson. 

The Wrllife Division itseif leaned toward non-intemention in the 

1930s, as a result of simultaneously folIowing the most traditional and 

the most innovative strands of biology. Following the centuries-old 

tradition of naturai history, the Division saw its primary goals to be 

classiQing a i l  park species, and obtaining information about them. 

FoUowing the latest practices in ecology - the twentieth century science 

that studies relationships between organisms - the wildlife officers 

believed that aiI species act together in concert, and that actions 

affecthg one population might seriously affect others.14 This was why, 

for example, Hoyes Lloyd opposed predator extermination policies: the 

resuits of intervention were unforeseen and thus by their nature 

unwanted.lS Lloyd won a friend on this issue with the promotion of 

F.H.H. Wiamson as Harkin's replacement in 1936. More so than 

Harkiri, Williamson was aware of and responsive to the iatest fmdings in 

l4 For ecology in this period, see Donald Worster, Nam's  Eronomy: A Historv of 
Ecolo~cal Ideas , 2nd ed, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994 [2977])- On 
ecoiogy in the nationai parks, see Sellars, "The Rise and Decline," and Dunlap, "Wüdlife." 
l5 North American biologists were greatly affected by the lessons l m e d  in the Kaibab 
Nationai Forest in Arizona US.  Biologicai Survey staf f  had cleansed this game presexve of 
al1 predators by 1920, and in subsequent years the deer population euploded. AI1 foliage 
was soon picked clean, and by 1925 starvation wiped out much of the herd. In Discordant 
Harmonies: A New Ecofow for the Twentv-First Centurv (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1990), Daniel Botkin offers a vaiuable critique of the simplistic Iessons Ieanied 
fiom the Kaibab. Essentiab, he points out that deer and predator populations do not 
simply move up and down in relation to one another. This ignores ail other variables in 
their environment, and Factors their "value" strictly by their absence or presence in the 
system. See also Thomas Duniap, "That Kaibab Myth," Journal of Forest Historv, vo1.32 
(19881, pp.60-68. 



ecological research, and used cases of predator eradication leading to 

prey irruptions as cautionary tales against t i n k e ~ g  with nature. This is 

not to say that the park system under Wiamson practiced complete 

non-intervention: some predators were still kiiied, animals were collected 

for museurns and zoos, and parks were stocked with "usefui" wildlife. 

But it may be said that when the Cape Breton Highlands and Prince 

Edward Island National Parks were established, North American ecologists 

were wary of human attempts to reguiate wildiife numbers, and had 

convinced the Canadian Wildlife Division and the National Parks Branch 

itself to think ~ikewise.16 

At the same üJne that sdentists were re-evaluating the 

management of park WildLEe, administrators were changing theh idea of 

wildiife's role in the parks. In the fkst decades of the century, Canadian 

national parks had often been justified on the basis that they were 

sanctuaries, where game species would have the freedom to grow and 

prosper and then wander off to be Wied by hunters.17 Fish and game 

organizations largely came to accept the argument that sanctuaries of al1 

sorts ultimately helped to maintain healthy wildlife breedhg stock18 

l6 More research is needed on the effect that the Depression had on Cauackn wildlife 
preservation poiicies, In the United States, it has been said of Franklin Rwseveit's 1930s 
that "No other decade or administration did so much to save wiidlifé." Donald Worster, 
An Unsettied Countrv, p.77. See ais0 Theodore W. Cart, "'New Dealr for Wildlife: A 
Perspective on Federai Conservation Policy, 193340," Pacific Northwest Ouarteriv, vo1.62 
(July 1972), pp.113-120. 

- - 

l7 Parks Commissioner James Harkin was seen as Canada's grratest advocate of 
sanctuarïes, in national parks as w d  as in provincial and public reserves. For Harkin's 
interest in sanchiaries, see Foster, especidly pp.88, 198, and 206, as well as his own 
" WiidUfe Sanctuaries," -ci Gun in Canada ûctober 19 f 9- On sanctuaries in general, 
see Ira No Cabrielson, Wildlife Refuges (New York MacMiiian, 1943), and Worster, 
Fature's Eronomy, pp.259-60 and An U n C o u n t r v .  pp.76-77. 

Some hunters mistakenly beiieved that parks were sanchïaries fPI hundng rather than 
sanctuaries froq them. In 1942, Superintendent of Prince Edward island National Park 
h e s t  Smith ttiought this belief prevalent enough that he asked bis superiors if he could 
advertise in ImaI papers that hunting was forbidden in the park, RG84 voL23, file 



In the 1920s and 1930s, fish and game groups in New Brunswick, Nova 

Scotia, and even Prince Edward Island were instrumental in pushing for 

parks in their provinces. 

However, in the same period parks were proving their worth 

increasingly in terms of tourism, and the Parks B r a n c h  was finding less 

need to promote them as sanctuaries. If sportsmen wanted a reserve, 

they should ask their province to set one up. The presumed absence of 

wildlife in the proposed ~ & t i m e  parks, while unfortunate, was thus not 

catastrophic. A park had to have remarkable scenery; it could, if 

necessary, import wildlife.19 Of course, the Branch was not likely to teil 

fish and game organizations doing much of the local legwork in 

promoting parks that the park-as-sanctuary idea did not hold the 

importance it once had. Instead, staff complained to Ottawa that the 

locals did not understand what national parks were ail about. For 

instance, when visiting New Brunswick in 1930, Cautley discovered that 

the National Park Cornmittee was composed almost exdusively of men 

from fish and game associations, and that the provincial government 

supported the Cornmittee's recommendation of the Mt. Carleton site on 

the grounds that it was already a hunting locale. On the first page of his 

report, Cautiey noted, "These gentlemen do not seem to have had 

suffiCient information as to the generai requirements for the success of a 

PU300, NAC. When Fundy was established, Egbert Elliott of Aima wrote the National 
Parks Branch asking if he could set up a tourist business that would cater to hunters. 
RG84 vo1.1024, file F16, NAC. 
l9 in his insmctions to Cautley prior to the engineer's inspection of Cape Breton in 
1934, Harkin wrote, "The presewation of ail game is a cardinal principle of National 
Parks adminishation. At the same time it must be remembered that a National Park is 
something far greater than a mere game preserve and that there is a great deal of country 
which would make a first class game preserve but which would not have any value as a 
National Park" 4 September 1934, RG84 vo1.983, fde CBH2 vol.1 pt2 ,  NAC 



National ~ark"20 As each of the first three Maritime parks was 

established, local fish and game clubs reacted identicaiIy f~st with 

deiight that their work had borne fruit, then with surprise that the 

Branch was acting so slowly to increase game populations, and finally 

with anger when it was clear that the park was uninterested in 

irnproving hunting outside its boundary. 

In sum, scientifïc, administrative, political, and aesthetic positions 

might reasonably have been expected to have kept the Parks Branch from 

an interventionist wildlife policy in Cape Breton Highlands and Prince 

Edward Island National Parks in the years following their creation. 

However, the point is largely moot. The anivd of the Second World War 

in 1939 aiîowed littie thought or opportunisr of wiidiife management for 

most of the next decade. Since wildüfe in the &st two Maritime parks 

was deemed relatively insignificant and not even threatened by large 

predators, for the time being setting up a park boundary and hiring 

wardens was considered management enough. 

Ottawa did receive monthly wildiife reports from the 

supe~tendents of the two parks during the war. Having no training in 

animal biology either before or after iaking their jobs, superintendents 

did little more than iîst creawes they saw during hikes. Not 

surprisingiy, the reports make reference oniy to large, "significant" 

animals. The November 1939 report from Cape Breton Highlands, for 

example, refers onty to 70 deer, 104 grouse, 127 rabbits, 6 red foxes, 17 

bald eagles, 2 blue herons, 4 muskrats, and 7 Canada geese.21 Staff were 

happy to see that wildlife populations were generaiiy on the rise, thanks 

20 Cautley report on New Brunswick sites, 1930, pl. 
21 Ibid. 



to the sanctuary offered by the new parks.22 In 1941, in keeping with 

the spirit of Cape Breton Highlands, its superintendent sent Ottawa a 

complete Est of park animai, bird, and fish species in both English and 

~aelic.23 

The ody  interventionist poLicy practiced in these parks during the 

war was the atternpted reintroduction of moose and beaver to Cape 

Breton Highlands. At the Park Branch's request, two colonies of beaver 

were captured, crated, moved, and released by the Nova Scotia 

Department of Lands and Forests in 1938. One of the colonies s u ~ v e d  

the move, though the other one, lüce a group of moose transferred the 

same year, was not so fortunate.24 The justifcation for these 

reintroductions was that these animals had been native to the park area, 

but had been extirpated by the humans there in the past century. They 

should be returned, then, to restore the park to its pristine condition. 

This might seem to be an endorsement by the Parks Branch of 

what was stili a radical idea in park wildlife management. In the United 

States, biologist Joseph GrinneLi in the 1920s and the authors of the 1933 

Fauna of the Nationai Parks of the United States had met resistance for 

proposing that parks be returned to their original state, with native 

species reintroduced and exotic ones removed.25 But the Cape Breton 

22 FoUowing aaditional notions about "good" and "bad" animals, special notice was made 
of predators in the parks. From Cape Breton Highlands, the August 1939 report states, 
"The predatory iinimals are bound to increase with the increase in game. Foxes and biack 
bears seem to be increasing. There does not seem to be any necessiîy for controlling 
predators as long as wildlife is on the increase." Ibid. Much the same was said in 
foUowing months, but no predator eradication policies were introduced (or even suggested 
by the supenntendent). 
23 Superintendent J.P. Mackfiüan to Srnart, 27 October 1941, ibid. 

24 See RG84 ~01.140, file CBH272, NAC for the beaver reintroduction. Mention of the 
moose msfer  is made in Williamson ro S a r t y ,  RG84 vo1.1002, Eie CBH3OO vol. l pt3.  
25 Sellars, "The Rise and Decline," vol.10 no.1, pp.62-63. 



Highlands case was not revolutionary. Though it was m e  that beaver 

and moose were native but absent, they were ultimately chosen for 

reintroduaion because they were attractive to tourists and to the 

Branch's idea of what wildüfe a park should have.26 Bringing them back 

certainly intruded on existing biological conditions, but this was more of 

a blip in the wildlife policy of the time than a sign of change. These 

were one-time-only interventions, and once released the new park 

residents were left on the& own. It  was taken for granted that nature 

would help its own, after this initiai push from park staff- 

Biologist CH.D. Clarke's amival at Cape Breton Highlands in 1942 

to report on its wüdlife is the Branch's fint sign of sustained interest in 

the animais of the Maritime parks. Yet his report also shows the 

conservative nature of wildLife research at the time. Clarke, hired as the 

WiIdlife Division's mammalogist in 1938 (and its first staffer not trained 

in birds), offered an essentiaLly hands-off plan in keeping with the time. 

He wrote that the population fluctuations resulting kom the creation of 

the new park were of great scientific interest but they should ody be 

rnonitored and not direaed. "They are absolutely naturai phenornena 

and we have no concern in Pying to interfere with theraW2? htead, 

the Brandi's management of wildlife should be iimited to protecting ail 

species (predators induded), obtaining ali possible information on their 

populations, and restoring vanished species - though only moose and 

carïbou were mentioned. Clarke was careful to note that only the native 

variety of woodiand caribou still present in Gaspe, not the 

Newfoundiand caribou, shouid be considered for introduction: "For one 

26 Also. reinPoducrion of species Wed off by locals in the past was a way of defending 
the park's legitimate takeover of the land and ics tesources 
27 C.H.D. Clarke repom 23 March 1942, p.5, RG84 voL1002, file CBH300 p t 3 ,  NAC. 



thing, s u ~ v a l  wouid be doubtful; for another, it is not desirable to 

introduce exotic species into the parks."28 

The Parks B r a n c h  showed a desire to protect native species even in 

the most prosaic management decisions of this period From Prince 

Edward Island National Park, Superintendent Smith complained in 1942 

that skunks were rooting up iawns and might soon move to the golf 

couse. The Branch's new Controller, James Smart, refused to let them be 

killed "Cals a National Park 

species of wildlife native to 

shouid contain nad popuiations of a 
the region," even the lowly skunk29 Smart 

sought C.H.D. Clarke out for confirmation of his views, and was able to 

mite the Superintendent in a foilow-up note that "It should be borne in 

mind that the excavations made by skunks in golf courses are aaually in 

search of insects which are themselves quite destructive to turf."30 The 

Parks Branch felt sufficiently sure of its position on this issue that it 

stood finn when the provinaai government complained that the park 

was becoming a breeding ground for skunks. Smart wrote, "The daim 

that the park is harbouring the skunks and actuaiiy is a breeding ground 

for an oveflow into the surrounding country 1 think is rather a far- 

bid*. p.7. In another case of rejecting exotic but othenvise desirable species during 
this period, the Parks Branch decIined the offers of Pheasants Unlimited on Prince Edward 
Island and the provincial fish and game association of Nova Scotia to let pheasants loose in 
the respective parks because they were not native birds. Hanison Lewis of the Wildlife 
Division even suggested that if pheasants began to arrive kom outside the parks and 
adversely affected native wiidlife, they should be controlled. Lewis to Spero, 3 May 1946, 
RG84 vo1.182, fiie PEi301, NAC. Smart ta Frank Nolan, President, Fish and Game 
Protective Association, 3 December 1948, RG84 vo1.139, file CBH301, NAC. 
29 Smart to Superintendent Smith, 16 September 1942, RG84 voL.1802. file PEi282. NAC 
30 Smart to Smith. 16 November 1942, jbid S m a n  did. however, indicate that kiiiing 
skunks might be justified in the future if they destroyed park property or were a serious 
nuisance . 



fetched contention."31 This is an interesting assertion, since the Parks 

Branch had long maintained that the parks' game animds did just that 

Beginning in the late 1940s, the National Parks Brandi began to 

take a much more activist role in preservation issues regarding wildlife. 

Post-war prosperity aliowed for an exponentiai increase in funds for 

wildlife management, just as it did for federal projects of ail kinds. The 

budget for wildiife matters jumped from $200,000 in 1948 to $MO,OOO in 

1954, to $700,000 by 1960, and to $3.9 million by 1969.32 To handie 

this increased funding, the Canadian Widlife Division was repiaced in 

1947 by a new Dominion Wddlife Semice, renamed the Canadian WiIdllfe 

Senrice in 1950. By becoming a separate agency, the Wrldlife Service was 

meant to mimic the autonomous U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, The 

advantage of this is that it wouid bave greater independence and a more 

objective, credible role in rnanaging wildlife. Thanks to enlarged 

responsibfities and loosened pursestrings, the WddLife Sexvice grew from 

a professional staff of seven in 1947 to 90 in 1969. In turn, the 

availability of scientists and funds encouraged more proactive projects 

in wildlife management? 

The Canadian Wildlife Service did not take over the management 

of park wildlife. Parks Controlier James Smm wrote ail the 

superintendents early in 1948, "You are aware that during the recent 

31 Srnart to Gibson. 23 September 1949, RG84 vo1.23, fîie PEI300, NAC. 
32 canada, Departments of Resources and Dwelopment, North- Affairs and National 
Resources, and Indian Affairs and Northem Development, ,4nnuaI Reports, 1948-1 969. 
Since there.was a departmental reorganization in 1947, and more items were targeted by 
this expendinire from then on, it is difficult to know exactiy how much of an inaease ibis 
was. 
33 Frank Benjamin Colley's A Histoy of the Ecosvstem Concat in grolonv: More Than the 
Sum of its Parts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993) is helpfui in demonstrating how 
the size and budgets of scientific studies can shape the direction that their work takes. 



reorganization of the Department and this Branch a Wildlife Service was 

set up which will act as our technical division to advise us on wildlife 

management. This does not mean that we give up any responsibility for 

looking after wiidlife in parks...."34 But it did mean that the Parks 

Branch wouïd be drawing on more and bener funded scientists for future 

policies. 

The creation of the Canadian Wildlife Service signalled not only a 

new scale for wildlife science Canada, but a new direction as weii. 

Hoyes Lloyd, Harrison Lewis. and otbers who were the backbone of the old 

Division retired around the time that the Service was created One 

official account, ScientSc Activities in Fisheries and Wrldlife Resources, 

hints at the perceived difference between the old breed of wildlife 

sdentists and th& successors. The former "were a group of keen, hard- 

working individuals who connibuted a great deal to our knowledge of 

the occurrence and distribution of the wildlife of Canada. After th& 

rewernent, the WiLdlife SeMce replaced them with men who were 

trained dong more formai lines."35 Put another way, the old men were 

counters. the new men were scientists. The Wiidlife Service was now 

staffed with young men schooled in the United States in the latest 

precepts of biological science, particularly ecology. Because ecology 

theoretically studied aii of a system at once rather than a single species, 

it was beiïeved to be a science of unümited promise. Thus Hugh 

Keenleyside, Deputy Minister of the Department of Mines and Resources, 

proudly announced plans in 1949 for a system-wide inventory of 

nationai park wrldlife: "It will be no mere cataloguing of plants and 

34 Smart to Supe~tendents, 6 January 1948, RG84 ~01.2102, me Ul72 vo1.7, NAC. 
Pimlott, Kerswiïi, and Bider, p. 1 12. 



aninials, a great deal of which has aiready been done, but WU be 

concerned with the community of Iiving things and with the mannes in 

which the various forrns of life affect one another- This WU be what 

saentists term an ecological survey. 11 36 

Ecology was not a value-free science, though - or rather, like any 

science, it was not practiced in a valuefree way. It accommodated 

intervention in nature. The most obvious example of this is in the 

application of its most weii-known discovery of the 1920s: the value of 

predators to habitat health. Knowing that deer and wolf populations 

were dependent on each other couid teach ecologists that both species 

had to be left alone - and, indeed, some ecologists did take this lesson. 

Others, though, interpreted it to mean that to manage deer effetively, 

both wolf and deer populations had to be actively manage& Ecology in 

North America in the 1940s and 1950s rationalized intewentionism (just 

as the same science could have ratiomecl non-interventionïsm in 

another period). As Canadian par& historian Gaii Lotenburg writes of 

the period, "most federal wildlife administrators in Canada interpreted 

ecological concepts as a means towards securing traditional management 

goals."37 1 want to stress that this was not, as Lotenburg's statement 

may imply, a misreading of contemporary ecological theory- Ecology in 

the 1930s and 1940s was moving away from an organic mode1 to a 

mechanistic one, from a study of individu& and their places in a 

36 Press release, Depury Minister Hugh Keenleyside, 1 1 June 1949, RG22 voL153, N e  
5.0-1.35 vol.6, NAC. The following year, the first rneebIng of the Ecological Survey of 
National Parks met in Ottawa 
37 Gai1 ~otenbu&, "Wildlife Management Trends in the Canadian and US. Federal 
Goveniments, 187Ck1995," unpublished report for Parks Canada, 1995, no pagination. 
D i s w i n g  the Canadian situation generally, Stephen Bocking writes that "most Canadian 
ecological research has ben  tied more or Les closely to immediate resource management 
concems." Bocking, "A Vision of Nature and Society: A History of the Ecosystem Concept," 
Alternatives, vol.20 no.3 (19931, pp.12-18. 



community, to movements of physico-chemical properties within a 

system. Not surprisingly, this change in metaphor distanced biologists 

further than ever frorn the subject of their e n q ~ . 3 8  

The direction taken by ecology would have great impact on 

presmtionist policies of the Canadian national park system. The Parks 

r e c o m d  how it should be applied within the parks (though deasions 

on parks were ultimately made witbin the Parks ~razlch).39 As a result, 

wildlife policies in the national parks would become considerably more 

interventionist in the 1950s. Rather than merely fenMg off an area and 

letting wildlife thrive, staff now considered it th& responsibility to 

manage wildlife numbers. As early as 1949, the new Parks B m c h  

wildlife philosophy - outhe& notably, by the head of the Canadian 

Wildlife SeMce, Hamson Lewis - was as follows: 

It shouid, perhaps, be emphasized that it is not the 
established policy to administer the wildiife of the National 
Parks by simply letting it alone, letting nature take its 
course, and trusting in the idea that is commonly referred to 
as the "balance of nature". That would not be practicable, 
because the park areas are aiready more or less disturbed by 
human activities and they are surrounded by areas that are 
even more altered by man.4 

38 See Worster, Nature's Eronomv, chapter 14, and Bockiag. 
39 bthiiin. Historv, vo1.4, p.59. Because the Park Bmch was respoasible for day-to- 
day management decisiors, it is "aedited" for the policies disasseci in the remainder of 
this chapter. Of course, I acknowiedge that the Canadian Wiidlife Service was often 
critical in this decisionmaking - just as the Forest SeNice was in matters pertaining to 
park forestry, and poiïticians were to any matter in which they had an interest 
40 H.F. Lewis m George J. Keltie? President, Western Canada-Yukon Fiih and Came 
Councii, 3 1 Mar& 1949, RG84 voi.39, file U300 vol. 16, NAC. See aiso Lewis to Smarr, 4 
March 1949, ibidt 



By the mid-1950s, this philosophy had been elaborated on stiil furrtier. 

Animal populations were bound to erupt in the unnaturally natural 

conditions of a national park As suggested in a 1957 policy statement, 

This brings in its wake such evils as starvation, disease, range 
destruction, damage to forest regmeration, displacement of 
desirable plants and soil erosion. Unless these surpluses 
migrate naturally out of the Parks, they must be removed 
without hesitation either by c a r e N  killing or live-trapping. 
... Ail of the National Parks of Canada are potential danger 
areas for the deveiopment of excessive populations of game, 
predators and fur-bearedl 

To leave wildüfe done would in itseIf be a fom of management, and an 

immoral one. Having created the environment in whkh animals couid 

overpopulate, the Parks Branch would be wrong to let them do so. There 

was a sense of supreme confidence, perhaps even arrogance and 

opporttmism, involved in taking this stand. Animals were living and 

dying because of past human choices, so humans must take the 

responsibility of contïnuing to make choices to ensure their general 

survival. This may have reflected the Parks Branch's opinion not only of 

animais, but of the rest of human culture as weii. Just as in past 

decades the agency had proven it was more progressive than the general 

public by not interfering in nnimals' lives, it would now prove its 

intelligence by interfering efficientiy. 

The swing toward interventionism may be seen in the wildlife 

poücies chosen for the new Fundy National Park in the early 1950s. 

U m e  at Cape Breton Highlands and Prince Edward Island. Fundy's 

wildlife received attention immediately upon establishment. By 195 1, 

there were aïready four reports discussing Fundy's animal population. 

41 "A Policy Statement Respecthg WildliTe in the National Parks of Canada,' Coleman to 
Hutchison, 21 Januaxy 1957, RG84 ~01.2 140, file U 3 0  pt18, NAC. 



The early consensus was that the area's potential for wildlife was 

excellent. Wildlife Service staffer John Kelsall reported that in places 

where lumbering had been practiced, there was unlimited young growth 

for moose and deer to feed on. He did warn, though. that moose were 

dying in winter, probably from a combination of moose ticks and 

diff~cult travelling in deep snow.42 Three years later, Wildlife SeMce 

Chief Mammaiogist A.W.F. Banfield reiterated the hopes that moose, 

which presentiy numbered about 120, wouid increase nanirally to the 

area's "carrying capacity." (This was a wildlife management term 

refiming to the maximum population of a species that a given area can 

sustain. Perhaps inevitably, the idea of canying capaaty came to 

suggest that the right number of speues in al1 places couid be 

determined by ecology, and then made real.43) And yet Banfield noted 

that "Without a moose reduction programme, we can expect contiming 

heavy rnoose tick infestations and winter mortw."44 In other words, 

Banfield wrote that the moose population was below its na- 

maximum, and yet stül might need pruning. This is not r e a y  

surprising, since winter deaths bothered parks staff. Although such 

mortaüty in the animal world is as natural as death by predation or old 

age, to modem North Americans it has aiways seerned needless and 

42 John P K e l s a l l  repoc "Mammai and Bird Survey, New Brunswick National Park, june 4 
to July 4, 1948," to Smart, 29 October 1948, RG84 vo1.141, file F300, NAC. 
43 KY. E d w d s  and C David Fowle's "The Concept of Carrying Capacity." Tranxtions of 

e 20th North A Wildlife Conf~rence (Washington, DC: Wildlife Management 
Institute, 19S5), pp.589-602, discusses how a supposedly scientific term as this cm Iose 
precise meaning due to its popularity and apparent universal appiicability. They write, 
"We 5 d  that most definitions of carrying capaticy are vague and that some are almost 
rneanhgles~.~ (p.589) 
44 AW.F. Banfield, "Fundy National Park Widlife Investigations, March 12- 17, 1% 1 ," 
RG84 voL1002, file CBH3ûû VOL 1 pt2, NAC. Banfield did not yet recommend mmse 
reducdon. 





popuiation, were targeted. The nine that were küled were found to be 

"in good condition" and almost di had fat on their quarters, though 

they had been killed because they were supposedly running out of 

food.50 

The same sort of managerial sentiment made itself heard in Cape 

Breton Highlands National Park. Deer populations there were reported to 

be manageable and increasing naturally during the 1940s. But in the 

earfy 1950s, it was believed that deer numbers were dimbing fast, almost 

triphg from 1951 to 1952, with sightings up from 140 to 360.51 Seeking 

to make the most of this, the Nova Scotia Fish and Game Association 

began to c d  for an open season on deer in the park52 Wildlife officer 

Tener found that "The degree of overbrowsing throughout the Park, wi th  

the exception of the deer yarding areas, has not yet reached serious 

proportions, but can readily do so if the deer population increases 

further or if unusually severe winter forces the animais to restrict their 

range more than at present."53 if so, reduction would be cded for. The 

Parks Branch, with the help of the Widüfe Service, foilowed the Nova 

Scotia case closely. In late 1954, Banfield noted that there were only a 

few areas of heavy browsing, and the deer generally st i l l  had plensr to 

eat. Nonetheles, he deaded that deer were "on the verge of requiring 

control" and therefore that a small control program targeted at perhaps 

25 deer should be implemented. "This project," Banfield wrote, "w2i 

provide the Park Service with slaughter experience in case a larger 

so "Mwse reduction program, Fundy Natiooal Park, January 1955," ibid. 

AW.F. Banfield to Coleman. 28 May 1954, RG84 vo1.520, file CBH217 p t l .  NAC. 
52 See R A  Morrison, Secretary, Cape Breton Fish and Game Association, ta 1.8 May 1954, 
jbid.. and Svdney Post-Record, 26 january 1955. 
53 Tener to Lewis. 4 M a r d i  1952, RG84 voL102, file CBH300 pt2  (1942-1952), NAC. 



reduction programme is required in the future."54 That is, conuol was 

needed solely as practice for control that might be needed later. It is 

difncult, when reaciing the notes of the 1955 deer slaughter, to see it as 

anything but a suange form of scientifically-ordained ritual animal 

sacrifice, a way for Parks Brandi staff and Wüdüfe Service officers to aiIow 

themselves the pleasure of küling animals while denying that pleasure to 

others. Superintendent Doak reported that "hunting conditions were 

ideai" when the group went out. Twenty-five deer were killecL AU were 

found to have been in very good condition, and during the entire shoot 

not a single carcass was found to suggest starvation.55 The 

Superintendent wrote Ottawa suggesting more kills, but the Parks Brandi 

elected to wait and sec 

The reduaions implemented in Cape Breton Highlands and Fundy 

were both too much and too littie: purposefUl moves away from hands- 

off preservation as a result of questionable süentïfic reasoning, yet 

entailing such insignificant numbers that they were unlikely to have any 

real impact on the stated desire to regulate a population. In fact, Fundy 

would experience a moose overpopulation and crash within five years of 

its 1955 reduction program. ûther choices could have been made. 

"Excess" animais could have been removed to 0th- place in the 

provinces that wouid be glad to have them (although, it is m e ,  they 

might then have been killed by hunters). Strips of forest could have 

been opened up for browse (which, admittedly, would have meant killing 

54 Banaeld repo- 2 November 1954. RG84 voLS2O. file CBH217 p t l ,  NAC. 
55 Doak to Coleman. 28 Jan- 1955, ibid. 



plants). The other option was to do nothing, and see if the anticipated 

effects actuaily occurred.56 

Though the Parks Branch tried to maintain a fixed philosophy on 

park wildlife, its policy decisions were often shaped by the political and 

pragmatic needs of the moment, and by the perceived value of the 

wildlife in question. Such was the case with the hunting of wüdfowl in 

Prince Edward Island National Park Hunting has traditionally been the 

most forbidden activw in parks. Whereas parks throughout their 

history accepted the removal of trees. minerais, and fish fiom theif 

borders, the removal of animals was always taboo. When the P.E.I. 

National Park was estabfished. local politiaans complained on behaif of 

duck hunters in the area over the loss of a favourite shooting spots7 

But by the mid-1940s. hunters grew resigned to the park's existence and 

lobbied instead that the park do everything to build bird populations so 

that the birds would spiil outside the park to be shot However, the 

discovery of a mistake in kW. Cautley's original survey of the park 

forced the Parks Branch  to re-evaluate how it dealt with local hunters. 

Cautley had mistakenly set a park boundary at Stanhope to "the line of 

mean high tide" on swampland not influenced by tide; as a result, the 

park did not have title to two pieces of land that hunters coveted. For a 

time, the park chose to condone hunting in the contested areas, and 

even an Acting Superintendent hunted there.58 The Parks Branch 

sought to r e c w  this situation permanentiy in 1957 by arranging a land 

56 Research in the US. has questioned wildlife managers' ability to judge brome quantity 
in the Rm place: what might appear to be overbrowsing might be quite naniral for an 
ana Wright, p.80. 
57 There was discussion of this in the 1939 TransailEfions of the Pmvfncial-Dominion 

O- RG22 vo1.4, file 13, NAC. 
FAG. Carter to Robertson, 23 September 1957, RG22 voL476, file 33.21.1 pt4, NAC. 



swap with Gordon Shaw, owner of the local Shaw's Hotel. The park 

received a parcel it had long thought it owned, and Shaw received a 

piece of land that he could offer bis visitors as a private shooting 

ground Provincial hunters, however, felt they had lost out on the deal 

and again had their politicians cornplain. On top of this, locals 

discovered Cautley had defmed part of the park's shore boundary as the 

"high water mark of the Gulf of St. Lawrence"; hunters could presumably 

set up blinds on the beach. As Superintendent Browning put it, some of 

the Prince Edward Island National Park beaches did not belong to the 

park, though "Perhaps we could daim squatters rights."59 Ultimately, 

the Parks Branch figured out that its position was stronger than this, but 

to avoid disagreements with locals, staff were told by Ottawa to let du& 

hunting continue in the disputed areas.60 In this case, the prime 

directive of national park wiidlife policy was as flexible as the park's 

boundary. 

The Parks Branch was not above advocating the killuig of wildlife 

perceived to be becoming pests. The most prolonged example of this in 

the first Atlantic Canadian parks was the Brandi's battle against insects, 

which wiU be discussed later in this chapter. But in a number of other 

incidents larger pests were also targeted Porcupines were causing 

damage at Fundy headquarters, so staff requisitioned "Good-Rite ZIP," a 

diemical deer repeiient, and were later given a more direct deterrent, a 

59 Superintendent F.C. Browning to Strong. 7 May 1958. RG84 VOL 1778, file PEI2 vo1.8, 
NAC, 
6o I t  should be noted that many locais may very weU have disliked rhis concession. In 
19W, Superintendent Kipping wrote that "indeed there was local derision directed at the 
Park staff because of their inabiiîty to cope with the hunting." Cited by Coleman to Cdté, 
4 August 1964, RC84 vo1.1778, file PEI2 vol. 10, NAC. 



~hot~un.61 Five hundred muskrat were authorized to be kilied in P.E.I. 

National Park since they had reached "nuisance-value proportions"; 

nonetheless, only 64 could be found to be küled.62 Reductions were not 

always even aimed at any perceived need, but simpiy so the Parks 

Branch could demonstrate it was being a good neighbour. In 1950, 

Wildlife Service biologist John KelsaU discussed killing foxes at Prince 

Edward Island Park: "The shooting wodd not be done with a view to 

eliminating or controlling the fox population but rather to assure any 

possible sources of cornplaint that the Park authorities are cognizant of 

the high fox population and are doing something about it."63 The Parks 

B m c h  deaded not to recommend a reduaion program in this case, not 

because it violated park philosophy, but because it was decided there 

were not enough cornplaints to take this step. Probably the most 

perverse manifestation of this teal for control arose when the sta f f  of 

Prince Edward Island National Park's 1959 dealt with a very large 

deceased pest a beached whale. They blew it up. This may have been 

the best decision under the circumstances, but Superintendent Kipping's 

description of the event suggested a certain unseemiy enjoyment of the 

spectacle. He corresponded with C.B.C. entertainers "Gentleman and 

Olga" who had reported on the incident, t e h g  them that staff  had to 

blow the whale "to heaven with 600 pounds of dyaamite."64 And when 

Ottawa asked Kipping for details, he sent pictures of what he cdied "the 

61 Smart to Superintendent, 9 May 1951, RG84 voL141, Cile F3ûû; and Smng  to 
Superintendent, 15 December 1959, RG84 vo1.487, file F281 pt2, NAC, 
62 C.O. Bartlett, Wildlife Biologis& Canadian Wildlife Service. cited by Superintendent 
Kipping to Smng, 16 january 1963, RG84 ~01.1802, file PE1279, NAC. 
63 John P. Kelsd to Harrison Lewis, 9 October 1950. RG84 voi.1802, file PU275. NAC. 
64 Superintendent Kipping to "Gentleman and Olgan of C.B.C. "Long Shot", 2 September 
1959, Box 17. whaies and seaïs file, PEINP mes. 



explosion which transported the whale out of the realm of Our 

j urisdiction." 65 

That was exactly the sort of image the Parks Branch wanted to 

avoid. Generally, when it felt obliged to kül and remove some park 

wildlife, it sought to do so with discretion and decorum. On the subject 

of controlling porcupines at Fundy, for example, Ottawa ordered that 

"Any control activity should, of course, be camed out as inconspicuously 

as possible in the interest of good public relations"66 and "These 

operations m u t  be carried on with discretion, in order to avoid offense 

to the public."67 Keeping the reduction programs quiet became such a 

standard poiïcy that staff even convinced themselves such discretion 

had a managerial purpose, The minister in charge of national parks in 

1962, Walter Diasdale, told the Presideot of the New Brunswick  Fish and 

Game Association that park hunting was not permitted because "the 

game species involved would become much more retiring, thus reducing 

the opportunity of worth-whiie recreation for a large segment of the 

public." For the same reason, he said, when staff had to kül certain 

animais they were careful not to haras or fnghten others.68 

In reaüty, it was the human animals that the Parks Branch did not 

want to disturb. The Branch knew that the pubk was unlikdy to 

undemand why different ruies appiied for park staff than for park users. 

Why was hunting forbidden in the park, yet proper game management 

might demand the shooting of some animals? If management was 

needed, why were locals not allowed to have a limited hum? Why, for 

65 Kipping to Strong, 13 November 1962, ibid* 
66 Strong to Superintendent 15 December 1959, RG84 vo1.487. Rle F28 1 pt2. NAC. 
67 Smart to Superintendent, 9 May 195 1. RG84 vof.141. tile F3ûû. NAC. 

68 Mnsdale to Ralph H. Olive, 8 June 1962. RG22 vo1.1083, file 300.52. NAC. 



that matter, were farmers' cattle impounded if they strayed into Cape 

Breton Highlands, whiie highland cattle were kept by Keltic Ladge into at 

least the 1950s?69 Such awkward questions, perhaps typical of those 

prompted by park development throughout the world, were raised 

repeatedly about these four parks in this period And there were some 

relatively valid aflswers to some of these contradictions. National parks 

are intended to be places free of human effect; however, the parks need 

humans to help enforce this ideal (as well as to make the visitorrs 

communion with the park as pleasurable, yet as passive, as possible). 

Moreover, the Parks B r a n c h  argued that nature had been affected by 

humans before the park's existence. Humans were therefore needed to 

re-establish the naniral state of the park, which demanded management. 

AU this is sensible if we accept the originai idea that parks have an 

inherent logic, and if we accept that staffs decisions for the park are free 

of human interest. 

fis h 

Writing of the American case, Richard West Sdars States, "In its 

management of fish, more than any other natural resource, the Park 

SeMce grossly violated known ecologicai principles."70 The same could 

be said of the Canadian National Parks Branch. As with wildlife, fish in 

Canadian national parks were deemed desenring of preservation, and as 

with wildlife, some fish deserved more preservation than others. But it 

was accepted that tinkering with the population and distribution of fish 

69 See RG84 voL986, file CBHl6 . l  voL2 p t l .  NAC. James S m  opposed keeping these 
cattle in public parts of Cape Breton H i g h h d s ,  not because they were an exotic species 
but because of the threat they posed to tourfss' fwtwear. 
70 SeUars, The Rise and Dedine," voLlO no.2, p.97. See also Runte. Yosemite., pp.65-66. 



species could be tolerated to a degree that would not be tolerated for air 

breathers. Of course, the ultimate t i n k e ~ g  was that fishing, unlike 

hunting, was not merely tolerated but encouraged National parks were 

promoted as having some of the best sport fishing lakes and rivers in 

Canada That Parks Branch personnel evidently never tried to just* or 

sugarcoat fishing suggests how ingrained the logic of fishing in parks had 

become. As with wiidlife, the amount of intervention by park staff on 

fishing matters increased during the 1950s, before showing some 

abatement in the 1960s. 

In the first national parks of Eastern Canada, fishing was to have 

an especiaiiy important role for a number of reasons. F i m ,  the Parks 

B r a n c h  believed the very name "Maritimesn prornised tourists 

opportunities for fishing (that it might also suggest salt water fishing 

rather than parks' traditional freshwater fishing was not considered an 

insrnountable problem). Second, it was hoped that an abundance of 

fish in Eastern parks would compensate for their perceived absence of 

wildlife. Finaliy, in the Maxïtimes, inland fisheries was still under federal 

conmol, having been delegated to the provinces elsewhere. The Parks 

B m c h  therefore could expea particularly dose affiliation with the 

federal Department of Fisheries in rnanaging park fish populations.71 

Nova Scotia was renowned for its fishing, and when discussion of a 

national park for the province began in the 1930s, fish had a high 

priority. Cape Breton's Margaree River was aiready famous among North 

American anglers, and the Parks Branch hoped that it could iikewise put 

the Cheticamp River in the Cape Breton Highlands on the map. Even 

71 See Kenneth Johastone, Th e A  A Histow of the Fisheries Reseatc h 
Board of Canada (Toronto: University of Toronm Ptess, 1977). 



before Cautley's inspection in 1934, Commissioner James Karkin stated 

that one of his conditions for a northern Cape Breton park would be '70 

CO-operate with the Dominion Govemment in doing away with ail net 

fismg of salmon off the mouth of Cheticamp River. I am infomed that 

at the present time the saimon fishing in both Margaree and Cheticamp 

rivers has been practicaily ruined by the mouths of both rivers being 

netted by shore fisherma"72 Harkin was not concerneci about 

depletion of the fishing stock per se, but felt that net fishing was 

fundmentally unsprtsmanlike and kept anglers from catchhg the 

same fish. Cautley's 1936 report came to the same conclusion, and 

suggested that if the park was to go through there, fish ladders couid be 

installed to make access up the Cheticamp easier for salmon. He even 

hoped that, if Iegaüy practicable, the Parks Branch couid restrict net 

fishing outside the park boundary.73 

Fish were also important in the plannuig of Prince Edward Island 

National Park Williamson and Cromarty recommended that the water 

off the North shore of P.E.I. be made a fish preserve, "in the same way as 

the Western National Parks act as resemoirs for game."74 However 

attractive this idea, and however seemingly responsive to contemporary 

concerns for the viability of lobster stocks, it actuaily had more to do 

with creating a credible park than with preserving an endangered 

species. The water was of interest as a reserve because of its location off 

a possible park site, not because it was believed to be a central location 

72 Harkin to Gibson, 14 Decernber 1934, RG84 voL983. file CBH2 vol. 1 no.1. NAC. 
73 Cautley report on Nova Scotia sites, 1934. p.58, and Cautley to Harkin, 16 June 1936, 
RG84 vo1.520, file CBH296 p t  1, NAC. 
74 Cromarty and Williamson report on P.EL sites, 1936. pp.11-12, RG84 ~1.1777, file 
PEI2 vol.1 pt 1, NAC. They suggested this reserve would not include Rustico fishing 
grounds. 



for fish. And it was only to be a fish sanctuary "except for taking of fish 

by hook and line as under Park regulations."75 When the Department of 

Fisheries conduded that the fish preserve would serve no purpose, and 

Island politicians cornplained about how it would affect North Shore 

fshing, the idea was scraPpedœ76 

Once the two parks were established, the Pa& Branch investigated 

the fish stock they had and tried to determine how they could generate 

more. The findings were not encouraging. Prince Edward Island National 

Park lakes did not contain trout, as was hoped, but "a serious enemy", 

white pxch.77 As well, 0th- Iakes outside the park supplied much 

better angling. Cape Breton Highlands was nuisanced with both white 

perch in its lakes and netters outside its main river, the Cheticamp. The 

naturai solution was to stock the park rivers and lakes with fish. The 

Cheticamp had been stocked with salmon from the Department of 

Fisheries' Margaree River hatchery since 19 16; the Parks Branch simply 

dumped in more fkh. Cape Breton Highlands was stocked with 170,000 

fingerihgs in the first year of its existence, 180,000 in 1938, up to 250,000 

by 1941. After a late wartime luil, by the late 1940s the park was again 

being "planted" at rates up to 100,000 per year.78 Around the same 

time, Prince Edward Island National Park aiso began to be stocked with 

75 WardIe to William A. Found, Deputy Mùiister of Fisheries, 6 November 1 936, RG 84 
vol.1802, file PEI296 vol.1, NAC. 
76 Ibi& 

77 Dr. AH. Leim, Director, Atlantic Biological Station, 30 August 1939, RG84 vo1.1802, 
file PEI296 vol.1, NAC, 
78 Canada, Departmen6 of Mines and Resources, and Resomes and DevelopmenS Annual 
Remrts? 1939-1954. Salmon was the main 6sh stocked in early yean, with Eastern brwk 
trout increasingly stocked by the late 1940s. Though aone of the Eastern parks had their 
own hatcheries? a usehi article on the Branch's thinWng about stockIng is VEF. Solman, 
J.P. Cuemer, and W.C.CableVs "Why Have Fish Hatheries in Canada's Nadonal Parks," 
Transactions of the 17th North American Wildiife Conference 1952, pp.226-233. 



trout, even though its lakes were not considered likely to provide good 

The continuing popularity of stocking is surprîsing, since 

limnologists in this period - and biologists in general - were moving 

away from population control and showing greater interest in habitat 

improvement In 0 t h  words, biologists were coming to understand the 

complexity of naturai systems, and reaiize that a wildlife program that 

focused on one or two species was insufficient.80 When Parks Branch 

limnologist V.E.F. Solman reported on Cape Breton Highlands in 1948, he 

noted that four million fish were dumped in the Cheticamp since 1916, 

and stiii there were few fish. Yet Solman did not blame the netting at 

the river's mouth, as Harkin had and locals still did. He believed that 

salmon were stiU able to get by the nets in sufEcient numbers. More 

troublesome to fish populations were habitat factors such as water 

temperature and cornpetition from other ~~ecies.81 

The Parks Branch relied on stochg because it was straightforward 

and seemed sensible. Staff needed to be doing something, since the 

79 Canada, Departmene of Resources and Developmen& and Northern AfFairs and National 
Resources, Annuai Re- 1953-1954, 
80 The move in this direction can be seen in -ans of the Nonh A m e m  Wildlife 
Conference in the late 1940s. In the 1946 conference sumrnary, Rudoif Bennett noted the 
number of warnings against "indiscriminate restocking - this was so different te.t~ years 
ago." th Confetence. p.5 13. Two years Iater, Canadian J. Dewey Soper made much the 
same point in regard to both fish and game species in "Canada Look at Waterfowl," 13th 
Conference, pp.52-57. The same year, J.V. Skiff in "1s There a Place for Stodang in Game 
Managementin spoke of the evolution of c o ~ t i o n  h m  game protection, to game 
breedIng and stocking, to game management, to wildUfe management within a larger sphere 
of consewation of land and water coupled with good agridturd and foresay pracdces. 
J b id- p.2 15. In contrast to the American case as describeci by Skiff, which argues that 
American managers had reached this finai stage by the 1940s, in Canada it appears that 
gwefument agents had in the same period only ateauled the stage of game management, in 
which they believed they couid efTectively manage aii wildlffe, 
si Sohan,  "Umnological investigations in Cape Breton Highlands Nationai Park, Nova 
Scotia, 1947," RG84 voi.140, file CBH296.12, NAC. 



Maritime parks' appeal to tourists depended so much on fîshing.82 Even 

though the early reports on a New B r u n s w i c k  park had Little to Say about 

fishing potential (Cautiey gave the Albert County site a 50 out of 100, 

and wrote "There are practically no iakes1'83), the 1950 opening 

ceremonies brochure for Fundy National Park showed two photos of 

fishermen hard at play. James Smart asked limologist Solman to sell 

Amencan f i shmen on Prince Edward Island's perch by using the more 

impressive name, "silver bass."84 The Parks B r a n c h  then paid C.H.P. 

Rodman of the American magazine Hunting-and Fishinq to vacation in 

the Prince Edward Island park; he did not catch a singe silver bass, but 

he wrote a nice article anyway.85 Cape Breton Highlands aggressively 

advertised its offshore swordfishing, though in 1948 Solman reported, "In 

spite of aii this publicity not one tourist has arrived and demanded to 

be shown such fishing."86 

The first Eastern national parks did not become fishing meccas for 

tourists, but many local fishermen enjoyed them. This hardly consoled 

the Parks Branch. In 1939, Commissioner F.H.H. Williamson said bluntiy 

that fishing regdations did not "necessarily correspond with the 

Provincial dates as the parks policy is to cater more to the tourist vade 

than for the benefit of the local residents."87 Locals spent much less 

'82 in the 1950 nLm Father of the Bndc Elizabeth Taylor's character breaks off her 
engagement because her fiaocé wantr a NOM Scotia honeymoon, complete with bhing. 
This alludes to Nova Scotia's fame and popularity with sport khermen, whüe suggesting 
that the province wouid need to re-market itself to a m c t  posovar American famiiies. 
83 Cautley report on New Brunswick sites, 1930. 
84 Solman to Lewis, 4 .Febniary 1948, RG84 ~01.1802, file PEi296 vvL1, NAC. 
85 abid% Also, see Huntinn and Fishine. November 1952. 

86 Solman to Lewis, 1 1 Feb- 1948, RG84 vo1.140, file CBH296.12, NAC. 
87 Williamson m MadCay, 28 March 1938, RG84 voL1802, file PEI296 voL1, NAC. The 
foreman MacKay was similarfy concerned that impmvements in the park wodd renilt in 
possible ovefishing by locals. MacKay a, W i n ,  10 Juae 1938, ibidc 



money than did other park visitors, and beyond that they caught the 

fish meant for tourists. The Parks Branch thesefore adjusted the parks' 

fishing seasons to approlamate the tourist season more closely. For 

example, the opening of the salmon season at Cape Breton Highlands was 

moved from the provincewide 1 June to 15 June, since "practicaiIy all 

of the salmon have been caught by local residents before many of the 

tourists start arriving in the Park, which is usually fkom e d y  June 

on."88 This more than anythlng else demonstrates that the Parks 

B r a n c h  saw tourists and locals as fundamentally different park resource 

users. Though ostensibly for the benefît, advantage. and enjoyment of 

ail Canadians, parks were meant to be espeually for toUTists, Canadian 

or otherwise. 

As with wildlife. fish management in the national parks became 

decidedly more interventionist in the early 1950s. This seems to have 

been due to a number of factors: the creation of the Canadian Wrldlife 

Senrice with a resultant increase in scientific personnel, a rnove within 

ecology towards more extensive management projects, increased funding 

for such projects, and the Parks Braa.chts own dissatisfaction with fish 

stockhg.89 The most fundamental change may have been technical: 

the discovery and application of rotenone. When Prince Edward Island 

National Park had k e n  established, foreman AL MacKay had noted that 

another option to stocking the park's lakes was contaminating it, kiiiing 

Superintendent MacFarlane to Sm- 12 June 1952, RG84 VOLZOO, file CBH3.1.1, NAC. 
In this case, the decision backfired, A group of Arnericans arrived early the following 
stimmer, and were very upset that the fishing season was wo weeks away. In the parks 
studied here, the fihing seasons changed periodically as the Park Sranch tried to find a 
period which would amact the most tourisk and yet correspond closely to the provincial 
season. 
89 See Lothian, A Historv. vo1.4, pp.60.66-67; and Pimiott, Kernvül, and Bider, p.62, for 
administrative changes at this the.  See Bocking for changes in ecology, 



ail its fish, and re-stodcing. However, he supposed that such a task 

would likely leave the lakes "tainted for an indefinite period."90 He was 

nght for his t h e ,  but he did not know that the Fisheries Research Board 

of Canada was currently testing the purifcation of lakes using rotenone, 

a natural poison derived from the powdered root of a number of plants 

(most commoniy, derris). In 1936 the fisheries staff succeeded in k W g  

ail fish dong 25 miles of Stream and in a six-acre lake near the Cobequid 

Hatchery in Nova Scotia. Rotenone was found to wipe out all insect and 

fish life within half an hour, allowing for the introduction of preferred 

species, and there was no long-term effect to the water.91 Rotenone 

poisoning became relatively cornmonplace in North American fish 

management in the 1940s, but it was not untii the 1950s that the 

Canadian national parks began to use i t  

The Parks B r a n c h  was a t e  proud of its new fish management tool, 

and pubficïzed its abilïty to improve on what nature provided. One 

press release stated, 

Eeis have a place - but not on the Iia.es of anglers who visit a 
Nationai Park looking for good trout fishing. So when they 
multiplied to the point where they played havoc with the 
trout in Freshwater Lake, in Cape Breton Highlands National 
P a  NOM SCO- Canadian biologists of the Wildlife Service 
took drastic action With the help of the Park Engineer they 
dumped a lethal dose of 4,500 pounds of rotenone into the 
lake to dean out the waters and rid them pmanently of 
these and other hungry predators. The operation has been 
successful, and a specially-designed barris built at the 
outlet of the lake to prevent the eels fkom re-entering the 
waters, as elvers in spring or adults in the autumn. R e  
stocking with trout has been postponed until next year to 

MacKay to Wüliamson, 15 March 1938, RG84 ~01.1802, file PEI296 vol.1, NAC. 
91 See Louis A. Krumholz. "The Use of Rotenone in Fisheries Research," Journal of 
Wildf ife Management, vol. 12 no.3 (JuIy l948), pp.305-3 17. 



allow for the reestablishment of the swarms of water insects 
that form the main diet of lake troutg2 

Eels were in fact a secondary consideration, and only a follow-up press 

release admitted that white perch were the main target. A speech two 

years later by the minister in charge of national parks, Jean Lesage, 

referred to the killing of fish matter-of-factly, as if this sort of 

interventionism was becoming more normaL Lesage stated, 

Many people think that fish are where you fXnd them. That 
was me once, but nowadays, with fishing becoming one of 
the most popular outdoor sports, it might be more correct to 
Say that Esh are where somebody d e s  sure that you find 
them. In the National Parks, that "somebody" is the 
National Parks Service, acting on the advice of the 
limnologists of the Canadian Wrldlife service93 

Prince Edward Island National Park's little lakes got the same "drastic 

measuresn94 as had those of Cape Breton Highlands, since planted 

Eastern brook trout had not been hardy enough to depose perch. In fact, 

once the Mes were poisoned, rainbow trout were introduced precisely 

because they were not local fish - few Island lakes had them. It  was felt 

that bringing in this exotic spedes would make the park's mes 

interesting and differen~gs 

Rotenone was a great success in park lakes. The Branch's chi& 

limnologist in 1960, Jean-Paul Cuemier, noted that at Cape Breton 

92 Press release 25 November 1954, RG22 voL156, file 5.0.1.35 vol.14, NAC. 
93 Jean Lesage, "Canadian Wildlife Service," speech to the Canadian Institute of S-eying 
and Photogrammetxy, Ottawa, 2 February 1956, RG22 ~01.159, me 5.0.1.39, NAC. 

94 This was the same phrase used in 1953 by J-C. Ward, Biologist, and Jean-Paul Cuerrïer, 
Parks Branch Assistant Limnologist, and in 1956 by Parks Branch Director James 
Hutchison to describe the proposed use of rotenone in P.EL National Park lakes; both, 
however, favoured the poisoning. See Ward report 1953, RG84 ~01.1802, file PEI296.1, 
NAC; and Hutchison to Pritchard, Director, Deparnent of Fisheries, 24 January 1956, 
ibid, 
95 Ward repo- 1953, ibid. 



Highlands, "The absence of cornpetition has favoured t he  sumival of 

hatchev trout which have provided satisfactory angling returns to Park 

visitors."96 Nonetheless, there began to be nunblings of discontent about 

the drastic measure of poisoning lakes. Mer an inspection of Fundy in 

1956, Secremry to the Minister F A G .  Carter questioned why the Widlife 

Service pianned to &op rotenone in the unfomtely-named Lake View 

Lake. Ke wrote, 

Apparently by the locals here, there is reasonable fishing 
(speckled trout) and no one understands why poisoning is 
necessary. It may be necessm 1 do not how.  I do know, 
however, that it would be most helpful if the Wi1dl.e Senrice 
could explain the "whys" to the vmrdens, etc., and to ail 
concerned within the park - to ûy to win them over. This 
may have been tried and may be impossible. There is a 
considerable feeling throughout the Park that the Wiidlife 
people are long haired experimenters. 1 have no doubt this is 
grossiy ~llfair 2 7  

This nicely shows that to "locals" - a designation, it is worth noting, that 

apparently united people of the commUZUty with ground-level park staff 

- the methods and plans of biologists were a mystery. Carter, a federal 

bureaucrat, dearly felt the same way. It would be a mistake, however, to 

infer from this that the Canadian Wddlife Service tended to push the 

Parks B m c h  in managerial directions it did not wish to go. Two years 

later, it was the Supefintendent of Fundy who asked his superiors 

whether Wolfe Lake could be poisoned; his superiors considered the 

request, but opted for stocking it with fingerlings instead.98 

96 Cuerrier to Smng, 4 August 1960, RG84 ~01.520, file CBH296 pt2, NAC. 
97 Carter report, 1 August 1956, RG22 ~01.472, file 33.6.1 pt4. NAC. According to the 
Wildlife Service, poisoning had not been considered. Coleman, 23 August f 956, i b id, 

98 MacFariane to Strong, 5 June 1958: and Strong to MacFarhe. 17 June 1958. RG84 
~01,487, file ns6 p t i ,  NAC. 



The use of rotenone peaked and then disappeared in the mid- 

1950s; it would appear from available archival records that no Atlantic 

Canada national park lake or river was again poisoned pure. Perhaps 

this was due to cornplaints from tourists and locals or from staff within 

the Parks Branch over this ultimate form of intervention. Perhaps this 

was part of a generai move away from active park resource management 

around 1960, which will be described later in this chapter. Or perhaps, 

though l e s  lürely, the lakes contùiued to be poisoned for some time, 

oniy without the fanfare and press releases. But the Parks B r a n c h  did 

continue to manage the fish populations under its domain, to a degree 

that would have been considered unacceptable for any other lMng 

thuigs in the p h .  Populations were introduced or killed off, with Little 

attention to whether they were native or exotic. Staff knew and 

admitted this. As Parks Chief B.I.M. Strong expiained to a 

Superintandent in 1959, "As you know, fishing seasons in the National 

Parks are set not too much according to biologicaî consideration of the 

game fish involved but rather according to the aims and objectives of 

the National ~arks."99 

vegetation 

Neither fish nor wildlife preservation was ever completely practiced 

within the national parks; it was always whidi fish, how much wildlife. 

But the underlying phiiosophy, that national parks were places where 

üving creatures should exist unbothered by humans, continued to hold 

even when the resuiting policies dianged. The theory of preservation 

was more directly chalienged by vegetation. It was obvious that 

99 Strong to Superintendenc, 5 june 1959, RG84 ~01.1802, file PH296 vol.2, NAC. 



untouched vegetation was not necessarily "better" for itseif or for the 

park; if left alone, it could choke out desired species, increase fire hazard, 

block views, attract disease, and be aesthetically unattractive. As weU, 

thick forests, if cut, could be financially attractive, and not cutting them 

would be wasteful. Finally, humans did not have the sort of relationship 

wi th  vegetation that they had with animais. There was not, to the same 

extent, a feeling that plants had a natural right to existence.100 For ali 

these reasons, the National Parks Branch forever questioned the validity 

of a han&-off policy with regard to vegetation, pdculafly forests. In 

the four parks studied here, the same trend is visible in forest 

management as in fish and wiidLife - increased intenrentionism in the 

1940s and 1950s, foilowed by a reversai in the 1960s - but more 

interesting is the volume of discussion about the underlying meaning of 

preservation. 

The Parks B r a n c h  depended on the Canadian Forestry Senrice for 

expertise on foresq matters, just as it depended on the Canadian 

WiIdlife Senrice for fish and wildlife matters, but its own knowledge of 

this resource was greater. Foresters were trusted with positions of general 

responsibm in the Parks Branch to a degree that wildlife biologists 

wouid never have beea James S m ,  Park Branch ControUer £rom 

1941-1950 and Director from 1950-1953, began his career with the Forest 

Service afcer eaming his forestry degree at the Universily of New 

Io0 Roderick Nash's The R i e h a o f  (Madison: 
University of Wionsin Press, 1989) discusses the evolution of nghis over time. Thougb 
animal nghts are quite well established, the idea of rights for other living thiags is in its 
infancy. An important theoretid work on tbis is Christopher D. Stone's "Shodd Trees 
Have Standing? Toward Legal Rights for Naturai Objectr," suthem California Law Review, 
110.45 ( S p ~ g  19721, pp.4Sû-501, republished as a book of the same name in 1974. 



~runswick.lOl As mentioned earlier, Prince Edward Island National 

Park's first superintendent, -est Smith, was chosen expressly because of 

his forestry experience. Fundy National Park's first superintendent, 

Ernest Saunders, had been in charge of the Acadia Forest Experimental 

Station since 1937, and was paid extra in his new job because it was 

understood that he would have extensive silvicultwe work to 

perform.102 

Forestry preservation was an issue from the very establishment of 

Cape Breton Highiands National Park. The Parks Branch had to decide 

whether people living near the park should be allowed to continue the* 

traditional use of its forests. James Smart, respecting foresters and their 

needs, pushed for small woodlots to be set up at out-of-the-way spots 

throughout the park Controller F.H.H. Wüliamson was less enthusiastic: 

Settlers adjacent to a Park boundary, who have been 
dependent on timber in the Park area, form a problem, since 
satisfying their demands is usually opposed to Park 
regulations. The man who draws out such a plan as Mr. 
Srnart proposes should be suffiaently experienced in 
National Parks' opefations as to know what cuttings would 
constitute improvement from a Park standpoint, the only 
legitimate excuse we have for aliowing timber to be taken 
out for settlers' needs.103 

Smart  was transferred in 1930. In bringing him to the Parks Branch, Deputy Minister 
of Mines and Resources W.W. Cory wrote, "with the growing needs and responsibilides for 
the protection of the Pa&' forests and development of silviculture methods involved in 
the growth of the Parks systern, it becomes a necessity to have a hilly qualifieci Forester 
appointed to this %ranch." Cory to Wüliam Fotan, Secretary, Civil Senrice Commission, 10 
April 1930, RG32 file 237, file 1888.02.29, NAC. 
Io* Smam to Gibson, 14 January 1948, RG84 ~01.1039, file FZOO vol.1. NAC. 
lo3 Williamson also warned that "there s h d  be no repetition in Cape Breton Highlands 
National Park of the timber disposal complications experienced at Riding Mounmin Parkt1 
in Manitoba Wiiamson to Gibson, 4 December 1939, RG84 voL520, file CBH200 ptl, 
NAC. When Riding Mountain was created in 1930, it was decided that traditional use of 
park forests would be honoured, so that even sawmills were allowed to conhue operation 
in the park James Smart  was die park's supe~tendent  in this penod. Lothian. A %nef 
History, p.78. 



in other words, the Parks Branch needed an excuse to show that helping 

fulfrlf locai wood needs would be for the good of the park forests. Srnart 

found one by having the proposed woodots made "demonstration plotsn 

to be cut on a sustained yield basis, with park staff choosing the trees to 

be targeted104 The Forestry Branch approved this idea, so the project 

went forward. 

Aiiowing ex-residents to cut wood in the park was a noble idea, 

and a far cxy from the usml treatment of their traditional rights once 

the parks were aeated But it caused difficulties when put in practice, 

while reinforcing the Parks B r a n c h  staff's (and particuiarly James 

Smart's) tendency to see park resources as objects to be used. Staff found 

sustained yield ciifficuit to manage, so they moved to exhausting one 

stand of trees and moving on - hardly an innovative fore- 

practice.105 The Parks B r a n c h  and locals &O disagreed about the m e s  

of trees to be cut For building smaii boats, fishermen needed pine, 

which the Parks Branch specificaily wished to preseme since, in Smart's 

words, "this is a desirable spedes fkom a scenic point of view and there is 

v q  little of this spedes in the park"l% More generally, locals sought 

hardwoods which burned longer in woodstoves, while the Parks Branch 

wanted to preseme its hardwoods. Staff even specifically used softwoods 

when they needed to build guard raïis, cabios, and so on. As Smart told 

the Cape Breton Highlands Superintendent, 

it is the opinion of the Bureau and aiso of our foresters that 
the main species of wood to encourage on these areas are the 

cut if they corne 

füe CBH200 p t  1, NAC. 

hardwoods and any sofcwoods should be 

lo4 Smart to Williamson. 30 January 1940, RG84 ~01.520, 
los W. Robinson to Srnarq 15 October 1941, ibidz 
lo6 Smart to Superintendent, 19 Feb- 1941, ibidt 



within the size speufied - in fact, it might be necessary to 
treat such as balsam as one whïch should be eliminated 
entirely from an area, as it is a very poor type of wood for 
any purpose and, being a very prolific seeder, it is indined 
to take over the area at the expense of the hardwood 
speaes. 107 

This is so interesting because it is so meaningless. The small sections of 

forest that the woodiots demanded would have had no appreùable efTect 

on species composition. More importantly, there should have k e n  no 

reason to discuss a tree's purpose, because it did not need one in the 

park, 0th- than existence. And if Smart was referring to this softwOOdls 

la& of scenic value, he was perhaps anmitting to a regional prejudice 

against the scmbby, coniferous look of Maritime forests; in any case, he 

was responding to a blatantiy unniltural aesthetic the park could not 

possibly hope to satisfjc His comment on succession - that softwoods 

tend to block out hardwoods - was just plain wrong. The opposite is in 

fact the case, and for a forester to think otherwise shows an irrational 

aversion to softwoods.l08 1 would argue that Smart's quote above all 

demonstrates his uncertainiy about how to manage the contxadictory 

ta& of safeguardîng and stabiüzing a VUlIlerable and ever-changing 

resource. In m g  to find a consistent position, the Parks Branch wouid 

LbiQ The same advice is given by D. Roy Cameron. Dominion Forester, to J-C. Vermess, 
Dominion Forestry Service, 4 February 1941, ibid, 
log I t  wouid appear that forest succession was poorly understood at the dme 
Superintendent MacMilIan wrote Smart, "No doubt you have obçerved that softwoods are 
usiially found on the edges of settiexnents and on the Iower IweIs w M e  on the sides of 
m o u n t .  and over the mountain tops hardwood predominates. ,. This wouid Lndicate that 
the hardwoods eiennially supplant the sofhvoods, possibly due to a greater longevity of 
Life" MacMiilan was accurace in his impression, but mistaken in thinking ttiat Iongevity 
was the cause. Smart did not correct him. Superintendent MacMUn to Smart, 25 
February 1941, Itzid. On foresters' knowledge of succession earlier in this cenniry in the 
Western US., see Nancy ïangston, Forest Dreams. Forest Ninhbnares: The Paradox of Old 
Growth in the I n h d  West (Seattle: Universiw of Washington Press, 1995). pp. 122- 134. 



faü back on questionable science, vague aesthetics, and the familiar 

values of capitalism. 

This became stiU more evident upon the creation of Fundy 

National Park in the late 1940s. James Smart, Parks Controller by this 

point, saw the park's future beauty in doubt specificaily because of the 

forest's fecundiw. "The growth is very prolific," he wrote, "and if no 

thinnuig operations are camed on the whole area wiLi become a jungle, 

interking with its general use for recreational purposes and also crowd 

out some forms of wildlifegn109 Underlying this comment is a 

recognition that in terms of park forests, time worked at cross purposes 

with preservation A park is chosen because of its scenery as it exists at 

the park's establishment; it might be justiflabie, then, for the park to be 

preserved, not in its naturai state, but in a way that maintains that 

scenery as it had been at establishment Smart did not tadde this 

paradox head-on, but resorted to a scientific justification for 

intervention: for "forestry experimental purposes as demonstration plots 

of silvicultural systems and for studyn a perennial program of 

"improvement cutting" shouid be implemented.l~0 He d e d  in the 

For- Service to develop a forest inventory for the harvesting of Fundy 

timber. 

It is perhaps not surprishg that it would be someone from outside 

the Parks Branch, H.L. Holman of the Forestry B m c h ,  who would make 

the most intelligent critique of park preservation philosophy in this 

period. H e  visited Fundy in the fall of 1949 and reported that he was 

very impressed wi th  it. Of course, "no s m d  part of the natural beauty 

log Smart a> Gibson, 14 January 1948, RG84 voi.1039, file F200 voL1, NAC. 
Il0 Ibid. 



of this park, in common with most others, is derived ffom the forest and 

that, without the forest, it would become a commonpIace bit of country 

with liwe or nothhg to recommend it ...." 111 Holman was amazed at 

the forest's rate of grow-back, calling it the fastest he had ever seen. He 

agreed with Smart that this was a management concern: "An 

impenetrable jungle or thicket growth, of smaii spruce and baisam fir is 

not, in my opinion, a desirable feature of a much-frequented recreationd 

close range such stands are addition, 

fire and insect hazard of no mean proportions."ll2 Therefore, Fundy's 

forest demanded supervision. Openings and Mewpoints should be kept 

clear, deaduous eees shouid be planted in public areas, conifers should 

be thinneci. Holrnan recognized that tbis degree of management flew in 

the face of traditional park policy. He wrote, 

It might be argued that such a program would not be in 
accordance with accepted Park policy inasmuch as it 
contemplates disturbing the naturai condition of the forest 
in such a way as to give it the groomed appearance of a city 
park If it is m e  that that has been the accepted policy of 
the National Pa&, then 1 t b h k  it is time that it was 
modified to some extent at least Where people congregate 
in large nubers, they are not usiially the sort of people who 
are likely to appreâate the unspoiled beauty, if indeed it is 
such, of the undisturbed natumi forest and are more likely 
to be the sort of peopIe who will thoughtlessly toss a - 

cigarette into the b m h  on a hot, windy day.l13 

And not only did Holman doubt the park visitors' desire to see real 

nature, he Wenged  the park's abiüty to provide it. The undisturbed, 

primeval Fundy forest had disappeared in the last two cenniries, he 

wrote, the victim of lumbering as weU as insect depredation "In short, 

H L  Holrnan to S m  1 December 1949, RG84 vo1.1802, nle PEI181 vo1.l. NAC. 
il2 &i,& 

Lhd- 



the present forest is anything but naturd and is, rather, the direct result 

of man's mismanagement in the past."l14 The park therefore had 

ücense to preserve what it wished. Smart wholeheartedly agreed with 

Hoiman's report and moved to adopt its recommendations.ll5 To the 

observer, this episode is a welcome dose of reaiïty for a park system that 

so often treated the nature it oversaw as its personal discovery. But by 

accepting the park as a product of history, the Parks B r a n c h  once again 

permitted itself a more active role in shaping the park's future. And 

underlying its actions was the belief that land touched by mankind was 

somehow profane, and did not deserve the hands-off sort of presenrsition 

that virginal land did. 

Holman and Smart were not backing away from the aesthetic of a 

seemingly-pristine forest, they were championing it. Tney just felt that 

such a landscape could be created. This can be seen in Holman's 1949 

inspection of Prince Edward Island Nationai Park. Whereas Ernest S m i t h  

had been hlred as its first superintendent specificaiiy to show Islanders 

what a managed forest looked like, Holman saw this projea as hopelessly 

misdirected Rather than making the newly planted forests appear 

natural, he noted, 

Whole fields have ken planted with nice, orderly rows of 
trees as though the sole object were to grow timber for 
commercial purposes. There are no gaps or openings to 
serve as picnic places out of the wind and glare of the beach, 
no mixture of species to relieve the monotony of pure 
spruce, or pine, planted four feet apart each way and no 
lanes left unplanted for accessibw. Further, none of the 
planthg has been done on that part of the area that is most 

- -  - - 

i l4 JbidZ 

l5 Smart to Gibson. 3 DeCernber 1949, ibidl 



in need of it - the open windswept fields and the dunes near 
cavendish.116 

In other words, the Parks Branch had not hidden the artifkiali~y of 

either past or present occupation. Smart echoed Hohan's concerns, and 

in a letter to his superior demonstrated that a policy of intervention 

could exîst in harmony with the appearance of non-intervention. Smart 

recornmended that at Prince Edward Island Nationai Park "we should not 

rigidly keep to the regular plantation methods but that the plmting 

should be done with a view to keeping to a more natural conditionf1 and 

in the same letter stated bis hope that the park thinning operations 

would permit the Parks Branch  to open a Christmas tree trade.117 

The 1950s was a decade in which the Parks B r a n c h  would 

continualiy find need for active forest management in the parks, and 

each t h e  find justification. At Prince Edward Island National Park, staff 

took to thinning and cropping trees that were obstructing tourist lodgest 

views of the North Shore. This was done to pacify park neighbours, but 

was not believed to contradia park policy since, in the words of Deputy 

Minister RG. Robertson, "mes are developing in a very overcrowded and 

unpleasant fashion. Keeping han& off these areas do not preserve them 

in th& naturai state because they are all second growth areas in any 

even~"ll8 At Fundy National Park, a sawmill was maintained to meet 

the wood needs of the Maritime parks, but out of visitorsf eyesight and 

H.L H o m  to S m  1 December 1949. RG84 voL1802. file PEI181 vol.1, NAC 
l7 Smm to Gibson. 3 December 1949, il&L As a result of Holrnanls inspection and 

Smart's reply to i& the P E I .  nursery was abandon&. The CMstmas tree business never 
materiaiized J.C. CoodIson, Acting Superintende% to Coleman, 26 September 1955, a i d .  

Robertson to Coleman, 20 August 1957, RG84 voi.1786, file PEI28 vol.1, NAC 
Cornplaints about park trees may be seen in North Shore Tourist Resort Operators to 
Department of Northern Affairs and N a d  Resources, 8 October 1955, RG22 voL3 17, file 
33.21.1 pt3, NAC; and Acting Superintendent H A  Veber to Coleman, 30 June 1954 RG84 
~01.1786, fiIe PH28 vol. 1, NAC. 



knowledge. The min on the Upper Salmon River owned by Judson 

Cleveland before expropriation was used by the park untü it burned 

down in 1952. The Parks B r a n c h  considered implementing an intensive 

cutting pian for the entire park,l19 but in the end deuded just to set up 

another smaii mill at Bennett Brook. Throughout the mîd-1950s, staff 

yearly logged between 60,000 - 100,000 board feetl20 - about 1/100th 

the amount taken before the park's estabfishment. When asked by a New 

Brunswick goveniment member about the park system's timber poiicy, 

Assistant Deputy MUiister E A  Côté note& "1 indicated to him that I 

thought our policy was in the state of evolution and that 1 could not 

give him an immediate answer."l2l 

What more than anything cemented the belief that hands-off 

preservation was dangerous to the forests being preserved was the rise of 

spruce budworm infestation in New l3rZlDSWic.k and Nova Scotia (and, to a 

lesser extent, Prince Edward Island) in the early 1950s. This was a quite 

natural event, as budworm popuIations buildup every 25 to 70 years.122 

Cape Breton Highlands reporteci some budworm in 1951, and by 1955 it 

119 Gibson to T i  Dominion Forest Service, 17 May 1948, RG84 voLl039, file F200 
voL1, NAC; and Smart ho Superintendent Saunders, 27 June 1952, ibid. 
lzo Supeanmdent MacFarJane to Coiemm, 25 May 1956, & and dted by CE. Muden. 
"Literature Review, Fundy National Park," Parks Canada, p.71. Those in charge of 
implementing the eut squeezed sdentific benefit Born even the most prosaic of for- 
tasks. For example, at Bennett B m k  "It is proposed to lop and scatter the brush on part 
of the area and pile and burn on the remainder to provide cost data and esthetic 
cornparisons between the two bryh disposal methods." D J. Learmouth, Foresky 
Ehgbeef, to Coleman, 20 October 1955, RG84 voLl039, file F200 voL1, NAC. In the early 
196ûs. a mill at Kinnie Brook was used to saw large spruce Iogs bound for the new historie 
park at Louisbourg. Michael Bunynski, "Man and Fundy: Story Component Plan," Parks 
Canada, 1987, p.43, interna1 document, Fundy National Park mes. 
121 Côté to Jackson. 11 September 1956. RG84 voL472,6ie 33.6.1 pt4. NAC. 
lZ2 On spruce budworm in the Maritimes, see Kari Lie, "The Spruce Budworm Cootroversy 
in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia," -. voL9 no.2 (Spring 1980), ppS-13; 
Charles Restino, "The Cape Breton Island Spruce Budwom uiféstatioa: A Retrospective 
Anaiysis," vo1.19 no.4 (1993), pp.29-36; Elizabeth May, Budwom Batries 
(Halifax= Four East, 1982). On the 1950s infestation, see Lie, p.7. 



had spread widely, most noticeably around the park headquarters.123 

The insects feasted on balsam fir and spmce, and with the aid of the 

baisam wooIiy aphid left most of the park softwood forests, especialiy in 

the interior, dead or dying. The result was a park which, in the words of 

forest engineer D.J. Learmouth, had "a very ragged appearance. ... 
Fortunately, much of the Park stands are mixed-wood stands and ... 
serve to camouflage much of the dead and deforrned softwoods and 

maintain the aesthetic appeaiance of many of the fine views dong the 

Cabot ~rail."124 But in the interior, "its present monetary, aesthetic or 

recreationai value is practicaliy nü."125 The infestation affected so 

many trees that any sort of dean-up was out of the question. Fundy was 

similarly threatened, though the budworm that moved throughout New 

Brunswick in this period had not yet moved to the park To the Parks 

Branchrs dismay, nothing in its pnor theory and practice of park 

management prepared it for the outbreak For this reason, Deputy 

Minister Robertson argued that forest preservation in national parks 

needed to be redefina 

Ali this leads up to the question whether we should not give 
serious consideraton to the establishment of a more positive 
forest polisr in comection with administration of the forests 
in the parks. 

1 want to say immediatdy that by "positive" 1 do not 
mea.  a policy of exploitation. W e  are ai l  firmly convinced of 
the righmess of the Park philosophy against exploitation. 
The question is how best to conserve. It could be argued that 
maintenance of the Parks "so as to leave them unimpaired 
for the enjoyment of future generations" means that the 

123 C L  Smith report, DeCernber 1957, RG84 voL520, file CBH181.1 pt3, NAC. 
lZ4 Learmouth report to Cole- 24 October L955. RG84 voL520, file CBH180.3 ptl. 
NAC. 
Iz5 Learmouth report "A Fire Accers Trail Program for Cape Breton Highlands National 
Park," 1956, RG84 vo1.8, file CBH62, NAC. 



forests must be left in an utter sfate of nature, and with 
nature ieft to do with them just what she wiU - destroy 
them by disease, by fire, or mything else. W e  do not take 
that position as to destruction by f ie ,  and rightly so. 
Equally, 1 think we cannot take that position where a risk of 
destruction by disease occurs. In other words, we do not hold 
to the view that the right course is "han& offr. What we 
shouid aim at, it seems to me, in the case of fire, disease and 
aii other aspects of forest concern, is an intelligent and 
saentific policy of management and protection, the object of 
whidi is to see, insofar as we can, that the areas now covered 
by heaithy. forest rem& covered by heaithy forest, year in 
year out, in perpetuity.126 

Robertson's argument hinges on his implidt definition of a healthy 

forest: one in which there are mostly living, growing trees, so that o v d  

the forest has more growth than death. But a forest cannot expand 

infbïtely over time, so constant growth is necessarily unsustainable. 

Sooner or later, the forest will stagnate and suffocate on its own growtk 

Insect depredation - and &el27 - kills off part of the forest, but in 

doing so opens it up for new vegetation and wildlife. This was weil 

mderstood by saentists of the tirne and by the Parks Branch,  too, but 

lZ7 FIre was (and is) another mublesome forest management con- in nadonai parks. 
By the time Robertson was writing, Cape Breton Highlands, witb its large, inaccessible 
interior prone to Ilghtning strikes, had reporteci &es of Mlylng &es in 1939,1943, 
1945,1947,1949, and 1950. The 1947 f k e ~  b m e d  4330 acres, cost $21,000 to 
supptess, led m the evacuation of Pleasant Bay and destroyed 20 homes there. And yet, by 
the 1950s plant biologists mderstood that the constant suppression of fires allowed 
forest Iftter and small brusb to build up, making the next fire more Ukely to be a major 
one. Also, fïres opened up areas for WdWe and for young trees - by 1955,6-bot bigh 
spruce, fir, popiar, birch and maples were taking over the PIeasant Bay bum are& The 
WiiciWe Servfce explaineci a.U thh to the Parks Branch in the hopes of showing how park 
forest management was i n t e r f e ~ g  with wiidlife management, but pollcy did not change, 
The Park S m &  had to show its commitmcnt to the p r o d o n  of local communities, and 
codd not wait for £ires to burn themseives out But more than this, sîafWid not want to 
let fires burn= fires were seen as destroying forest beauty and utllity, and had to be ' 

smpped. Harrison Lewis to Srnart, 1 March 1952, RG84 voUlO2. file U172 vol.8, NAC; 
and Smart to Hutcbison, 13 Mar& 1952, jbidC See Caaadian Parks Service, of the 

( O t t a m  Canadian Pa& Service, 
1989),and RW. Weui, JI i sto ri cal and Prehistorical Role of FIre in the Maritime National 
Parks (Fredericton: University of New Brunswick Press, 1978). 



staff could not help but see dead trees as aesthetically unappealing and 

- reverting to a logic that only applied outside the parks - as 
economicaiiy wasteful. Common sense told them that letting insects kilI 

mees was bad forestry management. 128 

The obvious solution was insecticide. Sprayhg insea pests was an 

accepted part of Canadian national park management. There was 

absolutely no consideration that inseas deserved any of the protection 

provided to other living things in the parks; they were simply killed. For 

example, from the v q  fïrst years of Prince Edward Island National Park, 

its stagnant ponds were annually sprayed with hundreds of gailons of 

funiace d l -  the recipe for killùig mosquito larvae.129 And with the 

availability of war-surplus planes and the massive expansion of the 

pestiâde indu~try in postwar North America, aerial spraying grew much 

more accepted and much more commoal30 It was in this dimate that 

New Brunswick  began a full-scale attack from the air on spruce budworm 

in the 1950s, in a program that would continue for decades. In a rare 

act of restraint, though, the Parks Branch opted not to attack the 

Maritime parks' spruce budworm with aerial sprayers. The B m c h  was 

iïkely wary about what such a massive interventionist move would mean 

to its public preservationist image, espeaally since the Nova Scotia 

goverriment had chosen not to spray, despite considerable pressure to do 

128 This was a struggle faced by foresters across North Amerka See Langston, esp. 
pp.114-156. 
l*9 Scribbler re Dalvay House information, PEINP files. For insect abatement in US. 
national parks, see Runte,  pp.176-178. 
130 For pestiade use in postwar Amerim, see Thomas R Dunlap, DDT: S- 

d Public Policy (Princeton, N$ Princeton University Press, 198 1). On the 
reiationship between war and pesticide, see Edmund P. Russell IIï "'Speaking of 
Annihilation': MobWng for War Against Human and insect Enexnies, 1914-1945," 
Tourna1 of American History (March 1996), pp.1505-1529. 



so. By the time the Parks B r a n c h  even considered spraying, it was 

advised by federal foresters that the infestation was too far developed to 

bothes.131 

There was another reason to avoid aerial spraying: in the words of 

Chief J.RB. Coleman, "Ln a National Park, the effect of wide-spread 

spraying with DDT on the fish and wiidlife populations must Jso be 

considered and may be reason enough to avoid such procedures on Park 

lands until more information on this aspect of insect control is 

available."l32 The diemicd DDT - didiloro-diphenyl-mchloroethane - 
had been discovered by the Arnerican miIitary during the Second World 

War to be a wonderfid agent for insect control: it was inexpensive, very 

toxic, persistent, useN as either a contact or stomach poison, and yet of 

low acute toxiuty to mammais, induding humans.133 When it was 

made avaiiabie for civilian use in 1945, it was heavily marketed as a sort 

of super chemical that could cleanse the planet of pests.134 Biologists 

were more cautious, and the Canadian Parks Branch  took note of their 

concerns. In 1946, James Srnart distributed to supe~tendents in all the 

Canadian national parks a U.S. Fish and Wildlife circuiaq "DDT: Its 

effects on Fish and Wildlife," which discussed 12 studies showing the 

dangers of ~ ~ ~ - 1 3 5  It was already proven that DDT tended to kW non- 

131 Leamouth a, Coleman. 17 ûctober 1956. RGZZ voL474, file 33.9.1 pt5. NAC. 
13* Coleman m Hutchison, 8 December 1955, RG22 voL473, file 33.9.1 pt4, NAC. 
133 Duntap, R[rC p.37. 
134 Russell, p.1525. A Ieading biologist of the time began an artide on DDT with the 
pronouacement, "No chernical substance has exciteci greater generai Interest than DDT." 
Tracy 1. Smrer, "DDT and Wildlife," Journal of WildWe Manaernenb voLiO no.3 Wuly 
1946), pp.181-182. This issue of the jounial was devoted to DDT and wildiife 
management 
135 Clarence Cottam and Elmer Higging "DDT: Its Effets on Fish and Widlife," 
(Washington= US Fish and Wildlife, Department of Interior. 1946). See Smart to 
Superintendent, 30 October 1946, RG84 vol-1002, file CBW3ûû pt2 (1942-1952), NAC; 
also, RG84 vo1.23 füe PEï300, NAC, Even prior to the civilisa release of the chemical, the 



targeted popdations such as birds and fish, though some of this seemed 

to be due to overspraying. Smart demonstrated both the national park 

experience with using DDT and awareness of its dangers  when he wrote in 

1948, "In using any chernicals we have, of course, to take into 

consideration the effect on our wildlife population and in particuiar on 

the fish as we have found the latter are very susceptible to DDT even in 

comparatively small quantities." 136 Insect control was nonetheless 

periodicaily carried out in Maritime national parks in the late 1940s and 

1950s - induding in the first year of Fundy's existence - but it is not 

dear whether DDT was the pesticide of choice.137 

When spruce budworm erupted in the 1950~~ the park system knew 

enough about DDT to be distrustfui of aeridy spraying it. And yet, 

action seemed necessary. Cape Breton Highlands' Superintendent Doak, 

who happened to be a great advocate of DDT, informed Ottawa that the 

public was constantly criticizing the park about its trees, and he pushed 

for a spray program.138 More importantly, senior politicians became 

involved in the matter. The Assistant Deputy Minister of Northem 

Canadian Provincial-Dominion WiId1i.e Conference passed a resolution stating, 
"Therefore, be it resolved, that this coderence recommends a programme of scientific 
investigation of the compkated problems reIatiDg to DDT and wildWe before any Iarge 
quantities of DDT are used for any largescale cornmerciai purpose, and dso recommends 
that the use of DDT be kept under strict governmentai control" Febmary 1945, RG22 vol-4 
file 13, NAC. 
136 Smart to Harold Fur= Manager, Seignory Club, Montebello, Quebec, 8 November 1948. 
RG84 vol-39, me U300 vol-16, NACI Srnart  wrote to Find out how the Seignory Club kept 
insects away. 
137 LW. Ford to Coleman, 23 Feb- 1955, RG81 ~01.1786, file PEU8 vol.1, NAC; and 
Canada, Department of Mines and Resources, Annual Rem% 1949, p.22 
13* Doak told Coleman, "If you should decide to carry out an aerid spray probably the 
hovince of Nova Scotia wouId cwperate and have the entire Island sprayed." 30 July 
1956, RG84 vo1.520, Ne CBH18 2 -1 pt3,  NAC. In this letter, he advocated the use of DDT, 
even though he had just received a letter frorn a New Brunswick forestry engineer 
evpressly recommending the use of another spray, if any. C.C. Smith, Forest Biology Lab, 
Fredericton, to Doak, 20 July 1956. ibid. 



-airs and National Resources, C.W. Jackson, told Director of the Parks 

Branch James Hutchison that the ministry was under pressure - 
presumably from the provincial government or federal Nova Scotia 

politidans - to act Though the Forest Branch had suggested that the 

infestation would have to run its  COUS^, this was now deemed 

unacceptable. As Hutchison relayed to Chief Coleman, "1 can tell you 

now the Minister is not prepared to accept such a stand unless it is a 

matter of last resort." A more activist response was needed. 139 

The Parks B r a n c h  deaded that a locaüzed DDT spraying program 

would take place around public parts of the Cape Breton Highlands Park. 

Vegetation dong roadsides, campground and p i d c  areas. and park 

headquarters would be targeted. Of couse, by only spraying public sites, 

the Parks B r a n c h  was just hidïng its budworm problem. Moreover, it was 

giving the impression that trees dose to tourists were of greater value to 

the park than distant ones, and that their appearance was worth an 

increased risk to local fish, wiidlifk, and humans.140 Leumouth, a 

forester, assured the Parks B m c h  that he had discussed this "informaily 

with mammalogists, ornithologists, and Limnologists of the Canadian 

Wildlife Sewice" who did not think this would be a hazard, since it 

would o d y  be a light spray on a smaU area141 

139 jackson to Hutchison. 1 August 1956, ibid.; ami Hutchison to Coleman. 8 August 
1956, ibid, 

There was as of yet no firm evidence tbat DDT posed a threat to humans. However. it 
was certainly suspected. Duniap, DDT, pp.88-89. There was constant discussion of the 
risks and benefits of DDT in the North American Wildlife Conferences of the 1950s. In a 
defense of the chernicd in 1952, David C. Hall of the US- Bureau of Entomology stated, 
"DDT is not the human k . e r  many people think it is." Hall, "Our Food Supply, Wildllfe 
Conservation, and Agriculturai Chemicals," Transactions of the 17th North Amencan 
Wildlife Conference, 19S2. p.30. 
141 Lothian, Assistant Chief, to Hutchison, 3 December 1956. RGZZ voL474, file 33.9.1 
pt5, NAC. 



The spraying of spruce budworm at Cape Breton Highlands took 

place in the sumrner of 1957. I t  was a largely pointless exercise, since the 

bulk of infestation had already swept through the area in past years and 

was gone. Three thousand gallons of 25% DDT ernulsion was mixed on 

site with 12,000 gallons of water to foxm 15,000 gallons of 5% DDT, which 

was then distributed through a chernical sprayer. Superintendent Do& 

though wamed that people tended to overdose DDT, complained to 

Ottawa that the srnafi spray coming out of the machine could not 

possibly be doing the job.142 The following spring, it was reported that 

the control program had preserved the appearance and limited the 

mortality of the sprayed trees, but not to the ciegree expected. This was 

not considered a failure, though, since the exerlise was constantly 

referred to as having "limited control objectivesn and as being 

"somewhat experimental in nature."143 

The simples lesson to be leamed nom this episode is that, 

regardiess of references to an unchanging philosophy of preservation, the 

Parks Branch still had to answer to pofitical pressures. As a reSUIt, its 

policies were not always ones it would have chosen. Another lesson is 

that once policy moved in a certain direction, it gained its own 

momentum, In the years that fouowed the spraying at Cape Breton 

Highlands, the Parks B r a n c h  organized increasingly extensive insect 

control programs without any apparent pressure to do so. Perhaps th is  

was because staff found the experiments with DDT so encouraging, or 

because they simply enjoyed the concept of cleansing nature in such a 

modern and scientific way. Or perhaps in j u s t m g  an unwanted 

142 Doak a> Strong. 1 August 1957. RG84 voi.520, Ble CBH181.1 pt3, NAC. 
143 See, for eiounple, ibid. 



deasion, staff  convinced themselves of the righmess of their actions. In 

any case, insect control picked up in the late 1950s. At Cape Breton 

Highlands, DDT was used in 1958 against spnice budwom, and the 

foliowing year against the birch case bearer. As staff had known would 

happen, spnice mites filled the vacant budworm niche and subsequently 

had to be killed with Ovotran acaricide: spraying resulted in 

~~raying.144 Fundy staff used 150 "Skeeter Bombs" (which the 

superintendent vaguely believed contained DDT) on the pond near 

headquarters, 2 4 D  on weeds, and Bladc Leaf Forty for insects on 

ornamental shmbs.145 Prince Edward Island National Park controlled its 

"ugly nest caterpillar" with either Malathion or what its park naturaüst 

called the "well-known 5% DDT spray. ml46 

Insect control soon became normalized. What had originaiiy been 

. used for epidemic infestation became the weapon against everyday black 

fly and mosquito populations. Ex-staff told me of wallMg around the 

campgrounds a ha-hour before spraying, warning campers to cover 

th& food They then hcmked up the DDT fogger to a 45 gallon drum 

filied with a diesel oil and DDT mix and tied it in the back of a truck 

Staff worked without masks, and when they drove around, the fogging 

operation drew crowds of children who would run dong behind. In the 

words of one staff member, the spray wouid "kiii all the birds and 

squirreis, there'd be nothing lefLn147 By the early 1960s, the Parks 

Superincendent Browning to Strong, 23 July 1959, IhiP, That staff  had k e n  expecting 
a mite outbreak can be seen in CC Smith, Forest Biology Lab, Fredericton, to 
Superintendent Doak, 20 Jdy 1956, ibid. 
145 Superintendent MacFarlane to Strong, 19 October 1961, RG84 voL1036, file FI505 
voi.2, NAC. 
146 RD. Muir, cited in Strong to Superintendenc 30 July 1962, RG84 vo1.1802, file 
PEI18 1.1. vo1.2, NAC. 
147 Interview widi Neil MacKinnoo, Pleasant Bay, 4 August 1994. Three ex-staffers from 



Brandi's proactive insect control program was a point of pride. In a St. 

John's Evenine: Telegram story on the new Terra Nova National Park, the 

community of tourist cabins was portrayed as offering Newfoundlanders 

unprecedented freedom from insects: 

Among the appealling features of this little snug town 
nestled in deep woods is that there are no mes to bother the 
inhabitants They'd be there in hordes but for the 
'treatment' given the area three times weekiy by Ben Roper. 
Warden Roper sprays the region with DDT. Dense clouds of 
it b d o w  from a compressed air gun and floats [sic] over the 
cabin area e_liminating any flies whkh might be found.148 

The park was sufficiently proud of its new machine that Warden Roper 

posed for a picture of the fogger in action. 

However, in the same period, pesticide use in generai and DDT use 

in particuiar were beghnbg to draw widespread opposition. WildIife 

biologists were finding evidence that chemicals of low toxiaty may 

become concentrated and cause indirect poisoning m e r  up the food 

chain; whether this ako occurred in humans was unknowa This became 

a matter of public debate in 1962 with the pubkation of a series of 

artides in The New Yorker by Rachel Carson, and the release the following 

year of her book Siient S~ring.  Carson's message was that today's 

pesticidal contamination of the environment might be having 

permanent, irrepmb1e &ects on the health of the planet and its 

residents. Carson even spedfically discussed how the aeriai spraying of 

DDT to combat spruce budwom had küled salmon stock on New 

Bninswidc's Miramichi ~iver.149 Just as Carson's work was becorning a 

public issue, the Parks Branch received its first written cornplaint about 

Maritime parks discussed DDT with me, but asked not to be quoted. 
148 Don Morris. "Park Paradise Beckons." St John's 6 August 1960. 
149 Rachel Carson, Silent Snring (Bostun: Houghton Miffiïn Co.. 1962), pp.134-138. 



Figure 18. Warden Ben Roper with DDT Fogger. 
From St. John's Evenin~ Telemaph, 6 August 1960. 



its spraying program. An Arnerican chemist who had visited Cape 

Breton Highlands wrote, 

There was the indiscriminate fogging of the areas around the 
camp ground with a DDT-oil fog. We were informed by the 
park warden doing the fogging that a stronger fog was used 
last year and resulted in the death of many of the birds in 
the area. Even though he was using a fog reduced in 
strength by some 37.5% th is  year 1 feel the practice is both 
foolish and dangerous. It is foolish because the fog had o d y  
rnomentaq effect on the bhck fies which were causing di of 
the campers much~discomfort The inexpensive insect 
repdents now on the market praved to be more ef5ective. 
and without any cost to the National Park. I t  is dangerous 
for reasons which 1 am sure you are familiar. ... As a chemist 
and as a citizen I condemn the widespread and 
indiscriminate use of any insectiade and urge that your 
department discontinue the practice we wimessed on Cape 
~reton.150 

The supe~teadent disagreed with this assessment, saying that staff did 

not feel there was significant bird mortaiiy - especially now that they 

had reduced the DDT formula to the recommended 5% level.151 But 

more compiaints poured in, and the Parks Branch began to experiment 

with different types of chemicals. As a narrator of a 1965 C.B.C. 

television show on PEI. Park explained, the program to spray mosquitoes 

was ultimatefy discontlnued, when people noticed that "the Song birds 

disappeared with the mosquitoes. ... Now mosquitoes feed on people, 

and the songbirds feed on mosquitoes: Nature's perfect balance 

restored." 152 A happy ending. 

I5O Joseph G. Strauch Jr., Corvallis, Oregon, to David Munro, Canadian WUWe Service, 
12 September 1962, RG84 ~01.1002, fiie CBHSOl pt2, NAC. 
Is1 Superintendent M c k o n  to Saong, 22 November 1962, 
lS2 Narramr on "Diary of a Warden," CBC program 20/20, 1965. Thadcs to Bar& 
MacDonaid of Prince Edward Isiand National Park for making tfiis avaiIable to me. 



But nearly a decade of insect spraying in the parks made it easier 

to permit spraying again. New Brunswick, rather than letting the spruce 

budworm outbreak rise and subside in the early 1950s, had chosen 

yeariy aeriai spraying and been rewarded with 15 years of semi-outbreak 

levds. Fwtrated, the province took to blaming Fundy for hosting the 

budworm, and urged the Parks Brandi to spray. Ln 1968 the Branch 

relented and Fundy was involved in spruce budworm sprayhg until 

1975. Nonetheless, spruce budwom destroyed much of the park's firs 

and spmce between 1974 and 1978.153 

Just as the Parks Branch had, for a variety of reasons, originally 

chosen one location for a national park over others that would probably 

have been equaily suitable, it chose some parts of the parksl constituent 

living things over others in managing them. Effect followed e£fect, often 

beyond the Branchrs understanding. The preference for attractive forests 

Nled with heakhy trees led park staff to cut the forests in a way 

remiaiscent of traditional use. It also led to the killing of hsects, and 

secondanly to the Wiing of birds, mail mammafs, and ah. Even the 

most innocent geshires produced unforeseen results. When staff  

sefectively cut down trees killed by spruce budworm and removed them, 

they felt they were doing the forest a favour; instead, they were removing 

homes of insects that were budwonn predators. As the next section of 

this chapter will show, park staff slowly grew aware of the changes they 

were inadvertently and advertently bringing to the parks, and nom 

about 1960 on were more assiduous in at least thinking about the 

possible consequences of their actions. But the Canadian National Parks 

Branch as an agency has never really acknowledged the extent to which 

lS3 Burzynski, Man and Fundv, pSO. 



it was responsible for decades of rampant intervention. Today, a sign at 

Fundy National Park about its peregrine falcon population reads, 

"Toward the 1950s peregrine numbers declined drastically. The 

widespread use of DDT, an insecticide which accumulated in the food 

chain, was responsible for the deckase." Also, "A pair of peregrines 

nested on a seaside diff a few kilometres east of Point Wolfe in 1948, the 

year that Fundy National Park was established They were not seen again 

and decades would pass before others of th& species would replace 

them."154 The sign never quite mentions that at one time pesticide use 

was so widespread in North America, and thought so d e ,  that it was 

used abundantly in this very national park 

a new ecology 

The Parks Blfinch's interventionist policies on preservation matters 

in the 1940s and 1950s owed much to the science of ecology, even 

though adminisaators rareiy used the word If asked, staff could explain 

management deàsions in te= of carrying capacity, ciimax 

communities, population cycles, and other ecological concepts. But 

explamtion was rarely needed. During this period of its history, the 

Parks Branch's presumed rfght to manage the nature vvittiUi its border 

and its ability to do so competently were largely taken for granted by the 

public. Thus staff could distribute press releases describing in detail the 

poisoning of lakes or the spraying of campgrounds without feeling a need 

for discretion. Science maintained suffiCient cultural authority in these 

lS4 Sign at Point Wolfe Beach, Fundy National Park The popuktion collapse of the 
peregrine falcon acros North America was one of the most important rrasons why the US. 
decided to ban DDT in 1972, See Dudap, DUT, pp.130-132. 



decades that the Parks Brandi, an agency presumably grounded in 

science, had fkeedom to make decisions regarding the parks' n a d  

environment as it saw fit. 155 

But in the lace 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  the meaning of ecology began to be re- 

interpreted by North Amerïcans. As discussed in the previous chapter, 

this was a period when people were developing a newfound attachment 

to nature, combined with a growing andety about its fate under human 

"management". Though the public defmed to ecology for its abiüty to 

help explain the natural world, many people began to leam different 

lessons from this science. Just as ecology could teach that nature was 

but a complicated machine in need of tinkering, it could also teach that 

one shouid be respeaful of nature's complexity and therefore fiddle with 

its processes as little as possible. This may seem to have been an 

opportunistic reading of the science, advocating a non-interventionism 

that people wanted in any case, but it was no less vaüd than that made 

by game managers who had favoured intewentionism. Nor was such an 

interpretation new. it had k e n  in gestation for decades, including 

among some ecologists themselves.156 The 1960s saw ecology the 

science - reductive, abstmcî, with a mechanistic view of nature - 
adapted by North American society as ecology the movement - holistic, 

valueladen, with an organic view of nature. 

Is5 On science's cultural authority, see Dunlap's work, espedally "Wiidlife, Science, and 
the National Parks." 
Is6 No one better exemplifies ecology's pansformation thao the American ecologist Aldo 
Leopold. His 1933 book ÇmeMmemeny 8 ~ g h t  a generation of administrators how to 
manage nature, but as early as the mid-1930s he had lost faith in humans' ability to do so. 
Until his death in 1948, Leopold sought to create a Iw-inmisive relationship with 
nature. His finai book, A is a criticai text in the creation of the 
ecology movement 



The National Parks Brandi, as perhaps the foremost Canadian 

agency deaüng with humans' relationship to nature, sewed as the 

harbinger of this new thinking. Within the space of just a few years in 

the late 1950s and the early 1960s, the national park system underwent 

a swift ideological conversion. From activeiy promoting recreational 

facilities for the masses, the Parks B r a n d i  turned to advocating a far  less 

intementionkt phiiosophy. In doing so, howeve., it did not give up the 

science of ecology for the ecologymovement; it continued to defend its 

policies in scientSc terms. But it could now also use ecology to justify 

its decisions ethically. The scienmc authore it had once derived from 

ecology was now supplemented by a no less potent cultural authority, 

that of niling on the "natural values" which it was mandated to 

preserve, if need be by curtailing the recreational activities of the masses. 

There is perhaps no better evidence of this ideological shift than 

the Branch's changing opinion of Fundy National Park, which it had just 

recently established With over 100 acres of manicured lawn, the most 

modern recreation facilities, a business subdivision, and a community 

hall, Fundy offered the most ostentatious display of mnnmade 

intemention to beseen in the entire park system. Though the 

supe~tendent's residence was subject to intemal critiasm for its 

opulence even while it was being built, Branch staff  gave no evidence in 

the park's eariy years of development of being dissatisfied with the 

general results. It  had been deveioped as it had been designed Yet 

when Terra Nova, the next national park to be established, was underway 

in the late 1950s, staff used Fundy as a mode1 for how not to design the 

new park Parks Director Coleman specifically stated that the new park's 



cabins shouid not be as elaborate as those at ~und~.ls7 More generally, 

facilities should not overshadow nature: the buildings should fit into the 

landscape, and development should be on a much smaller scale. When 

work at Terra Nova was complete, Deputy Mùiister Robertson 

commended the buiiders, noting that the "headquarters seems to have 

been weli laid out - an infinite improvement on the last park we 

established at Fundy!" lS8 

In the coming years, criticism of Fundy would only grow. A staff 

member stated in 1960 that the New Brunswick park had had to rely on 

recreation development because it compriseci such average nature. Even 

stiil, the park was not properly representative of its location: "The 

beauty of the Saint John Valley, the Atlantic Salmon streams and the 

great tidal bore are all outstandhg attractions of this region not found 

in the park"159 Director Coleman agreed that Fundy was not as 

attractive as it could be, but shrugged off any blame on the Parks 

Branch's part by daiming "...Fundy was not the Depment's mst 
choice for a national park area at the time the matter was k ing  

considerednl~ He ignored the fact that though Cautley and Smart had 

never ranked the Albert counw site first in preference, the Parks Branch 

Is7 CIted in Carter to Robertson, 4 December 1957, RG84 voL1944, file TNî8 p t l .  NAC. 
IS8 Robertson n, Coleman, 7 October 1960, RG22 voL1097, nle 311.1 ptl, NAC. 
lS9 Harold Eidsvik, Planning Officer. "Fundy National Park - PIanning Considerations," 
February 1960, p.1, FNP £îies. For these rasons, there was some departmental interest in 
New BruLlSWickers' hopes for a winding Fundy Trail dong the coastline. in 1956, 
Assistant Deputy Minister C.W. Jackson stated, "At the present tirne, while the park is 
named for the Bay of Fundy, there are very few points within the park from which a view of 
the Bay can be obtained." Jackson to Minister Lesage, 14 September 1956, RG22 ~01.472, 
file 33.6.1 pt4,  NAC. 

Coleman "Addenda" to "Fundy National Park - Planning Considerationsn, Febniary 
1960, p.1, FNP files. He ais0 said, "At one rime it was considered good policy to make 
expenditures in the park readily apparent to the public; hence the prominent siting of the 
Superintendents' residences in some parks." 



certainly had not opposed it. Fundy increasingIy became the target of 

open condemnation from staff. Deputy Minister Robertson felt that the 

subdivision was a travesw, writing, 

1 was even more smck than previously with the lamentable 
planning that had led to the location of the park compound 
where it is. ... Even worse than the location of the compound 
is the complete outrage in having the Imperia1 Oil service 
station where it is. Whoever permitted this shouid have 
been shot, but I suppose it is too late to take action now.161 

The most scathing and most searching reaction to Fundy came ftom 

Parks Naturatist RD. Muïr  in 1964. He had visited all the parks the 

previous summer, and though he had concems over the scale of 

deveiopment in some, he saw Fundy's problem as much more serious. 

The park fadities did not seem to be in harmony with their naturai 

smounding. Reflecting on a previous visit, MuU: wrote, 

From last year's Fundy experience came a slowly deveioping 
uneasiness, a poorly defîned feeling that something had gone 
wrong in this park. Because of the nebufous and psychic 
aspect of this reaction, it was not induded in 1 s t  year's 
report. I t  was easy emugh to see that moose had gone 
wrong [there had b e a  a population explosion and crash], 
but there was more than that, something very basic had 
happened, and the basic concept of a National park had 
foundered, :.. The crux of the matter was that the natural 
features for which the park was set up were being destroyed, 
obscureci, covered up and cheapened.162 

Muir's re-reading of Fundy occmed within 15 years of the park's 

creation. Nothing had physically changed: the park had presenred 

intact the landscape it had created. Nonetheless, what had seemed in 

1950 to epitomize a modem, enlightened relationship with nature was 

by 1963 proof of humans' inability to leave nature alone. 

Robertson to Coleman, 19 October 1960. RG22 ~01.897, file 304.1 vol.1. 
162 Muir to Stirren 20 Jan- 1964, "Report on Field Trips, 1963," p.84. 



What makes this transition espeuaily rernarkable is that it 

occurred in a period of the Canadian park system's history in which 

intervention of the sort that Muir found so distastefuI was practised by 

the Parks Branch to a greater degree than ever before. For the sake of 

park use, a system gorged with tourists was receiving unprecedented 

levels of funding. For the sake of presewation, the Parks Brandi was 

implementing some of its most egregiously intenrentionist policies on 

wildlife, fish, and vegetation. 

This seeming contradiction cm be explained, at least to a degree, 

as a reaction against the physical results of this "hands-on" approach. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, attendance in the parks 

mushroomed during the 1950s, from about 1.8 million at the beginning 

of the decade to 4.9 miilion at the end. The Parks Branch tried to match 

this increased Visitation with hcreased fafities. It became dear almost 

immediately to staff that the park system couid not keep up to such 

growth, and that nying to do so might compromise the park nature. 

Discussion of parks took on an apocalyptic tone. The Branch's annuai 

report in 1959 for the fvst cime had voiced a concern about the possible 

deterioration of the parks system by way of devdopment. By 1964, this 

concern was much more obvious, so that the report would begin, "A race 

against time has developed in the management of the National 

~ark...." 163 The ideological shift, then, can be understood as a response 

to the manmade change caused by rapidly inaeasing use of the parks. 

There was an important new ingredient in this way of seeing: the Parks 

Branch was for the flrst time induding itself in consideration of 

manmade change. The park system had always looked at the effects of 

163 Canada, Northem Affairs and National Resources. Annual Rewrts. 1964. p.17. 



tourists, past residents, and locals as potentially harmful to the park's 

wilderness and thus sought to rainimize these impacts. But when staff 

began to see themselves as part of the parks' history, they became aware 

of the degree to which they themselves were manipulating nature in the 

parks. 

There is certainly truth in this explmation for the ideological 

move away from interventionism, but it is not entireiy satisfactow. 

Because of the continuing need to accommodate the public, the parks 

contuiued to be increasingly developed in the 1960s, casting doubt on 

the direct relationship between ideology and action. Nor is there an 

intrinsic reason to believe that one event, intervention, should produce 

an opposite reaction, a move away from intervention. Moreover, one 

couid say that the coming decades actually proved staf fs  fears wrong: a 

park system supposedly overburdened with aimost 6 million visitors in 

1960 would prove capable of handfing, without collapse, almost 17 

million in 1970. It  may have been rûasonable for the Parks B m c h  to 

develop a less interventionist philosophy in the 1960s, but there is 

nothing that made this decision obvious, necessary, or fat& 

1 wodd speculate that the Branch's diange in phüosophy was 

related to its conception of itself as a purveyor of high cuiture. National 

parks had been championed tbroughout their history as safeguarding 

such ideals as beauty, love of nature, and patriotism. As custodian of 

the parks, the parks agency was also presumed to possess such quiifities. 

But in postwar North America, it was more difficult for the Pa& Brandi 

to make such claims: the expansion and increasing wealth of the middle 

class made parks much more accessible, and the apparent wiping away 

of class difference made the promotion of elitist ideas less tolerable. The 



Parks Branch felt obliged to re-conceptuaüze itself as an agency senhg  a 

single, mass clientele. The Atlantic parks themselves bore eloquent 

testimony to t h i s  changing social vocation of the Branch. Earlier 

developrnent at Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton Highlands had 

explicitiy been premised on the assumption that the park had to serve 

two distinct classes of tourists. Later development at Fundy was centred 

on one location to serve the recreational needs of one class. This also 

signalied staff's beiief that visitor use was largely distinct from nature, 

and that for the enjoyment of users and to meet the goals of 

preservation, they should be kept separate. 

But in the 1950s, the Parks Branch discovered that even in an age 

of recreational democracy, not all tourists were m e .  A significant 

number of park visitors were shunning the facilities so elaborately and 

eqensively prepared for them, preferring instead to get back to nature 

as much as possible. Staff were surprised to £ïnd that many people did 

not Use the open, comrnunity-style campgrounds being developed. 

Similarly, in the late 1950s, the parks system experimented with a 

naturaiist program, including trail walks and interpretive lectures, and 

staff were amazedat its great success. For example, 800 visitors to Fundy 

sat in on a single campfire tallc in 1962, and field trips dong the Bay of 

Fundy attracted 200 to 300 people.164 Considering that Parks Branch 

staff were part of the culture, and as caretakers of the park presumably 

in tune with the public's feelings about them, what was rernarkable was 

not that the Branch changed its operating philosophy, but that it was in 

many respects so slow to do so. It took years for the Parks Branch staff to 

L64 Ibid., 1963, p.22. In a nicely symbolic rnove, park recreation directors were 
retrained as naturalists in the eariy 1960s. 



recognize that people were comuig to parks primarily to experience 

nature, and not to experience recreation in dose p r o m t y  to other 

people. 

The Parks Branch's discovery of this constituency ailowed it to 

once again speak of two classes of visitors, but this tune the division 

between the classes was an intellectual and cuitural one. Visitors were 

divided between those who understood and appreciated appropriate 

park recreations and those who did not. One could divide the visitors 

between those who sincerely loved nature and those who were more 

interested in m a s  recreation - epitomized, in the 1950s, by the drive-in, 

whose potentiai indusion in the national park system created fierce 

controversy in this decade.165 This was not a manufactured distinction; 

staff were honestly concerned about stress on the parks system, and it 

seemed sensible that visitors who loved parks for their nature had the 

greatest right to their enjoyment. But, not coincidentally, this gave the 

Parks Branch a renewed opportunity to position parks as dtured places 

that bestowed on visitors - the right sort of visitors, experiencing the 

park in the right way - culturai capital166 It also let the Parks Branch 

daim to be the best situateci organization to judge what was cU1med in 

165 Concessionaires at Banff trïed throughout the mid-195Qç to win the right to build 
drive-in theatres within the townsite, but Parks Branch staff were adamant in tiieir 
opposition.. Drive-ins were a far cry from golf courses and mMming pools whicfi, as 
Deputy Minister Robertson reasoned, "are enjoyments that can be achieved oniy in large, 
open areas; they are the kind of physicai and outdoor activities that (among others) the 
Parks are to provide ...." This is reasooabIe (though one couid argue that drive-ins a h  
encourage physical, outdoor activïty). But Robertson added that in aeating developments 
such as golf courses, "where weii-handled, the impairment is not serious - in fact the 
ciearing and opening of certain areas often increases the beauty and adds to the 
possibiiity of visual enjoyment" In the 1950s. a goif course could still infuse a park's 
nature with aesthetic value, whereas a drive-in codd not ln yeairs to corne, not even golf 
courses would be safely ensconceci in high culture. Robertson to Lesage, 5 June 1956, 
RG22 vo1.469, file 33.2.2 pt4, NAC. 
166 See Bourdieu, pp. 12-14. 



parks, and therefore obviously wd-cultured itself. in sum, the Parks 

Branchrs ideological shifi away from interventionism allowed it to 

reconceptualize a park eiitism that had given it authority for most of its 

histow, but which had disappeared postwar. Naniralist RD. Muir 

provided t h i s  new elitism with what could have been its motto: "It is 

only the enlightened who see the order and pattern in Nature."l67 

Regardless of the motivations for advocating a less interventionist 

phüosophy, the Parks Branch's move did have repercussions in how 

parks were actually managea Though some of the new patterns evident 

at Terra Nova National Park involved s ~ l e  as much as substance, the 

"new naturalismfl was deariy at work in the new Atlantic park Terra 

Nova was welcomed as a new sort of park for Eastern Canada and a 

retum to the wiiderness ideal. The only real development in the park 

was its cabins, and even these were relativdy spartan. When time came 

to name them, the Branch blanched at the concessionairers suggested 

"Terra Nova Tourist Cabinsu because it was aying to disassociate itself 

from tourism. As H.S. Robinson, the Chief of the Education and 

Information Section, explaineci, "we have deleted phraseology such as 

'Canada's National-Playgrounds,' 'Tourist Accommodations,' Tourist 

Resort,' Tourist Attractions,' from dl our publications and releases."l68 

The more neutrai "Terra Nova Park Bungalows" was chosen. But the park 

cabins were not even to be the centrepiece of park accommodations; the 

417-unit Newman Sound Campground was where it was said that "the 

real park experience is available ...." Within a few years of initial 

development, staff wodd also came out 70 "primitive" sites six miles 

167 Muir to Stirren 20 January 1964, "Report on Field Trips. 1963," p.3. 
168 HS. Robinson. Chief. Education and Lnformation Section. to Coleman, 15 Febniary 
1962, RG84 voI.1943, file TNl6.ll2.l voL1, W. 



away from headquarters, dong the Bonavista Coast, "for those anxious to 

r edy  rough it."169 

Since the Parks Branch staff hoped Terra Nova would become the 

fxst Eastern wilderness park, it was ail the more disappointing that when 

creating it, they Iost its wood supply to potentiai thber purposes and 

the Terra Nova River watershed to hydrodectric purposes. Wittiout the 

watershed, the park had no good saimon streams and no place to 

reintroduce caribou. On top of this, once the park was established it was 

found to have a disappointhg quantity and variety of wildlife. Though 

it was said that moose numbers were booming across Newfoundand, the 

wardens at Terra Nova reported seeing only a few, plus some foxes, 

rabbits, and other small mnmmals.170 Superintendent Atkinson 

reported, "Quite candidly 1 miss the animals fourid in the Western Parks, 

as without them it is iike being in an uninhabited piece of 

country ...."l71 On and off for the next decade, Ottawa asked 

Newfoundland for "a section of Srpical caribou country and some typical 

saimon fishing streamsn172 but without success. By 1963, wiidlife 

sightings would be on the rise, but the Parks Branch  still sought to 

expand the park For a time, the government of Newfoundland expressed 

interest in donating Pitts Pond outside the southwest corner of the park, 

but continually fretted about losing potential economic benefit from it 

169 Superintendent J.B. Heppes, "Terra Nova Nationai Park," Nedoundland lournal of 
Commerce, voL3S no-7 (Juiy 1968), p.17. 

170 Superintendent J.H. Atkinson to Strong, 1 June 1959, RG84 voL1952, file TN112 Year 
voL1, NAC. See also Atkinson to Strong, 21 January 1960, ibid., and Stmng to Atkinson, 
25 November 1959, RG84 ~01.1954, fiie TN216, NAC. 
171 Atkinson to Swng, 2 1 January 1960, RG84 ~01.1952, file TNll2 Year vol.l, NAC 
172 Lesage ta W J. Keough, 28 Jan- 1957, RG22 voL474, Rle 33.11.1 pt2, NAC. 



Parks s t a f f  p d e d  out a.ü stops in trying to convince the province. Chief 

Park N a t d s t  George Stkrett noted 

the presence of a stand of pine, Pinus resinosa, which is 
present at the south end of Pitts Pond near Terra Nova 
National Park. Red pine occurs in only three locations in 
Newfoundland and the stand at Pitts Pond is the most 
easterly part of the range of the species in Canada. This red 
pine stand should be a t a W g  point in our proposals to 
have the area of Pitts Pond induded in ~ N W . 1 7 3  

Certainiy this reference to the most easterly pines in Canada was a 

gimmick, but it nevertheless shows the lengths to which staff would seek 

justification for expanding a park to what was thought to be its 

necessary natural size. And more than that, it showed appreuation for 

the distinctiveness and inherent value of an Atlantic Canadian species - 
and a plant species at that. Such appreaation had not k e n  observed in 

three decades of national parks in the region. 

Of ai i  Canada's national parks, probably none was affected more 

by both the saain of park use and the subsequent defense of 

preservation than Prince Edward Island National Park. The smdest 

patk, at just seven square miles, it was also one of the busiest: by 1961, 

almost one rnillionvisitors were recorded as visitors to the park. 

Throughout the 1950s, the Parks Branchworked continuaily to meet 

demand in the park, building a bungalow camp, a recreation hall, 

campgrounds, and the Gulf Shore Parkway whidi stretched dong almost 

the entire park's length, broken only at Robinson's Island. When park 

ideology moved away from development in the early 1960s, it was as if 

s t a f f  had awakened from a dream, amazed at the decisions that had 

73 Chief Park Nanûalist George M. Stirrett to Brooks, 24 January 1964, RG84 ~01.1942. 
fiIe TN2 vol.5, NAC. 



been made just a few years eariier. As they had at Fundy, staff  

disassociated themselves from the park's problems, by criticizing its very 

establishment and placing blame on decisions of early years. 

Superintendent EJ. Kipping, for example, spoke freely at a public 

meeting of "mistakes of many years ago" now "coming home to 

roost."174 Even Green Gables Golf Couse, long the pride of the park, 

was now seen as an anadironism. The minister in charge of parks, 

Arthur Laing, refused a request by the P-EJ. govemment for a second golf 

course by saying, "In the early days of National Parks' development a 

number of poliues and practices were foilowed which seemed 

appropriate under the conditions then existing but which in the iïght of 

present day experience appear questionable and rather short-sighted I 

do not think there is any doubt that golf courses f d  into t h i s  

categorYnl75 The park system would keep the golf courses it had, but it 

would not be designing more. Generally, B r a n c h  staff spoke of the 

Island's national park as a failure. Parks engineer RP. Malis believed 

that no matter what happened, it "will never be accepted by the people 

as a m e  National Park in the strict sense of the word" and agreed with a 

recommendation being fioated to redassify the park as a national 

seashore, like those in the u.s.176 Though this did not happen, the fact 

that the Parks Branch was seriousIy contemplating the demotion of the 

second most visited member of the system shows how greatly the ecology 

174 Superintendent EJ. Kipping speech to Resource Deveiopment Council, Prince Edward 
[siand., 6 February 1962, Re84 voL1786, file PEI28 voL2 pt3, NAC. 
17s Laing to Leo Rossiter, Minister of Industry and Naturai Resources, Prince Edward 
Island, 3 Febmary 1964, RG84 vo1.1779, file PEI2A pt4, NAC. 
176 RP. MaIis, Regional Engineer, ro Coleman, 27 May 1964, RG84 ~01.1786. file PEI28 
vo1.2 ptl, NAC. 



movement was changing the conception of what a national park should 

be. 

The Branch's ideologicd shift meant more to Prince Edward Island 

National Park, however, than just a denigration of its past and a 

pessimistic reading of its future. Staff worked to make the park a more 

natural experience. The greatest environmental and aesthetic threat was 

seen to be "ribbon development," private tourism development just 

outside the park's boundary. The park's border forests were relied on to 

block this out, and the Parks Branch even considered a tree planting 

program to saeen out the real world - a far cry fkom park practice less 

than a decade earlier to nim trees so that private tourist operations 

would have a better view of the gulf.177 Superintendent Kipping 

beiieved there was nothing to be done but buy up bordering land as it 

became avaüable, and he even took to sending Ottawa word about 

parcels that he leamed were for sale. The Parks Branch initially 

expressed no interest, feeJhg that such a piecemeal expansion would 

accomplish nothing. Besides, there was no precedent for the federal 

govemment purchasing land for a p a d 7 8  But when Ottawa reaiized it 

could ask the Prince Edward Island government to cover the biil, the idea 

was reconsidered. Lobbying for support among Island politicians, Arthur 

Laing wrote, "It is now apparent that the land area onginally set aside 

was inadequate and the best we can h o p  to do is to try and acquire 

land to round out the park at several key points."179 The provincial 

177 See Coleman to "Dr. Fischer," 14 December 1964, RG84 ~01.1802, f3e PEI181 vo1.2, 
NAC. 
178 Strong to Kipping, 1 December 1961. RG84 ~01.1779, file PEIZA pt3.  See also Coleman 
to Robertson, 30 januaxy 1962, ibid, 

179 Laing to J. Watson MacNaughc 12 September 1963, RG22 ~01.1103. file 330.3 p t l ,  
NAC. 



government offered a site in Stanhope, outside the eastern wing of the 

park, on the condition that the Parks Branch build a golf course there; 

otherwise, the province had no interest in buying expensive property if 

the park planned to let it lie faLlow.lm The Parks Branch deciined the 

offer. But the notion of buying buffer land was now firmly entrenched, 

and the B m c h  increasingly lobbied its own govenunent to buy land 

directly. Though it took several years of convincing, in 1968 the 

Canadian government initiated a land acq&itions program for the 

park. Between 1969 and 1977 approxïmately 2400 acres of adjacent 

land were incorporated into the park.181 

As the experience of Prince Edward Island National Park in the 

1960s shows. the Parks Branchrs move towards l e s  interventionism 

affected how the agency thought about and aaually managed the park. 

But that is not to Say that developrnent was completely curtailed. 

Throughout the decade, the B r a n c h  continued to satisfy the park's 

roughly one million yearly visitors without lirniting access by setting 

visitor capacities or wen implementing entrance fees. Even in this era of 

less intervention, the B m c h  built a campground and day-use area on 

Robinson's Island, made accessibie to the public only a few years earlier. 

No fewer than 16 parking lots, induding one at Daivay for over 1200 

cars, couid be found at the little park by the end of the decade. The 

idea of preservation may have gained an ascendancy in the 1960s. but 

this clearly had not relieved the Parks Branch of its responsibiiity to 

accommodate tourists. 

lgO See RG84 voL1779, file PEï2A pc4, NAC for negotiadons on this. Also. Charlottetown 
Guardian. 3 Feb~vary 1964. 

Canada, Parks Canada, Prince Edwwd Island Naaional Park Preliminarv Master Plan 
( 1977), no pagination. 



The culminating moment for the Canadian parks system in the 

1960s was Arthur Laing's address on park policy to the House of 

Commons in September of 1964. Park hisonans have caüed it "a very 

significant milestone"l82 and one that "established the preservation of 

significant naturai features in national parks as its 'most fundamental 

and important obligation'." 183 The ingredients for drama were there. A 

quiet revolution was aiready under way within the parks system, as both 

sta f f  and the public sought nature-friendly policies. The Parks Branch 

laboured for six years on a dedaration explaining how it was attempting 

to reconcile preservation and use. Now, the agency felt pressure to make 

this staternent public: businesmen at B a n f f  and Jasper were pressing 

their right to develop wherever they wanted in the townsites;l84 a 

National and Provinaal Patks Association of Canada had recently fomed 

to protea the parks from development;l*5 and in 1963 Madean's 

magazine pubfished a scathing article, "Beauty and the Buck," that 

painted the parks system as king on the verge of ~olla~se.186 Author 

Fred Bodsworth pullleci no punches: "We are losing them because a lax 

and indedsive parks policy, particulariy toward business and politicai 

pressures, has aUowed many national parks to deteriorate into 

commerciaüzed, how-tonk resorts where the major aim is no longer 

Nicol, p.47. 
McNamee, p.30. It  is not clear wbo McNamee is quocing, since this phrase does not 

appear in Laing's policy staternent, 
84 Bella, pp. 1 13-1 16. On the parks system in the early 1960~~ see McNamee. pp.29-30. 

las On the formation of the parks association (now the Canadian Parks and Wilderness 
Society), see Dubasek, pp.72-78. 
186 Fred Bodsworth, "i3eauty and the Buck A Holiday Through Our Magnificent National 
Parks," W'S, 23 March 1963, pp.25 and 41-46. The Bodsworth aroicle received a 
deal of great discussion within the publicly-minded Parks Branch, For example, RG84 
voL2 103, file U1ïî vol. 12, NAC contains considerable correspondence on it 



park preservation but rather separating tourists from their money." 187 

It  was hoped that Laing's speech would m e r  such critiusms by 

showing that the Parks Branch was aiready correcting past mistakes, and 

also would discourage developers from planning further incursions in the 

parks. More broadly, it would replace the unwritten policies that had 

been in effect since 1930, dependent always on precedent and on-the 

spot deusionmaking, with a single, firm park policy. 

Ironicaliy enough, given its present reputation, Laing's speech does 

not seem very deusive to a contemporary reader. The dosest Laing 

cornes to a pointed dedaration of park priorities is to say 

National park policy cannot contribute to a solution of the 
crisis if it is based on one of the two extremes, maximum 
preservation on one hanci, or maximum public use and 
development on the other. One would deprive the public of 
the benefits they receive from national parks; the other 
would destroy the special enjoyment and pleasure the 
public receives nom lands kept in a near natural state. The 
objective of national park policy must be to help Canadiam 
gain the greatest long term recreational benefits fkom their 
national parks and at the same time provide safeguards 
against excessive or unsuitable m e s  of development and 
use-188 

It helped, of cours% for this position to be darined for the Canadian 

public, and for Parks B m c h  sta f f  to have such a ministeriai statement 

nom which to refer.189 But mther than providùig a solution, Laing's 

address simply restated the problem: that parks were always under a 

dual mandate of preservation and use. This was entirely appropriate. 

,, p.,, 

Canada, House of Corzunons, Debates. 18 September 1964, p.8192. 
89 Saff often quoted or referred to iaîngts speech in correspondence For example, 

Cokman to Supe~tendent McAuley, 21 May 1965, RG84 voL1802, fiie PEI181 voL2, NAC; 
and letter for Laing ta Louis Robichm Premier, New Brunswick. 8 ûctober 1964, RG84 
voL1039, file F200 vo1.4, NAC. 



Though this was a period when park s ta f f  and the public leaned towards 

less intwentionist policies - and, indeed, Laing's speech was interpreted 

as a victory for these beliefs - a balance between preservation and use 

wouid never be entirely achieved 



Chapter 9 
Conclusion 

While staff did the day-to-day work of maintaining Cape Breton 

Highlands, Prince Edward Island, Fundy, and Terra Nova National Parks 

for the bend5t of all Canadians, one group of Canadians paid special 

attention. Local residents, and in particular those who had land 

expropriated, were the national parks' most observant critics. They knew 

that the parks were not in fact pristine wiiderness, and they perceptively 

drew out the inconsistencies of parks policy. Of course, what made local 

residents so astute was also what made them less than objective. Many 

locals felt that the park belonged to them, either because they personaily 

had lost land at the park's ueation or because their cornmunity had 

given the park territory and thus deserved special consideration in 

r e t m  

Locais' feelings revolved around issues of both preservation and 

use, and in both cases worsened when the parks system grew less 

interventionist in the 1960s. Many were upset that park resources were 

no longer availablé to them. Trees could no longer be cut, deer no longer 

hunted, trout no longer fished without p d t .  This was considered 

especially onerous at Terra Nova and Cape Breton Highlands, where so 

much of the local land had been free for aI.i to use. It was aU the more 

g&g when parks staf f  committed the same acts in the name of 

management. Why were staff at Cape Breton Highlands allowed to shoot 

moose during periods of overpopulation, whiie locals were not? Why did 

the Parks Branch operate a sawmill in Fundy, when locals were not 

ailowed to cut? How, for that matter, could the Parks Branch preach the 



sanctiv of park nature when its own roadbuilding and development of 

faciüties tore up the land?l Sudi inconsistemies were made worse by 

the fact that through time the Parks Branch tended to grow less and less 

accommodating of locals' needs. One reason for this was that staff did 

not feel the same sense of obiigation to nearby residents as park 

establishment receded furrher into the past. For example, through the 

years the Parks Branch stopped giving timber permits to those who had 

once cut on Terra Nova As a result, not only did locals feel they had 

lost an important resource right promised them at park creation, but 

they interpreted the Branch's actions as a daberate, piecemeal process.2 

Staff also grew less accommodating because of the system-wide move 

away from natural resource use in the parks in the 1960s. Neil 

MacKinnon, who worked at Cape Breton Highlands for 30 Yeats, 

remembers cutting trees for the flagpoles at warden stations; in later 

years, the wood had to be brought in fiom outside.3 Don Spracklin told 

of getting in txouble with the staff at Terra Nova for pumping 1ûûû 

gallons of water out of Udells Cove Pond, for use in the Chrisbnas Seal 

boat that went around the Newfoundland outports each year giving 

Chest x-rays.4 0th- told me stories about the run-ins people had had 

with staff over the attempted removal of sand, Stones, and ice. These 

incidents are sometimes remembered with amusement, sometimes with 

"At present it seems rather ironic that the main aim of presewation is to be achieved 
through an eiimination of park residence while, at the same the development is 
encouraged through the addition of urban type fadlities and services." --Lou Roder, 
"Resident Populations and Nationat Parks: A Review and Case Study - Gros Morne National 
Park," BA Thesis, Department of Geography, Universify of Westem OnGirio, 1977, p.54, 
quoted in Richard MacFarlane, "Parks Canada: The Fadure of National Park Planning 
Procedures," Park News, vo1.14 110.3 (Fall 1978), p.38. 

interview with h i p h  Ford and Dennis Chaulk, Charlottetown (Nfid.). 19 August 1994. 
Interview with Neii MacKinnon. Pleasant Bay. 4 August 1994. 
Interview with Don Spracklin, Chariottetown (Nfld.). 18 August 1994. 



disgust. In either case, such stories are offered to demonstrate the Parks 

Branch's tenuous connection with real Me, its willingness to put ideology 

before actual human needs. 

Locd residents also felt that the par& were not the economic 

saivation that politicians and parks staff had promised they would be. 

The most consistent cornplaint I heard at ail four parks was that, after 

the initial burst of park development had subsided, not enough people 

were ever hired. Those whose land had been expropriated felt especially 

deceived, in that many claimed they and their families had been 

promised jobs for He. A typical sentiment was that of Winnie Smith, 

who said, "You were moved out of the park, and now you can't be hired 

back in."5 I t  was also felt that too many of the jobs that were created 

went to people from more distant communities, or, worse still, other 

provinces. These cornplaints may have been jusmed at some places at 

some mes: it seems clear at Terra Nova, for example, that the 

Smaüwood govenunent did promise jobs to locals, and then took to 

hiring more from some communities than others. However, the parks 

and their staff should not be blamed for this, nor for the quite 

reasonable fact that most development took place within the first few 

years of park creation. Aware of the importance of park jobs to the local 

economy (and the importance of local harmony to the smooth ninning 

of the park), and recognizing that greater appropriations meant fulfüling 

more park projects, it would appear that the Parks Branch did in fact do 

its utmost to keep employment high6 and to spread hiring throughout 

Interview with Winnie Smith, Riverside-Albert, 3 1 August 1994. 
For example, the minisa). in the lare 1950s agreed to innoduce "work rotation" at Cape 

Breton Highlands National Park, whereby local labourers were hired and then replaced 
when they had worked enough to quai@ for unernployment insurance. Hamilton to Robert 



Iocal communities.7 Because Terra Nova National Park was created on 

the cusp of the parks system's turn from interventionism in the 1960s, it 

was developed even less than the other parks, and thus received even 

more cornplaints from local residents. When would Terra Nova get a 

swimming pool, a golf course, and other such amenities seen at other 

national prks?8 Premier joey S d w o o d  promised that if a second 

park were built on Newfoundiand's western shore, as was being discussed 

in the late 1960s, the province would demand much more development: 

Just taking so many hundred square miles of aii the 
wildemess we have, putting a boundary aromd it and 
calling it a Park, weil that's ridicuious! Thatrs not what they 
have aaûss C a ~ d a . . .  They have National Parks that are 
National Parks in wfiich untold miliions of doUars of 
Canadian money was spent to provide the people of the 
other provinces with these magnincent National Parks. .... 
But [to] settle for anoîher wilderness park, such as we 
aiready have at the Terra Nova ... would k intolerab1e for us 
to accept ...P 

Muir, MX. for Cape Breton North and Victoria Counly, 30 January 1958, RG22 voL898, file 
307.1, NAC. 

Lucal p o l i t i ~ s  would not have aiiowed otherwise. Cape Breton Highlands National 
Park, for ex~imple, was part of both Inverness and Victoria Counaes, In the mid 1960s. 
Member of PairUment Robert Muir periodically asked in Parliament hav many were hired 
for the park fkom each comty. in 1963, the m e r  was 48 from Victoria, 45 h m  
Inverness In 1967, there was even -ter parity: 49 Born Victoria, 50 fiom Inverness. 
Canaria_ House of Commons, Debats 2 December 1963, p.53 18, and 6 Feb- 1967, 
p. 12670. 

FoUowing a number of letters and artides on the subject in the St John's Eveajlfg 
-, a columnist in 1968 insightfuiiy comment& that present patk p o w  "w 
designed to clamp d m  on ar t i f id  development, which was akeady extensive in a 
number of Canada's national parks, which bave ken cdsting for quite a few years. in 
other words, the idea is to tolerate ad3cial  development which starteci before the 
legislative changes came into force but prevent it from getting underway in new parks. 
This is where the issue arises in the development of Terra Nova" Bob Moss, Evening 
Telenram, 12 jdy 1968. See also ibid., 30 April 1965. 

Joey Srnaiiwood, radio interview, 8 April 1970. Terra Nova National Park nle. 
Newfoundland Collection, St John's Pubiic tibrary. in si& fashion, an &enin% 

editorial of 9 May 1968 entitled Those Obstinate Federal Chaps" suggested, 
"let's do some horse trading next t h e  and be sure we get the best we can out of the federal 
branch." 



The parks system's ideology was moving in the opposite direction, 

however. Pa& in the future would be even Iess likely to satisw local 

communities' requests for de~e lo~ment .~0  

Because local residents had different interests than the Parks 

Branch when it came to issues of preservation and use, and more 

fundamentdy because the park had been imposed on them and their 

cornrnunity, many considered themselves adversaries of park staff* The 

parks the&elves seemed set up to foster this opinion. The majoris. of 

staff were hired from the park vicinity, but most of these locais were in 

lower-mg jobs. Those in the most senior position, the supe~tendents, 

were almost always brought in Born elsewhere. This was done not only 

in early years, when locals might not be expected to have the required 

knowledge of or experience in parks, but also later, when the Pa& 

Branch feared local staff might have conflicts of interest when making 

hiring and management deâsions. Superintendents were transferred 

fkom park to park every few years, ostensibly to improve their Ûriining; 

the policy nonetheless codd not help but suggest that they were not to 

form a dose affiliation with any one park or its people. An =-staff 

member even tolct me that when a park was fadng a difficult time with 

local citizens, the Parks B r a n c h  would send out "an enforcer" with no 

links at aii to the region.ll 

It is to some degree understandable if park staff  slipped into an 

"us-versus-them" mindset. Lxicai residents demanded more fmm the 

In discussion on a proposed second national park for Prince Edward Island in the mid- 
1960s, Premier Walter Shaw noted, "1 am further surprisecf at the criteria imposing 
standards of a vexy high quality on sites for Nationai Parks. The standards have been 
apparendy raised from those in effect when the main National Park on Prince Edward 
Island was consideredw Walter Shaw to Arthur Laing, 22 February 1966, Proposeci Second 
Prince Edward Island National Park files, Acc. 261713, PAPEI. 

Interview wi th  an ex-s-er who requested anonymity. 



park than anyone and were the most iikely to violate presewationist 

policies.12 But for staff to give in to such thuiking was 

counterproductive. Theïr experience with poaching is a good example of 

this. There is some evidence of illegal hunting in aU four parks' histories; 

perhaps the greater surprise is that there is not more.13 I expected that 

some people would teii me they poached for political reasons, to make a 

statement against the park, but evex-y person who spoke of poaching 

insisted this was not the case. People, it was said, hunted in the park 

because they needed the food or liked the sport, but not because they 

thought of it as a political a d 4  Consequentiy, the most respected s t a f f  

were those who made aüowances for human need and tolerated 

occasionai indiscretions.15 On the other band? people spoke poorly of 

l2 In mespondence, Ottawa stan show a constant wariness when dealing with local 
residents, wàich occasionally surfaceci as distrvst In 2955, when Superintendent Doak 
asked to be btansferred after unstated problems dealing with locals, Deputy Minister 
Robertson wrote that Cape Breton HigMandrtrs were "inclined to ride over anyone who is at 
ail Ienient, and they regard any concessions or favours as a sign of weakness." Though he 
thought Doak shouid stay, if he were to go he was to be replaced "with a sttong and 
dedsive personality, who WU not be intimidated or upset by the efforts that the local 
people wiU undoubtedly make to recaptute the upper hand that they apparently had at one 
stage." Robertson to Hutchison, 10 August 1955, Re22 voL473, file 33.9.1 pt4, NAC, See 
EL Duane Hampton, "Opposition to National Parks," Journal of Forest Hlstory, VOUS, no.1 
(1 98l), pp.3-S. 

- 
- - 

l 3  Mscussion of poaching is sprinkied throughout park archivai corzespondence. See 
especUy any of the parks' wildlife mes, labeZled "3ûûn, such as KG84 voi.1002, hle 
CBH3ûû p t 2  and 3, NAC. The correspondence suggests that none of the four parks studied 
here experienced any epidemic of poacbing acîiuity at any time in its history. Cape 
Breton Highiands Superintendent Ti Reynolds beiieves that today there is onfy a normal 
amount for a rurai ana, and ex-Prince Edward Island Superintendent Emest Smith thinics 
it was never much of a problem. Personal communication with Ti Reynolds, 3 August 
1994. Interview with Ernest Smith, Tea Hill, 4 August 1995. 
I4 Interviews, for example, with Don SpracWîn, Charlottetown (Nfld.), 18 August 1994; 
W U  Aucoin, Cheticamp, 1 August 1994; and an individual at Cape Breton Hi-& who 
requested anonymity. 
l5 Ernest Smith, the first superintendent at Prince Edward Island National Park, told of 
catching a man that he knew hunting in the park Smith made him Wear that he would not 
do it again, and let him go. interview with Smith, Tea Hill, 4 August 1995. There is no 
way of knowing whether some staff themselves poached fish and wUdlife in the parks, but 
this was not uncornmon in the Western Canadian parks. Wardens were originaIIy hired in 



staff who treated ail locals as potential poachers, such as the warden at 

Terra Nova who would w a k  dong the streets in the nearby village of 

Charlottetown and touch car engine bonnets, figuring out who had just 

been out.16 That this incident would be so dearly remembered shows 

just how precarious relations between staff and residents were. Sitting in 

a group around a kitchen in Cheticamp on the border of Cape Breton 

Highlands National Park, one man - forgetting I was there - started to 

taik about doing a little hunting in the park Everyone laughed, and he 

turned to me, sputtering, "But that's m y  people's land badc there!" But 

it wasn't His family had been expropriated fkom Cap Rouge, close to 10 

miles away. This was his people's land only if one thought of the park 

as a single unit, and the people on its border as another. In this sense, 

the park had created a community of residents who considered ail of the 

park theirs. 

The popularity of national parks in the 1960s ensured the creation 

of more parks and more rehtionships between locah and staff. The 

thought of having a tourism attraction which might attract a million 

visitors per year and which would be administered by the Canadian 

govemment encouraged provinaal governments to lobby for parks to a 

degree unseen since the 1930s.17 The Liberal federal govemment also 

approved of more parks, because they were popular signs of the national 

state and good investments for tourism creation; it also seemed urgent to 

create more soon, before the best of Canadian recreation land was 

part because of their knowIedge of park land, which for some of them probably came by 
hunting. I discuss this issue in "Rationaiity and Rationalization," pp.207-208. My. 
favourite poaching story h m  the parks studied here was told secondhand about a staff  
member fkom the Prince Edward Island park At the end of every day working at the park 
nursery, he would go home with a tiny sapling nestled in his lunchbox 
l6 I n t e ~ e w  with Don Spracklin, Charlottetown (Nfld.), 18 August 1994. 
l7 Bella, p. 12% 



snapped up by developers, particularly American ones.18 The Parks 

B r a n d i  also liked the idea The pressure of popularity made staff seek 

park expansion and creation as means of reducing stresses on existing 

parks. As well, the primacy of the environmental justification for parks 

convinced staff of the need to preserve many more types of Canadian 

nature. 

However, expropriation of land for parks promised to be a different 

matter than it had been even a decade earlier. The building of public 

works projects such as highways and airports in postwar Canada had 

highiighted countless difnculties with exîsting federal and provincial 

expropriation laws.19 There were many procedural problems, resulting 

in arbitrary and hadequate notification, o w n e ~  unaware of theh  rights, 

and owners even losing their land without being c0rn~ensated.20 And 

what compensations did occur were insufficient; Canadian law was 

premised on the outdated notion that expropriation was a standard sale 

from one party to another that just happened to be compulsogq thus 

settlements were awarded on a "value to the owner" basis that did not 

accurately refiea why the state had initially wanted the p r o p w -  Also, 

no additional righb or privileges were granted the previous owner. in 

the 1960s, courts and legislatures modified the laws to make them more 

uniform. and to change the basis of compensation to "market value," 

which was more likdy to compensate the owner fairly.21 This legal 

l8 Hoa. Jean Chretien, "Our Evolving National Parks System," Nelson and Scace, pp.7-14. 
l9 Douglar Dacre, "Expropriation: The Fear and the FactF," Maclean's, 8 Novembef 1958, 
pp-22-23, 81-82, 84-86. Dacre notes that in 1947, 1000 properties were exprop~ted by 
the Ontario Depariment of Highways, Ten years later, there were 6000. 

Kenneth J. Boyd, bro~r ia t ion  in Canada: A mtitioner's Guide (Aurora, Ont: Canada 
Law Book Inc., 19881, p.2. 
21 Todd, p.2. The new Federai Compensation AEt, 1970, set compensation to be the higher 
of market value or the cost of estabüshing a similar property eisewhere. 



change reflected - and reinforced - changing Canadian cultural 

attitudes towards the state's responsibility to the public. Many 

Canadians no longer saw government as an immoveable force whose will 

must be obeyed 

I t  rnight seem that these changes would make the Parks Branch 

wary about parks system expansion, but the opposite seems to be me. 

As a part of the culture, the agency understood it could not nui 

roughshod over citizens' concerns, and welcomed the chance to forge new 

and dean relationships with ciüzens at new parks. This was pragmatic 

thinking, but it aiso reflected a better ecological understanding that park 

lands had their own cultural history which had shaped their nature, and 

staff could not erase this just by wiping away reference to past 

inhabitation. In fact, staff  in the Atlantic parks began to grow interested 

in showcasing this cultural history. A regional director in 1965 

discussing the extension of Cape Breton Highlands into the northem tip 

of the island thought that though "pianned communities should replace 

the scattered developments," there was nothing intrimically wrong with 

having residents within the parks. He wrote, 

Large numbërs of the travelling pubüc are interested in 
seeing typical fshing villages. Planning these communities 
will to some extent change their charsicter but it is doubtful 
that they wouid lose their visitor appeal. If properly done, 
this planning will arrually guarantee preservation of certain 
aspects of their character appeal, e.g. Peggy's Cove outside 
Halifax ... I t  is not a serious nor complete disadvantage to 
have these communities dependent to a degree on the park. 
They provide an essential labour supply and orher semices 
which, if properly controlled and planned, could provide a 
sound social and economic unit22 

22 HA Johnson, Regionai Director of Atlantic Region, to Director. 17 September 1965, 
re "Cape Breton Highlands National Park, Boundary Revisions and interior Development, A 
Preliminary Report, Report #40, April 1965," RG84 vo1.991 file, CBH28 vo1.4, NAC. Cape 



In sum, there were legal, humanitarian, ecological, bureaucratie, and 

even aesthetic reasons to imagine that future parks should be 

characterized by more interaction between parks and local citizens. 

in the late 1960s the Parks Branch began expanding the park 

system in earnest. Kejimkujik, in the Nova Scotia interior; 

Koudiibouguac, on the eastern shore of New Brunswick; and Gros Morne, 

on the W e s t  coast of Newfoundiand were estabfished between 1968 and 

1970, dong with parks in British Columbia and two in ~uebec.23 Three 

parks were also k i n g  discussed for the Canadian North, as weil as a third 

Nova Scotia park, and another for littie Prince Edward Island. In the 

same period, the Parks B r a n c h  began releasing provisional master plans 

which documented how poiicy in each of the national parks, old and 

new, was to proceed As pioof of its conmitment to good relations with 

the public, the Parks B r a n c h  announced in 1969 that it would host 

public meetings to discuss each of the master plans.24 

Of the four parks studied here, only Cape Breton Highlands and 

Fundy were discussed in such public hearings. Given the format of the 

proceedings, they should have ben restrained events. The Parks B m c h  

heid the role as moderator, with the responsibility of weighing the 

meaning and import of briefs of everyone from the National and 

Provincial Parks Association of Canada to the New Brunswick Dance 

Breton Highlands staff bad noticed since the park had opened that Acadian fishermen 
appealled to tourfsts. In 1938, Superintendent J.P. Macmillan lobbied successfully to 
have the fihing shacks at Cap Rouge remain standing. He m t e ,  "1 am of the opinion that 
these shadcs serve as an added attraction to the Park from a tourist standpoint" 
Macmiil=rn to Smart, 23 February 1942, RG84 ~01.520, file CBH296 p t l ,  NAC. Over 
Superintendent Doak's protestations, the farks Branch opted to tear the shacks down in 
the 1950s because they were deexned unatttaMve. Doak to Chief, 11 May 1955, RG84 
voL984. file CBH2 vof.6, NAC. 
23 See Lothian, A Brief Historv, pp. 122- 129, for die Atlantic Canadian parks. 
24 Lothian. A Historv, vo1.4, p.26. 



Teachers Association. The sheer number of briefs - Fundy had 60 

written ones and 33 orai ones25 - ensured a deadening of polemical 

opinions. The Parks Branch even solidted briefs fkom groups likely to 

share its views.26 Finally, the Branch shaped the proceedings by setting 

the hearings' time and location. This was especially significant for the 

Cape Breton Highlands heating, held on a Wednesday in Sydney, aimost 

100 d e s  from the park itself.27 But although these factors could 

conceivably have made the public hearings sedate, they were in fact 

quite spirited affairs. The manscripts of the Cape Breton Highlands and 

Fundy hearings suggest that citizens near the parks welcomed the chance 

to have their Say about park policy. Just as importantly, the hearings 

were a harbinger of what the Parks Branch couid expect of public opinion 

when aeating new Atlantic Canadian parks in the 1970s. 

There were many interests represented at the hearings, and even 

those with similar views often had quite different motivations. At both 

hearhgs, the dosest to a bifurcation of opinion was between those who 

wanted more development, including park expansion, and those who 

wanted less development, and certainly no expansion. Representatives 

from distant cornmunities, business clubs, and tourist associations, who 

imagined some smail fallout from f e d d  dollars and the resulting 

tourism but were far enough removed that they were not directly 

25 Some of the oral briefs were based on written ones See Canada, National and Historic 
Parks Branch, Tfanscri~t of Proceedin~s Fundv National Park Public Hearin~. October 24, 
1970, 1970. 
26 The Sierra Club's brïef, written at the Branchk request for the Fundy hearing, shows 
Little sign of knowing anything about Fundy. 
27 In analysis of the establishment of Gros Morne National Park, James Overton notes that 
in such rnatters, "'participation' is predominantfy defined by the new administrative 
power systern. They attempt to conmi the time, place and form of participation and also 
the issues that the pubk will be invited to express opinions on." (p.186) 



affected by park policy, spoke up for more devel0~ment.28 Citizens and 

representatives of cornrnunities closer to the parks aiso made spemc 

requests for more park facüities. These speakers also reiterated the 

demand that residents be given greater consideration for hiring, as had 

been promised at park creation. The mayor of Alma, just outside Fundy, 

Local residents were led to believe by the politidans of the 
day that, lurnbering having ended, they would supply.the 
labour force for the development of the park. This was the 
case for mmy years; however, the passage of time has 
brought many changes, and at the present time there seems 
to be little concern for the local residents by those in 
positions of control.29 

A common cornplaint was that too much of the parks were not in use, 

either for to-m development or resource use. A Cape Breton M . U  

said that only one percent of the park was developed and that 99% was, 

unacceptably, "absolutely nothing."30 In the New BninSWick hearing, 

there were cails to let Fundy's forests be lumbered, and economic, 

ecological, and aesthetic justifications were offixed.31 Some repeated the 

longstanding Atiantic Canadi=in daim that the region was owed more 

fuading fkom the Park Branch since it deserved what one speaker cailed 

28 canada, National and Historic Parks Branch. Transcri~t of Proceedinns Cam Breton 
k Public-ne 24. 1970,1970. pp25.91, and 93; 

Transcri~t of Proceedinns Fundv, pp.47,50, 52. and 86. 
29 Audley Hasiam in Transcri~t of Proceedines Fundv, p.116. The chair of the 
proceedings, Director of the National Parks Branch John Nicol, disputed Haslam's 
contention. He said that at present, only 13 of the 125 working at Fundy were ftom 
outside New Brunswick Better than 65% of fulltimers and 75% of seasonais were ffom 
Albert County (p. 164). 
30 Fisher Hudson, M.L.A. for Victoria County, in Transcript of Proceedinns Caw Br- 
Hiehlands, p.9 1. 

31 m s r r i a t  of Pmc~edines Fundv, pp.25.55-58, and 96. Edward Swinamer, 
representing Riverview Heights, Albert County, made the innovative suggestion that 
tourists could replat  trees themselves (p.91). 



"deferred uedit" for the 50 years that onIy Western Canada had had 

nationai p a r d *  

Both Cape Breton Highlands and Fundy were considering 

expansion in this penod, and many at both hearings were enthusiastic 

about it. Cape Breton Highlands' provisional master plan talked of 

taking in the northwestern section of Cape Breton, Ieaving fishing 

communities intact.33 Likewise, there was interest in expanding 

westward dong the shore at Fundy National Park, creating a scenic 

Fundy Drive and making an easier approach to the park for tourists 

fmm Maine. Those who sought development at the parks usuaily 

approved the idea of park expansion - as long as it did not interfere 

with them.34 

There was also a school of speakers who opposed development, 

expansion, or in some cases anything else the Parks B r a n d  would 

suggest Naturalist groups wanted the parks largely left alone, but like 

pro-development business groups would not be directly affectecl by any 

poikïes created.35 Some local residents shared the naturaListsr opinions, 

32 John me, Voluntary Planning Board, Bridgewater, in Transcriot of Proceedin~s Cam 
Breton Hiahlana p2SI 
33 A Miss Mary Barker asked the Chair of the Cape Breton Highkmds public hearing, 
Senior Assistant Depusr Minister J.H. Gordon, a simple question: what species, what 
nature in Cape Breton's north was considered so precious that the park had to be 
expanded? Gordon fumbIed, expiaining that an inventory of h a  and fauna had not yet 
been written up. But he then answered in the most basic aesthetic t e m .  "As you go 
gradually no*" he said, "the scenery tends generalty to becorne more and more 
spettadar, more and more rugged." Land that had b e n  omitted h m  park plans in the 
1930s and refused by the park (as a uade for the Ioss of Cheticamp Lake) in the 1950s 
because it was considered ugly, was now, because the aesthetic had c h g e d ,  spectacuiar 

Breton Hinhlands, eaough to demand park expansion. -t of Prweedirags p.25. 
34 See *idU p.5, and rranscri~t of Proceedinn Fundv. pp.47, 50, and 52. Charles Polley 
of the Moncton Fish and Game Association said of a westward Fundy expansion, "It would 
interfere with a few woods operatious, but we are not too sympathetic in this iine - right 
or wrong, we are not The woods operations denude the land, so on and so on." Ibid. p.44. 

35 Ttanscriot of P r o c e e d i n a  Breton Hinhlands, pp.20. 39, and 99; ï'ranscrï~t of 
Proceedinos Fundv, pp. 18,93, and 13 1. 



particularly in theïr adamant opposition to the chernical spraying under 

way at ~ u n d ~ . 3 6  Other speakers decried any thought of increased park 

development because they already considered the park a detriment to 

local business. At Cape Breton Highlands, Maynard MacAskill, president 

of a citizensl group entitled the North Victoria Landownersl Protective 

Association stated, "Presently you build subsidized campgrounds with 

our tax dollars and then you force us to compete with you. The 

national park is stifling private enterprise and it is unfair for the 

individuai in our soaev to have to compete against his own tax 

dollar."37 As couid be expected, MacAskill also opposed park expansion: 

"We lived the National Park for 34 years. Our stomachs are full of it. We 

will tolerate it, but we want no more of it."38 Though talk at Fundy of 

expansion was muted because it was s a  so hypothetical, those residents 

at Cape Breton Highlands who were potentially a6Cected by the park's 

plans made the most of the hearings to voice the& emphatic opposition. 

A 700-name petition was presented, as were the results of three public 

meetings held in northern Cape Breton: ten of twelve cornrnmities voted 

with large majorities (and some 10096) agallw expansion, and the other 

two comrnunities endorsed expansion only if no one would have to 

move.39 T h i s  stand was unanimous among those who spoke at the 

Sydney hearing. The most vitriolic attack was voiced by W. Gwinn, an 

older resident of the threatened region. He told of the park's 

establishment, "They sent this Mr. Smart down there and he told more 

36 Md., pp.27.72, and 138. 
37 Maynard MacAskiU, President of the North Victoria Iandowners' Protective 
Association, in Transcri~t of Prweedings Cam Breton Hi~hlands, p.57. 
38 Ibidz 
39 Jbid., p.82. 



lies and falsehoods than you wouid fmd in the thousand tales of the 

Nights. promises. As soon as they 

their possession these promises were completely forgotten."a After 

comparing the expropriation to the clearances of the Scottish Highlands, 

Gwinn's speech rose to a crescendo: 

1 thuik if you went d o m  there and asked the majority of the 
people what their dearest wish would be, they'd m e r  you 
something like this: We wish this cursed tiger was chained in 
the bottomless pit. We wish the National Park would destroy 
every vestige they have created down there. We wish they 
would bum every building they have ever erected If they 
do that that will be the most glorious day that ever dawned 
in north Cape Breton.' ... I'ii teli you what wouid happa. 
The people would be out on the bills and the fields singing 
and rejoicing, 'Glory, glory, hallelujah, the curse is lifted, the 
bloody tiger is chained in the bottomless pit, the Iron 
Curtain is tom d o m  Thank God we have freedom and 
Liberty again' That's what you would hear. Thank you.41 

The chair, introducing the next speaker, called Gwinn a tough act to 

follow. 

I t  is nifficult to lmow how the Parks Branch assessed these hearings. 

It  released documents responding to public concerns and further 

explaining its policies, but whether the hearings actually shaped policy is 

undear.42 Even &en the great diversity of opinion, the Parks Branch 

could have been expected to learn two lessons from the proceedings: fim, 

that though parks were for ai l  Canadians, they most directiy affected 

those who Lived next door to them; second, that expropriation for parks 

W. Cwinn. member of the North Victoria iandowners' Protective Association, 
T l  C a ~ e  Breton HivhIands, p.66. 
4L p.67. 

42 Ottawa, National and Historic Park Branch. Decisions Resultinp from the Public 
n9 on the Prowsm& Mater PIan for Fundv . 1971; and Ottawa, 

National and Historic Parks Branch, Decisions Resuldno fkom the Public Hearïn~s on the 
Provisional Master PIan for C m  Breton Riehiands Nationai Park, 1971. 



would bring passionate and unified opposition, and more so in the 1970s 

than in previous decades. Since even if a park was established 

expropriatees were iikely to take residence nearby, the Park Brandi 

seemed destined for a future of difficult local relations. 

Yet no matter how fair it promised to be in land acquisition, the 

park system still needed land if it was to make new parks. With the 

assistance of provincial govemmmts, the Branch moved forward with 

parks at Kouchibouguac in New Brunswick and Gros Morne in 

Newfoundland, and announced its intent to create a park at Ship 

Harbour in Nova Scotia In ali three cases, it was met with a haüstom of 

opposition. The Ship Harbour park was canceiled after a sustained 

protest spearheaded by a citizens group, the Association for the 

Preservation of the Eastern ~hore.43 Though Kouchibouguac was 

established, its story was hardly one of success.44 Beginning in 1970, the 

family of Jadcie Vautour, one of about 225 families to be dispossessed, 

mounted a decade-long protest against the park. They retunied the 

cheque the province had offered and stayed on their land until forcibly 

removed in 1976 and their home destroyed Vautour moved his famüy 

back into the park-in a tent, and subsequently built a more permanent 

shelter there. Foiiowing the loss of a Supreme Court challenge in 1980, 

he and his supporters organized two violent protests at the park 

43 See Robin Reilly, "Planning for New National Parks in Atlantic Canada: The Experieace 
with Ship Harbour, Nova Scotia (1965-1973)," Park News, voI.17 no.1 (Spring 1981), pp.5- 
L O. 
44 See G.V. LaForest and MX. Roy, The Kouchiboupc Affair: The Report of the S-&al 
Inauint on Kouchiboumac National Park, Fredericton: n.p., 198 1; Paul Tho-, "The 
Kouchibouguac National Park Conmoversy. Over a Decade Strong," Park News, VOL f 7 no. 1 
(Spring 1981), pp.11-13; On park expropriation in general, s e  Rick Maclean, " k v i n g  
Behind a Bitter Legacy Expropriated land for National Parks" Atlantic Insinhg voLlO 
no.1 (January 1988), p.38. 
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"Hnw c.11 r-e clo things for pcople if prople kcep getting in OU' way- 

Figure 19. 'How can we do things for people if people keep getting in 
our way!?" by Robert Chambers. 
From Halifax Chronicle-Herald, 12 May 1973. 



headquarters. They promised the park would never be left in peace.45 

Kouchibouguac was a watershed in Canadian national park history. The 

Parks Brandi recognized that it could no longer pretend to be 

uninvolved in the process of park ueation sirnply because the provinciai 

govemments were responsible for acquiring land; just as importantiy, 

provincial govenunents recognized that expropriation for parks was 

politically inexpedient. The Newfoundland government conceived a new 

approach to park creation in the making of Gros Morne. Though 

originally 175 families were to be moved, it was deuded in the face of 

public opposition that the park would be established around th-46 

By 1979, the Parks Brandi offiaally adopted this method. In the future, 

more public input and support wouid be involved before a park would 

even be considered, and no land would be expropriated - it would onIy 

be acquired if the owner was willing to seil. Though the process of 

national park creation was bound to take longer, it might at Ieast be 

smoother.47 

The protests at the newer Atlantic Canadian national parks did 

not much affect the e s t  four parks of the regiod8 Nor did citizens 

groups at the newér parks refer badc to the expropriation experiences of 

4s Edward Gaunce, cwrdinator of the Kouchibouguac Co&- for Justice for the 
Exproprîates, said, "Let me say it in plain words. We either get the land badc or we 
destroy it completeiy. F i n  in the woods, oil to poilute the rivers." Vautour hMself 
stated, "If they want the land back, they'll have to carry bodies out of here." Cited in 
Thomas, p.12. 
46 See Chapter 8 of Ovenon, "National Parks and Tourism in Underdeveloped Areas: The 
Establishment of Gros Morne Park," pp. 17 1-190. 
47 McNamee, p.33. 
48 The nearest approximation was the buming of five toll booths at Prince Edward Island 
National Park over Christmas in 1975. This was in apparent protest over the 
implemeniation of ennance fees in Atlantic Canarlian parks (Western parks had had fees 
for the previous forty y-). See Charlottetown 5;uardh.n. 27 and 29 DeCernber 1975. 
Earlier that year, the Guardian had organized a petition to Prime Mùiister Trudeau 
opposing the fees, arguing that touristr already paid a ferry rate to visit the Island. and 



the earlier parks: the submissiveness of landowners at Cape Breton 

Highlands, Prince Edward Island, Fundy, and Terra Nova was not the sort 

of reaction they wished to emulate. Today, the four parks are st i i l  in 

existence, of course. Cape Breton Highlands National Park did not 

expand to the north, and t h a n k s  to a Consultative Cornmittee with 

members fmm ten communities surrounding the park, there now exists a 

better relationship between staff and Iocals. Prince Edward Island 

National Park is st i i i  one of the most attended parks, and the threats of 

erosion from the sea on one side and development on the other are as 

great as ever. There are more concessions to presmtion,  though, and 

in 1995 the park actually dosed off part of the Gulf Shore Highway to 

permit dune migration across the road. Fundy National Park stül has 

many of its 1950s trappings, but its long-ignored nature is now central to 

visitors' enjoyment of the park Tema Nova National Park, which was 

celebrated as a wiiderness park at the time of its creation, has been 

overshadowed somewhat by the rugged, more mountainous beauS. of 

Gros Morne National Park in western Newfoundkmdl, Parks in the east 

have always had that problem. 
- 

During the development of Terra Nova in the late 1950s. the Parks 

Branch's new Planning Section believed that the new park was missing 

something. To the authors of the planning report, this was only a park 

of Srpical Newfoundland hilis, bogs, and Mets. Ln sum, "It is soon 

shouId not have to pay again upon entering the park. The newspaper received 4000 names 
within four days. Letters of support were pubushed, such as one that read, "We are happy 
to add our names to your telegram, and feel most strongly that such a 1evy should not be 
chargeci. The point that we are only one of two provinces where a fee must be paid to 
arrive and depart is an excellent one .... Yours tnily, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon MacEachem, 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold MacEachem." My grandparents and parents. 



apparent that the park has no m l y  outstanding point of inceresteU49 

Something was needed to capture the visiter's attention. The authors 

suggested portais at the park enfrances: "These must be massive, rock 

rnasoruy portals with the name of the park outlined with relief Letters of 

black steel. The purpose of these portals wodd be psychological as well 

as informative. They shouid 'set the stagef for the visitor and place him 

in a receptive and appreciative mood for what is to come."50 This 

would impress tourists and remind local citizens that they were entering 

land where they were no longer free to hunt, fish, and cut timber. The 

pianners beiieved that on approaching the portais, visitors wouid have 

"no doubt that they are entering a speciai area which has been set aside 

for a distinctive purpose."51 

The portals were never buiit, but the Planning Section's call for 

them was astute. National parks always depended on such signs, though 

not usually such lit& ones. The forbidding of conduct sudi as 

hunting, cutting wood, or owning land were themselves signs that parks 

were different Publiaty photos and promotional brochures were likewise 

designed to reinforce the message that nature did not have the same sort 

of meaning in parEs that it had eisewhere. Natural objects in parks were 

to possess neither economic nor moral values one way or another, they 

just were. As the national park system gahed its own history, it was 

even hoped that facilities like resort hotels and golf courses, because they 

were associated with the parks, would themselves somehow signal a 

preference for the natural over the cultural here. 

49 Pknning Section report "Terra Nova National Patk? Portals and information Centres," 
(2959) RG84 ~01.1944, fiie TN28 pt2, NAC. 
5o Ibid. 

Md.  



But ponds suggest that there are luniteci points of access, and here 

the metaphor breaks down. The park and the outside world are not so 

different, and not o d y  because they have the same sort of chnate and 

geology. flora and fauna, but also because they share many of the very 

same objects. Seeds fioat or are carrïed across borders, deer wander back 

and forth, and air and rain pass over the land equally. In growing 

recognition of this, much scienmc research of national parks in recent 

years has studied them in te- of their relationship with the land 

outside. Of particular importance has been the application of concepts 

nom island biogeography. Parks are seen as "islands", distinct in some 

ways from the land around them, yet with only a limited capabaty of 

maintainhg speaes health on their own Therefore, speaes need 

comdors to 0th- islands if the parks are to fulfill th& mandate of 

preservation.52 

The culturai side of national parks needs to be studied in the same 

way. Humans create a park to be an island for nature, and in doing so 

prove the difficulty we have incorporating nature into our everyday 

world But even when a park is created, humans travel as effortlessly 

into and out of it as any species, canying with us. in both directions, 

ideas about nature and people's place in nature. The histories of Cape 

Breton Highlands, P ~ c e  Edward Island, Fundy, and Terra NOM National 

Parks are thus not histories of just those places. In each case, the park 

that was selected, established, expropriated, and developed stands as an 

inviolable monument to the time when these events took place. Parks 

are very helpful, then, in serving to document how we have felt about 

S2 For an introduction to island biogeography and patch dynamics in parks, see John B. 
Theberge, "Ecology, Conservation and Protected Areas in Canada," Parks and Protected 
Places in Cana* pp.137-153. 



and behaved towards nature in the past. However, as 1 hope this thesis 

has shown, those attimdes and actions are never about nature alone, but 

also involve Our own messy human aspirations for social, spiritual, and 

financial bettement. As such, parks also serve to document how we 

have fdt about and behaved towards one another. 
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Appendix 1 

Departments in charge of national parks, and senior park 
officials. 
1930-1965 

Departments 
Interior, 191 1-Nov. 1936 
Mines and Resources, Dec.1936-Jan. 1950 
Resources aad Development, Jan. 1950-Dec. 195 3 
Northern Affairs and National Resources, Dec.1953-1966 

Miaisters 
Charles Stewart, 1926-Aug.1930 
Thomas Murphy, Aug.193û-ûct1935 
Thomas k Cterar, Oct l93S-Aprill945 
James Glen, April1945-June 1948 
James MacKinnon, June 1948-Mar& 1949 
Corin Gibson, April1949-Jan.1950 
Robert Wmters, Jan.1950-Sept1953 
Jean Lesage. Septl953-jme 1957 
Douglas Harkness, June 1957-Aug. 1957 
Aivin Hamilton, Aug.19574~~1960 
Waiter Diasdale, ûct1960-Aprii 1963 
Arthur Laing, Apriï 1963-1968 

Deputy Ministers 
W.W. Cory, 1905-Mard 193 1 
XH. Rowatt, April1931-ApU 1934 
James Wardle, Aug. 1935-Nov. 193 6 
Charles GUIS&, D~.1936-De~.1945 
Hugh Keenieyside, Jan. 1947-Sept 1950 
Hugh Young, Oct1950-Nov.1953 
R Gordon Robertson, Nov. 195 3- June 1963 
Enie~t Cdg, July 1963-1968 

Senior Parks Branch Officers 
James Harkin (Commissioner), 1 9 1 1 -Nov. 1 93 6 
R A  G i h o n  (Director), Dec. l936--Novel95O 
James S m  (Director), Dec.1950-Feb. 1953 
James Hutchison (Director), March 195 3-July 195 7 
J.R.B. Coleman (Director), Aug. 1957-1968 

Parks Division Heads (after 1936) 
F.H.H. Williamson (Controiier), 1936-i942 
James Smart (Controller), 194l-Nov.19SO 
J.U. Coleman (Chief), Dec. 1950-Juiy 1957 
B.I.M. Strong (Chief), C k t  195 7-Nov.1963 
W.W. Mair (Chief), Dec.1963-1966 



Appendix 2 

Y e a r  

1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
194$ 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
i959 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
EBiQ 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
196$ 
1966 

Attendance 
(Ranking among al1 parks is in brackets) 

Gu22 
Breton 

Highlands 

Prince 
Edward 
Island 

Fundv Terra 
UuLa 

Rankings indude National Historic Parks, 
but total attendance is for National Parks alone. 

a11 - 
national 

parks  

908,161 
1,ûû8,69û 
954,120 
995,270 
1.170,653 
1,ûûû,S63 

466,245 
415,351 
457,392 
602.409 
914,902 

1,154,699 
1,261,910 
1,688,367 
1.795.138 
2,016,797 
2,4O9,66 1 
2,857,268 
3,035,001 
3.305.149 
3,529,976 
3,940,711 
4,287343 
4,600,434 
3a!mua& 
549 1,663 
7,426,403 
9,426,857 
9,179,028 
9,84$,283 
1 l,367,912 

AU data are from the foliowing year's departmental Annual Re~ort. 




